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Preface to ”Sustainable Development of Electrical

Energy Storage Technologies in Energy Production”

Dear readers,

Nowadays energy production systems have attracted a globally contentious scientific debate as

it counts variable strategic stakeholders of competitive interests. Such indicative competitive interests

are land use for energy crops against agricultural production, as well as the ongoing trend of energy

production from Renewable Energy Sources (RES), comparing to the traditional overexploitation of

conventional fossil-based energy sources in mainland national energy grids.

In this research context the book conveys new and flexible responses to the electrical energy

storage (EES) systems in a wide range of applications: Technological advancements, environmental

impacts, economies of scale achievement, involvement of RES in EES technologies, as well as EES

diffusion and its impacting on regional, globalized and socio-economic contexts of analysis. This

book merits its attractiveness since it is one of the contemporary initiatives worldwide that analyzes

the multifaceted impacts and complements novel research approaches of wide geographical coverage

and pluralistic thematic corpus. In particular this book accommodates 15 rigorously peer-reviewed

papers out of a total of 25 manuscripts submitted for consideration and publication. Consequently,

the book is systematically approaching the following research fields:

• Municipal Waste Management Strategy Review and Waste-to-Energy Potentials in New

Zealand, by Jean-François Perrot and Alison Subiantoro

• New Carbon Emissions Allowance Allocation Method Based on Equilibrium Strategy for

Carbon Emission Mitigation in the Coal-Fired Power Industry, by Qing Feng et al.

• Sustainable Waste Tire Derived Carbon Material as a Potential Anode for Lithium-Ion Batteries,

by Joseph S. Gnanaraj et al.

• Renewable Energy and Economic Growth: Evidence from European Countries, by Stamatios

Ntanos et al.

• Multi-Port High Voltage Gain Modular Power Converter for Offshore Wind Farms, by

Sen Song et al.

• Day-Ahead Probabilistic Model for Scheduling the Operation of a Wind Pumped-Storage

Hybrid Power Station: Overcoming Forecasting Errors to Ensure Reliability of Supply to the

Grid, by Jakub Jurasz and Alexander Kies

• Environmental Behavior of Secondary Education Students: A Case Study at Central Greece,

by Stamatios Ntanos et al.

• A Social Assessment of the Usage of Renewable Energy Sources and Its Contribution to Life

Quality: The Case of an Attica Urban Area in Greece, by Stamatios Ntanos et al.

• Agricultural Commodities and Crude Oil Prices: An Empirical Investigation of Their

Relationship, by Eleni Zafeiriou et al.

• First Approach to a Holistic Tool for Assessing RES Investment Feasibility, by José Marı́a

Flores-Arias et al.

ix



• Transforming Data Centers in Active Thermal Energy Players in Nearby Neighborhoods, by

Marcel Antal et al.

• Socio-Cultural Impact of Energy Saving: Studying the Behaviour of Elementary School Students

in Greece, by Sideri Lefkeli et al.

• Public Perceptions and Willingness to Pay for Renewable Energy: A Case Study from Greece, by

Stamatios Ntanos et al.

• Optimal Investment Planning of Bulk Energy Storage Systems, by Dina Khastieva et al.

• A Spatial Decision Support System Framework for the Evaluation of Biomass Energy Production

Locations: Case Study in the Regional Unit of Drama, Greece, by Konstantinos Ioannou et al.

All aforementioned research contributions of this book have disclosed representative research

strategies, operation challenges and technological aspects of exploitation, models and simulations,

R&D, as well as new and clean energy-oriented infrastructure. Taken into consideration the decisive

role of RES towards the full development of EES and the wider penetration of innovative energy

production schemes in the following years, it is prospected that RES in EES could materialize

the energy production methodologies of the future. Such methodologies and innovative energy

production schemes, if properly enabled, will ensure the optimization of energy sufficiency, the

intensification of environmental protection, and the compliance with a wider social acceptability in

favor of a greener technology and economy. Besides, the main limitations and the key challenges

derived from these scientific approaches, they are nurturing a fresher scientific viewpoint of insightful

novel prospects among developed and developing economies worldwide.

I am grateful to all researchers and contributors of this book for their intellectual researches,

insightful propositions, pluralistic methodologies and creative argumentation deployed. Besides,

I want to warmly thank the professional, editorial and administrative, personnel at the

“Sustainability” MDPI editions for their qualitative work and overall supportiveness that made this

book possible. I hope you to find the contents of this timely book fascinating and attractive. If you

would like any further information on this book, I am at your disposal.

Dr. Grigorios L. Kyriakopoulos

Editor

x
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Abstract: Municipal waste management and Waste-to-Energy (WtE) potentials in New Zealand are
discussed. The existing main waste management strategy of New Zealand is to reduce, reuse and recycle
waste. Most of the remaining waste is currently disposed of in landfills. WtE options were explored
in this study as a more sustainable waste treatment alternative in the country, while making use of
the annual 30.8 petajoule of available waste energy in New Zealand. Four WtE technology options
were discussed and compared, namely incineration, anaerobic digestion, gasification and pyrolysis.
The aspects in comparison were air pollution, cost, side products, capacity, commercial maturity, energy
efficiency and type of waste treated. Special emphasis was given to environment-friendliness and cost.
From the comparison, it was found that anaerobic digestion seems to be the most attractive solution for
the country as it is environment-friendly, economical and the concept is consistent with New Zealand’s
existing waste management strategy. The major limitations of anaerobic digestion are its low energy
production efficiency and its limited waste treatment capacity. Hence, an effective national waste
reduction and recycling strategy is crucial for the success of this waste management option.

Keywords: municipal waste; energy; New Zealand; incineration; anaerobic digestion;
pyrolysis; gasification

1. Introduction

The World Bank predicted the global municipal waste generation will increase from 1.3 billion
tons per year in 2012 to 2.2 billion tons per year in 2025 [1]. If not managed properly, this will create
various social and environmental problems, including air, soil and water pollutions, the spread of
diseases and the release of greenhouse gases, particularly methane, to the atmosphere that contributes
to global warming.

In New Zealand, waste management is an especially pressing issue. According to the World Bank,
the country was the most wasteful nation in the developed world and ranked number 10 globally in
terms of municipal waste generation per capita in 2012 and is projected to remain so for the foreseeable
future [2]. This high amount of waste is due to the fact that the nation is a big consumer of resources
and import high volumes of goods, which is typical among the OECD (The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development) members [3], with a relatively small population of less than 5 million
people in 2018 [4]. The waste issue in the country is recently worsened by China’s decision in 2017 to
restrict imports of plastic, which directly impacts the 30,000 tons of plastic waste New Zealand used to
export annually [5].

Currently, the main strategy adopted by New Zealand’s government regarding its waste
management strategy is to reduce, recycle and reuse waste [6]. Most of the non-recyclable and/or
non-reusable waste ends up in landfills [7]. Although landfilling maybe the most economical solution
in the short term, its long-term impacts to the environment and its sustainability are problematic.

Sustainability 2018, 10, 3114; doi:10.3390/su10093114 www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability1
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Among the options explored around the world to face the waste issue, energy generation from
municipal waste is one of the most attractive solutions [8]. Furthermore, there is a good symmetry
between the ever-increasing energy demand and the amount of municipal waste generated, making the
Waste-to-Energy (WtE) option even more attractive. It is noted, however, that the concept has its own
issues that will be discussed further below.

Comprehensive reviews on various WtE technologies are available in the literature [9,10].
Reviews on waste management issues in Europe [11,12], Africa [13], Asia [14] and in developing
countries [15] are also available. Country-specific studies, such as that in China [16], India [17],
Turkey [18], USA [19], Colombia [20], Malaysia [21], Thailand [22] and Saudi Arabia [23], among others,
can be found too. In general, it can be seen that waste management is a growing challenge among
the countries. A number of government policies have been put in place to overcome this issue with
varying degrees of effectiveness, and various options have been considered to reduce the amount of
waste that ends up in landfills, including recycling and WtE technologies. It is noted that incineration
is still the most common method due to its effectiveness. To the authors’ knowledge, no such study is
available for New Zealand and its unique contexts. The status of zero-waste management strategy in
New Zealand up to 2002 was mentioned very briefly in Reference [24]. A somewhat related analysis
of waste management in New Zealand is available [3], but the emphasis was on key policies and
government programs. Moreover, there have been new developments in the country since the article
was published in 2009, including the significant population increase and the shift towards better
environment management in recent years. The goal of this study is to investigate the potentials of WtE
technology to solve the waste issue of New Zealand. To reach this objective, a review of the current
waste management condition in the country is carried out. Data from various sources are collected
to draw a comprehensive picture of the national waste situation. Afterwards, the country’s waste
strategy, including some of the relevant laws and regulations, are presented and its effectiveness is
discussed. The available WtE technologies in the world are then reviewed. The technologies include:
waste incineration, anaerobic digestion, pyrolysis and gasification. Their strengths and weaknesses are
compared based on the contexts of New Zealand. The comparisons will focus on their air pollution,
cost, side products, capacity, commercial maturity, efficiency and type of waste treated associated with
each technology.

2. Waste Management in New Zealand

According to an OECD report in 2017 [25], the amount of municipal solid waste generated in
New Zealand has increased steadily alongside population, gross domestic product and private final
consumption in recent years. Its waste generation per capita is currently among the highest in the OECD
and the majority of the waste is landfilled. From 2010–15, it was reported that the amount of waste per
capita of New Zealand grew by more than 20% [26], as can be seen in Table 1. Here, municipal waste
is defined as the waste collected and treated by municipalities. It covers the waste from households,
including bulky waste, similar waste from commerce and trade, office buildings, institutions and small
businesses, as well as yard and garden waste, street sweepings, the contents of litter containers and market
cleansing waste (if managed as household waste). Hence, the figures exclude waste materials that are
recovered, reused or recycled. As can be observed, the amount of waste grew with years although there
was a slight dip from 2010–11. Based on this trend, it was predicted that the total amount of municipal
waste generation in New Zealand will be doubled in 30 years.
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Table 1. Municipal waste of New Zealand from 2010–15 (data are extracted from OECD database [26]).

Year Total Amount of Waste (Millions of tons) Amount of Waste Per Capita (kg)

2010 2.532 582.0
2011 2.512 573.0
2012 2.514 570.3
2013 2.684 604.2
2014 2.931 649.9
2015 3.221 701.3

A report from the country’s Ministry for the Environment [7] explained that the reduction in
the amount of municipal waste in the early 2010s was because individual, community and local and
central government initiatives had been successful in diverting large amounts of waste from landfills
through recovery and recycling of items, among others. Nevertheless, the report also states that there
was still approximately 75% of the waste disposed of to landfills that could be potentially diverted.
Further reductions were also possible at other stages of a product’s life cycle. As shall be discussed later,
this strategy of waste minimization is currently the government’s main waste management strategy.

It is difficult to get accurate data on the proportion of the municipal waste that ends up in landfills.
However, based on the data from the Ministry for the Environment [7], there were 2.531 million tons
and 2.461 million tons of waste disposed of to landfills in 2010 and 2011, respectively. Comparing these
data with OECD’s data on the amount of waste produced [26] in Table 1, it can be seen that more than
97% of the waste are disposed of into landfills.

The waste composition data in New Zealand’s landfills can be gathered from reports that have
been released by the various regional councils in the country. Perrot [27] has compiled the available
data from 2011–17 and the summary is presented in Table 2. The types of waste have been categorized
into those with and without energy generation potentials. In total, 78.2% of the waste can be used for
power generation in WtE plants. Organic materials represent almost one third of the total waste in
landfills, while timber and plastic represent one fourth of the waste.

Table 2. Waste composition of landfills in New Zealand between 2011 and 2017 (data are adapted from
regional council reports as compiled by Perrot [27]).

Type of Waste Percentage

Waste with energy potential

Organic 30.4%
Timber 14.1%
Plastic 12.1%
Paper 9.0%

Nappies and sanitary 6.3%
Textiles 5.4%
Rubber 0.9%

Waste with no energy potential

Rubble and concrete 10.0%
Potential hazardous 4.4%

Glass 3.3%
Metal 3.1%

At the moment, the waste management plans realized by regional councils in New Zealand are
mainly governed by the Waste Minimization Act of 2008 [28]. The act encourages the reduction of
waste generated and disposed of in the country. The aim is to protect the environment from harm and
provide environmental, social, economic and cultural benefits. To achieve this goal, several measures
have been taken over the years:

3
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• Imposition of a levy on all waste disposed of in landfills to generate funding to help local
government, communities and businesses to minimize waste.

• Establishment of product stewardship schemes. This strategy gives the responsibility to a product
designer, seller or user to minimize its impact on the environment.

• Regulations made to control the disposal of products, materials or waste.
• Empowerment of the responsibilities of regional authorities that need to write a waste assessment

every six years.
• Creation of the Waste Advisory Board to give independent advice to the Minister for the

Environment on matters related to waste minimization.

The country’s Ministry for the Environment has also formulized New Zealand’s Waste Strategy
in 2002 and revised it in 2010 [6]. The strategy has a vision towards zero waste and a sustainable New
Zealand through three main goals. They are to lower the costs and risks of waste to society, to reduce
the environmental damage from the generation and disposal of waste, and to increase economic benefit
by using material more efficiently. The strategy focuses more on waste prevention rather than on waste
disposal and adopts this waste treatment hierarchy: reduction (most desirable option), reuse, recycle,
recovery, treatment, and lastly, disposal (least desirable option).

In response, various regional councils in the country have taken these steps to achieve the
zero-waste objective by 2040 [27]:

• the development of additional recycling facilities,
• the reduction of green waste quantities,
• the education of the population about the waste hierarchy and the need to consume less,
• the need to gather more data about the waste situation in each region,
• the reduction of illegal dumping,
• the development of resource recovery networks.

With these regulations and instruments in place, there has been considerable progress in access to
recycling services and environmental controls around disposal facilities over the years. However, as can
be seen from the waste generation data in Table 1, there has been less success in the overall reduction
of waste generation in New Zealand.

In terms of waste treatment, landfilling is still the most common method of solid waste disposal in
the country, although there have been discussions about alternative solutions, including various WtE
options. Among the alternatives, WtE incineration technology is the most mature [10]. Nevertheless,
New Zealand has traditionally been reluctant to commit into WtE incineration plants. Some arguments
that have been raised against the technology by the Waste Management Institute of New Zealand [29] are:

• Community perception: Waste incineration has the potential to cause harm to both the
environment and human health. However, the institute also noted that with today’s modern and
efficient technologies these health and environmental concerns can be largely avoided through
treatment and mitigation of emissions. Therefore, through engagement and consultation with
affected communities, these perceptual issues can be overcome.

• Cannibalizing recycling programs: The development of WtE plants contradicts with the recycling
policy of New Zealand because those plants always need a lot of feedstock to run at maximum capacity.

• Consistency of feedstock issue: New Zealand has a relatively large land area as compared to its
population. Hence, getting consistent volumes of waste are difficult. Only in an area such as
Auckland, there is certainly no shortage of waste. However, there are many and varied disposal
options already in existence competing for the same waste, many of which are likely to be far
cheaper solutions.

• Cost issue: Landfilling remains New Zealand’s predominant mechanism for waste disposal as
it is cost-effective. Only with significant waste disposal levies through regulatory intervention,
a WtE plant can be considered economically attractive.

4
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3. Waste-to-Energy Technologies and Their Status in New Zealand

As laid out in the previous section, New Zealand is highly reliant on landfilling to treat its waste.
At the same time, waste generation in the country is growing steadily and China’s recent decision not
to import plastic waste anymore will force the country to reconsider its waste management strategy
sooner or later. The authors believe that it is time to review the WtE options to solve New Zealand’s
waste situation. The existing concerns against the technology, particularly to WtE incineration plants,
are noted and will be addressed.

Obviously, another added benefit for New Zealand from WtE technologies is the additional
renewable energy source available to reduce its dependency on fossil fuels. It is noted that around
85% of the electricity and 40% of the total energy supply in New Zealand were already generated from
renewable sources in 2016 [30]. Fossil fuels are still used to produce electricity during dry seasons.
Waste can be a very attractive fuel alternative as its supply is relatively unaffected by the seasons.

3.1. Incineration

The most mature technology to extract energy from waste is incineration [10]. The process involves
burning of waste in furnaces and using the heat produced to generate useful power (in the form of
electricity or heat). By-products of the process are ash and exhaust gas. The ash residue can be further
processed to remove metals for recycling and the remainder can be used for construction materials.
Most modern plants currently have an energy efficiency of around 30% [10]. Integrated WtE-Gas
Turbines power plants have been proposed recently to increase the energy efficiency to more than
40% and in 2012, there are three such plants in Spain, Netherlands and Japan [31]. Although the
technology is not yet matured, the integrated gas turbine system seems to be the future of WtE
incineration technologies.

The main advantage of incineration as compared to the other options is its effectiveness to remove
waste in terms of capacity, type of waste treated and volume reduction [32]. The potential economic
values of the residues are an added benefit of the technology. The weaknesses of WtE incinerators
are related to their cost, social and environmental issues [29]. WtE incineration plants are relatively
expensive to build and communities are usually reluctant to live near incinerators. The incineration
of waste releases polluting metals, dioxins and toxic gases that are harmful for human health to
the atmosphere. However, it is noted that the quantities released have decreased in the past few
years because of stricter rules imposed by governments and the technological progress made in this
field [33,34].

WtE incineration technology has been implemented successfully in Europe. The biggest investors
include France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Italy and Sweden [35]. Incineration allows these
investors to reduce the volume of waste disposed in landfills by 90%. In European Union (EU)
countries, 26% of waste is used to generate energy in 2015 [36]. This energetic valorization represents
1.3% of the final electricity consumption and 8.9% of the heat consumption. 409 WtE plants were
counted in the EU in 2012 that burned 74 million of tons of waste producing 30 TWh of electricity and
74 TWh of heat [36].

The waste management case of Sweden [37] is particularly relevant for New Zealand and the
concerns raised by the authorities. Like New Zealand, Sweden puts a lot of emphasis on recycling
and has been very successful, with half of the waste in Sweden is recycled every year. Contrary to
New Zealand, however, the rest of the waste is converted to energy in the 33 WtE plants in the country,
leaving only about 1% of waste in landfills [37]. The waste treatment systems have been so effective
that Sweden also imports waste from other countries that are willing to pay the price to feed its plants.

In New Zealand, there are currently only three high-temperature hazardous waste incinerators
in operation. They are at Auckland International Airport, in New Plymouth and near Christchurch
International airport [27].
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3.2. Anaerobic Digestion

Another technology that is available to create energy from waste is anaerobic digestion. It is a
process involving the decomposition of putrescible materials by bacteria acting without the presence
of air. Biogas, which is a renewable energy comprised of methane and carbon dioxide, is generated
from the process. The main advantages of anaerobic digestion over incineration are its lower emissions
of carbon dioxide, the possible valorization of organic waste for soil conditioners and the reduced odor
emissions [32]. From life cycle perspective, anaerobic digestion is more attractive than incineration
too [38]. The main limitation is that the process is slow. Hence, it may not be practical to rely
solely on anaerobic digestion to remove all the waste from a country. Furthermore, it can only treat
biodegradable waste or organic fraction of municipal solid waste (OFMSW) [39].

Around the world, there were approximately 12,000 biogas plants in 2016 and is expected to
grow to 15,000 by 2025 [40]. 90% of those plants are in Europe and the strongest biogas markets are in
Germany, France, Italy and Poland [40]. However, this technology is less mature and is less popular
than the WtE incineration alternative. Furthermore, there are unique challenges to its implementation
in urban areas [41].

In New Zealand, the biogas sector is currently growing. In 2015, the estimated total amount
of methane collected and transformed into biogas was around 4.7 PJ (petajoule), which can power
40,000 households [42]. There are 31 main biogas plants in New Zealand treating waste from landfills,
sewage, wastewater, rural and industrial waste [42].

3.3. Gasification and Pyrolysis

Gasification process involves the conversion of an organic compound into a gas mixture (syngas)
and a solid by-product (char). The conversion is made at a temperature of more than 650 ◦C [32].
Syngas has a high heating power and can be used for power generation or biofuel production. Char is
a mixture of organic carbon and ash. Several gasification technologies exist around the world and
what differentiates them is the reactors used and the operations realized [43].

Pyrolysis is thermal degradation with a limited supply of, or in the complete absence of, an oxidizing
agent at a temperature of between 400 ◦C and 1000 ◦C [44]. The conversion can produce three products:
pyrolysis gas, pyrolysis liquid and solid coke. The WtE potential efficiency of pyrolysis is similar to that
of gasification and both techniques can treat all kind of municipal waste. However, these technologies are
less matured as compared to anaerobic digestion and incineration [44].

In New Zealand, there have been small-scale gasification and pyrolysis waste treatment projects,
particularly for wood waste [45,46]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, there is no large-scale
gasification/pyrolysis plant in the country as of 2018.

4. Waste-to-Energy Generation Potentials in New Zealand

From the above discussions, there are at least four major WtE technologies available, i.e., incineration,
anaerobic digestion, gasification and pyrolysis. These technologies will now be compared. The comparison
includes the energy potential and suitability of each technology in the context of New Zealand.

4.1. Energy Potential from Municipal Waste in New Zealand

In 2015, New Zealand generated 3.221 million tons of municipal waste [26]. To get an estimation
of the energy that could be generated from this waste, a calculation was carried out. Table 3
shows the amount of each waste type generated annually in the New Zealand (data are adapted
from Reference [27]), the heating value of each kind of waste (values are approximated based on
Reference [47]) and the corresponding available energy. In total, there is more than 30.8 PJ of energy
available per year from waste in New Zealand. In comparison, the total energy demand of the country
was 577.6 PJ in 2016, of which 25.5 PJ, 270.9 PJ and 81.3 PJ was supplied by coal, oil and natural gas,
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respectively [30]. Therefore, the available energy from municipal waste in New Zealand is comparable
to the energy demand provided by coal.

Table 3. Annual municipal waste energy potential of New Zealand.

Percentage
(%) [27]

Amount of
Waste (tons)

Heating Value
(MJ/kg) [47]

Energy Contained (GJ)

Organic 30.4 979,184 3 2,937,552
Paper, nappies and

sanitary 15.3 492,813 16 7,885,008

Timber 14.1 454,161 6 2,724,966
Plastic 12.1 389,741 35 13,640,600
Rubber 0.9 28,989 14 405,846
Textiles 5.4 173,934 19 3,304,746

Total 30,898,718

To estimate the potential energy that can be generated from WtE plants, the total amount of waste
energy is multiplied by the various efficiency values of the different WtE technologies. The calculated
values for incineration, anaerobic digestion, gasification and pyrolysis are tabulated in Table 4. It should
be noted that for each technology, the amount of energy generated varies for two main reasons: (1) the
different efficiencies, and (2) the different kind of waste that it can treat. For example, anaerobic
digestion can only treat organic waste, which explains the low value of energy generated as compared
to other technologies, since plastic waste has a high heating value and represents around 12% of waste
generated in New Zealand. As a consequence, anaerobic digestion needs to be combined with a good
recycling strategy, if it is to be adopted nationwide. As expected, the most sophisticated technologies
(WtE-GT integrated and advanced gasification) offer the most energy generation, and further studies
in this area will allow the energetic optimization of future WtE plants. However, these technologies
are less mature at the moment.

Table 4. Energy generation potentials from municipal waste in New Zealand.

Incineration
(Conventional)

Incineration
(WtE-GT Integrated)

Anaerobic
Digestion

Advanced
Gasification

Pyrolysis

Energy production
efficiency (%) 21.0% [47] 42.0% [31] 10.4% [48] 35.0% [49] 20.5% [50]

Annual energy production
potential (GJ) 5,806,909 11,613,819 1,015,671 1 9,665,899 5,661,455

1 Only organic waste is treated.

4.2. Suitability Comparison of the Technologies for New Zealand

To analyze the suitability of the available WtE technologies in the context of New Zealand, a
comparison is carried out in the following aspects: air pollution, cost (capital and maintenance), side
product, capacity of production, commercial maturity, energy efficiency and type of waste to be treated.

Studies of gas emissions from each type of plants are available in the literature [32,51–53].
There are technologies to treat the various gas emissions to reduce air pollution. These, however,
have financial implications. For example, although gasification plants emit less carbon dioxide than
incineration plants [54], it is more expensive to treat the emission from gasification plants than that
from incinerators [55]. Among all the technologies, anaerobic digestion is the least air polluting since
all gases are captured to produce methane [56]. Pyrolysis is less polluting than incineration because of
the absence of oxygen during the process and the lower temperature used [57]. It is also less polluting
than gasification for the same reason [50].

To compare the cost of each technology, Table 5 tabulates the costs of WtE plants based on data
from GIZ (German Corporation for International Cooperation) [58]. It can be seen that anaerobic
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digestion is the most economical option. Conventional incineration is relatively more economical than
gasification/pyrolysis, while the advanced incineration plant is currently very costly.

Table 5. Cost estimations of various WtE technologies.

Incineration
(Conventional)

Incineration
(WtE-GT Integrated)

Anaerobic
Digestion

Gasification/Pyrolysis

Annual capacity (tons) [58] 150,000 150,000 100,000 250,000
Investment cost (million EUR) [58] 55 160 16 100

Total cost (EUR/ton) 65 280 28 75

Regarding side products, incineration units usually recycle the bottom ash to recover metals from
it and the remaining ash can be used as construction materials (aggregates) [10]. Anaerobic digestion’s
main side product is digestate, which can be used for fertilizer [32]. For gasification, only ashes remain
from the process apart from the syngas are generated [54]. The side products of pyrolysis depend on
the parameters used. The range and proportions of products is then quite varied and is constituted by
unconverted carbon, charcoal, ash, pyrolysis oil and syngas [59].

Regarding the waste treatment capacities, the common scales of capacity of each technology are
as follows [47]: (1) incineration can treat 1500 tons of waste per day, (2) pyrolysis and gasification can
treat 10 and 100 tons of waste per day, respectively, and (3) around 500 tons of waste per day can be
treated by anaerobic digestion [58]. The capacity of production obviously depends on the size of the
treatment facility, but those figures give an idea of the current performances of the existing plants in
the world.

In terms of the level of maturity of the technologies, waste incineration is the most mature,
followed by anaerobic digestion, while pyrolysis and gasification are not yet mature [10,50].

Another aspect to consider is the energy production efficiency of each technology. It is noted that
the efficiency of each technology depends on many factors such as the thermodynamic cycle employed,
the scale of the plant and all the techniques used for optimization that are different for each plant.
For conventional incinerators, steam turbines are commonly used and the electrical energy production
efficiency is typically around 15–30% [47]. When used to provide heating, the efficiency of incinerators
can reach 90% and for combined heat and power is 40% [47]. For anaerobic digestion, the maximum
efficiency of anaerobic digesters to produce biogas based on the heating values is 28% [48]. Assuming a
gas turbine with an efficiency of 30–40%, the overall efficiency is between 8.4–11.2%. The gasification
technology has an efficiency of between 10–27% or 30–40% (advanced gasification), depending on the
type of turbine used [50]. Pyrolysis has an efficiency of between 16–25%, assuming a gas turbine for
the electricity production process [50].

In terms of the type of waste that can be treated, incineration is the most comprehensive as it can
treat almost any type of waste. Gasification and pyrolysis plants may be able to treat all kind of waste
with less environmental impact and at a lower cost as compared to incineration, but the technologies
are less mature. Anaerobic digestion is the most limited option as it cannot treat non-biodegradable
materials, such as plastic waste.

To summarize the comparison of the various aspects above, to find the most suitable technology
for New Zealand, scores ranging from 0 (the worst) to 3 (the best) were assigned by ranking each of
the technologies in each parameter. For example, anaerobic digestion is the most preferred option in
the aspect of air pollution, followed by pyrolysis, gasification and lastly, incineration. Therefore, in the
aspect of air pollution, anaerobic digestion was given a score of 3, pyrolysis got a score of 2, a score of
1 for gasification and incineration was given a zero score. Table 6 summarizes the scores of the four
technologies in all the aspects considered without any special weightage for any of the parameters.
The table shows that, without weightage, incineration and anaerobic digestion are generally the
most attractive WtE options, followed by pyrolysis and, lastly, gasification. Incineration is attractive
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mainly because of its capacity and maturity. Anaerobic digestion is advantageous in terms of its
environment-friendliness and cost.

Table 6. Comparison of WtE technologies without weightages.

Incineration Anaerobic Digestion Gasification Pyrolysis

Air pollution 0 3 1 2
Cost 2 3 0.5 0.5

Side products 1.5 1.5 0 3
Capacity 3 2 1 0
Maturity 3 2 0.5 0.5

Energy efficiency 1.5 0 3 1.5
Waste type 2 0 2 2

Total 13 11.5 8 9.5

In practice, New Zealand has two main concerns regarding its waste treatment strategy,
i.e., environment-friendliness and economy. Therefore, more weightages should be assigned to the
relevant parameters in comparison. The main parameter that is relevant to environment-friendliness
is air pollution, while that for the economy is cost. A double weightage was therefore given to these
two parameters. The results are presented in Table 7. The table shows that anaerobic digestion
seems to be the most attractive solution for New Zealand in general. It is both environment-friendly
and economical. The technology is relatively mature. The inability of anaerobic digestion to treat
non-biodegradable waste is actually consistent with New Zealand’s national waste management
strategy to reduce, reuse and recycle waste. It should be noted, however, that the energy production
efficiency of anaerobic digestion is relatively low as compared to the alternatives. Furthermore, it is
seriously lacking in its waste treatment capacity. Therefore, in order for this option to be successful in
its implementation nationwide, it is crucial to ensure the effectiveness of the existing national waste
management strategy to reduce, reuse and recycle.

Table 7. Comparison with special weightages on environmental and economic aspects.

Weightage Incineration Anaerobic Digestion Gasification Pyrolysis

Air pollution 2 0 6 2 4
Cost 2 4 6 1 1

Side products 1 1.5 1.5 0 3
Capacity 1 3 2 1 0
Maturity 1 3 2 0.5 0.5
Energy

efficiency 1 1.5 0 3 1.5

Waste type 1 2 0 2 2

Total 15 17.5 9.5 12

5. Conclusions

This article discusses the municipal waste management and the Waste-to-Energy (WtE) potentials
in New Zealand. Globally, New Zealand generates more waste per capita as compared to other
OECD countries. Moreover, the total amount of waste generated has been steadily increasing over the
years and is expected to continue to rise following the country’s economic and population growths.
The main waste management strategy of New Zealand is currently to reduce, reuse and recycle waste,
while most of the non-reusable and non-recyclable waste ends up in landfills.

Various alternative technologies are available to treat waste in a more sustainable manner.
WtE options were explored in this study for possible future implementation in New Zealand. This option
is attractive as it is environmentally friendly and can further reduce the country’s dependency on fossil
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fuels. According to the calculation, the energy potential of waste in New Zealand was more than 30.8 PJ
per year, which is more than the amount of energy from coal in the country.

Four technologies were discussed and compared: incineration, anaerobic digestion, gasification
and pyrolysis. The aspects in focus were air pollution, cost, side products, waste treatment capacity,
commercial maturity, energy efficiency and type of waste treated. Without any special weightage to
any of the parameters, incineration is the most attractive option. It is a very mature technology and is
able to treat any type of waste effectively. However, environment-friendliness and cost are especially
important for New Zealand. Therefore, more weightages were given to the air pollution and cost
aspects. From the comparison, it was found that anaerobic digestion seems to be the most attractive
solution for the country. Anaerobic digestion plants are environment-friendly and economical. It is
also consistent with New Zealand’s existing waste management strategy. The major limitations of
anaerobic digestion are its low energy production efficiency and its limited waste treatment capacity.
It is noted, therefore, that this option has to run in tandem with an effective national strategy to reduce,
reuse and recycle waste in the country.
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Abstract: The carbon emissions from coal-fired power have become an increasing concern to
governments around the world. In this paper, a carbon emissions allowances allocation based on the
equilibrium strategy is proposed to mitigate coal-fired power generation carbon emissions, in which
the authority is the lead decision maker and the coal-fired power plants are the follower decision
makers, and an interactive solution approach is designed to achieve equilibrium. A real-world case
study is then given to demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of this methodology. Sensitivity
analyses under different constraint violation risk levels are also conducted to give authorities
some insights into equilibrium strategies for different stakeholders and to identify the necessary
tradeoffs between economic development and carbon emissions mitigation. It was found that the
proposed method was able to mitigate coal-fired power generation carbon emissions significantly
and encourage coal-fired power plants to improve their emissions performance.

Keywords: carbon emission allowance allocation; emission mitigation; coal-fired power generation;
cap and tax mechanism

1. Introduction

Because of their major contribution to global climate change, there has been increased research to
determine the best ways to reduce carbon emissions, which have been exponentially increasing due to
the increased demand for energy [1–3]. Although renewable energy systems are more environmentally
friendly than traditional energy systems, two thirds of the world’s electricity is still generated using
fossil fuel-based generation plants [4,5]; that is, coal, gas and oil-fired thermal power remain the
main sources for electricity generation, especially in developing countries (e.g., China and India) [6,7].
Approximately 20% of the global electricity produced in 2016 was supplied by coal-fired power plants
(CPP), with some developing countries having an even higher proportion [8]; for example, coal-fired
power plants supply more that 65% of China’s needs [9]. Therefore, for sustainable social development,
it is necessary to mitigate or control CPPs’ carbon emissions.

Research has shown that “hard-path” and “soft-path” approaches can be taken to mitigate carbon
emissions [10,11]. “Hard-path” methods mainly focus on advanced clean coal technologies (CCT) such
as integrated gasification combined cycles (IGCC), carbon capture and storage (CCS), ultra-supercritical
technology (USC) and externally-fired combined cycle (EFCC) technologies [12–14]. For example,
Hoya and Fushimi evaluated the performance of advanced IGCC power generation systems with
low-temperature gasifiers and gas cleaning and found that the lowest net thermal efficiency rose
to 57.2% and the minimum carbon emission factors fell to 39.7 kg-CO2 MWh [15]. Kayal and
Chakraborty designed and developed carbon-based metal organic framework (MOF) composite for
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CO2 capture and concluded that the MAX-MIL composite was able to adsorb a greater quantity of CO2

compared with the original methods [16]. Even though these “hard-path” methods are highly efficient
in reducing carbon emissions, commercial-scale applications are still extremely expensive [17,18],
especially for developing countries, which tend to prefer “soft-path”, less-expensive solutions [19,20].
The “soft-path” approach focuses on policy controls or operations management methods for carbon
emissions mitigation. For example, Cao and Xu investigated the effects of cap-and-trade policy (CTP)
and low carbon subsidy policy (LCSP) on carbon emissions reduction and concluded that carbon
emissions reductions were positively correlated with the carbon trading price, but not with low
carbon subsidies [21]. Shih and Frey developed a multi-objective chance-constrained optimization
method under certainty to improve emission performance by adjusting coal blending ratios [22].
Wang et al. proposed a multi-objective unit commitment approach to simulate the impacts of manifold
uncertainty on system operation with emission concern and suggested operational insights for mixed
generation systems [23]. Xu et al. developed an equilibrium strategy based on a hydro-wind-thermal
complementary system for carbon emission reduction and obtained some useful suggestions [24].
Although such studies have gone some way to alleviating the human activity caused global climate
change effects, the reality is still not satisfactory due to the complexity and uncertainty of human
activities; thus, further improvements are necessary.

There has been increased research interest in the carbon emissions allowance allocation (CEAA)
method to mitigate carbon emissions [25,26]. Cap and trade and carbon taxes have been the two
most popular emissions reduction mechanisms to curb CPP carbon emissions [27]. While cap and
trade mechanisms are business friendly, as the trading price is determined by supply and demand,
there is increased trading price uncertainty [28]. While carbon tax mechanisms are simpler and easier
to implement and the tax increases financial revenue [27], which can be used to sponsoring of green
projects such as renewable energy, there is no upper limit to the possible emissions reduction [28].
By combining the advantages of these two mechanisms, a new cap and tax mechanism was developed
to mitigate carbon emissions. As a key determinant for the CEAA strategy, the allocation strategy
is crucial to ensure carbon emissions mitigation. In this paper, a combination of free and taxable
allocation strategies under a carbon emissions cap is adopted for the carbon quota allocations. The free
emissions allowances are used to meet the CPP basic operations, and the taxable emissions allowances
are employed to meet further CPP development.

Previous CEAA studies have tended to consider only a single CPP participant. However,
in actual production activities, carbon emissions mitigation involves both the CPP and the authority,
which usually have conflicting targets. For example, the CPP generally has a profit objective,
while the authority, as a representative of public benefits, generally has environmental protection as
the main starting point; therefore, traditional optimization methods are not effective. The equilibrium
strategy, which has been proven to be powerful in addressing such conflicts, has been widely
used in many fields. For example, Liu et al. developed a computable general equilibrium (CGE)
model to explore the impacts of a carbon tax on the socio-economic system and had some useful
results [29]. Tu et al. employed an equilibrium strategy to solve regional water resource allocation
conflicts between different sub-areas under multiple uncertainties [30]. Kardakos et al. proposed an
equilibrium optimization method to address an optimal bidding strategy problem that considered the
mutual interactions between the various stakeholders in the electricity market [31]. The successful
application of the equilibrium strategy in these areas motivated the use of this method in this paper to
address the conflicts between the authority and CPPs to achieve regional sustainable development.
However, as the equilibrium strategy is an abstract concept, a specific, quantitative method is needed
to describe the situation. As bi-level programming has been proven to be the most efficient method
for expressing equilibrium strategies and describing the interactions between multiple stakeholders,
bi-level programming is integrated into the CEAA problem to determine the equilibrium between the
authority and the CPPs.
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Compared with previous studies, the equilibrium strategy established in this study,
which integrates a bi-level multi-objective programming model, a carbon emissions allowance
allocation method and uncertainty theory, has the ability to address the equilibrium between the
authority and the CPPs, the conflict between economic development and environmental protection
and the uncertainties simultaneously. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the features of the CEAA problem in preparation for establishing the mathematical model.
In Section 3, a bi-level multi-objective mathematical model is built based on a real situation, after which
in Section 4, a case study is given to demonstrate the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed
methodology. Section 5 gives a detailed results analysis and in-depth discussion, and conclusions and
future research are given in Section 6.

2. Key Problem Statement

With a carbon emissions allowance allocation and a cap and tax mechanism, the CEAA problem
is complex for both the authority and the CPPs.

As a public representative, the authority must ensure stable local economic development and
mitigate the associated carbon emissions. However, the authority also has the power to develop the
policies that must be implemented by the CPP if they wish to keep their power generation rights.
However, the authority has an obligation to consider the actual CPP situation when making decisions
to avoid non-sustainable CPP development or a cessation of operations, which could be harmful to
stable economic development. Therefore, the authority divides the total carbon emissions into free
emissions, which allow the CPP to meet its production and operation commitments and ensures
fairness, and taxable emissions, which supplement the free emissions and can be used to regulate the
market. Therefore, the authority pursues a balance between financial benefits and carbon emissions
reduction by satisfying the CPPs’ basic rights and meeting the regional electricity needs.

Figure 1. Concept model of the bi-level structure for the carbon emissions allowance allocation (CEAA)
problem. CPP, coal-fired power plant.

According to the rational person hypothesis, the primary goal of the CPPs is to maximize
profits while also considering emissions performance, boiler conditions, social responsibility and the
component coal that can be purchased on the market. Therefore, as higher carbon emissions allowances
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mean higher production and higher profits, each CPP seeks to obtain as high a carbon emissions
allowance as possible. However, as the authority seeks to mitigate carbon emissions, the CPPs that have
better emissions performance are more competitive. Therefore, CPPs are allocated higher emissions
quotas if they put some effort into improving the CPP emissions performance. This relationship
between the authority and the CPPs for the CEAA problem is shown graphically in Figure 1.

3. Model Development

In this section, a bi-level optimization model for the CEAA problem in the coal-fired power
industry is built.

3.1. Assumptions

The various assumptions involved in this paper are as follows:

1. The CEAA problem is a single production period decision; at the beginning of the next production
period, the decision process is reset.

2. All decision makers are rational and seek to maximize returns under limited resources.

3.2. Authoritative Carbon Emissions Allowance Allocations

The complete carbon emissions allowances allocation problem involves authority allocation
decisions and CPP coal purchase decisions. Therefore, in this study, the CEAA based on the cap and
tax system has two levels (i.e., the authority and the CPPs), the details of which are discussed in the
following (the required symbol descriptions are given in Table 1).

Table 1. Model variables and parameters.

Indices Description

i Index for coal power plants (CPPs), i ∈ Ψ = {1, 2, ..., I}.
j Index for component coal, j ∈ Φ = {1, 2, ..., J}.
k Index for coal quality, k ∈ Ω = {1, 2, ..., K}.
Crisp parameters Description

μ Taxes that the corporation should pay for each unit of power generation.
γ Carbon tax price of the exceeding part when exceeding the allocated free carbon emissions allowances.
CEc The cap of carbon emissions allowances.
CEf The allocated free carbon emissions allowances.
CEt The allocated taxable carbon emissions allowances.
CEAmin

i The minimum carbon emissions allowances demand of CPP i.
CEAmax

i The maximum carbon emissions allowances demand of CPP i.
D Amount of power needed to maintain regional development.
p Price of a unit of electric power.
CTjk Operation cost of pollutant-control measures for reducing pollutant k in CPP i.
ηik Removal rate of air pollutant k in the CPP i by taking pollutant-control measures.
EDi Amount of power that CPP i has the responsibility to produce to meet the basic demand in the region.
Qu

ij Amount of component coal j that can be procured by CPP i.
Uncertain parameters Description

T̃i Carbon-power conversion coefficient of a unit of carbon emissions allowances for CPP i.
T̃ij Coal-power conversion coefficient of component coal j at CPP i.
C̃j Procurement cost of component coal j.
C̃EFij Carbon emission factor of component coal j to carbon at CPP i.
ẼFjk Emission factor of component coal j to air pollutant k.˜LCQik Lower bounds of coal quality k for meeting the operation allowance of the i-th CPP.
C̃Qjk Coal quality k of component coal j.˜UCQik Upper bounds of coal quality k for meeting the operation allowance of the i-th CPP.
Decision variables Description

Xi Free carbon emissions allowances allocated to CPP i, which are determined by the authority.
Yi Taxable carbon emissions allowance for CPP i allocated by the authority.
Zij Amount of component coal j burned by CPP i.
Policy control parameters Description

θ Minimal allowance satisfactory degree chosen by the authority.
α The free carbon emission level, which is determined by the authority.
β Attitude of the authority towards the historical data.
λ Attitude of the authority towards carbon emissions reduction.
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3.2.1. Pursuing Possible Financial Benefits

While protecting the environment, the authority is also responsible for using taxpayer receipts
to ensure steady local economic and social development. The goal is to develop an optimal carbon
emissions allowance allocation scheme that returns the maximum revenue from both the value added
tax (VAT) and the carbon tax.

Let T̃ij denote the coal-power conversion coefficient of component coal j at CPP i. Even though
the uncertain parameters T̃ij are very difficult to determine exactly due to many objective factors
such as coal quality, based on historical data, the value can be estimated within a certain range;
therefore, this type of uncertain situation is considered fuzzy and is described using trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers, which are written as Tij = (r1

ij, r2
ij, r3

ij, r4
ij), where r1

ij ≤ r2
ij ≤ r3

ij ≤ r4
ij [32–34]. As the

fuzzy parameters cannot be directly calculated, the expected value operator method is employed
to transform the trapezoidal fuzzy number into its corresponding expected value [35]; therefore,
the corresponding expected value for conversion parameters Tij is calculated, where T̃ij → E

[
T̃ij

]
=

1−ϕ
2 (r1

ij + r2
ij) +

ϕ
2 (r

3
ij + r4

ij) and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1. The revenue function for the authority is formulated
as follows:

max FB = μ
I

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij]Zij + γ
I

∑
i=1

Yi (1)

where FB is the potential financial benefits function from the CPPs of the authority.

3.2.2. Minimizing Total Carbon Emissions Allowance

As electricity demand is growing because of global economic development, more coal-fired power
will be required to meet demand. However, as the carbon emissions produced from the CPP can cause
irreversible climate change effects [36], the authority has an important responsibility to protect the
environment while at the same time ensuring steady local development. As the total carbon emissions
in the region are equal to the carbon emissions allowances cap, the total carbon emissions function can
be written as follows:

min TC = CEc (2)

where TC is the total carbon emissions function from the CPPs.

3.2.3. Maximizing Allocation Free Carbon Allowance Satisfaction

Previous research has found that fairness is a critical factor for sustainable development [37].
Therefore, in this allowance allocation problem, a satisfactory degree method is proposed to measure
the fairness [25,38]. The higher the free carbon emissions allowances granted to a CPP, the higher the
satisfactory degree; therefore, the authority defines the allocation satisfaction function for each CPP
as follows:

SDi =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0, Xi ≤ CEAmin

i
Xi−CEAmin

i
CEAmax

i −CEAmin
i

, CEAmin
i ≤ Xi ≤ CEAmax

i

1, Xi ≥ CEAmax
i

(3)

where SDi is the allocation degree of satisfaction for CPP i in this study.
To ensure the sustainable development of the region and allocation fairness for each CPP,

an objective function is used to maximize the minimal allocation satisfaction, as shown in Equation (4).

max SD = min {SDi} (4)
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where SD is the minimal carbon emissions allowance allocation satisfaction for each CPP.

3.2.4. Allocation Constraints

A carbon emissions allowances cap (i.e., CEc) is determined as part of the allocated free allowances
(i.e., CEf ) and taxable allowances (i.e., CEt), as shown in Equation (5).

CEc = CEf + CEt (5)

The free carbon emissions allowances depend on the level of free carbon emissions determined
by the authority; therefore, the corresponding free and taxable emissions allowances are allocated to
each CPP, as shown in Equations (6)–(8).

CEf = αCEc (6)

CEf =
I

∑
i=1

Xi (7)

I
∑

i=1
Yi ≤ CEt (8)

3.2.5. Demand Constraints

To protect taxpayer rights, while the authority cannot allocate carbon emissions allowances the
CPP is unable to carry, they have an obligation to ensure the CPP’s basic rights (i.e., a minimum carbon
emissions allowance that maintains the basic CPP operations), as can be seen in Equation (9).

CEAmin
i ≤ Xi + Yi ≤ CEAmax

i ∀i ∈ Ψ (9)

3.2.6. Power Supply Constraints

The authority has an obligation to guarantee an adequate supply of electricity. Based on historical

data, total electricity production is
I

∑
i=1

E[T̃i]Xi ≥ D. However, there may be some errors if only

historical data are used. As electricity supply is essential for economic and social development,
insufficient power supplies could cause economic decline and social panic. In addition, due to the
inherent complexity and external uncertainty of power generation and fluctuating demand, electricity
production needs to be estimated as accurately as possible. Therefore, the actual predicted electricity

production is
I

∑
i=1

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij]Zij, and the two parts are then combined using a harmonic parameter.

Therefore, this constraint is as shown in Equation (10).

β
I

∑
i=1

E[T̃i]Xi + (1 − β)
I

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij]Zij ≥ D (10)

where β is the attitude of the authority towards the historical data, which allows the authority to
comprehensively consider both the historical data and the forecast values.

3.3. CPP Coal Purchase Scheme

3.3.1. Economic Profits

Each CPP seeks the largest possible profit under the restrictions of the carbon emissions allowances
allocation. CPP profits are income from electricity sales revenue minus the sales tax and component
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coal procurement, pollution treatment and the carbon emissions allowance tax. Therefore, the profits
function for each CPP is formulated as follows:

max EPi = (p − μ)
J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃j]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

K

∑
k=1

CTjkE[ẼFjk]ηikZij − γYi (11)

where EPi is the potential economic profits function of each CPP; E[T̃ij] is the expected value of Tij;
E[C̃j] is the expected value of Cj; E[ẼFjk] is the expected value of EFjk.

3.3.2. Carbon Emissions Allowance Constraints

The total carbon emissions at each CPP must not exceed the free (i.e., Xi) and taxed (i.e., Yi) carbon
emissions quotas allocated by the authority, otherwise the CPP is severely punished or even deprived
of its power generation rights. Therefore, the constraints are expressed as in Equation (12).

J

∑
j=1

E[C̃EFij]Zij ≤ Xi + Yi ∀i ∈ Ψ (12)

where E[C̃EFij] is the expected value of CEFij.

3.3.3. Coal Quality Requirement

For the CPPs, the five properties (i.e., volatile matter content, heat rate, ash content, moisture
content and sulfur content) of burning coal need to meet the boiler requirements [39,40]. Therefore,
these properties are limited within a special range using a coal blending method to ensure normal
boiler operations, as shown in Equation (13):

E[ ˜LCQik]
J

∑
j=1

Zij ≤
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃Qjk]Zij ≤ E[ ˜UCQik]
J

∑
j=1

Zij, ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀k ∈ Ω (13)

where k = 1 denotes volatile matter content, w = 2 denotes heat rate, w = 3 denotes ash content,
w = 4 denotes moisture content and w = 5 denotes sulfur content.

3.3.4. Social Responsibility Limitation

Modern enterprises not only consider profits, but also have necessary social responsibilities.
As electricity is essential to social and economic development, the supply of basic electricity is the most
basic social responsibility for each CPP. Therefore, this constraint ensures an electricity supply-demand
balance, as seen in Equation (14).

J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij]Zij ≥ EDi ∀i ∈ Ψ (14)

3.3.5. Component Coal Purchase Quantity Limitations

There is a limit to each component coal that can be purchased by the CPP, which is affected by the
coal production and coal consumption in other industries. There are also nonnegative constraints on the
decision variable Zij as the component coal burned by the CPP cannot be nonnegative. By combining
these two parts, this constraint is expressed as follows:

0 ≤ Zij ≤ Qu
ij ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀j ∈ Φ (15)
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3.4. Global Model

By integrating Equations (1)–(15), the global optimization model for the carbon emissions
allowance allocation based on the cap and tax mechanism is built, as shown in Equation (16). There is
interaction between the authority and the CPPs as the authority’s decisions affect the CPPs’ decisions.
The authority seeks to mitigate carbon emissions, and the CPPs seek profit maximization. However,
as the decisions by each CPP also affect the authority’s decisions and the other CPPs, conflicts
arise when all stakeholders attempt to achieve an optimal solution based on their own respective
optimization targets; therefore, a compromise is necessary to achieve equilibrium between the authority
and the CPPs. Initially, based on historical information and its own objectives, the authority decides
on an initial carbon emissions allowances allocation scheme, which is sent to the CPPs. Each CPP than
formulates its own production plan in line with the allocated carbon emissions allowance, the coal
quality requirements, its social responsibility and the market conditions. These CPP plans are then fed
back to the authority, which adjusts its initial decisions in consideration of the emissions performance
of each CPP, after which an improved allocation plan is sent to the CPPs again. The above process is
repeated until all stakeholders reach equilibrium. Therefore, this problem is expressed mathematically
as a bi-level programming model, as follows:

max FB = μ
I

∑
i=1

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij]Zij + γ

I
∑

i=1
Yi

min TC = CEc

max SD = min {SDi}

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

CEc = CEf + CEt

CEf = αCEc, α ∈ [0, 1]

CEf =
I

∑
i=1

Xi

I
∑

i=1
Yi ≤ CEt

CEAmin
i ≤ Xi + Yi ≤ CEAmax

i , ∀i ∈ Ψ

β
I

∑
i=1

E[T̃i]Xi + (1 − β)
I

∑
i=1

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij]Zij ≥ D

max EPi = (p − μ)
J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃j]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

K
∑

k=1
CTjkE[ẼFjk]ηikZij − γYi

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

J
∑

j=1
E[C̃EFij]Zij ≤ Xi + Yi, ∀i ∈ Ψ

E[ ˜LCQik]
J

∑
j=1

Zij ≤
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃Qjk]Zij ≤ E[ ˜UCQik]
J

∑
j=1

Zij, ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀k ∈ Ω

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij]Zij ≥ EDi, ∀i ∈ Ψ

0 ≤ Zij ≤ Qu
ij ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀j ∈ Φ

(16)

4. Case Study

4.1. Case Description

Jiangsu Province, one of the most economically-prosperous areas in China, is located in southeast
China. Because of the rapid industrialization and urbanization, the demand for electricity primarily
supplied by coal-fired power plants has increased dramatically, leading to a commensurate increase in
carbon emissions. Due to the pressure from international bodies and local public opinion, the authority
in Jiangsu Province has planned to reduce carbon emissions in the next five-year plan. To reduce the
computation burden, only three major CPPs (i.e., the Xiaguan CPP, the Huarun CPP and the Yancheng
CPP; the locations for which are shown in Figure 2) in Jiangsu Province were chosen in this case study
to demonstrate the practicability and efficiency of the proposed method.
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Figure 2. Location of the case region.

4.2. Model Transformation

Based on the actual background and characteristics of the CEAA problem, this paper transforms
the multi-objective optimization problem into a single-objective optimization problem by determining a
primary objective and treating the secondary objectives as corresponding constraints with appropriate
threshold values according to the research of Zeng et al. [41]. As Jiangsu Province is still developing,
continued economic development remains the primary objective of the authority. However,
under pressure to ensure sustainable development, the environment must also be protected; therefore,
the authority transforms the minimization of the total carbon emissions allowance objective into
a corresponding environmental constraint. Analogously, to ensure a fair market environment,
the authority transforms the objective to maximize free carbon allowance allocation satisfaction into its
corresponding constraint. Therefore, Model (16) is transformed into a corresponding single-objective
form, as shown in Equation (17):

max FB = μ
I

∑
i=1

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij ]Zij + γ

I
∑

i=1
Yi

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

CEc ≤ λCE

SDi ≥ θ

CEc = CEf + CEt

CEf = αCEc , α ∈ [0, 1]

CEf =
I

∑
i=1

Xi

I
∑

i=1
Yi ≤ CEt

CEAmin
i ≤ Xi + Yi ≤ CEAmax

i , ∀i ∈ Ψ

β
I

∑
i=1

E[T̃i ]Xi + (1 − β)
I

∑
i=1

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij ]Zij ≥ D

max EPi = (p − μ)
J

∑
j=1

E[T̃ij ]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃j ]Zij −
J

∑
j=1

W
∑

w=1
CTjw E[ẼFjw ]ηiw Zij − γYi

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

J
∑

j=1
E[C̃EFij ]Zij ≤ Xi + Yi , ∀i ∈ Ψ

E[ ˜LCQik ]
J

∑
j=1

Zij ≤
J

∑
j=1

E[C̃Qjk ]Zij ≤ E[ ˜UCQik ]
J

∑
j=1

Zij , ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀k ∈ Ω

J
∑

j=1
E[T̃ij ]Zij ≥ EDi , ∀i ∈ Ψ

0 ≤ Zij ≤ Qu
ij ∀i ∈ Ψ, ∀j ∈ Φ

(17)

where λ is the attitude of the authority towards carbon emissions reduction; θ is the minimal allowance
satisfactory degree chosen by the authority; and CE is the actual carbon emission amount in the last
production cycle. However, the bi-level optimization model is still a non-deterministic polynomial
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hard problem even in its most simple form. The different levels of the decision makers control
or influence the decisions of the others through their own decisions; in other words, equilibrium
between the upper and lower levels needs to be achieved through constant stakeholder interaction.
Therefore, an interactive algorithm was designed to resolve this complexity. First, a feasible region
for the upper level model was built based on the constraints and a feasible solution randomly
produced as the initial solution. Then, this initial feasible solution was sent to the lower level
and a corresponding solution obtained, which was fed back to the upper level. After receiving
the feedback from the lower level, the upper level made corresponding adjustments to obtain an
improved solution, which was then sent to the lower level again. This procedure continued to
iterate until the termination condition was met. In this paper, the termination condition was set as

I
∑

i=1
(
∣∣∣Xn

i − Xn−1
i

∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣Yn
i − Yn−1

i

∣∣∣)/ I
∑

i=1
(Xn

i + Yn
i ) ≤ 1%. This process was accomplished using the

following procedure.
Step 1: Randomly generate a set of initial feasible solutions (X1

i , Y1
i ) in the feasible zone of the

upper level.
Step 2: Solve the lower level problem using the simplex method by inputting Xi and Yi into the

lower level optimization model.
Step 3: Obtain the optimal solution from Zij, which is fed back to the upper-level optimization

model.
Step 4: Solve the upper level problem using the simplex method, and obtain the improved solution

(Xi, Yi).
Step 5: The improved solution is sent to the lower level model again.
Step 6: Repeat Step 3 and Step 4 until the termination condition is reached.

4.3. Data Collection

The basic data shown in Table 2 were obtained from the annual reports of the three power plants.
Macro data, such as the actual carbon emissions CE from the last production period were taken from
the Statistical Yearbook of Jiangsu Province, China, as shown in Table 3. The uncertain data in the
model are described using trapezoidal fuzzy numbers based on fuzzy set theory. These fuzzy data
were determined from interviews with experts and engineers, a well as historical data [37]. Therefore,
the uncertain parameters in this paper were collected in fuzzy form, as shown in Table 4.

Table 2. Crisp parameters of each CPP.

Xiaguan CPP Huarun CPP Yancheng CPP

Emission reduction measure
For SO2 (w = 1) LDS LDS LDS
For NOx (w = 2) SCR SCR SCR
For PM10 (w = 3) CDE and EP EF and EP EF and EP

Emission reduction efficiency, ηiw
For SO2 (w = 1) (%) 96.2 96.1 95.9
For NOx (w = 2) (%) 85.9 85.7 85.4
For PM10 (w = 3) (%) 98.8 98.5 98.4

Emission reduction cost, CTjw
For SO2 (w = 1) (RMB/kg) 2.4 2.2 1.7
For NOx (w = 2) (RMB/kg) 16.7 15.8 14.2
For PM10 (w = 3) (RMB/kg) 3.5 2.8 2.1

Minimum power supply, EDi (109 kWh) 2.7 4.2 1.9
Minimum allowance demand, CEAmin

i (106 tonne) 3 4 2
Maximum allowance demand, CEAmax

i (106 tonne) 6 8 6

Coal quality requirement, [LCQik, LCQik]
Volatile matter (% weight) >6 and <27 >7 and <29 >9 and <32
Heat rate (GJ/tonne) >22.3 >22.1 >21.9
Ash content (% weight) <20 <22 <23
Moisture content (% weight) <5 <6 <7
Sulfur content (% weight) <0.8 <0.9 <1.0

Notes: LDS (i.e., lime spray dryer system), SCR (i.e., selective catalytic reduction), EP (i.e., electrostatic
precipitator), CDE (i.e., cyclone dust extractor) and FF (i.e., fabric filter).
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Table 3. Other parameters employed in the proposed model.

Taxable carbon allowance price, γ (RMB/tonne) 30
Added-value tax, μ (RMB/kWh) 0.01
Price of unit electric, p (RMB/kWh) 0.45
Total basic electric supply, D (109 kWh) 8.8 × 109

Actual carbon emission amount in the last production cycle, CE (tonne) 1.98 × 107

Table 4. Parameters of component coals in fuzzy form.

Tongmei Shenhua Yitai Zhongmei

Coal characteristics, C̃Qjk
Volatile matter (% weight) (6.9, 7.5, 8.3, 9.3) (35.2, 37.4, 38.9, 40.5) (23.6, 25.4, 27.1, 27.9) (24.9, 27.4, 29.8, 29.9)
Heat rate (GJ/tonne) (22.6, 22.9, 23.5, 23.8) (21.2, 21.7, 22.1, 22.2) (20.4, 20.9, 21.3, 21.8) (18.2, 18.6, 20.1, 21.1)
Ash content (% weight) (19.9, 20.6, 21.4, 22.1) (14.7, 15.8, 16.6, 16.9) (10.4, 11.5, 12.1, 14) (16.3, 17.4, 18.9, 19.4)
Moisture content (% weight) (4.3, 4.4, 4.8, 4.9) (5.1, 5.4, 5.7, 6.2) (1.9, 2.3, 2.7, 3.1) (2.4, 2.9, 3.2, 3.9)
Sulfur content (% weight) (0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8) (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6) (0.6, 0.7, 1.1, 1.2) (0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3)

Emission factor, ẼFjw
For SO2 (w = 1) (kg/tonne) (4.3, 4.9, 5.3, 7.9) (5.6, 6.3, 7.4, 7.9) (6.4, 6.9, 7.6, 8.7) (8.6,8.8,9.2,10.2)
For NOx (w = 2) (kg/tonne) (1.8, 2.3, 2.8, 3.1) (2.3, 2.9, 3.5, 3.7) (6.1, 6.4, 6.7, 6.8) (8.8, 9.1, 9.4, 9.9)
For PM10 (w = 3) (kg/tonne) (0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.3) (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) (0.4, 0.7, 1.2, 1.3) (1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7)

Coal-power conversion coefficient, T̃ij
Xiaguan CPP (kWh/tonne) (2490, 2535, 2595, 2660) (2415, 2425, 2435, 2445) (2320, 2330, 2340, 2370) (2120, 2145, 2160, 2175)
Huarun CPP (kWh/tonne) (2485, 2520, 2550, 2565) (2375, 2390, 2415, 2420) (2265, 2295, 2315, 2325) (2090, 2105, 2140, 2145)
Yancheng CPP (kWh/tonne) (2420, 2455, 2480, 2525) (2325, 2335, 2345, 2355) (2225, 2240, 2255, 2280) (2045, 2055, 2085, 2095)

Carbon emission factor, C̃EFij
Xiaguan CPP (kg/tonne) (2045, 2075, 2095, 2145) (1955, 1965, 1975, 1985) (1875, 1890, 1905, 1930) (1730, 1745, 1760, 1765)
Huarun CPP (kg/tonne) (2090, 2105, 2115, 2130) (1980, 1995, 2010, 2015) (1905, 1910, 1925, 1940) (1750, 1760, 1775, 1795)
Yancheng CPP (kg/tonne) (2120, 2130, 2145, 2165) (1995, 2015, 2030, 2040) (1940, 1945, 1955, 1960) (1780, 1785, 1790, 1805)

Procurement cost, C̃j (RMB/tonne) (665, 675, 685, 695) (630, 635, 645, 650) (570, 590, 615, 665) (525, 540, 555, 580)

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Results and Sensitivity Analysis

The collected data were input into the proposed model (i.e., Equation (17)) and the solution
approach run on MATLAB software, from which the optimal carbon emissions allowance allocation
for the authority was determined.

5.1.1. Different Free Carbon Emission Levels

As the authority needs to strengthen the control over the free carbon emissions allocations, a single
result is unsatisfactory; therefore, several scenarios are considered. To illustrate the practicality and
validity of this method, as a representative situation, Table 5 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis
on the free carbon emission levels when θ = 0.5 and λ = 1. In this situation, for fairness, the authority’s
attitude towards allocation satisfaction, was set at 0.5, and the carbon emissions reduction level was
set at one, the most relaxed carbon emissions reduction attitude. It can be seen that in this situation,
the authority earns 3.436 × 108 RMB when α = 0.82, which is the lowest free emissions level. Figure 3
illustrates the changes to the financial benefits for the authority (i.e., FB), the total carbon emissions
(i.e., TC) in the region, each CPP’s profits (i.e., EPi), the allocation satisfaction level (i.e., SDi), the free
emissions allocation allowance (Xi), the taxable emissions allocation allowance (Yi) and the carbon
emissions allowance (Xi + Yi) against changing the free carbon emissions level. The financial benefits
for the authority gradually increase, and the profits of each CPP decrease as the free carbon emissions
level decreases. Further, to maximize profits, all CPPs strive to obtain a higher market share and finally
reach equilibrium, at which point, all CPPs have used all their free carbon emission allowances and
are seeking to obtain as high an allowance as possible from the authority. In addition, as the free
emissions level decreases, the CPPs have lower free carbon emissions allowances and lower satisfactory
degrees. From Figure 3, it can be seen that the Huarun CPP remained the most profitable CPP under
the different free emissions levels and the highest carbon emissions allowance, which included both
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the free and taxable emissions allowances. In addition, the Yancheng CPP profits were lower than
the Xiaguan CPP profits, although they have roughly equivalent carbon emissions quotas. It was
concluded that the Yancheng CPP may be detrimental to the sustainable development of the coal-fired
power industry in this region. Therefore, suitable free carbon emissions level can achieve both stable
economic development and a fair market environment.

Table 5. Sensitivity analysis on free carbon emissions level α when θ = 0.5 and λ = 1.

α FB CPP Xi Yi EPi Zi1 Zi2 Zi3 Zi4 SDi
(108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (105 tonnes) (108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes)

1 2.367 Xiaguan 5.94 0.00 11.30 2.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.9789
Huarun 7.90 0.00 13.91 2.00 1.00 0.88 0.00 0.9757

Yancheng 5.96 0.00 9.72 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.00 0.9901
34.94

0.94 2.723 Xiaguan 5.70 2.25 11.22 2.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.9006
Huarun 7.34 5.84 13.78 2.00 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.8358

Yancheng 5.57 3.79 9.59 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.00 0.8917
34.58

0.88 3.080 Xiaguan 5.42 5.44 11.19 2.00 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.8073
Huarun 7.03 9.28 13.71 2.00 1.00 0.90 0.00 0.7563

Yancheng 4.98 9.04 9.33 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.00 0.7442
34.24

0.82 3.436 Xiaguan 5.31 5.92 11.07 2.00 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.7711
Huarun 6.74 11.64 13.56 2.00 1.00 0.87 0.00 0.6838

Yancheng 4.19 18.08 9.23 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.00 0.5469
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Figure 3. Comparative analysis under different free emission levels. (a) Financial benefit and carbon
emissions of the authority; (b) CPPs’ economic profits; (c) CPPs’ allocation satisfaction; (d) CPPs’ free
carbon emissions allowance; (e) CPPs’ taxable carbon emissions allowance; (f) CPPs’ total carbon
emissions allowance.
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5.1.2. Different Carbon Emission Reduction Levels

As the carbon emissions reduction level is an another important factor for carbon emissions
mitigation by the authority, several scenarios were again considered under different λ. As a
representative example, Table 6 shows the sensitivity analysis results for the carbon emissions reduction
levels when θ = 0.5 and α = 0.9 to verify the validity of the model. The carbon emissions allowance
cap was divided into free and taxable emissions quotas and the free carbon emissions level set at
0.9. The results in Table 6 show that the authority achieves a minimum of 2.43 × 108 RMB when
λ = 0.82, which was the lowest carbon emissions reduction level. Figure 4 shows the results for the
comparative analysis under different carbon emissions reduction levels. From Figure 4a, it can be seen
that both the financial benefits and total carbon emissions decrease as the environmental protection
constraints are tightened (i.e., changing λ from one to its lowest level); however, the decrease in the
carbon emissions ratio is larger than the decrease in the financial benefits. For example, when λ = 0.94
is compared with λ = 1, the financial benefit ratio decreases by 5.9% and the carbon emissions ratio
decreases by 6.4%. Further, the ratios decrease by 6.4% and 6.8% when λ = 0.88 and by 6.8% and
7.3% when λ = 0.82 for the two factors. From this analysis, it was concluded that tightening the
environmental protection constraints is more beneficial to sustainable development and that more
relaxed environmental protection constraints cause more damage to sustainable development. Similar
to the different free carbon emissions level scenarios, to maximize economic profits, each CPP is eager
to gain a higher market share and eventually reaches equilibrium. In addition, it is clear that the CPP
profits decrease with a decrease in the carbon emissions reduction level. The profits and free emissions
allowance at the Huarun CPP are still the highest, and the Yancheng CPP is the lowest under the
different carbon emissions reduction levels.
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Figure 4. Comparative analysis under different carbon emission reduction levels. (a) Financial benefits
and carbon emissions of the authority; (b) CPPs’ economic profits; (c) CPPs’ allocation satisfaction;
(d) CPPs’ free carbon emissions allowance; (e) CPPs’ taxable carbon emissions allowance; (f) CPPs’
total carbon emissions allowance.
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Table 6. Sensitivity analysis on carbon emission reduction level λ when θ = 0.5 and α = 0.9.

λ FB CPP Xi Yi EPi Zi1 Zi2 Zi3 Zi4 SDi
(108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (105 tonnes) (108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes)

1 2.961 Xiaguan 5.55 3.88 11.18 2.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.8488
Huarun 6.73 11.97 13.59 2.00 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.6826

Yancheng 5.54 3.95 9.57 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.00 0.8858

0.94 2.787 Xiaguan 5.31 4.64 10.86 2.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.7695
Huarun 7.24 6.24 13.66 2.00 1.00 0.85 0.00 0.8092

Yancheng 4.21 7.73 8.04 1.00 1.00 0.42 0.00 0.5514

0.88 2.608 Xiaguan 5.07 3.82 10.28 2.00 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.6888
Huarun 6.51 4.46 12.32 2.00 1.00 0.38 0.00 0.6275

Yancheng 4.11 9.14 8.06 1.00 1.00 0.44 0.00 0.5263

0.82 2.429 Xiaguan 4.54 4.60 9.42 1.94 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.5142
Huarun 6.04 4.31 11.59 2.00 1.00 0.13 0.00 0.5105

Yancheng 4.03 7.32 7.73 1.00 1.00 0.31 0.00 0.5069

5.1.3. Different Allocation Satisfaction Levels

A fair market environment is conducive to regional sustainable development. In this paper,
a satisfactory degree method is proposed to measure fairness. Similarly, several scenarios were
conducted under different allocation satisfaction levels. As an example, Table 7 shows the results of
the sensitivity analysis for the allocation satisfaction levels when α = 0.9 and λ = 1, from which it can
be seen that the authority achieves a minimum of 2.96066 × 108 RMB when θ = 0.8, which is the lowest
allocation satisfaction level. Figure 5 illustrates the changes in the financial benefits (i.e., FB) for the
authority and each CPP’s profits (i.e., EPi) when the allocation satisfaction level changes. However,
as can be seen, the allocation satisfaction does not significantly impact the financial benefits of the
authority or the CPP profits. For example, when θ = 0.5, the financial benefits are 2.96112 × 108 RMB,
and as θ changes to 0.6, the financial benefits are 2.96081 × 108 RMB, a decrease of only 0.011%. When θ

is set at 0.7 and 0.8, the ratio decreases only slightly by 0.004% and 0.001%. From Figure 5, similar
situations can be seen for each of the CPP profits.

Table 7. Sensitivity analysis on allocation satisfaction level θ when α = 0.9 and λ = 1.

θ FB CPP Xi Yi EPi Zi1 Zi2 Zi3 Zi4 SDi
(108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (105 tonnes) (108 RMB) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes) (106 tonnes)

0.5 2.96112 Xiaguan 5.55 3.88 11.18 2.00 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.8488
Huarun 6.73 11.97 13.59 2.00 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.6826

Yancheng 5.54 3.95 9.57 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.00 0.8858

0.6 2.96081 Xiaguan 5.56 3.48 11.14 2.00 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.8519
Huarun 7.40 5.14 13.78 2.00 1.00 0.88 0.00 0.8496

Yancheng 4.87 11.18 9.42 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.00 0.7165

0.7 2.96068 Xiaguan 5.52 3.67 11.10 2.00 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.8404
Huarun 7.35 5.65 13.76 2.00 1.00 0.88 0.00 0.8369

Yancheng 4.95 10.48 9.46 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.00 0.7378

0.8 2.96066 Xiaguan 5.40 4.76 11.05 2.00 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.8007
Huarun 7.21 7.19 13.73 2.00 1.00 0.89 0.00 0.8017

Yancheng 5.21 7.85 9.54 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.00 0.8027
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Figure 5. Comparative analysis under different allocation satisfaction levels. (a) Financial benefits of
the authority; (b) CPPs’ economic profits.
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5.2. Discussion

Based on the above results and analysis, the proposed method contributes to research on
carbon emissions mitigation in the coal-fired power field and can assist authorities in establishing
reasonable carbon emissions allowance allocation policies as the uncertain factors (coal characteristics,
emissions factor, coal-power conversion coefficient, carbon emissions factor and procurement costs)
are considered. The coal characteristics are uncertain due to the impact of the natural condition and
the mining processes, and the uncertain emissions factor depends on the uncertain coal characteristics.
The coal-power conversion coefficient and the carbon emissions factor are uncertain because of the
uncertain combustion efficiencies. The procurement costs are uncertain because of the impact of price
coordination and market fluctuations. At the same time, there are deviations in the collected data; that
is, these uncertain parameters are influenced by both subjective and objective factors. There has been
significant research conducted in dealing with such uncertainties. For example, Cheng et al. proposed
an interval recourse liner programming (IRLP) to mitigate constraint violation problems in resources
and environmental systems management (REM) under uncertainties [42]. Huang et al. developed
an inexact fuzzy stochastic chance constrained programming (IFSCCP) method to address various
uncertainties in evacuation management problems [43]. However, based on the actual background
and characteristics of the CEAA problem in this paper, fuzzy theory was employed to fit reality and an
expected value operator used to transform the fuzzy variables into corresponding expected values.
Through this process, the results of the proposed method are more convincing.

In addition, the proposed method was shown to describe the interactive relationship between the
authority and the CPPs effectively and to resolve the conflicts between economic development and
environmental protection. Such situations are also found in other carbon emissions mitigation fields.
For instance, there are similar interactive relationships between the authority and biomass power
plants in the biomass power industry, in which there is also economic development and environmental
protection conflicts. To mitigate these carbon emissions, authorities need to apply the appropriate
CEAA strategy based on cap and tax mechanisms for biomass power plants, and the biomass power
plants should have suitable biomass blending plans to achieve their required profits under the carbon
quotas imposed by the authority.

5.3. Management Recommendations

Based on the above analysis and discussion, some management recommendations are given.
First, for regions that largely depend on CPP-generated electricity, a new cap and tax mechanism

should be established to ensure the required environmental protection. Without such a mechanism,
CPPs would arbitrarily emit carbon dioxide as they would lack the motivation to improve their
emissions performances. Using the proposed methodology, the cap and tax mechanism is able to
motivate CPPs to develop low carbon power generation. Further, under carbon emissions allowance
allocation constraints, CPPs may be encouraged to improve their clean-energy technologies to decrease
operating costs, which could further mitigate carbon emissions and gain higher profits.

Second, the authority can design suitable carbon emissions allowance allocation plans using the
proposed method; that is, the authority can select the desired free carbon emissions levels and carbon
emissions reductions levels based on the actual situation. Therefore, when using the proposed model,
it is recommended that the authorities in developed regions set the lowest free carbon emissions
level and the strictest carbon emissions reduction levels to encourage environmentally-friendly power
generation. On the other hand, for developing regions, the authority can set relatively loose emissions
reduction goals at the start to ensure steady local economic development. They can then continue to
tighten the environmental protection parameter to aim for sustainable development.
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6. Conclusions

This paper studied a coal-fired power generation carbon emission allowance allocation problem
and proposed a bi-level multi-objective model that considered the mutual coordination and conflicts
between an authority and CPPs. Using the proposed method, a carbon emissions allowance allocation
with a cap and tax mechanism was established to ensure steady economic development and carbon
emissions mitigation. This model has the ability to describe the interactions of all stakeholders whose
decisions may affect the sustainable development of a region and therefore can assist them to develop
corresponding strategies to adapt to the changes made by the other stakeholders. A case study on a
coal-fired power generation system with three main CPPs was employed to illustrate the practicality
and efficiency of the proposed method. Sensitivity analyses on free emission levels and carbon
emissions reduction levels were also conducted, which could assist authorities to select the most
appropriate local development strategy. The analysis and discussion demonstrated that considering
both free emissions levels and carbon emissions reduction levels is able to assist in balancing economic
development and environmental protection and that a cap and tax mechanism could play a significant
role in the environmentally-friendly development of coal-fired power generation systems.

The following further research directions could be taken: (1) integrate technical innovation and
management optimization to improve coal-fired power generation systems; (2) examine how the
carbon emissions trading mechanism could be integrated with the proposed method.
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Abstract: The rapidly growing automobile industry increases the accumulation of end-of-life tires
each year throughout the world. Waste tires lead to increased environmental issues and lasting
resource problems. Recycling hazardous wastes to produce value-added products is becoming
essential for the sustainable progress of society. A patented sulfonation process followed by pyrolysis
at 1100 ◦C in a nitrogen atmosphere was used to produce carbon material from these tires and utilized
as an anode in lithium-ion batteries. The combustion of the volatiles released in waste tire pyrolysis
produces lower fossil CO2 emissions per unit of energy (136.51 gCO2/kW·h) compared to other
conventional fossil fuels such as coal or fuel–oil, usually used in power generation. The strategy used
in this research may be applied to other rechargeable batteries, supercapacitors, catalysts, and other
electrochemical devices. The Raman vibrational spectra observed on these carbons show a graphitic
carbon with significant disorder structure. Further, structural studies reveal a unique disordered
carbon nanostructure with a higher interlayer distance of 4.5 Å compared to 3.43 Å in the commercial
graphite. The carbon material derived from tires was used as an anode in lithium-ion batteries
exhibited a reversible capacity of 360 mAh/g at C/3. However, the reversible capacity increased
to 432 mAh/g at C/10 when this carbon particle was coated with a thin layer of carbon. A novel
strategy of prelithiation applied for improving the first cycle efficiency to 94% is also presented.

Keywords: battery grade carbon; waste tires; lithium-ion batteries; pouch cells; disordered carbon
microstructure; surface coating

1. Introduction

Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are being used as the most promising power source for
small-scale applications such as consumer portable electronics, power tools and large-scale applications
such as advanced power load leveling for smart grids to meet the energy demands of modern mobile
technology, electric vehicles (EVs), and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) [1]. Graphite is the most widely
used anode material due to its high thermal and chemical stabilities, and the practical reversible
specific capacity reaching closer to the theoretical capacity of 372 mAh/g corresponding to a fully
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lithiated stoichiometric LiC6 compound [2]. Currently, graphite is being used as an anode in LIBs
that powers electric vehicles such as Tesla Model S [3,4]. However, fast charging LIBs pose safety
concerns due to lithium platting on the surface of the graphite anode leading to the formation of
lithium dendrites, causing inner short-circuiting and capacity fading [5].

Other types of carbonaceous materials such as hard carbons (HCs) and soft carbons (SC) have
been investigated as alternate anode materials to enhance the performance characteristics of LIBs [4].
The unique amorphous structure in SC enables fast charging in LIBs even when the micron-sized
particles are used, but it suffers from very low specific capacity of 250 mAh/g. The disordered
structure in HC is a short-range order which cannot be graphitized even upon high temperature
treatments [6]. Hard carbon is less susceptible to exfoliation due to the random orientation of the
small graphitic grains. The nanovoids present between the grains reduce isotropic volume expansion.
Thus, nanovoids and defects provide additional gravimetric capacity, allowing the capacity to exceed
the theoretical capacity of graphite. HCs have demonstrated the ability to store more lithium than
graphite and do not exfoliate during repeated cycling in LIBs [7]. Together, these properties make
HCs a high capacity high cycle life material. Nevertheless, it suffers from large irreversible capacity
loss, which is generally attributed to the high surface area, exposed edge planes in high fraction that
increase the absolute quantity of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed, reducing the coulombic
efficiency in the first few cycles, and voltage hysteresis [8]. The first cycle irreversible capacity loss in
LIBs has been studied extensively and is attributed to the formation of a passivating SEI during the
first lithiation process, due to the electrolyte reduction at the negatively polarized graphite surface
and the deposition of a number of organic and inorganic compounds, trapping lithium irretrievably in
the inner pores of carbon, through chemical bonding with surface functional groups or by reaction
with adsorbed oxygen/water molecules [9–14]. Various surface pretreatment methods, such as carbon
coating, chemical fluorination, oxidation, doping, etching, and acid treatments, are reported to improve
the electrochemical characteristics of the active carbon material [13]. The surface treatment allows
a more defined control in terms of surface chemistry, composition, and reactivity, eliminate surface
functional groups and reduce the surface area and thereby reducing the irreversible capacity loss due
to SEI formation [15,16].

Graphitic carbon material production requires expensive synthesis conditions and very high
temperature treatments close to 3000 ◦C, to provide the mobility for carbon atoms to rearrange and
crystallize carbon into a graphite structure [17]. However, carbon produced from waste tires requires
a simple sulfonation process followed by pyrolysis in a nitrogen atmosphere at 1100 ◦C [18–22].
Sulfonated tire-derived carbons have been tested as anodes in a half-coin cell lithium-ion battery
configuration [18]. This process needs to be scaled up and demonstrated in a pouch full-cell
configuration. The waste tires as a raw material also add a high value to the end-of-life tire rubber
and provide a sustainable solution to the huge amount of waste tires generated worldwide on an
annual basis. The carbon production cost and energy savings can be less than half of the graphite
production cost, due to low temperature pyrolysis and the availability of low-cost raw waste tire
rubber material. The demand to produce new tires to meet the needs of the rapidly growing auto
industry increased to 4.3 percent every year to 2.9 billion tires in 2017 [22]. This paper demonstrates
the successful scale up production of carbon material in kg quantities with 20–40 μm size particles
from waste tires and reported its electrochemical performances as a promising anode in both coin and
pouch LIB cell configurations. The micronized carbon materials coated with a thin layer of carbon
using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) approach and investigated the effects of carbon coating
towards the improvements in electrochemical performances in LIB cells is also reported. In addition,
a simple prelithiation strategy to improve the first cycle efficiency to 94% is also presented.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Material Synthesis

Tire rubber crumb of size 1.5 was soaked at 70 ◦C for 12 h in a concentrated sulfuric acid bath
which yielded sulfonated rubber slurry [18]. The slurry was then filtered, washed, and pyrolyzed
at 1100 ◦C. The furnace was ramped up from room temperature to 400 ◦C at a rate of 1 ◦C/min and
further increased to 1100 ◦C at a rate of 2 ◦C /min and held for 2 h and then allowed to cool down
to room temperature under flowing nitrogen gas. Similarly, the sulfonated slurry was also heated
to 1400 ◦C. The carbon sample was removed and ground to 20–40 μm size particles and used for
further studies [21]. The carbon sample was also coated with a thin layer of carbon using Toluene
as an aromatic hydrocarbon feedstock in a fluidized bed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor
(see Figure 1) at 800 ◦C under flowing nitrogen. The Toluene source was kept at 70 ◦C and bubbled
with nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 2 L/min for 30 min. The thickness of the carbon coating was 10-nm.
The commercial graphite of ~20 μm size particles was obtained from MTI Corp., Richmond, CA, USA
and used as a standard electrode material for comparison.

Figure 1. Schematic fluidized bed reactor for carbon coating.

2.2. Material Characterization

The carbon materials recovered from tires were characterized for their particle size, surface
area, porosity, pore volume, morphology and crystallography. Nitrogen adsorption desorption
isotherms were obtained with a Quantachrome NovaWin1000 Surface Area and Porosity Analyzer
at 77.4 K. The specific surface area was determined by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method.
The pore size distribution was obtained by the Barret-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method. Raman spectra
were collected with a Horiba LabRam HR using an excitation wavelength of 473 nm, a 600 g/mm
grating and high spatial and spectral resolutions (800-mm monochromator). The X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed on a Rigaku Miniflex600 diffractometer with Cu Kα

radiation. A Zeiss Merlin VP scanning electron microscope (SEM), Thornwood, NY, USA operated at
3 kV was used to characterize the surface morphologies of the samples. Interlayer distances of the
carbons were determined by a Hitachi HD-2300 A scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM),
Clarksburg, MD, USA with a field emission source operated at 200 kV in bright-field imaging mode at
a 2.1 Å resolution.

2.3. Electrochemical Characterization of Half Cells

The electrode was prepared using a doctor blade coating technique by casting a slurry containing
80 wt % tire derived carbon material or graphite, 10 wt % conductive carbon (C-NERGY Super C45,
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Imerys Graphite & Carbon), and 10 wt % polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) binder in n-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent onto a copper foil. The typical loading amount of active material was
2–2.5 mg/cm2. The electrochemical performance and cycling tests were carried out in a CR2032 coin
cell configuration. The coin cells were fabricated in an argon-filled glove box, using tire derived carbon
with and without carbon coating or graphite electrode as the working electrode (10-mm diameter),
metallic lithium foil as the counter electrode (13-mm diameter), Celgard 2325 as the separator and
the solution of 1.0 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC)–dimethyl carbonate (DMC)–diethyl carbonate
(DEC) (1:1:1 by volume) as the electrolyte. The coin cells were charge and discharge cycled using
an Arbin BT2000 potentiostat/galvanostat multichannel system at room temperature under various
constant current rates between C/5 (0.20 mA/cm2) and C/50 (0.02 mA/cm2) with the voltage cut off
at 5 mV and 3.0 V.

2.4. Electrochemical Testing of Full Cells

The electrodes for pouch cells were made using a slot-die coater (Frontier Industrial Technology,
Towanda, PA, USA) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s (ORNL) Battery Manufacturing Facility (BMF)
by following the coating procedures reported in detail elsewhere [23]. The cathode slurry contains
90% the active LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532, Toda America, Battle Creek, MI, USA), 5% carbon black
(Vulcan XR72C, Billerica, MA, USA), and 5% PVDF (PowerFlex, Kynar, Arkema Inc., Prussia, PA, USA)
in NMP solvent. The anode slurry consists of 88% tire derived carbon material, 4% conductive carbon
C45 and 8% PVDF binder (9300, Kureha America, New York, NY) in NMP solvent. The slurries were
mixed separately in a high speed Ross planetary mixer (Charles Ross & Son Company, Hauppauge,
NY, USA). The cathode and anode slurries were coated onto aluminum foil and copper foil respectively
on a single side using the slot-die coater and transferred to a vacuum oven for drying at 120 ◦C
overnight. A Celgard 2325 separator was used with an electrolyte composed of 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC:
DEC (3:7 wt ratio). The electrochemical performance characteristics and cycling tests were carried out
in a pouch cell configuration. Pouch cells of dimensions: 84.4-mm long × 56.0-mm wide were
fabricated in the dry room facility at BMF maintained at <0.5% (−53 ◦C dew point) humidity.
The cycling performance tests were conducted at various charging and discharging current rates
between C/5 and C/50 and the voltage between 2.0, 2.5 and 4.2 V using a potentiostat (VSP, BioLogic,
Seyssinet-Pariset, France).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Material Characterization

Raman spectroscopy is being used as a nondestructive standard characterization tool to study
crystalline, nanocrystalline, and amorphous carbons [24]. The position and width of the G and D bands
and the intensity ratio of ID/IG are widely used for characterizing the degree of graphitization and
the quantity of defects present in the graphitic materials [24–26]. The Raman spectra of commercial
graphite exhibit a huge sharp G-band frequency centering at 1585 cm−1 and a small weak D-band at
1368 cm−1 (Figure 2a). The G peak is due to the bond stretching modes of all pairs of sp2 atoms in both
rings and chains. The D peak is due to the breathing modes of sp2 atoms in the rings. The intensity ratio
of ID/IG is calculated to be 0.123, with a small amount of disorder structure present in the commercial
graphite compared to the perfect graphite where D band intensity is almost zero and therefore the
ratio ID/IG = 0. The measured full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of G band is 19.2 cm−1 compared
to the perfect graphite which has 14 cm−1 on a basal plane and 18 cm−1 in the prismatic edges [26].

The Raman spectrum of tire derived carbon sample pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C and 1400 ◦C shown in
Figure 1b,c illustrate well-resolved two broad G and D bands. The carbon pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C exhibits
a broad G band centering at 1599 cm−1 and D band at 1363 cm−1 (Figure 2b) while pyrolyzed at 1400 ◦C
exhibits also a broad G band centering at 1604 cm−1 and D band at 1363 cm−1 (Figure 2c); however the
peaks in the sample pyrolyzed at 1400 ◦C are relatively narrower than those that in 1100 ◦C. The average
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ID/IG ratio obtained are 0.86 and 0.99 and FWHM(G) are 127 cm−1 and 89 cm−1 respectively for carbon
pyrolyzed at both temperatures indicating a disorder crystalline structure [24,27]. The ratio of ID/IG is
proportional to the number of aromatic rings. The increased relationship in the ID/IG ratio and G band
position for the tire-derived carbons shows that more sp2 amorphous carbon turns into nanocrystalline
graphite at higher temperatures. The D band has a high sensitivity to disorder in the carbon material is
usually attributed to the graphitization process and the formation of crystal growth [28]. This intensity
of the D band increase through heat treatment could be related to the nano-crystallite graphite growth
in the tire carbon caused by the defects and amorphous carbon.

Figure 2. Raman spectra with peak deconvolution of (a) commercial graphite, and carbon produced
from used tire with the pyrolysis temperatures of (b) 1100 ◦C, and (c) 1400 ◦C.

Deconvolution of the first order Raman spectrum of tire derived carbon pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C
was fitted with 6 curves attributed to the vibration modes of hexagonal carbon ring active at G-band
(1599 cm−1) represents an ideal graphitic structures, while D1 (1363 cm−1), D2 (1676 cm−1), D3
(1547 cm−1), D4 (1177 cm−1) and D5 (1464 cm−1) bands relate to the defects in the disordered carbon
structure (Figure 2b). Similarly, the tire derived carbon pyrolyzed at 1400 ◦C was also fitted with
6 curves: G-band (1603 cm−1), D1 (1363 cm−1), D2 (1688 cm−1), D3 (1547 cm−1), D4 (1217 cm−1),
and D5 (1440 cm−1) (Figure 2c). The D1 band appears the most intense is normally assigned to the
A1g symmetry in the graphitic lattice vibration mode. The origin of the D1 band in disordered carbon
is due to the vibration mode of large number of small graphitic crystallites in the polycrystalline
tire derived carbon atoms, at the edge of the graphene layers [29,30]. Another feature observed in
the spectra is related to the line broadening of the G and D1 bands, indicating that the distribution
of phonons activated by disorder corresponds to crystallites of different sizes. The intensity of the
D1 curve increased by 36% and G band by 29% and the FWHM is reduced for D1 and G bands
by 45% for the sample pyrolyzed at 1400 ◦C compared to 1100 ◦C illustrating higher temperatures
pyrolysis graphitizes the nanocrystals in a short range order and making it as disordered graphitic.
Other defect bands D3 and D4 bands in carbon pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C are assigned to the amorphous
carbon and hydrocarbons connected to the basic structural units of graphitic carbon respectively [31,32].
The intensity of D3 and D4 curves are decreased by 10% and 25% respectively when the pyrolysis
temperature increased from 1100 ◦C to 1400 ◦C. The D5 band is detected at 1464 cm−1 for carbon
pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C and 1440 cm−1 for carbon pyrolyzed at 1400 ◦C assigned to hydrocarbons trapped
in the carbon pores [33].

Figure 3a illustrates a low magnification scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of tire
derived carbon particles of various micron sizes and shapes with macro- and meso-pores visible on the
sample surface. Figure 3b illustrates the high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HR-STEM) image of uncoated carbon pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C, of both graphite layers and amorphous
carbon phase pattern. Figure 3c illustrates a cross-sectional layered structure of carbon with the
contrast profile of ~4.5 Å interlayer spacing. Figure 3d illustrates the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns of uncoated carbon showing the coexistence of short range ordered graphite phase and
amorphous regions. The fringes represent the stacks of graphene layers of polyaromatic structures [34].
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These fringes are very short and completely disoriented. Figure 3e illustrates a HR-STEM image of
carbon coated tire derived carbon, showing a uniform carbon coating of ~10 nm thickness on the
surface of the carbon. The carbon coating enables the reduction of the surface area from 110 to 20 m2/g.

Figure 3. Tire derived carbon (a) scanning electron microscope (SEM) image, (b) high-resolution
scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM) images showing both planar and cross-sectional
layered structures, (c) the contrast profile of ~4.5 Å spacings, (d) Selected Area Electron Diffraction
pattern (SAED), and (e) HR-STEM image of carbon coated tire derived carbon.

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of the tire-derived carbons are shown in Figure 4.
The C1s spectra in Figure 4a for both carbon samples of carbon coated and uncoated show a sharp
peck at 284.8 eV, which is due to the sp2 configuration. The fitting results for C1s spectra show that the
Carbon peak is narrow consistent with C-C bond and there are no C–O or C=O groups on the surface.
Figure 4 b shows the S2p scans of the samples. The peak at about 164 eV is related to the thiol group.
A small doublet spike at around 165.2 eV could be due to the trace amount of sulfate group present.
It was shown that the sulfate groups are completely removed from the sample when the pyrolysis
temperature is increased further to 1600 ◦C [22]. The XPS elemental analysis for the samples is shown
in Table 1. The carbon coating increases the carbon percentage by 4.7% while the O2s and S2p are
reduced by 16.78% and 0.84%, respectively.

Figure 4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data of tire derived carbon, uncoated (top),
and carbon coated (bottom) of scans of (a,d) C1s, (b,e) O2s, and (c,f) S2p.

Material characterization studies clearly demonstrate that the carbon material synthesized from
waste tires has a unique disordered nanoporous structure with a large interlayer distance than that of
graphite. This novel carbon material synthesis technology from tires demonstrates more sustainable
and efficient use of resources.
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Table 1. XPS surface concentration (in atomic percentages) of coated and uncoated tire derived
carbon samples.

XPS
Scans

Atomic % Peak BE FWHM eV Area (P) CPS eV SF

Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated

C1s 97.82 93.3 284.79 284.79 1.10 1.15 87,813.38 69,670.55 1 1
O2s 1.23 5.2 533.02 532.9 1.77 2.67 2701.93 9541.84 2.93 2.93
S2p 0.96 1.5 164.19 164.19 1.03 0.91 1546.58 2012.37 1.67 1.67

3.2. Electrochemical Measurements of Half Cells

Uncoated carbon materials of 38 μm and 20 μm particle sizes and carbon coated carbon materials
of 20 μm particle size were utilized in half coin cells having lithium metal as the counter electrode in
standard electrolyte solutions were cycled at various current rates are presented in Figure 5. The cell
with larger particle size (38 μm) exhibited an initial first cycle coulombic efficiency of 51% at C/3
charge/discharge current rate. The first cycle coulombic efficiency was increased to 60% when the
starting particle size was reduced to 20 μm and to 66% for carbon coated tire derived carbon samples.
Further cycling exhibited the coulombic efficiency close to 100% for all the samples. The reversible
capacity of uncoated carbon material is 247 mAh/g at C/5 charge/discharge current rate and it
increased to 364 mAh/g for smaller size particles (20 μm) and it increased further to 437 mAh/g
with carbon coated sample. Lowering the charge discharge cycling rate to C/7.5 and C/50 also
increased the reversible capacity to 300 mAh/g and 430 mAh/g respectively corresponding to 65%
and 92% respectively to the first cycle capacity. These results are interesting because the lithium
utilization at C/50 current rate cycling is 92% which means the actual irreversible capacity loss is
only 8%. This indicates that the apparent first cycle irreversible capacity loss was not due to the SEI
formation rather it is related to the polarization caused by the poor conductivity of the carbon material.
When the carbon was coated with a thin layer of carbon the capacity increased to 432 mAh/g at C/10
current rate. The increased capacity for the carbon coated sample can be related to the increased
conductivity due to high carbon concentration of 98% and lower oxygen percentage of 1.23% as found
from XPS studies (Table 1).

Figure 5. Cycling performance of lithium ion coin cells having lithium metal foil as the counter
electrode and uncoated tire derived carbon of 38 μm and 20 μm size particle size and carbon coated
tire derived carbon of 20 μm size particles cycled at various current rates.
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Figure 6 compares charge capacities of uncoated and carbon coated tire derived carbon electrode
material of 20 μm particle size pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C and commercial graphite (20 μm) working
electrodes in half coin cells. The uncoated carbon electrode exhibited 364 mAh/g capacity which is 3%
higher capacity than that of the commercial graphite (353 mAh/g) while carbon coated exhibited 20%
higher capacity of 437 mAh/g. The carbon coating also improved the first cycle columbic efficiency
by 10%. The irreversible capacity and the surface area of the active material are directly proportional
(higher capacity for low surface area of 20 m2/g with carbon coated samples compared to the lower
capacity for high surface area of 110 m2/g with uncoated carbon samples).

Figure 6. Comparison of cycling performances of uncoated and carbon coated tire derived carbon
with commercial graphite as working electrodes vs. lithium metal counter electrode: (a) capacity plot,
and (b,c) voltage profiles.

The carbon coating also reduced the interfacial resistance between the particles and improved the
surface conductivity and thus enhanced the reversible capacity [11]. Furthermore, the carbon coating
has reduced the voltage hysteresis in carbon coated samples (Figure 6b) compared to the uncoated
carbon sample. The difference in the charge discharge voltage behavior of graphite (Figure 6c) vs. the
carbons was found to correlate well with their unique structure [8]. The lithium insertion mechanism
at higher voltage starting from ~1.2 V is more of an adsorption behavior while an intercalation
process occurs at lower voltages [8,9]. The carbons vs. Li counter electrodes in coin-type cells reveal
exceptionally good cycleability, with only moderate capacity fading.

3.3. Electrochemical Measurements of Pouch Full Cells

The use of tire derived carbon as a promising anode material in a lithium-ion battery pouch full
cell configuration having NMC532 as cathode in standard electrolyte solutions has been demonstrated
in Figure 7. The formation cycling tests were first performed at C/5, C/20, and C/50 charge and
discharge current rates. After the formation cycling, the cells were cycled at C/5 charge discharge
rate lost 0.12% capacity per cycles when the voltage cut off was limited to 2.0 V while the rest of the
cycles lost only 0.08% capacity per cycle at 2.5 V limit. After 160 cycles at C/5, the cells were further
cycled at lower current rate of C/50 showed an increase of 12% in reversible capacity. The cycling tests
demonstrate carbon as a promising anode material in full cell configuration. Further electrochemical
characterizations were carried out to design better cell chemistry.
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Figure 7. Cycling performance of the carbon anode material pyrolyzed at 1100 ◦C vs. NMC532 cathode
at various current rates.

3.4. Prelithiation of Carbon Anodes

Prelithiation is an important strategy that attracts more and more interest to compensate for
lithium loss in the formation cycle in lithium-ion batteries. Experimentally, it is more challenging to
pre-lithiate anode materials than to pre-lithiate cathode materials since it requires a more reactive
lithium source and the process is hard to control. There are some reports using stabilized lithium
metal power (SLMP), however, this type of material is expensive and hard to disperse in NMP
solution during the slurry preparation [35–37]. It will require a special complex procedure to apply
pre-lithiated anodes.

The goal of using pre-lithiation treatment is to achieve first cycle efficiency of over 90% for the
electrode materials. Here, the pre-lithiation is conducted by direct contacting of lithium metal with
the electrolyte wetted with casted electrode, as shown in Figure 8a [38]. Different contact periods
were studied to optimize the process conditions. Since the electrode was shorted after contact with
Li, the assembled cell has almost 0 V OCV and at this time, first cycle efficiency would be that of the
real second cycle since the first discharge is skipped. It is noticeable that all pre-lithiated cells have a
very high efficiency (over 94%) from the beginning, compared to 60% efficiency of the cell without
pre-lithiation. There are no major differences in the electrochemical performances during the first
22 cycles for different pre-lithiated electrodes shown in Figure 8. However, the long-term cycling test
is needed to fully evaluate the influence of electrode properties.

In the meantime, new methods could be developed to pre-lithiate electrode materials, and they
might be conducted in the future. Half cells with electrodes could be assembled and discharged to
certain voltage, followed by disassembling of the cell and washing of the electrodes, then full cells
can be made with pre-lithiated electrodes. This method can precisely control the amount of lithium
pre-intercalated into the electrodes. Another approach is to use Li3N as a lithium source additive
when preparing the slurry and make a pouch cell [39]. Li3N will decompose at 0.44 V during the
formation cycle and the N2 gas generated could be released before the final sealing of the pouch
cell. Successful implementation of this technology would result in a significant reduction in carbon
emissions and possibly result in a lower-cost higher performance lithium-ion battery [40–45].
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Figure 8. (a) Schematic of direct contact pre-lithiation process, electrochemical test data with (b) 20 min,
(c) 19 h, (d) 23 h contact.

4. Conclusions

In summary, battery grade tire-derived carbon material was successfully prepared in high purity in
large quantities and demonstrated as a potential anode material for LIBs. The combustion of waste tire
rubber produces lower fossil CO2 emissions per unit of energy (136.51 gCO2/kW·h) compared to other
conventional fossil fuels such as coal or fuel–oil, usually used in power generation [40]. The surface
coating of the carbon improved the reversible lithium capacity by 20% and yielded 437 mAh/g,
which is 20% higher than that of the commercial graphite. A novel prelithiation approach also yielded
the first cycle efficiency of 94%. This novel green process can promote environmental sustainability to
add value to the waste tires and benefit the battery industry to solve future energy crises.
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Abstract: This paper aims at examining the relationship between energy consumption deriving from
renewable energy sources, and countries’ economic growth expressed as GDP per capita concerning
25 European countries. The used dataset involves European countries’ data for the period from 2007
to 2016. The statistical analysis is based on descriptive statistics, cluster analysis, and autoregressive
distributed lag (ARDL), and reveals that all variables are related; this suggests a correlation between
the dependent variable of GDP and the independents of renewable energy sources (RES) and Non-RES
energy consumption, gross fixed capital formation, and labor force in the long-run. Furthermore,
the results show that there is a higher correlation between RES’ consumption and the economic
growth of countries of higher GDP than with those of lower GDP. The obtained results are consistent
with other papers reviewed in this study.

Keywords: renewable energy; energy consumption; Gross Domestic Product; economic growth

1. Introduction

During the last decades, a continuing shift from conventional to non-conventional sources of
energy has been taking place [1,2]. Due to negative environmental effects of conventional energy
forms of production and usage, and the finite yields of conventional sources of energy, the need for
renewable energy sources (RESs) usage is becoming urgent [3]. Thus, special policies are developed to
further promote the expansion of RESs. A critical environmental target of the European Union is to
cover 20% of its energy needs with RESs until 2020. In a global context of analysis, about 19% of total
energy usage is produced from RESs, while the strategic planning is to increase their usage by 50% by
2050 [4].

Relative to the abovementioned shift to RESs, a key question that arises is how their usage is
valued under economic constraints, a question that has motivated a plethora of research interest
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worldwide [4]. Thus, there is ongoing research developed to investigate the relationship between RES
and economic growth mainly attributed to the gross domestic product (GDP) [4].

The relevant literature nexus basically contains studies grouped on geographical distribution [2,4–10].
In most of the publications, methodological analysis included statistical models and case controls.
Almost all the reviewed publications unveil a relationship that is developed between the level of
national economic growth and the quantities of RESs used, especially over the long-run [4–11]. Several
publications also investigate the association between economic development and RES-produced energy,
to determine those variables that stimulate the others [4–11]. In most of the cases GDP is the dependent
variable, while RES consumption, gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), and labor force are the main
commonly examined predictors. A positive correlation is also recorded between GDP, RES usage,
GFCF, and labor force in most of the cases [4–11]. These results emphasize the significant role of RES
to economic growth.

Our research examines the interaction between economic growth and the energy produced
by RES. Data concerning 25 European countries for the period between 2007 and 2016 is statistically
analyzed; our main results indicate that there are two main groups of countries classified on RES
consumption. RES consumption seems to be correlated with the economic growth of the countries
examined. However, this correlation is highly bounded on countries with higher GDP.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Non-European Countries

Salim et al. [12] perform data analysis on OECD countries for the period 1980–2011. Their analysis
reveals a long-run relationship that links energy consumption (both green and conventional) with
industrial production and economic growth. In addition, evidence of a two-way relationship between
conventional energy consumption and GDP growth was found in the short run. According to these
results, the expansion of RESs is a viable solution to tackle energy security and climate change, while
the gradual replacement of fossil fuels with RESs promotes a sustainable energy economy [12]. Under
the same research context, Apergis and Payne [13] use data from 80 countries. They develop a statistical
model where GDP is the dependent variable, while the main explanatory variables are electricity
consumption from RESs and from conventional sources, among several macroeconomic variables.
The results reveal a two-way relationship between RES consumption, conventional energy, and GDP,
both in the short and long run. There is also a two-way short-run relationship between renewable and
non-renewable forms of energy, which means that it is feasible to swap between energy forms.

In a similar publication, the effect of RESs on economic growth, including biomass, geothermal,
wind and solar energyd and hydroelectricity is examined in 38 countries, which are classified into
three groups [14]. For the 24 countries of the first group, RESs are significantly correlated to economic
growth. Concerning the countries belonging to the second group, energy consumption is negatively
associated to economic development. For the other countries of the third group, there is no impact of
RES consumption on economic growth.

In the same research field, Inglesi-Lotz [15] analyzes panel data. In this dataset, GDP is the
dependent variable, while the following independent variables are namely applied: RES consumption,
RES percentage on the examined countries’ energy mix, labor force, research and development costs,
and capital formation. The results of the statistical analysis show that a 1% increase in RES consumption
can increase the total GDP by 0.105%, while a 1% increase in the share of RESs in a country’s energy
mix can increase total GDP by 0.089%.

In the search of RES consumption determinants, Omri and Nguyen [16] use data concerning
64 countries for the years between 1990 and 2011. In all of the countries’ clusters, results point
out that environmental degradation is a significant variable. Moreover, the price of oil impacts the
consumption of RESs. Lastly, changes in GDP affect the consumption of RESs only for very high and
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very low-income countries, while changes in trade openings have a statistically significant effect on
the RES consumption in all the examined countries except for those of high income.

In the same scientific field, Al-Mulali et al. [17] conclude that RES consumption plays a key role
in promoting economic growth for most of the countries as RESs are a net source of energy, having
minimal environmental impacts. In addition, RES energy is necessary because it contributes to energy
security since those countries are loosely bounded on imported fossil fuels [17].

Another paper focuses on energy consumption from renewable and non-renewable sources of
energy in relation to international trade [18]. This survey examines the correlation between energy
production and consumption from both renewable and non-renewable sources and international trade,
examining 69 countries for the period between 1980 and 2010. The results contain indicators of a
two-way causality between production and trade. These results show that any changes in trade can
influence the economic outcome and, accordingly, changes in production can affect trade. In the
short run, no link is reported between GDP and green energy consumption. However, there is a
long-run two-way relationship between the variables.

Sadorsky [19] develops economic models for studying the consumption of energy from RES in
relation to income, especially among emerging economies. The researcher perceives a relationship
between income and green energy consumption as a prerequisite for the design of an effective energy
policy. The model uses data from 18 emerging economies and focuses on the per capita consumption
of energy from RESs and the per capita income. According to the analysis, a rise in GDP leads to an
increase in energy consumption from renewables. High income is identified as significant by the model
over the long run, suggesting that slight changes to GDP highly impact the consumption of energy
from renewable sources. In conclusion, the results show that a slight increase in per capita income is
directly causing a significant increase in RES consumption in the case of emerging economies.

By looking at the correlation between renewable energy and GDP in the case of the United States,
the consumption is directly related to biomass-made energy [20]. No other relationship exists between
real GDP and all other renewable energy sources examined, namely total RES consumption, geothermal
energy consumption, hydropower consumption, and biomass energy consumption. The results of this
study conclude that the generation of energy from waste is of utmost importance [20].

Fang [21] examines the impact of RES consumption on China’s GDP. By using regression
techniques, the analysis concludes that a 1% increase in RES consumption leads to 0.162% GDP
growth, 0.44% for rural households and 0.368% for urban households. However, it is suggested
that the expansion of the RES share inevitably provides politico-economic hurdles. Obstacles are
attributed to the environmental impacts of fossil fuels use, which contain costs for society, such as
human health degradation, infrastructure, decline in forests and fisheries, and increased spending
associated with tackling climate change [21]. Concerning the economic stance, the researcher states
that when all the external economies are considered, some RESs, especially wind power, are proven
cheaper than conventional sources. Regarding political barriers, lack of coordination, unsupportive
policy encouragement, as well as government grants that are inadequately developed in terms of
geographical coverage or sound research contexts of analysis are reported [21].

In another study for the Chinese context, the relationship between RES consumption and economic
growth is examined for the period 1977–2011 [22]. The results show a two-way relationship in the
long-run between the RES consumption and GDP. This finding suggests that China’s growing economy
is conducive to the development of the renewable energy sector, offering promising contribution to
further economic growth [22].

Shahbaz et al. [11] explore the relationship between RES consumption and GDP in Pakistan. Their
analysis uses an econometric log-linear distribution model where the per capita GDP is the independent
variable, while the per capita energy consumption, labor force, and gross fixed capital formation are
the independent ones. Long-run results show that the model of renewable energy consumption can
stimulate economic growth stronger than the opposite model, which shows that economic growth
motivates the use of RESs. According to the researchers, the government should propose an integrated
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energy policy towards the exploitation of new RESs. Furthermore, local governments should promote
investments in RESs to overcome the national energy crisis [11].

On the contrary, a similar study using regression models for the case of Turkey did not report
any impact from RES-produced electricity consumption on GDP [23]. However, the non-renewable
electricity consumption variable was statistically significant in the long-run, as a 1% increase in energy
consumption led to a minor increase in GDP. Researchers therefore confirm the country’s dependence
on conventional energy sources and propose an expanding investment in conventional energy sources,
by reducing the contributing share of RESs at the national energy mix [23].

Under this non-European context, another significant interdisciplinary research shows that the
existing regulatory framework for the electricity and renewables sectors is an extremely important
parameter that especially affects the role of regulatory agencies in Northern Africa and Middle East
countries, under the promotion by the EU [24]. In this research, authors stress that in countries where
an independent regulator operates, increased regulatory credibility exists in comparison to countries in
which such a body does not exist. Besides, in those countries where regulatory framework is limiting
administrative expropriation it, consequently, creates a more suitable environment for attracting
investments in electricity production using renewables [24].

In another research work, the strategic environmental assessment (SEA) has been introduced
as a comprehensive framework for the assessment of policies and plans [25]. The authors denote
that suitable energy models, ecological assessment models, and multi-criteria approaches exist with
immense potential for interconnection, which could be advanced into powerful SEA tools for integrated
policy assessment [25].

In a global context [26], it is reported that since developed economies are confronting a persistent
decline in economic growth, it is of utmost importance for the technological spur of renewables to
support the energy autonomy of national energy mixes without creating irreversible environmental
pollution. Particularly, the use of the Hurlin-Granger causality test shows that there is a unidirectional
causality linkage from agricultural production to electricity consumption for non-coastal regions,
and furthermore, there is a bidirectional relationship between agricultural electricity consumption and
output for numerous coastal regions.

Recently, Sutter [27] organized the main concerns to which Americans are mindful of energy
efficiency as accordingly: first, for their cars, appliances, homes, and machinery, and second, as the
mandating of the use of renewable fuels in electricity production. The main representative foundation
upon renewable energy resources utilization in the US is the Department of Energy (DOE).

In this respect, Cherukupalli [28] reports that though a dynamic progress in all areas of
electro-technology is achieved in developed countries, a significant part of the population has low or
no access to electricity. The author [28] also stresses that life and economic activity in large areas of the
developing world remains unchanged, as access to reliable electricity is an extremely important aspect
of enjoyment, benefits, and modern conveniences.

Finally, another study was conducted in the US context by Haerer and Pratson [29] who investigate
the employment trends in the US electricity sector for the period 2008–2012. The authors denote that
even though electricity production that was generated from coal declined, the percentage of jobs lost
were offset two times higher by the increased employment rates from the expansion of RES-operated
industries, especially, natural gas, solar, and wind. Furthermore, US sustain a well-developed, life cycle
analysis-based energy sector, along with advanced electricity supply chain. On the other hand,
the adaptability of the aforementioned outcomes to developing economies-where switching fuel
types is a complex policy, or there exists RES-deprivation-shows slow adaptability and ineffective
economies-of-scale achievement.

2.2. European Countries

In a recent publication, wind energy (terrestrial and offshore), hydro (small and large), and nuclear
energy are the most preferable technologies [30]. The results identify a failure to reach emission
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reduction targets. To achieve this, it is necessary to increase the share of all zero emission technologies
by 1–2%. It is stressed that offshore wind energy is the largest renewable energy technology (20.28%).
Relevant studies conclude that an efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly energy future in the EU
is closely related to RESs [30,31].

Another study investigates the consumption of fossil fuels and RESs, greenhouse gases,
and economic growth, using EU countries’ data, unveiling a relationship between greenhouse
emissions and GDP [32]. Moreover, economic growth cannot affect emissions reduction, since from
one point onwards, there is an upsurge in the phenomenon.

A study about developing European countries identifies an overall long-run relationship between
energy consumption and GDP, while a short-run two-way relationship is reported for Hungary, Poland,
Turkey, and Romania [33]. Consequently, RES consumption plays a determining role in supporting
economic growth for numerous countries [17].

Another important aspect is the role of commerce to RES consumption promotion [16,18].
In emerging economies, it is reported that a slow increase in the per capita GDP can lead to a significant
increase in RES consumption [19].

In the European context, Borkowska and Klimczak [34] argue that like other network industries
(telecommunication, gas, rail), electricity was transformed from a monopoly to an imperfectly
competitive market. The authors examine the electricity reform in Poland, showing that the reform
failed in key aspects, such as industry restructuring, the creation of a transparent wholesale spot
energy market, and the foundation of other institutions necessary to create clear rules to achieve
reasonably competitive performance results. The lack of a sound regulatory implementation was the
cause of the predominance of state ownership in the electricity industry and strong politicization of
the industry [34].

In the Greek context, Tellidou and Bakirtzis [35] employ a research study upon the energy market
performance to exercise the monopoly power. Test results on a two-node power system with two
competing generator-agents demonstrated the negative effects of a monopoly [35].

Furthermore, Philippou et al. [36] first explore the opening of the electricity market in Greece.
A decade later, Andrianesis et al. [37] denote that Greece’s electricity market can be divided in two
zones, due to the generation-consumption system configuration that creates an important transmission
barrier from north to south. The authors also used a simplified model of the Greek electricity system
that includes only the thermal power plants. An analysis upon the commodities of energy and
ancillary services under the marginal pricing approach is presented [37]. A zonal pricing approach
for energy provides the right incentive for the installation of new generation near consumption, if the
zonal configuration reflected the actual system and operational conditions. Authors extend the zonal
approach to include time response-based ancillary services, which were commodities that can be traded
in the day-ahead market and are co-optimized with energy. Focusing on the day-ahead scheduling
(DAS) market problem, which is formulated as a security-constrained unit-commitment problem,
its objective is to co-optimize energy and reserves by considering the generation units’ commitment
costs. A dual analysis of the problem and calculation of shadow prices offers useful insight into
how prices for each commodity are set in the presence of binding resource, transmission, or zonal
reserve constraints.

Finally, in a technological applicability of RESs in the European context, Chatzisideris et al. [38]
focus on organic photovoltaics (OPV), which are an emerging thin-film PV technology that promises
to greatly improve the environmental and economic performances of PV technologies. While generic
results are applied to all PV technologies, it is shown that PV systems installed in Greek houses,
perform economically better than those in Denmark. Focusing on organic PV systems developed in an
industrial-scale cost setting (1.53 €/Wp), it is argued that they deliver significant electricity bill savings
for residential houses in Greece (38%) under current conditions, while they may not be sufficiently
attractive for residential houses in Denmark (6.5%) mainly due to the different PV regulatory schemes.
It is also noteworthy that investors interested in renewable energy technologies need to pursue scaling
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up the manufacturing capacity of OPV technologies, as well as assess a large number of countries to
identify and prioritize financially attractive settings for PV self-consumption [38].

3. Data and Methods

To examine RES’ consumption correlation with countries’ economic growth, Eurostat’s latest
dataset (updated in May 2018) concerning 25 European countries for the period between 2007 and
2016 is used [39]. Due to the risk of different measurement methodology that can lead to biased results,
other data sources, such as OECD or IEA data, are not inserted into our dataset.

Using IBM Corp’s SPSS V.20 software, this study employs a hierarchical cluster analysis by using
Ward’s method in order to classify the examined countries based on their GDP and RES consumption.
Cluster analysis methodology is used in other similar studies as well [2]. Furthermore, to examine
the relationship between the variables of our interest, a log-linear specification is applied by using
an error-corrected autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL). This is a common methodology proposed
in similar studies [11,40]. The regression part of the analysis was carried out by using Stata Corp’s
STATA V.13 software.

The abovementioned log-linear specification investigates the relationship between variables
concerning the dependent variable of gross domestic product (GDP) and the independents of RES and
Non-RES energy consumption, gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), and labor force in the long-run.
Such models, where GDP is set to be predicted by RES and Non-RES’ consumption, GFCF and labor
force are used in other studies of the same scientific field as well [4–11,40].

4. Results and Discussion

Initially, we focussed on energy consumption of the examined countries for the 10-year period of
2007–2016. Figure 1 shows that there is an ongoing shift from fossil fuels to RESs, which depicts the
implementation of the European strategy for gradual independence from fossil fuels.

Figure 1. Energy usage in European countries (in thousand tons of oil equivalent (TOE)). Data source:
Eurostat [39].

The next step of the analysis was to categorize the countries based on their GDP and energy
produced from RESs. According to Equation (1), the countries are clustered by using the Ward’s
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method for hierarchical cluster analysis, which considers that the distance between two clusters is how
much the sum of squares will increase [41]:

Δ(,) = ∑
i∈A∪B

‖→x i −→
mA∪B‖

2 − ∑
i∈A

‖→x i −→
mA‖

2 − ∑
i∈B

‖→x i −→
mB‖

2
(1)

where
→
m denotes the cluster’s centers. This method minimizes the variances within clusters as much

as possible [3,41]. Based on Ward’s method dendrogram, two clusters were identified, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Dendrogram using Ward’s method.

As we can see in Table 1, high GDP countries with high consumption of RESs were classified in
cluster 1 (60% of countries); countries with low GDP and low consumption of RESs were classified in
cluster 2.

Table 1. Countries clusters according to GDP and RES consumption.

Cluster Distribution

Number of Countries % of Combined

Cluster
1 10 40.0%
2 15 60.0%

Combined 25 100.0%

As we can note at Table 2, the average GDP for countries belonging in cluster 1 is 34,548 Euros
per capita; in the second cluster there is an average of 16,526 Euros. The per capita consumption of
renewable energy of the first cluster is 0.254 tons of oil equivalent (TOE), while the second cluster
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consumes 0.049 TOE. It is remarkable that the countries of the first cluster have a considerable deviation
while the countries of the second cluster appear to be more concentrated around their mean.

Table 2. Clusters according to GDP per capita (in thousand Euros) and renewable energy consumption
per capita (in tons of oil equivalent).

GDP per Capita
(in Thousand Euros)

RES Consumption per Capita
(in TOE)

Mean Std. Deviation Mean Std. Deviation

Cluster
1 34.548 7.430 0.254 0.160
2 16.526 5.760 0.049 0.039

The above results show a potential correlation between RES consumption and economic growth.
This obtained correlation between economic growth and RES consumption is depicted in the following
scatter diagram, Figure 3, below. More specifically, it is obvious that most of the countries of higher
GDP (cluster 1) had higher RES consumption than those of lower GDP (cluster 2).

Figure 3. European countries according to RES consumption and GDP. Data source: Eurostat [39].

To attest and further analyze the observed correlation between RES consumption and economic growth
in the long-run, we used a production function (Equation (2)), as proposed in other studies [4–11,40]:

GDP = f (GFCF, LF, RES, NONRES) (2)

where:

• GDP denotes the gross domestic product;
• GFCF denotes the gross fixed capital formation;
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• LF denotes the total labor force;
• RES denotes the renewable energy sources consumption; and
• NONRES denotes the non-renewable energy consumption

To examine the possible correlation between the abovementioned variables during the examined
period, a log-linear specification was used (Equation (3)). The applied log-linear specification was of
the following form:

lnGDPt = a0 + a1lnGFCFt + a2lnLFt + a3lnRESt + a4lnNONRESt + ut (3)

The above log-linear specification was examined using an autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL)
as according to many authors it has more advantages over other techniques [11]. The main ARDL
model’s equation (Equation (4)) is of the following form [42]:

yt = c0 + c1t +
p

∑
i=1

ϕiyt−i+

q

∑
i=0

β′
ixt−i + ut (4)

The above model was reparametrized as follows (Equation (5)) to be error-corrected [42–44]:

Δyt = c0 + c1t −
(

1 −
p

∑
j=1

ϕi

)(
yt−1 −

∑
q
j=0 β j

a
xt−1

)
+

p−1

∑
i=1

ψyiΔyt−i + ω′Δxt +
q−1

∑
i=1

ψ′
xiΔxt−i + ut (5)

Based on the above analysis, the data of Table 3 was obtained. This table summarizes the results
for the log-linear specification models. More specifically, it concerns the impact of predictors for the
examined countries’ economic growth as it is measured based on their GDP.

Table 3. Variables and coefficients of the error-corrected log-linear specification models.

Model Variables in Model Coefficient Std. Error F-Statistic p-Value

Model for cluster 1 countries.
Dependent: lnGDPt

Constant 15,979.230 9517.702 6.978 0.000
lnGFCFt 1.760 2.514 4.929 0.006

lnLFt 0.722 0.444 6.413 0.000
lnRESt 0.603 0.231 20.070 0.001

lnNONRESt 0.310 0.504 7.245 0.000

Diagnostic Tests Test Values p-Value

F-Statistic 22.380 0.000
Jarque-Bera 0.194 0.812

Adjusted R-squared 0.680

Model for cluster 2 countries.
Dependent: lnGDPt

Constant 8848.629 3367.971 6.210 0.000
lnGFCFt 2.932 0.258 9.070 0.002

lnLFt 0.152 1.074 7.032 0.008
lnRESt 0.477 0.497 16.0766 0.000

lnNONRESt 0.718 0.586 6.649 0.000

Diagnostic Tests Test Values p-Value

F-Statistic 20.070 0.000
Jarque-Bera 0.208 0.753

Adjusted R-squared 0.738

The first critical step was to find evidence that there was a correlation between GDP and its
predictors for the examined period. This evidence was deduced from the F-Statistic values as shown
in Table 3. Specifically, the F-Statistic values were greater than their upper critical bounds as they
were proposed for the analysis of level relationship tests [44] and cointegration tests for less than
30 observations [42,45]. Thus, we can confirm that there was a statistically significant correlation
between GDP and its predictors in the long-run concerning the countries of both the examined clusters.
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Furthermore, in all the examined cases, the p-values were less than 1%, which means that there
was a positive correlation between the examined GDPs and their predictors at 1% level of significance.

For the countries belonging to cluster 1, RES’s coefficient was equal to 0.603; thus, if RES
consumption increases by 1%, and the other predictors of economic growth remain constant (ceteris
paribus), the countries’ GDP will increase by 0.603%. Similarly, as far as the countries of cluster 2 were
concerned, when RES consumption increases by 1%, ceteris paribus, the countries’ GDP will increase
by 0.477%.

Based on the adjusted R-squared values, the independent variables explained 68% of the
first cluster countries’ economic growth; as far as the second cluster’s countries are concerned,
the independent variables explained 74% of their economic growth. Moreover, the diagnostic tests’
results show that both the proposed models had a reasonable good fit; there was no serial correlation,
while skewness and kurtosis matching normal distribution and homoscedasticity were shown.

Consequently, RES consumption seemed to be correlated with the economic growth of both
clusters’ countries in the long-run. However, this correlation was higher with the economic growth
of countries with higher GDP, while countries with lower economic growth were more dependent
on Non-RESs.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between RES consumption and countries’
economic growth. To examine this relationship, data concerning 25 European countries’ GDP,
RES consumption, Non-RES consumption, GFCF, and labor force were statistically analyzed using the
Ward’s method for hierarchical cluster analysis. This method revealed the existence of two countries’
clusters; a cluster of high GDP and high RES consumption countries and another cluster of low GDP
and low RES consumption countries.

To sharpen the above results and further examine the correlation between RES consumption and
a country’s GDP, a log-linear specification by applying an error-corrected autoregressive distributed
lag (ARDL) was employed. The results of this analysis for the countries of the two clusters suggest
that there was a statistically significant correlation between GDP and its predictors in the long-run.
More specifically, as far as energy consumption is concerned, the applied models indicated that RES’s
correlation was higher with high GDP countries; on the other hand, countries with lower GDP rely
more on Non-RESs.

The results also discovered a prominent level of heterogeneity concerning the deployment of
RESs in the examined countries’ energy policy. For the case of low RES usage between several high
GDP countries, the results are likely to indicate a low level of know-how on their effective usage.
Furthermore, this could be the result of the lack of financial resources for a higher level of RES inclusion
to these countries’ energy mix. A two-sided interrelation between RES consumption and GDP growth
is possible to exist as well [16]. This interrelation is the subject of further analysis.

The above findings show that policy-makers of both high and low GDP countries should take
all the needed measures to increase RES contribution to the energy mix. Such measures involve the
creation of a friendly environment for large-scale investments in RESs [46] and the provision of other
incentives such as financial facilities to citizens [47–50]. Financial support is necessary since the richest
countries can afford to use RESs. Furthermore, the creation of a common EU-wide energy production
balance is critical as even countries that cannot produce a type of renewable energy due to their
restricted natural resources (e.g., northern countries do not have the adequate sunlight to produce
solar energy) can use RESs by relying to imports from other countries. Moreover, the development of
know-how and the removal of economic and political barriers are some of the important steps towards
the further development and deployment of RESs [4].

Based on the subject of the present study, there are several avenues for future research. First,
it may be useful to apply various statistical techniques such as Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
or Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) tests to better understand the relationship between
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renewable energy consumption and economic growth. Moreover, since carbon emissions reduction is
a core feature of EU’s environmental strategy, it would be useful to add it as an additional parameter
to the statistical analysis [2]. Lastly, a comparative analysis between the EU and other countries could
highlight the potential differences in the use of RESs and, at the same time, their global contribution to
economic development.
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Abstract: In high voltage direct current (HVDC) power transmission of offshore wind power systems,
DC/DC converters are applied to transfer power from wind generators to HVDC terminals, and they
play a crucial role in providing a high voltage gain, high efficiency, and high fault tolerance. This paper
introduces an innovative multi-port DC/DC converter with multiple modules connected in a scalable
matrix configuration, presenting an ultra-high voltage step-up ratio and low voltage/current rating
of components simultaneously. Additionally, thanks to the adoption of active clamping current-fed
push–pull (CFPP) converters as sub-modules (SMs), soft-switching is obtained for all power switches,
and the currents of series-connected CFPP converters are auto-balanced, which significantly reduce
switching losses and control complexity. Furthermore, owing to the expandable matrix structure,
the output voltage and power of a modular converter can be controlled by those of a single SM,
or by adjusting the column and row numbers of the matrix. High control flexibility improves fault
tolerance. Moreover, due to the flexible control, the proposed converter can transfer power directly
from multiple ports to HVDC terminals without bus cable. In this paper, the design of the proposed
converter is introduced, and its functions are illustrated by simulation results.

Keywords: high voltage direct current (HVDC); power transmission; DC/DC converter; high voltage
gain; modular; multi-port

1. Introduction

The global number of offshore wind farms has increased in recent years [1,2]. In Europe, 560 new
offshore wind turbines were built in 17 wind farms in 2017 with a total generation capacity of 3148 MW,
which is about 20% of the total offshore generation capacity [3]. The power generated offshore is
typically transmitted over an average distance of 41 km (in 2017) through submarine cables before
reaching a connection point with the existing onshore grid [3]. For example, Hornsea wind farm is
located around 40 km from the onshore station. Compared with high voltage alternating current
(HVAC) transmission, high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission is the preferred method
to transfer power over a long distance (>40 km) in terms of the factors of economy and power
efficiency [4,5]. When delivering the same amount of power, the purchase price for the bipolar
HVDC cable is lower than that of two parallel 3-core HVAC ones [6]. Additionally, HVDC has
a higher transmission efficiency than HVAC since no inductance-reactive power exists within DC
transmission cables.
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Figure 1 presents three HVDC configurations. The hybrid HVDC system illustrated in Figure 1a
uses a medium voltage (MV)—high voltage (HV) AC/DC converter to obtain high voltage DC power.
However, line-frequency (50/60 Hz) AC/AC transformers for low-voltage (LV)—MV conversion still
occupy a significant portion of the substation space. In this topology, the transformer is replaced by a
converter as shown in Figure 1b, which significantly reduces the system size and weight [7]. These two
configurations use two-stage conversion to meet the voltage level of HVDC transmission. However,
Reference [8] points out that the configuration of two DC/DC conversion stages has the highest power
loss, which is around four times that of a one conversion stage configuration presented in Figure 1c
taking into consideration the winding and core losses of transformers and the given datasheets of the
semiconductors. The converter applied in Figure 1c not only provides a high voltage gain but also
transfers power directly from multiple generators to HVDC terminals without bus cable. The converter
design is a technical challenge for boosting LV directly to HV due to the conflict between the required
high voltage level, e.g., ±800 kV [9] and the restricted voltage ratings of semiconductor components,
e.g., 22 kV for SiC thyristors, and 15 kV for SiC transistors [10]. Fortunately, with the development of
semiconductors and converter topologies, possible solutions are provided [11–13].

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. High voltage direct current (HVDC) configurations for wind power transmission:
(a) DC-based connection with two-stage hybrid conversion; (b) DC-based connection with two-stage
DC/DC conversion; (c) DC-based connection with the proposed modular converter.

To address the challenges, DC converters with high voltage gains [14–17], modular multilevel
converters (MMCs) [18–22] and multi-module converters [23–25] are studied extensively.
Although dual-active bridge (DAB) converters [14,15] and resonant converters [16,17] can obtain
high voltage step-up ratios, the voltage stress on their semiconductor components is high, which can
be reduced by applying MMCs. By adding sub-modules (SMs), a high output voltage is achieved
without increasing the voltage stress. However, the MMC topologies based on half-bridge (HB) or
full-bridge (FB) [18,19] and resonant MMC [20] cannot provide electrical isolation. The isolated MMCs
in References [21,22] are presented with DC/AC/DC configuration, where medium-frequency high
turns-ratio transformers are employed, resulting in a vast volume. Although resonant MMCs [26]
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achieve galvanic isolation and a small volume of transformers at the same time, its conversion ratio
only satisfies MV applications. Alternatively, transformers can be decentralized into multi-module
converters, enabling the installation of high-frequency transformers, which reduces the sizes of
transformers and reactive components. However, by adopting active-clamping flyback–forward
converters as SMs, the currents of different SMs are unbalanced because of the non-ideal factors such
as unequable leakage inductances of transformers, and only half of the power switches can achieve
zero voltage switching (ZVS), resulting in high switching losses [23].

In this paper, based on the multi-modular converter in Reference [23], active-clamping current-fed
push–pull (CFPP) converters are adopted to replace the flyback–forward SMs. The currents of modules
in series-connection are auto-balanced, and all power switches can achieve soft-switching. Therefore,
control complexity and switching loss are reduced. Furthermore, the matrix configuration brings
about high control flexibility, which improves the fault tolerance capability. Additionally, thanks to the
independent operation of each port, the converter can collect power from multiple sources without
bus cable.

The paper is organized as follows: The basic cell and two interleaved working modes are analyzed
in Section 1; the scalable topology design is discussed in Section 3; Section 4 depicts the fault tolerance
strategies of the topology; simulation results are presented in Section 5 to demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the converter, and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Analysis of the Basic Cell and Working Strategies of Matrix Configuration

2.1. Operation of the Basic Cell

The basic cell topology based on CFPP converter shown in Figure 2 has similar operation principles
and characteristics as the converter presented in Reference [27]. S1–S2 are the two main switches.
Sc1–Sc2 are the two active clamping switches. Cc is the clamp capacitor. L1 is the input transistor.
The tri-winding transformer has a turns ratio of Np1:Np2:Ns = 1:1:n and leakage inductance Lk at the
secondary side. Furthermore, the secondary circuit consists of four rectifier diodes D1–D4, one output
capacitor Cout and a load resistor R.

 

Figure 2. Topology of the basic cell based on active-clamping fed push–pull (CFPP) converter.

The key operating waveforms of CFPP cell are depicted in Figure 3. Vgs1–Vgs2 are the control
signals for the two main switches S1–S2, which have the phase shift angle of 180◦. Vgsc1–Vgsc2 are
the control signals for the two clamp switches Sc1-Sc2. The control signals of the main switches and
clamping switches are complementary. vds1–vds2 and vdsc1–vdsc2 are the drain-to-source voltages of the
main switches and clamping switches respectively. iL1 is the current of input inductor L1. vs and is
are the secondary voltage and current of the transformer respectively. The following assumptions are
made to simplify the analysis.
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Figure 3. Operating waveforms of the basic cell.

• All switches and diodes are identical.
• The capacitance of clamp capacitor is large enough so that its voltage ripple can be ignored.

Due to the symmetrical operation, a brief introduction of the operation during t0–t5 when D ≤ 0.5
is presented in this part.

Mode 1 (t0–t1): In this mode, the main switch S1 and the clamping switch Sc2 are on. The power
is transferred to the output. The diodes D2 and D3 are forward biased, and the secondary current
is decreases.

Mode 2 (t1–t2): At t1, the main switch S1 is turned off. The leakage inductances Lk resonate with
the parasitic capacitances of S1 and Sc1. Then, the voltage of SC1 drops to zero at t2 to achieve ZVS
turn-on. At the same time, capacitance CS1 is charged.

Mode 3 (t2–t3): At t2, the clamping switch SC1 is turned on with zero voltage. Because both
the clamping switches SC1 and SC2 are on, the primary sides of the transformer are short-circuited.
Then the power is transferred to the input inductor L1, and the secondary current is rises rapidly.

Mode 4 (t3–t4): At t3, the secondary current reaches zero. All four diodes are reverse biased.
Additionally, the secondary voltage recovers to zero within a short time.

Mode 5 (t4–t5): At t4, the clamping switch SC2 is turned off. The leakage inductances Lk resonate
with parasitic capacitances of S2 and SC2. The voltage across S2 drops to zero at t5 so that ZVS turn-on
of S2 is obtained.

The operation in intervals (t0–t5) and (t5–t10) is symmetrical. The power is transferred to the
output load R when one main switch and one clamping switch are on, and then the power flows
from the input to inductor L1 when both clamping switches are on. All switches can obtain ZVS
turn-on and the energy stored in Lk is recycled by the parasitic capacitances of clamping switches,
which contributes to a higher conversion efficiency.

The voltage of clamp capacitor VCc can be obtained according to the flux balance of L1:

VCc =
Vin

1 − D
(1)

Additionally, with the turns ratio as 1:1:n, the output voltage of basic cell Vo,BC can be determined:

Vo,BC =
n
2

VCc =
n
2

Vin
(1 − D)

(2)
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The voltage stress of all four power switches Vds can be obtained by:

Vds = VCc =
Vin

1 − D
(3)

2.2. Working Strategies of Matrix Configuration

A fundamental 2 × 2 modular topology is presented in Figure 4. The primary circuits of power
cells are parallel connected so that they have an equal secondary voltage value with the same duty
cycle of main switches. The secondary side of each cell is connected with four rectifier diodes for
power regulation.

 

Figure 4. 2 × 2 topology of the isolated high voltage gain DC/DC converter with basic cells.

As illustrated in Figure 5a,b, adjacent cells have opposite polarities in column interleaved modes.
For example, the polarity of cell 11 is opposite to those of cell 21 and 12. In this case, cells in the same
column are connected in series, and the adjacent columns are in parallel connection. The voltage
ratings of diodes in the first and last rows, D00–D02 and D20–D22, are equal to the voltage of power
cells vs. While the voltage ratings of other diodes D10–D12 have twice the value of vs since they are
connected with two cells. The current stresses of diodes in the first and last columns, D00–D20 and
D02–D22 have the same value as the secondary current of one column. Diodes D01–D21 connect with
two columns so that they have double the current stress of the others. Additionally, the sum of the
average diode currents in all columns is equal to the output current. Therefore, in column interleaved
modes, the voltage and current ratings of diodes in an expanded topology as shown in Figure 6
composed of s rows and p columns can be obtained:

V(Dij) =

⎧⎨⎩
1
s Vo,s×p = Vo,BC = n

2(1−D)
Vin i = 0, s

2
s Vo,s×p = 2 × Vo,BC = n

(1−D)
Vin i = 1, 2, · · ·, (s − 1)

(4)

I(Dij) =

{ 1
2 Io,BC = 1

2p Io,s×p j = 0, p

Io,BC = 1
p Io,s×p j = 1, 2, · · ·, (p − 1)

(5)

p

∑
j=0

I(Dij) = Io,sp (6)

where Io,BC is the average output current of a single basic cell; Vo,s×p and Io,s×p are the output voltage
and current of s × p topology. In this case, all semiconductor components have low voltage and
current ratings.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. 2 × 2 topology with different interleaved strategies: (a) Column interleaved mode 1;
(b) Column interleaved mode 2; (c) Series interleaved mode 1; (d) Series interleaved mode 2.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6. Topology of the proposed converter with three input-ports: (a) primary circuits with three
power sources; (b) secondary circuits collecting power and delivering it to load.
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From Figure 5c,d, in series interleaved modes, all cells are series-connected. The cells in adjacent
rows have the opposite polarities while the cells in the same row have the same polarity. Similar to
Equation (4), diodes D10 and D12 have twice the voltage rating higher than that of diodes in the first
and last rows because they connect with two rows. The currents of all operating diodes have the same
value since they are in series-connection. Hence, the voltage and current ratings of diodes in series
interleaved modes can be calculated as:

V(Dij) =

⎧⎨⎩
1
s Vo,s×p = p × Vo,BC = p×n

2(1−D)
Vin i = 0, s

2
s Vo,s×p = 2p × Vo,BC = p×n

(1−D)
Vin i = 1, 2, · · ·, (s − 1)

(7)

I(Dij) =
1
2

Io,BC =
1
2

Io,s×p j = 0, p (8)

According to Equation (8), for series interleaved modes, the current rating of diodes is increased
with the increase of output power. Besides which, the diodes D01–D21 are blocked, which benefits the
fault tolerance operation to be described in Section 4.

3. Analysis of the Proposed Converter with Multi-Input Ports

3.1. Scalable Topology

Thanks to modularity, multi-module converters can be easily expanded by increasing its row
number and column number to attain a high voltage gain and the desired high power level. In the
normal scenario, the proposed converter operates with column interleaved modes to keep a low
voltage/current rating of components. Three wind-turbine-generators, WTGs 1–3, are connected to the
proposed converter as illustrated in Figure 6a. Figure 6b shows the secondary circuits that are divided
into three independent, Groups 1–3, by diodes D1-0p–D1-sp, D2-00–D1-s0 and D2-0p–D2-sp, D3-00–D3-s0 on
the basis of input ports. The output power of each group consisting of the s × p expanded topology
can be controlled individually, and the bus cable is eliminated. With the same input voltage and power
of each port, the voltages and currents of all basic cells are identical.

The cells in the same column are in series-connection. Hence, every column has the same terminal
voltage which is the sum of the voltages of cells in the same column. For a converter with multi-ports,
output voltage Vout equals to the identical terminal voltage of columns and the output current Iout is
the sum of secondary currents of all columns. Therefore, the row number s determines the output
voltage, and the group number x with column number p determines the output power.{

Vout = Vo,s×p = s × Vo,BC = s×n
2(1−D)

Vin

Iout = x × Io,s×p = x × p × Io,BC
(9)

3.2. Current Balance with Column Interleaved Mode

The control complexity is reduced by the auto-balanced currents of cells in the same column.
According to the currents through diodes D10–D13 and D20–D23, as shown in Figure 7, the relationships
among all cells can be obtained as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

Io,BC11+ + Io,BC12+ = Io,BC21+ + Io,BC22+

Io,BC31+ = Io,BC21+

Io,BC23+ = Io,BC13+

Io,BC32+ + Io,BC33+ = Io,BC22+ + Io,BC23+

(10)
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Io,BC11− = Io,BC21−

Io,BC31− + Io,BC32− = Io,BC21− + Io,BC22−
Io,BC12− + Io,BC13− = Io,BC22− + Io,BC23−

Io,BC33− = Io,BC23−

(11)

where Io,BC+ is the average current of secondary circuit in the interval (t0–t5) and Io,BC− is that in the
interval (t5–t10). According to the symmetrical operation of the basic cell between the two intervals,
it can be derived that Io,BC+ = Io,BC−. Therefore, Equation (12) is obtained with Io,BC = Io,BC+ + Io,BC−.⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

Io,BC11 = Io,BC21 = Io,BC31

Io,BC12 = Io,BC22 = Io,BC32

Io,BC13 = Io,BC23 = Io,BC33

(12)

According to Equation (12), the average currents for cells in the same column are auto-balanced.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 8, only the control of output voltage and current sharing in different
columns is employed to achieve the required output voltage and power in the s × p topology,
where vo,ref is the desired output voltage and iL,i1–iL,ip are the currents collected from columns 1–p.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Auto-balanced currents of cells in the same column with column interleaved working strategy:
(a) Column interleaved working mode 1; (b) Column interleaved working mode 2.

Figure 8. Control scheme of the s × p topology.

4. Fault Tolerance

4.1. Fault Tolerance for WTGs with Different Output Power

When disturbances occur, proper control strategies of WTGs and converters should be applied to
ensure system protection and high power efficiency [28,29]. For the proposed converter, the output
power of one group is determined not only by the column number of the secondary circuits but also,
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by the duty-cycles of main switches. According to Equation (8), the output power of one group is
obtained as:

Pgroup = (p − m)× Vout × Io,BC (13)

where m is the number of idle column in the corresponding group.
The variation of a duty-cycle will cause the change of currents through the cells in one column as:

Isub = Io,BC =
2
Ts

·
∫ ton

0
iout ≈ imax · D (14)

Hence the output power is:

Pgroup = p · Vout · Isub = p · D · Vout · imax (15)

where imax is the maximum output current of power cells.

4.2. Fault Tolerance for Semiconductor Components

Semiconductor components are vulnerable components in a converter [30]. For offshore HVDC
stations, faulty components take a long time for maintenance, resulting in high cost and loss [31].

Figure 9 shows the fault tolerance operation derived by installing redundant power cells.
To maintain normal operation, the column in a red dotted box containing the damaged Cell 11
is replaced by one redundant column that is in the other red dotted box. For the faulty diodes D00–Ds0,
they require only one redundant column since they connect with one column. However, for other
diodes, two redundant columns are demanded. For example, when diode D11 fails, the columns 1–2 in
the blue dotted box are idle, and the redundant columns p1–p2 are applied.

Vo,FBC =
Vo,s×p

2 × s
=

1
2

Vo,BC (16)

Figure 9. Fault tolerance with redundancy.

The proposed topology can also obtain fault tolerant operation of diodes and power switches
without redundancy. In Figure 10a,b, when diode D11 is short-circuited, the cells in rows 1–2 are
inactive to block the faulty components, while the fault tolerance group still operates with the column
interleaved strategy. Additionally, to maintain normal operation, the output voltages of the faulty
group are controlled according to Equations (2) and (9) to ensure the output voltage is the same as that
in the normal case. When diode D11 is open-circuited as illustrated in Figure 10c,d, the fault tolerant
operation group consisting of two columns works under the series interleaved modes to block D11.
Compared with the normal operation group, the number of cells in series connection in the faulty
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group is doubled. The voltages of cells in the fault group are adjusted as illustrated in Equation (15) to
ensure they have the same terminal voltage.

Moreover, the fault tolerant operation of damaged cells without redundancy is similar to that
when diodes are short-circuited. For instance, when cell 11 fails, cells 11-1p and 21-2p are idle so that
the faulty one is blocked.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Fault tolerance without redundancy: (a) Working mode 1 under diode short-circuit;
(b) Working mode 2 under diode short-circuit; (c) Working mode 1 under diode open-circuit;
(d) Working mode 2 under diode open-circuit.

5. Simulation Results and Discussion

To illustrate the functionality of the proposed power converter, a simulation model consisting
of 3 groups × 4 rows × 5 columns with 2 redundant columns is built by software PSIM, which is
similar to the model shown in Figure 6. The cells in columns 1–3 are active, while those in columns
4–5 are inactive.

Table 1 presents the initial values for the simulation. It is noted that to verify the auto-balanced
current characteristic, the leakage inductances of cells in column 1 are set as 70, 75, 80, 85 μH.

Table 1. Initial values of simulation.

System Parameters Values Components Values

Input Voltage 650 V Turns ratio 1:1:n 1:1:2
Output Voltage 6400 V Leakage inductance 80 μH

Switching Frequency 5 kHz Input inductance 5 mH
Output Power 40 kW Clamp capacitor 20 μF

The steady-state waveforms of the converter with the same input power from WTGs are shown
in Figure 11. All groups work under the column interleaved strategy, and the voltages of the adjacent
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cells in the same column have opposite polarities. Meanwhile, the currents of cells with diverse leakage
inductances in column 1 are almost equal. The voltage stress of power switches is 1/4 of the output
voltage, and all diodes have the voltage and current stresses as low as 1/4 or 1/2 of the output voltage
and current, respectively.

For Figure 12, every group has different numbers of rows. Only one row operates in Group 1;
in Group 2, there are two rows; Group 3 has four rows. The duty-cycle D of cells in each group is
regulated to obtain the same terminal voltage, and the voltages of cells are shown in Figure 12 as:
Vs_cell 1–11 = 2 × Vs_cell 2–11 = 4 × Vs_cell 3–11 = Vout.

The peak current values of different columns are almost equal so that the duty-cycle power
transmission control presented in Equation (15) is verified.

Figure 13 shows the voltages of diodes in Group 1–2. The voltage of diodes in Group 3 has the
same waveforms as those presented in Figure 10. It can be found that the voltage value is increased as
the number of idle rows increases.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Steady-state waveforms for cells and diode: (a) voltage/current of basic cells;
(b) voltage/current of diodes.

Figure 12. Waveforms of cells when Groups 1–3 have different output power.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. Voltages of diodes in each Group when Groups 1–3 have different output power: (a) Voltages
of diodes in Group 1; (b) Voltages of diodes in Group 2.

As illustrated in Figure 14, before turning on switches S1 or SC1, the drain-to-source current flows
through the parasitic diode of the switch to achieve ZVS operation. Similarly, the switches S2 and SC2

can also obtain soft-switching. Therefore, the switching loss is significantly reduced.

Figure 14. Zero voltage switching (ZVS) of main switches and clamping switches.

Figure 15a shows the fault tolerance operation with redundancy. At 0.07 s, fault cells 1–2 are idle,
and the redundant columns 4–5 start to work to guarantee normal operation. Figure 15b,c presents the
fault tolerance without redundancy, where only columns 1–3 are active. In Figure 15b, when the diode
D11 is short-circuited, the cells in rows 1–2 are blocked. The voltages of cells in row 3–4 are doubled to
achieve the same terminal voltage. The diode D11 is open in Figure 15c. The faulty group consisting
of columns 1–2 works in the series interleaved mode by changing the polarities of cells. Moreover,
the voltages of cells in the faulty group are reduced to half of that in the normal operation group to
obtain the same output voltage.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 15. Fault tolerance operation: (a) With redundancy; (b) Without redundancy for D11 short-circuit;
(c) Without redundancy for D11 open-circuit.

Where N is the number of SMs or power cells; n is the turns ratio of transformers. Table 2 shows
a performance comparison among several literatures. Due to hard switching, References [21,23]
have higher switching losses. Multi-module converters can achieve a higher voltage step-up ratio by
increasing the power cells number and the voltage gain of power cells. For MMCs, fault tolerance is
achieved by redundancy. However, the proposed converter has an improved fault tolerance capability
which can maintain normal operation without redundancy. Therefore, to achieve the same performance,
a multi-module converter with CFPP cells requires fewer components.

Table 2. Performance comparison.

MMCs Multi-Module Converters

HB/FB [21,32] Resonant MMC [20] Flyback–Forward [23] CFPP Converter

Soft-switching
Conversion ratio ∝ N, n ∝ N ∝ N, 1

1−D , n ∝ N, 1
1−D , n

Transformer Large Small Small
Fault tolerance Low Low Medium High

6. Conclusions

A multi-port high voltage gain modular DC/DC power converter applied in offshore wind farms
is proposed in this paper. Thanks to the modularity, the high output voltage and power is achieved
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by adding power cells. With the independent operation of each port and high control flexibility,
the converter can collect power from multi-sources without bus cable. Additionally, the CFPP cells
reduce the switching losses and control complexity.

The performances of MMC with galvanic isolation, resonant MMC, multi-module converter with
flyback–forwarding cells and CFPP cells are compared. The proposed model appears to be more
efficient and reliable, including fewer switching losses, higher conversion ratio, fewer components,
smaller volume, and higher reliability.

The simulation results verify the advantages of the proposed converter are the soft-switching of
all power switches, flexible control, and improved fault tolerance operation.
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Abstract: Variable renewable energy sources (VRES), such as solarphotovoltaic (PV) and wind
turbines (WT), are starting to play a significant role in several energy systems around the globe.
To overcome the problem of their non-dispatchable and stochastic nature, several approaches have
been proposed so far. This paper describes a novel mathematical model for scheduling the operation
of a wind-powered pumped-storage hydroelectricity (PSH) hybrid for 25 to 48 h ahead. The model
is based on mathematical programming and wind speed forecasts for the next 1 to 24 h, along with
predicted upper reservoir occupancy for the 24th hour ahead. The results indicate that by coupling
a 2-MW conventional wind turbine with a PSH of energy storing capacity equal to 54 MWh it is
possible to significantly reduce the intraday energy generation coefficient of variation from 31% for
pure wind turbine to 1.15% for a wind-powered PSH The scheduling errors calculated based on mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) are significantly smaller for such a coupling than those seen for
wind generation forecasts, at 2.39% and 27%, respectively. This is even stronger emphasized by the
fact that, those for wind generation were calculated for forecasts made for the next 1 to 24 h, while
those for scheduled generation were calculated for forecasts made for the next 25 to 48 h. The results
clearly show that the proposed scheduling approach ensures the high reliability of the WT–PSH
energy source.

Keywords: variable renewable energy sources; hybrid energy sources; scheduling; non-
dispatchability; reliability

1. Introduction

The randomness and high variability of wind power strongly limits its potential to be a reliable
energy source. However, its availability in certain parts of the world, its economic superiority over other
energy sources, and government-driven financial incentives have all led to it acquiring a significant
role in several existing power systems. Due to the limited predictability of wind generation and legal
regulations which give priority to wind sources, the operation of conventional power plants must
be adjusted not only to varying energy demand, but now also to the fluctuating energy yield from
wind turbines.

The problem of forecasting energy demand has been addressed in a great number of scientific
papers [1,2] and over time forecasting errors have been significantly reduced. However, with the advent
of larger-scale VRES generation this problem has escalated on the supply side of the energy market.
The problem of VRES integration has recently been scrutinised by [3–5], whereas [6,7] have summarised
approaches which can be used to ease and overcome this problem. Those include, inter alia: energy
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storage; spatial and temporal complementarity of energy sources; demand side management (DMS);
hybrid energy sources; vehicle-to-grid (V2G); power generation capacity oversizing; and transmission
lines connecting energy systems in different locations. This paper, to some extent, builds upon those
concepts and aims to overcome the problem of the inherent variability of wind generation by coupling
it with almost the only bulk (and certainly the most mature) form of energy storage in the form of PSH,
and by proposing a novel scheduling formula for the next 25 to 48 h.

1.1. WT–PSH Hybrid Energy Sources

A great number of scientific papers has been dedicated to the concept of wind turbines operating
together with an energy storage facility in the form of PSH. Due to the popularity of this concept
as a solution for supplying isolated communities with electricity, the majority of authors focus on
WT–PSH hybrids on islands. At least five papers [8–12] have been dedicated to the WT–PSH system
on Lesbos Island (the Aegean Sea), with the authors of those papers claiming that such hybrids
can significantly increase the utilisation of wind energy and lead to greater penetration by RES,
translating into lower consumption of the oil so commonly used in off-grid systems. A paper written
by Karsaprakakis et al. [13] points out that Greek law defines the WT–PSH hybrid as a conventional
power plant with full dispatchability. In those authors’ opinions, such a hybrid energy sources does
not have to provide power all the time and its use can be limited to specific periods in order to facilitate
the operation of other energy sources. Two more papers [14,15] investigated the WT–PSH concept
on Ikaria Island (the Aegean Sea). Similarly, as in our research, the authors of the aforementioned
papers have assumed that the available energy from the WT will first be pumped into the upper
reservoir and then dispatched when needed. Additionally, the PSH upper reservoir can be, to some
extent, supplied by the excess flow from the additional reservoir which is located above it and used for
irrigation purposes.

Three papers [16–18] investigated the possibility of covering the energy needs of a local
community inhabiting a small island near Hong Kong. The analyses presented in these papers
are part of a larger project aiming to ensure total energy autarky by means of a WT–PSH hybrid
cooperating with a PV installation. Results note, for example, the environmental aspects of large scale
battery banks and the superiority of PSH in this regard.

Some articles have also been dedicated to mainland WT–PSH hybrids. Hessami and Bowly [19]
investigated a 190-MW wind farm connected to various forms of energy storage and found the optimal
one to guarantee maximal revenue. Of the three considered, namely PSH, compressed air energy
storage (CAES), and thermal energy storage (TES), CAES seems to be the most promising in terms
of the rate of return (ROR) criterion. Hedegaard and Meilbom [20] analyzed the WT–PSH concept
from the perspective of the Danish energy system, where wind generation plays an important role in
covering energy needs. According to the authors’ results, wind-powered PSHs can both be used as a
first-tier reserve power plant with very swift reaction times, and also be applied to compensate for the
seasonal variability of WT generation. Canales et al. [21] and Murage and Anderson [22] analyzed the
WT–PSH hybrid from the Brazilian and Kenyan points of view, respectively. Canales et al. [21] point
out that PSH facilities have larger upfront costs than traditional hydropower plants with pumping
installations, but that their operational costs and environmental impact are significantly smaller.

Scheduling WT–PSH Operation

To the best of the author’s knowledge, the issue of scheduling the operation of wind-powered
PSH has been the subject of the following papers:

• Varkani et al. [23] proposed the concept of a self-scheduling strategy which is based on stochastic
programming techniques and aims to minimise the impact of wind power generation’s uncertainty.
The strategy presented by the authors can be applied for day-ahead energy generation offers.
The uncertainty of the wind generation forecasts is modelled by means of an artificial neural
network (ANN);
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• Tan et al. [24] developed a two-stage scheduling optimisation model for the operation of a
wind power and energy storage system based on day-ahead and ultra-short-term wind power
forecasting. The results indicate that synergies of demand response and energy storage can be
used to overcome wind generation variability and lead to an improvement in utilisation of wind
energy, as well as decreasing coal consumption. Similarly, as in [23], the uncertainty of wind
power was simulated, in this case being based on a scenario analysis;

• Jurasz and Mikulik [25] suggested a model for scheduling the operation of WT–PSH based on
the occupancy of the upper reservoir. It was assumed that the sets of pumps and generators
of the PSH can operate simultaneously. The results indicate that WT–PSH operating on such a
formula can be a reliable energy source operating as a baseload (with potential modifications
regarding when the energy from the upper reservoir should be dispatched). Additionally, the
scheduling formula eliminates the occurrence of wind energy rejection. However, the schedule of
the WT–PSH operation for the next 1 to 24 h is known only one hour ahead;

• Castronuovo nd Lopes [26] proposed a model for improving wind parks’ operational economic
gains by means of PSH facilities. Using an hourly-discretised algorithm the authors identified an
optimal daily operation strategy assuming that wind power forecasts were available; and

• Papaefthimiou et al. [27] suggested several possible operation modes for WT–PSH focusing on
their verbal description. In general: the WT–PSH can submit an energy offer for the next 24 h
considering the state of charge of its upper reservoir; the system operator dispatches the PSH
operation mainly during peak load hours or to shave the peaks; the energy generated by the WT is
stored in the upper reservoir and the PSH pumps balance the varying WT energy yield—basically,
using variable-speed pumps the PSH is able to constantly adjust to the changes in wind generation;
the system operator requires the WT–PSH to deliver power in certain periods in order to fill
deficits resulting from the limited capacity of the conventional power sources; and the WT–PSH
is designed to deliver guaranteed power, but if the upper reservoir state of charge is not sufficient
and/or the wind generation forecasts are unfavourable then it is admissible to use electricity
from the grid and dispatch it when required. According to their results, the authors state that the
proposed operating policies enable the integration of wind generation on a larger scale.

Clearly this problem is investigated in the literature, but the number of papers and approaches
is limited. The authors of the aforementioned papers have investigated the problem of WT–PSH
operation from different perspectives. Therefore, the ability to draw general conclusions is constrained.
The common denominator of the majority of those papers is that the authors point to the relevance of the
accuracy of wind speed forecasts and the increasing role of wind generation in today’s power systems.

1.2. Wind Speed Forecasting

As mentioned by [6,7] and the authors of the papers presented in Section 1.1 [23–28], forecasting
techniques are a possible tool for smoothing the integration of variable renewable energy sources
into the power system. Additionally, accurate forecasts with low absolute and percentage errors
can make the process of scheduling the operation of conventional power plants more accurate and
economically feasible.

Soman et al. [29] provided an overview of current wind power and wind speed forecasting
methods with different time horizons. Depending on the application, the wind forecasting can be
divided into four time horizon categories: very short term forecasting (from seconds to 30 min ahead),
short term forecasting (from 30 min to 6 h ahead), medium term forecasting (from 6 h to 1 day ahead),
and long term forecasting (ranging from one day ahead to one week ahead). The ranges of individual
categories are not fixed and can be modified. From the above we conclude that the scheduling formula
proposed in Section 2.2. would be based on a combination of short and medium-term forecasting.

Advances in computing power, as well as deeper and broader understanding of various
phenomena, have led to the rapid development of various forecasting tools and approaches [30].
The majority of them are also being used in the area of wind speed forecasting. The most
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commonly-applied techniques are based on: persistence methods/naïve predictors, which are
usually used as benchmarks; physical approaches, which use numerical weather predictors (NWP);
statistical approaches based on time series analysis or artificial neural networks (ANN); and emerging
methods based on wavelet transformation or fuzzy logic (hybrid approaches which develop new
hybrid tools which utilise various combinations of, for example, ANN + wavelet transformation or
ANN + fuzzy logic).

Recently published papers have mostly concentrated on various hybrid approaches [31–33]
and investigated the impact of various phenomena, such as the spatial distribution on forecasts’
error correlation [34]. The abundance of literature and the presence of various concepts and tools
for forecasting wind speed or wind power shows the complexity of this problem and proves its
importance in the context of the VRES integration into the power system. As an example of papers
which clearly show the complexity of VRES integration which applied dynamic programing to
overcome the problems of models non-linearity and non-convexity we refer the reader to the works of
Korkas et al. [35] and Baldi et al. [36]. Other examples of wind-solar or solar integration by means of
hydropower to the national power system can be found in [37–39].

In this paper we do not aim to develop a new method or apply the existing ones. The potential
user of our scheduling approach can arbitrarily select the forecasting methods which best suits
his needs or are the best available solution for the location of a given wind farm. Such aspects of
wind speed forecasting and the role of their accuracy in RES-based hybrid energy sources has been
investigated in [40]. For the purpose of this paper the forecasting errors have been generated based on
the assumption of their normal distribution and percentage value increasing with an elongating time
horizon—detailed information on this is provided in Section 3.2.

1.3. WT–PSH

The main idea behind the scheduling concept introduced in this paper is that it is possible to
overcome the inherent variability of wind energy by using the storage capacity of the upper reservoir
to offset the inaccuracy of wind speed forecasts. The conceptual design of the wind powered PSH has
been presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conceptual design of WT–PSH hybrid along with energy and water flows and schematic
charts visualising the initial and resulting variability of energy generation.

The operation of such a system is based on day-ahead schedules created to determine the volume
of energy which should be discharged over the next 25 to 48 h. The energy available from the WTs is
always firstly stored in the upper reservoir. Naturally, the situation may occur in which the reservoir is
full and some portion of WT-derived energy will have to be fed to the grid. Such situations, as well as
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partially realised schedules, should be avoided because they introduce undesirable disruptions into
the operation of the energy market.

1.4. Paper Objectives

Considering the aspects and potential role of WT–PSH hybrid energy sources described above,
this paper aims to realise the following goals:

• to develop a MINLP model for simulating the operation of the WT–PSH hybrid and scheduling
its operation;

• to establish measures for estimating the model’s accuracy; and
• to investigate the impact of the scheduling formula parameters and upper reservoir capacity on

WT–PSH performance.

2. Mathematical Model

In this paper we have used a mathematical model which has been used for a discretised hourly
wind speed time series and can be applied in various simulation and optimisation software packages.

2.1. Energy Yield from Wind Turbines

The energy generated by a wind turbine can be estimated based on the known wind speed and
the power curve of a given type of wind generator. Here, a commonly-applied Gamesa G90 [41] wind
turbine has been selected for simulation purposes. Figure 2 visualises its power curve for wind speeds
ranging from 3 m/s (vcut−in) to 12 m/s (vrated), with the operation of WT being stopped when the
wind speed exceeds 25 m/s (vcut−o f f ). In the model introduced in Section 2.2, the equation is used to
calculate the actual (EWT) and forecasted (EWT*) energy yield from wind. For the forecasted values,
predicted wind speeds (v*) were used as shown in Section 3.2.

Figure 2. The Gamesa G90 power curve.
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EWT =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
PWT × t × n f or v ∈

〈
vrated; vcut−o f f )

p(v)× t × n f or v ∈
〈

vcut−in; vrated
)

0 otherwise

(1)

where EWT is the energy yield from wind turbine (kWh), PWT is the nominal capacity of wind turbine
(kW), t is the time (1 h), n is the number of wind turbines (-), vrated is the wind speed at which the
wind turbine starts to operate with its nominal capacity (m/s), vcut−o f f is the wind speed at which
turbine operation is stopped for safety reasons (m/s), p(v) is the polynomial approximating wind
turbine power curve (kW), and vcut−in is the wind speed at which wind turbine starts to generate
electricity (m/s).

2.2. WT–PSH Operation

In this section we introduce and describe the approach used to schedule the operation of
the WT–PSH. In the following paragraphs it is visualised in Figure 3, a verbal algorithm and a
mathematical formulation.

Figure 3. Chart depicting the WT–PSH scheduling method.

WPSH Operation

Generally speaking, the schedule creation procedure can be summarised in the five steps listed
hereunder:

Step 1. Obtain/generate wind turbine energy yield forecast for the next 24 h.
Step 2. Determine the upper reservoir state of filling at the end of the upcoming day (j = 24) based

on the already scheduled discharge covering the next 24 h (j = 1, . . . , 24) and possible energy
generation from wind turbines calculated in the first step.

Step 3. Considering the estimated reservoir occupancy of the upper reservoir in step 2, generate a
uniform discharge schedule for the next 25 to 48 h (j = 25, . . . , 48).

Step 4. After realising the previously-planned schedule for the period (j = 1, ..., 24) juxtapose the
scheduled and actual operation of the PSH as well as the wind turbine generation and upper
reservoir occupancy. In case of any discrepancies replace the estimated occupancy of the
upper reservoir calculated in step 2 by the actual one.

Step 5. Return to the step 1 and repeat the whole procedure.

The verbal description of the procedure described above can also be expressed by means of several
mathematical formulas and equations. As mentioned earlier the first step is to determine the volume
of energy stored in the upper reservoir. Here, an assumption has been made that the initial reservoir
occupancy (i = 1, j = 0) is half its maximal capacity. It is important to emphasise that, for simulation
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purposes, we have been simultaneously calculating the reservoir occupancy for a scheduled PSH
operation and forecasted wind power generation (Equation (2)), as well as for actual PSH operation
and actual WT energy yield (Equation (3)). This was done in order to assess the accuracy and quality
of the proposed scheduling approach. Such an approach is necessary due to the intermittent nature of
wind generation and the non-ideal accuracy of wind generation forecasts. The idea behind Equations
(2) and (3) is as follows: within each unit of time (hour) a certain volume of energy is being discharged
from the upper reservoir and, simultaneously, some energy from wind generation is being pumped
upwards. The calculating procedure must ensure that the characteristics of the PSH will not be
exceeded, meaning that the calculated momentary volume of energy stored in the upper reservoir is
not smaller than zero or greater than its maximal storage capacity. Additionally, the momentary energy
storage capacity of the PSH is limited by the throughput of its pumps; therefore, from the available
wind generation only a volume ranging from 0 to EPump can be considered as possible for storing:

V∗
i,j = min(max(V∗

i,j−1 − EC
i,j

1
ηPSH + min(EWT∗

i,j ηPSH ; EPump); 0); VM) (2)

Vi,j = min(max(Vi,j−1 − EC
i,j

1
ηPSH + min(EWT

i,j ηPSH ; EPump); 0); VM) (3)

where: V∗
i,j is the forecasted volume of energy stored in the upper reservoir (kWh), Vi,j is the actual

volume of energy stored in the upper reservoir (kWh), EC
i,j is the scheduled energy generation from the

PSH (kWh), ηPSH—pumping or generating efficiency of the PSH [%], EWT∗
i,j is the forecasted energy

yield from the wind generation (kWh), EPump is the maximal energy throughput of the PSH pumps
(kWh), and VM is the PSH upper reservoir energy storing capacity (kWh).

In Equations (2) and (3) we have used the scheduled PSH generation value (EC
i,j). This can be

calculated based on Equation (4) which is the most important part of the presented scheduling method.
The schedule for the next 25 to 48 h (i + 2, j = 1, . . . , 24) is generated based on the estimated occupancy
of the upper reservoir and the predicted energy yield from wind turbines. Consequently, the exact
volume of the available energy for the next considered scheduling period is uncertain. Therefore, to the
proposed formula we have introduced two additional parameters (β, α) whose potential values are
from 0 to 1. Their main task is to compensate for the inaccuracy of the estimated available energy in
the upper reservoir (β) and the energy yield from wind turbines (α). It is important to highlight that
the scheduling formula introduced in Equation (4) leads to a uniform (uniform in theory only, due to
forecasting errors) energy generation from the PSH over the next 25 to 48 h. Those generation values
will be known a day ahead. Equation (4) also ensures that the scheduled energy discharge from the
PSH will not be greater than its energy generating capacity (EGen).

Naturally, those energy generation patterns can be modified in such a manner that the PSH will
generate electricity only during demand peak hours, only during daylight, or over periods when the
energy price is highest, thereby increasing the owner’s revenue:

EC
i+2,j = 1,...,24 = min

(
min

(
V∗

i+1,j = 24

24
ηPSH ; EGen

)
β + min

(
∑24

j = 1 EWT∗
i+1,j

24
ηPSH ; EGen

)
α; EGen

)
(4)

As already mentioned, the scheduling formula is prone to forecasting errors and periods may
consequently occur during which the WT–PSH hybrid is unable to realise the created energy generation
schedule. Therefore, to assess the quality of our approach we have introduced Equation (5), which
determines whether the schedule was realised or not and what the actual electricity generation (ECR

i,j )

was in comparison to that scheduled (EC
i,j):

ECR
i,j =

{
EC

i,j f or Vi,j−1 ≥ EC
i,j

1
ηPSH

Vi,j−1ηPSH otherwise
(5)
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In the case of non-dispatchable energy sources coupled to the national power system (NPS) or
any other type of grid, two distinctive situations may occur. Namely, energy generation is less than
demand (in this paper the scheduled generation is as shown in Equation (5)) and an energy deficit
occurs which should be covered by any other energy source or, alternatively, available energy is greater
than demand and an energy surplus appears. In the case of the WT–PSH some part of the excess
energy which has not been used in the scheduled generation can be stored in the upper reservoir.
However, this is limited by the maximal capacity of the reservoir and, consequently, sometimes some
volume of energy coming from WT may be neither used in the PSH generation schedule nor stored.
This energy is rejected and its volume (EWT_R

i,j ) can be calculated based on Equation (6). By rejection we
mean a direct transfer of that energy to the grid—a situation which is not desirable because it increases
variability and unpredictability on the energy market. The problem of an unexpected energy flow
between hybrid energy sources based on PV and WT coupled with the PSH and the NPS has been
investigated in [42] where it is revealed that, to some extent, they can be quite accurately forecasted:

EWT_R
i,j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
EWT

i,j ηPSH − EPump f or EWT
i,j ηPSH > EPump

EWT
i,j −

(
VM −

(
Vi,j−1 − EC

i,j
1

ηPSH

))
f or Vi,j−1 − EC

i,j
1

ηPSH + EWT
i,j ηPSH > VM

0 otherwise

(6)

The situations described by Equations (5) and (6) are both undesirable events which should be
avoided. Therefore, their volumes and occurrences will be the subject of the optimisation model
introduced in Section 3.2.

3. Input Data

3.1. Wind Data

For simulation purposes, an hourly time series of wind speed data covering the years 2014–2016
for the Koszalin measuring station (Northern Poland—10 km straight-line distance from the Baltic Sea)
was downloaded from [43]. Figure 4 visualises the variability of considered wind speeds.

Figure 4. Wind speed variability over the 2014–2016 period.

3.2. Wind Speed Forecast Accuracy

Since no historical records on wind speed forecast quality were available, synthetic forecasts were
generated based on the assumption that with the extending prediction horizon the accuracy of the
forecast deteriorates. It is important to emphasise that the approach used here was made only for
demonstration purposes and the assumptions of forecast mean error values and standard deviation
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of errors for each prediction horizon were determined arbitrarily. Naturally, in reality, better quality
forecasts can be employed and, as a consequence, the proposed approach can be used as a benchmark.
Figure 5 visualises the MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) values of errors for various time
horizons. When the simulations were run, the average MAPE error over the whole considered period
for forecasts ranging from 1 to 24 h ahead was 27%.

Figure 5. Forecast errors and their range for various prediction time horizons. The errors are
normally distributed.

3.3. WT-PSH Parameters

For simulation purposes we have assumed that the WT–PSH hybrid will consist of a single wind
turbine with a rated capacity of 2 MW coupled to a PSH facility which has a set of pumps capable of
accommodating the maximal hourly yield from the WT. The power output of the water turbines used
to generate electricity is equal to the set of pumps and is 2 MW. The energy storage capacity of the
PSH (the volume of the upper reservoir) will be the subject of sensitivity analysis, with the minimal
storage capacity calculated as VM = 24 × 1/2 × ηPSH × PTW, or in words, half of the energy generated
by the WT operating for 24 h at nominal capacity and taking into account the efficiency of the PSH
pumps. The considered cycle efficiency of the PSH was 81%.

4. Results and Discussion

For the considered wind speed conditions, the 2 MW Gamesa G90 wind turbine should generate
5.33 GWh of electricity annually, which translates into a capacity factor of 30%. For the forecast quality
presented in Section 3.2 the mean absolute forecast error was 131 kWh, while the lowest and highest
were 0 kWh and 2000 kWh, respectively. Considering above in our analysis we have considered
a WT-PSH hybrid which is characterized by the following parameters: a 2 MW Gamesa G90 wind
turbine will be directly coupled with the PSH pump which is characterized by a 90% efficiency and
installed capacity of 2 MW; the PSH generates electricity by means of hydro unit of 2 MW rated
capacity and efficiency of 90%; the PSH upper reservoir storage capacity is subject of change and varies
from 21.6 MWh to 172.8 MWh (with an increment of 10.8 MWh); the capacity of the lower reservoir is
in the considered case not subject of analysis and was considered as infinite (or significantly larger
than the upper reservoir).

4.1. WT-PSH Parameters

The accuracy of the introduced scheduling approach was assessed based on the MAPE
criterion, whose value can be calculated from Equation (7). This criterion was further used in the
optimisation model:
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MAPE =
1

mn ∑m
i = 1 ∑n

j = 1

∣∣∣∣∣EC
i,j − ECR

i,j

EC
i,j

∣∣∣∣∣100% (7)

The precision of day-ahead predictions of the available quantity of produced energy was
optimised by finding the minimal value of Equation (7) by changing the values of α and β parameters,
which are part of the scheduling formula (Equation (4)) while also ensuring that the volume of the
rejected energy from wind generation will not be greater than the constant value R (Equation (8)).
In this case, R was arbitrarily equal to 5%:

∑m
i = 1 ∑n

j = 1 EWT_R
i,j ≤ R . (8)

To find the optimal solution a brute-force method was applied and the subs of possible pairs of α

and β parameters was limited by assuming that their values would range from 〈0; 1〉 with an increment
of 0.1. Optimal and acceptable solutions were found for all considered upper reservoir capacities, which
ranged from 21.6 to 172.8 MWh with an increment of 10.8 MWh. In total, 1815 various configurations of
these three variables have been considered and 1356 (almost 75%) satisfied the imposed constraint given
in Equation (8). Additional calculations revealed that by considering R = 2.5% this number dwindles
to 1280 and to 1218 for R = 1%. From the configurations which satisfied the constraint imposed in
Equation (8) only one configuration for each capacity of the upper reservoir which exhibited the lowest
objective function value (MAPE) was selected. The results are given in Table 1.

First of all, it is important to highlight that the coefficient of variation (CV) calculated for the
wind turbine energy generation hourly time series is 101%, whereas for the intraday values it is 38%.
Here we understand the intraday variability as the changes in energy generation which occurred
within a single day. It is important to emphasise that such variability will have to be considered by
the power system operator in scheduling the operation of the conventional power plants. However,
by introducing the approach proposed in this paper those variations, and especially the intraday ones,
can be significantly reduced.

Analysis of the results presented in Table 1 reveals that for relatively small capacities of the upper
reservoir (S1–S4) the imposed constraint (R < 5%) resulted in an increase in the observed discrepancies
between the scheduled and realised operation of the PSH (this is indicated by the value of the MAPE
criterion). In scenario S1, which considered the smallest capacity of the upper reservoir (equal to the
half of the daily energy generation of the WT with its maximal capacity), we observed an increase in
CV values for the hourly generation values (by 8.5% relative to the purely wind turbine generation)
and a significant reduction in the intraday CV. The CV values calculated for the hourly time series over
the whole considered period describe the general variability of the observed phenomena, whereas
the intraday values point to the quality of the scheduling formula. In the best-case scenario, the CV
values for the intraday energy generation should be equal to or close to zero. Such can be observed in
scenarios S5–S15 which considered greater capacities of the upper reservoir. Therefore, the general
conclusion is quite straightforward and common in the area of variable renewable energy sources:
with an increasing upper reservoir capacity, the accuracy/realisability of generated schedules increases.
This is indicated by the decreasing values of the MAPE and CV criteria.

In the scheduling formula the α parameter dictates to what extent wind energy generation
forecasts should be considered in the scheduling procedure, whereas the β parameter refers to the
forecasted upper reservoir state of filling. Interestingly (as shown in Table 1), for the small upper
reservoir capacities (S1–S4) the optimal scheduling formula is almost entirely based on the value of
the predicted upper reservoir state of filling, whereas the role of the WT forecasts for the next 24 h is
neglected for α ≤ 0.2. This indicates that the upper reservoir is, to the same extent, capable of offsetting
the inaccuracies in the wind generation forecasts. However, its limited capacity will often lead to
situations in which an unreasonable (to bulk energy generation) schedule will ultimately deplete the
reservoir or, conversely, the wind generation forecasting errors will lead to the inability of the upper
reservoir to store excess energy which has not been considered in the schedule.
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When the capacity of the upper reservoir is greater than 54 MWh, this tendency changes, and for
scenarios S5–S9 the α is equal to 0.9 and for the remaining ones (S10–S15) it is 0.7. The greater alpha
parameter and smaller beta (for S5–S9, β = 0 and for S10–S15, β = 0.1) mean that the upper reservoir
capacity assumed in those scenarios is sufficient to compensate for the variability and inaccuracy of the
wind generation forecasts. From the results presented in Table 1 we can also observe that increasing the
upper reservoir capacity above 75.6 MWh does not significantly decrease the values of the MAPE and
CV parameters. In general, by introducing the proposed scheduling formula we were able to reduce:

• the unpredictability of the wind generation from 27% (MAPE error for the wind generation
forecasts) to less than 1.5% for scenarios S6–S15;

• the hourly variability of the wind generation time series by at least 10%, as in scenarios S2–S9,
or almost 23%, as in scenarios S10–S15; and

• the intraday variability from 31% to less than 1%, as in scenarios S5–S10.

The last result is the most important contribution of the concept introduced in this paper.
By combining WTs with the PSH, and applying an appropriate scheduling approach to them, we have
obtained a dispatchable energy source with a known energy output for the next 25 to 48 h.

Table 1. Optimal values of α and β parameters for various upper reservoir capacities and R ≤ 5%.

Scenario
Variables

Mape [%]
CV [%]

VM α β Hourly Intraday

S1 21.6 0.2 1 17.63 109.48 15.84
S2 32.4 0.1 1 4.85 90.78 2.31
S3 43.2 0.3 1 3.20 90.05 1.86
S4 54.0 0.1 1 2.39 90.02 1.15
S5 64.8 0.9 0 1.73 88.36 0.76
S6 75.6 0.9 0 1.37 88.22 0.61
S7 86.4 0.9 0 1.15 88.05 0.43
S8 97.2 0.9 0 1.15 88.05 0.43
S9 108.0 0.9 0 1.15 88.05 0.43
S10 118.8 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27
S11 129.6 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27
S12 140.4 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27
S13 151.2 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27
S14 162.0 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27
S15 172.8 0.7 0.1 1.10 78.37 0.27

The varying capacity of the upper reservoir not only has an impact on the accuracy of the
scheduling formula, but also determines the mean scheduled volume of energy. Figure 6 visualises
this phenomena and indicates that for reservoir capacities equal to or greater than 54 MWh the mean
scheduled generation ranges from 489 to 491 kWh. For the scenarios with smaller upper reservoir
capacity (S1–S3) those values were smaller by 20 to 30 kWh. This shows that an increase in reservoir
capacity above a certain value (here, 54 MWh) does not contribute to an increase in mean scheduled
generation (values ranging from 489 to 491 kWh are exactly equal to the mean generation of the wind
turbines which, for the considered location, were equal to 608 kWh decreased by the efficiency of the
PSH) meaning that a limit for such a WT–PSH configuration has been reached. Therefore, it seems
that there is no need to oversize the proposed system in terms of its energy storage capacities. This is
supported by the mean upper reservoir state of filling depicted in Figure 6, which decreases with an
increasing maximal reservoir storing capacity. Such a situation indicates the underutilisation of the
available storing potential.

In Figure 7 we have visualised the operation of the WT–PSH energy source in January 2014,
2015, and 2016. As can be seen, the greater volume of scheduled generation from the PSH is usually
preceded by an increase in wind generation, indicating that the scheduling formula correctly interprets
both wind generation forecasts and the predicted upper reservoir state of filling, and makes correct
decisions when it comes to the energy generation schedule.
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Figure 6. Mean values of the upper reservoir state of filling and the PSH generation over the
years 2014–2016.

January 2014

January 2015

Figure 7. Cont.
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January 2016

Figure 7. Operation of the WT–PSH hybrid in scenario S4. X axis: days.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis

In the optimisation model we have considered three parameters which may impact the operation
of the WT–PSH energy source. All of them have a potential impact on the accuracy of the scheduling
formula as well as the volume of the rejected energy from the wind generation. Figure 6 summarises
that impact. On each of the charts we have visualised all possible combinations of those parameters
with a stress on the individual parameter given on the X axis.

As can be seen, an increase in the α parameter generally leads to an increase in the MAPE error
and a decrease in the rejected volume of energy from wind generation. This results from the fact that
this parameter in the scheduling formula refers to the volume of energy from the forecasted wind
generation which should be considered in the schedule for the next 25 to 48 h. Low values of α make it
possible to avoid errors in scheduling (MAPE) whereas those close to 1.0 will be prone to errors. At the
same time, α close to zero will neglect some portion of the forecasted wind generation and, in some
circumstances (e.g., upper reservoir is almost full), that energy will be rejected.

In the case of the beta parameter, which determined the usage of the predicted upper reservoir
state of filling, one can observe similar dependencies, as in the case of the alpha parameter. However,
it seems that regardless of the remaining parameters (α, VM) for values of β ranging from 0 to 0.3
the error of the forecasting approach is relatively low and remains below 10%. An increase in the β

value leads to a simultaneous increase in the MAPE criterion. This results from the fact that the upper
reservoir state of filling is a consequence of the previously created schedule and the forecasted energy
yield from wind turbines. It is important to note that by increasing the utilisation of the upper reservoir
in the scheduling formula the volume of rejected energy from wind generation dwindles. This results
from the fact that the scheduling formula with β close to 1 will always tend to discharge almost all
available energy in the next considered period and, as a consequence, there will almost always be a
possibility to store there the energy originating from wind generation.

The upper reservoir capacity (VM) seems not to have any significant impact on the value of
the MAPE criterion. However, a slight decrease in energy rejected from the wind generation is
observed when the upper reservoir energy storage capacity increases. Naturally, it is not observed in
all configurations of α and β. For some, regardless of the VM value, the share of rejected energy is still
above 10%, or even close to 90%. This occurred for very low values of both of these parameters.
Regression analysis conducted for the VM impact on the share of the rejected energy from WT
generation shows that, on average, with every increase of 1 MWh in the upper reservoir capacity one
should expect the volume of the rejected energy to decrease by 0.06%.
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The correlation analysis between the objective function and the volume of the rejected energy
from wind generation revealed a rather loose negative interdependence. The average coefficient of
correlation (CC) for all considered combinations of input variables was −0.38 (Figure 8). Interestingly,
the highest were observed for the combinations with relatively low upper reservoir capacities. For VM

= 21.6 MWh the CC was −0.76 and tended to decrease with increasing reservoir capacity. This results
from the fact that the upper reservoir energy storage capacity has the potential to compensate
for forecasting errors and minimises the relation between the objective function and the imposed
constraint—the volume of rejected energy from wind generation.

Figure 8. Relation between objective function (MAPE) and the constraint (percentage of
rejected energy).

A similar correlation analysis has been conducted for the individual parameters and the
aforementioned objective function and the volume of rejected energy from WTs. The obtained CC
values are summarised in Table 1. Once again the resulting CC are rather low and, in the case of upper
reservoir capacity (VM), rather insignificant when it comes to their relation with the objective function
and the constraint. Greater values are observed for the α and β parameters and they are coherent
with the analysis made based on the scatter plots in Figure 9. An increase in α will generally lead
to a decrease in the volume of rejected energy from WT generation and an increase in scheduling
inaccuracy. Meanwhile, in the case of β (CC = 0.85) the higher the value, the higher the schedule error
(MAPE) and the lower the volume of rejected energy (CC = −0.35, REJECTED), Table 2.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between variables (α, β, VM), objective function (MAPE), and constraint
(REJECTED).

MAPE Rejected

α 0.3915 −0.5186
β 0.8456 −0.3568

VM −0.0215 −0.1545
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Figure 9. Objective function and the main constraint in the function of individual variables.

4.3. Analysis of the Dispatch Errors

As observed efigurearlier, the proposed scheduling/dispatching procedure is not error-free.
Hereunder, we provide a concise analysis of observed absolute errors in the case of the considered
scenarios. Their ordered values (from largest to smallest) are depicted in Figure 10. Please note that
in scenarios S1 and S2 some errors occurred during 20% of the hours considered in our analysis,
whereas in all the remaining scenarios it is significantly less than 2% or, in other words, there were no
dispatch errors over more than 98% of the considered time period. This shows that for larger storage
capacity the proposed scheduling method is very efficient, but a question arises whether it is, from
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an economic point of view, cost effective to invest in larger storage or accept potential penalties for
unrealized dispatch.

Figure 10. Ordered values of dispatch errors for 15 considered scenarios of upper reservoir capacity.

Further analysis of the dispatch errors focused on their statistical parameters. As can be observed
in Table 3 there is a visible trend of decreasing values of dispatching errors for larger upper reservoir
capacities. Not only is the average value significantly reduced, but also the observed standard deviation
and, as a consequence, the coefficient of variation. The analysis of kurtosis and skewness shows that
the error distributions are leptokurtic (with fatter tails) and are positively skewed (the distribution is
concentrated on the left tail).

Table 3. Basic statistical parameters of observed dispatch errors.

Scenario S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7–S9 S10–S15

AVG (kWh) 61.3 57.1 4.0 4.2 2.8 2.3 1.8 1.5
STD (kWh) 199.3 191.7 25.9 38.3 28.0 25.4 23.0 16.2

CV [%] 30.7% 29.8% 15.5% 10.8% 10.0% 9.2% 8.0% 9.2%
Skeweness 4.6 4.9 9.4 14.0 14.7 15.1 17.9 14.8

Kurtosis 23.7 27.5 123.1 250.1 272.7 280.1 390.7 285.7

5. Conclusions

The advent of variable renewable energy sources made a significant change on the energy market.
In NPSs with a high penetration of VRES generation, not only does the demand side of the energy
market start to vary, but so too does the supply side. In general, based on the coefficient of variation,
the variability of wind and solar generation is greater than that of energy demand. So far various
approaches have been proposed to overcome this problem. In this paper a novel strategy for scheduling
the operation of a wind turbine/park and pumped-storage hydroelectricity is presented. The proposed
approach takes into account the forecasted energy generation from the wind turbines for the next
24 h and the estimated upper reservoir state of filling at the end of the upcoming day. Based on those
estimates an energy generation schedule is formulated for the next 25 to 48 h.

The developed strategy was tested based on a three-year hourly time series of wind speed and
synthetic wind speed forecasts generated for the purpose of this paper. The results indicate that a
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scheduling formula for a 2-MW wind turbine and a PSH with an energy storing potential equal to
54 MWh is capable of reducing the intraday variability (calculated based on the coefficient of variation)
of energy generation from 31% to 1.15%. The low value of CV for the WT–PSH energy source indicated
the good quality of the scheduling approach and the fact that the inherently variable energy from wind
generation becomes manageable. For this configuration, and the α and β parameter values assumed
in the scheduling formula, the MAPE criterion for the schedule accuracy was 2.39%, whereas that
considered for wind generation was 27%.

The results also show that an increase in upper reservoir capacity above a certain volume does
not have a significant impact on the performance of the considered energy source. However, the larger
the reservoir, the lower the value of the MAPE criterion and the volume of rejected energy will be.
This, however, comes at the cost of underutilised reservoir storage capacity. Therefore, the α and β

parameters, which are used in the scheduling formula, remain the most relevant.
There are several ways in which such an energy source may be used in the power system. First

and foremost, it can be applied to increase the share of wind generation in covering the energy demand
without increasing the variability of the supply side of the energy market. Secondly, the scheduling
formula may be modified in such a way that the WT–PSH energy source will generate electricity only
during peak hours. As a consequence it will operate as a conventional PSH power plant, but the
generally greater energy prices during the peak demand periods will increase the economic potential
of the wind energy. Finally, in systems with an already high penetration of VRES, this type of energy
source can be used as a conventional power plant whose energy generation can be scheduled for
the next 25 to 48 h. Its reliability and availability mainly during the summer period (which has less
beneficial wind speed conditions at the considered location) can be increased by coupling it with a
PV installation.

In this paper we have made a new contribution by proposing a novel mathematical model for
scheduling the operation of a wind-powered pumped-storage hydroelectric hybrid power source.
Additionally, we have introduced a measure to assess the accuracy and quality of the scheduled
generation and, based on the sensitivity analysis, we revealed the impact of the individual parameters
on the performance of the WT–PSH. It is expected, by applying more accurate wind speed/generation
forecasts, that the accuracy of the schedule generation will also increase.

Naturally, not all aspects of such an energy source operating in the very complex environment of
the energy market have been investigated. From the author’s perspective, the most important future
research direction would be to investigate the economic side of such an energy source, as well as its
potential in energy systems which depend on a share of VRES in covering energy demand.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations
AVG Average
ANN Artificial Neural Network
CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage
CC Coefficient of Correlation
CV Coefficient of Variation
DMS Demand Side Management
NPS National Power System
NWP Numerical Weather Predictors
MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error
PSH Pumped Storage-Hydroelectricity
PV Photovoltaics
ROR Rate of Return
STD Standard Deviation
VRES Variable Renewable Energy Sources
V2G Vehicle to Grid
Indexes
i Index of days (i = 1, . . . , 1095)
j Index of hours (j = 1, . . . , 24)
Parameters and constants
ηPSH Efficiency of the PSH pumps and generators (%)
EC Scheduled energy generation of the PSH (kWh)
ECR Scheduled and realised generation of the PSH (kWh)
EGen Maximal energy generating capacity of the PSH per unit of time (kWh)

EPump Maximal capacity of the PSH pumps to accommodate and store the energy in the
upper reservoir per unit of time (kWh)

EWT Energy yield from wind turbine (kWh)
EWT* Forecasted energy yield from wind turbine (kWh)

EWT_R Energy yield from wind turbine which has not been used in the PSH generation
and/or cannot be stored in the upper reservoir (kWh)

n Number of wind turbines with rated power capacity equal to PWT (-)
p(v) Polynomial approximating the wind turbine power curve (kW)
PWT Rated power output of the selected type of wind turbine (kW)
t Time (hour)
v Wind speed (m/s)
v* Forecasted wind speed (m/s)
V Upper reservoir state of filling (kWh)
V* Estimated/forecasted upper reservoir state of filling (kWh)
vcut-in Wind speed at which wind turbine starts to generate electricity (m/s)

vcut-off Wind speed at which wind turbine operation is interrupted to prevent it being
damaged (m/s)

vrated Wind speed at which wind turbine generates electricity at its rated capacity (m/s)
Variables

α
Parameter used to define the share of potential wind turbine energy yields used
in the PSH generation schedule

β
Parameter used to define the contribution of the estimated upper reservoir
occupancy to the PSH generation schedule

VM Maximal energy storage capacity of the PSH (kWh)
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Abstract: During the last three decades, human behavior has been becoming energy alarming
towards environmental sustainability. One of the most influential initiatives towards environmental
protection and increased environmental consciousness is the solidification of primary and secondary
environmental education. The purpose of this paper is to investigate different environmental
profiles amongst secondary education students, in light of a multi-parametric analysis that involved
the contributive role of school and family towards environmental awareness and participation.
By reviewing relevant studies, the benefits offered by environmental education are presented.
Accordingly, a questionnaire survey was deployed using a sample of 270 secondary education
students, from schools situated in the prefecture of Larissa, central Greece. The statistical methods
included factor analysis and cluster analysis. Particularly, four groups of different environmental
characteristics are identified and interviewed. Results suggest that most students are environmental
affectionate, although there is a need for more solidified environmental education and motivation
from out-of-school societal opportunities, such as in the contexts of family and public socialization.
The deployed research method and analysis can be proven supportive in adopting and scheduling
school environmental programs after an initial identification of the various environmental attitudes
among the student population.

Keywords: environmental education; renewable energy sources; cluster analysis; factor analysis; survey

1. Introduction

In recent years, severe environmental problems are associated with rising energy consumption
due to economic development and population growth, while a simultaneous imperative need for
a sustainable environment for humans necessitates the scientific and technological research to be
concentrated on energy preservation and the abiding role of renewable energy sources (RES) [1–7]. In
the Brundtland Report (1987), issued under the World Commission on Environment and Development,
the need to value the obligations for future generations in balance to the needs of present generations
was introduced, setting the foundations for “sustainable development” [8]. In the environment-based
literature production, the need for a safe, environmentally sound and economically viable energy
pathway that supports human progress into future generations was recognized, in line with efficient
energy use and the development of renewables [9–11]. Implementing the context of sustainability in
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the real world, the EU set a target of increasing RES share up to 20% upon total energy consumption by
the year 2020, while Greece has committed to achieving RES penetration up to 18% of its total national
energy consumption [12]. European countries, China and Greece have set additional national targets
for achieving sustainable development under national strategies for sustainable development [13–16].

In response to global alarm for current environmental depletion, many studies have been
published, especially during the last decade. Several studies focus on the effective production,
distribution, and exploitation of biomass energy, especially within residential areas, where diverse
RES exists [17–20]. These studies also signify an increasing awareness of energy-focused education
programs. It is reported that shifts in energy consumption and energy behavior can be achieved by
changing cultural beliefs that are also abiding to the need of continuing and life-long education.

In a normal societal context, energy behavior is promptly instilled inside the family environment
and is subsequently developed by the citizens’ cultural and societal behavior out of the core-household
environment. The existing research production on energy behavior is mainly focused on energy
consumption in residential areas, attempting to determine the factors that simultaneously define
human behavior and energy use [21–40]. Households consume energy not only to satisfy subsistence
needs of their members, but also towards a wider spectrum of societal activities, such as transport, work,
leisure, and entertainment [41]. In residential areas, domestic energy consumption can widely vary
within households, since it is directly associated with households’ behavior and sociodemographic
characteristics [42,43]. Relevant studies highlight the impact of individuals’ energy behavior and
conclude that around 1/3 of the residential energy consumption is attributed to diversified variations
that are prevailing in each household [44,45].

An essential step towards changing energy behavior is the notional development of an
“environmental culture”. In the relevant literature production, the concept of environment in
sustainable development (ESD) is not new, dating over a decade ago, both for North Europe and for
countries worldwide [46,47]. Environmental education aims at formulating an ecological awareness
from early ages [48]. In this respect, programs implemented as early as in preschool age constitute
a much different educational approach in comparison to the traditional educational methods, which
have been implemented in past educational curricula. Such programs are characterized by their
student-centered nature, the active role attributed to the person undergoing education and, among
others, the mutual collaboration between the children and the educator for the desired outcome to be
achieved for children of preschool age [48].

In the context of energy education, there is a growing interest for research in the
dynamic linkage between energy-based issues and their educational context of applicability.
The pronounced role of science education adaptation to the taught educational curriculum in
primary schools is highlighted [49]. Such educational reforms enable students to be scientifically
and technologically literate citizens and shapes their thinking and behavior towards the importance of
sustainable development.

Therefore, it can be noted that environmental behavior change is a dynamic but low-pace process
that can be proven achievable through proper education.

Within the above theoretical framework, the sampling methodology suggested in this study is
pooled from secondary education students, taking as its premise that, if properly educated, they are
vital and effective stakeholders and future decision makers in promoting environmentally responsible
behavior at their family and socializing environment [50,51]. According to the proposed methodology,
the profile of secondary education students concerning environmental awareness and environmental
behavior is captured and used to classify them into clusters, to facilitate decision makers for the
application of efficient environmental education programs. Furthermore, a theoretical review on the
benefits that environmental education offers, with implications for secondary education, are presented
in the theoretical section.
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2. Benefits of Environmental Education

Several studies manipulate the interdisciplinary issues of Environmental
education/environmental issues/energy behavior, in an integrated manner [52–54]. Energy-oriented
curricula of environmental education must be an integral and inseparable part of contemporary
education for all citizens. The key-entity of “sustainability” can develop environmentally conscious
citizens from their early phases of education. The purpose of a “sustainable school” is not only to
help children acquire environmental literacy and understand the dimensions of sustainability. The
main goal of such an educational reform is to change the school itself for promoting sustainability and
helping today students to follow sustainable practices in their everyday life. Indeed, this educational
reform is the tool for achieving sustainable development and instilling energy behavior into all
levels of educational operation: teaching, social/organizational, and technical/financial [55–66].
Educational activities play a dominant role to educate students on how to take initiatives, set goals,
make decisions, handle information data, and be engaged in creative argumentation and productive
criticism [67]. Energy-educated children can stand on an equal footing to the adult members of the
family, participate, take initiatives, and rationalize their argumentation in taking household decisions
and priorities concerning energy consumption. Environmental education in schools can also promote
the agenda of energy wastes reduction in households [68,69].

A cognitive gap between attitudes and behavior has been attributed to a contradiction between
a generalized interest for the environment and a feeling of hopelessness and incapability in applying
this interest to specific actions [70]. Under this framework, environmental education can play
a determining role, enabling students to develop sustainability-conscious behavior and make
decisions in favor of a sustainable environment. Students are vital contributors to the development
of environmental consciousness and the promotion of environmentally responsible behavior [50].
Furthermore, it has been reported that secondary school students are prone to rapid intellectual
development, with the ability of abstracted thinking. This period of students’ psychosomatic
development is significant because students of this group-age develop their personality values of
socialization and shape their attitudes towards environment protection [71].

Teaching about climate change in environmental secondary education curricula is considered
crucial for developed countries [72]. Particularly, teachers in the US are willing to teach climate
change topics with their students, taking this as an opportunity to teach them the nature of sciences
and strengthen their skills upon data analysis, systematic thinking, and critical argumentation [72].
Such a climate-driven curriculum offers the opportunity to make climate change topic familiar to
local communities, by enriching the knowledge upon local ecosystem impacts and opening policies’
argumentation upon the relevant taught curricula.

In the case of developing countries, environmental education is crucial for primary education
because in many countries this educational level is the only formal education that children may receive
throughout their life-span. In this respect, energy-related school courses may facilitate students and
parents with energy-oriented information, especially in those countries in which there is a cultural
trait for parents to be actively involved in their children’s schoolwork [73]. In a relevant study, it
has been pointed out that many secondary education students in Turkey were introduced to the
renewable energy entity during their secondary school education [74]. The contribution of greenhouse
gas emissions to environmental degradation, as well as the pronounced role of education driven public
awareness upon environment pollution and petroleum exploration has been pointed out in a study for
Uganda [54].

In the Greek context, environmental sustainability in higher education students has been
investigated in a study on Aegean University [75]. The authors reported important constraints
concerning the promotion of environmental sustainability. Particularly, according to the interviewed
students, the most important constraint is lack of environmental knowledge among the academic
community members. Another critical issue is lack of environmental projects funding from
private-based ownership, since Greek university funding is mainly state-dependent [75]. Furthermore,
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a study for Greek elementary students in the Prefecture of Evros reveals that students are sensitive to
energy management issues and recycling [76].

Conclusively, a successful adaptation and implementation of an environmental education to
current curricula of secondary education worldwide should reflect the accomplishment of:

• Critical thinking skills [72]: Creative thinking in environmental education remains a greatly
under-researched topic, thus connections must be opened to broader approaches that are
currently narrowing creativity of the relevant researches undertaken to handle environmental
problems [77]. Developing contextual thinking in students seems to be a key-parameter for the
perspectives of educational reforms [78]. Under an environmental education context, the need
for active engagement with environmental topics and the active participation in monitoring and
problem-solving activities should prevail over the need for obtaining individual knowledge [78].
Educational activities play a dominant role to educate students how to take initiatives, set
goals, make decisions, handle information data, and be engaged to creative argumentation and
productive criticism [67].

• The entities of “sustainability” and “environmental clubs” that reflect how these notions can
help both teachers and learners to develop all skills and positive attitudes’ needed towards the
environmental sustainability [79]. In a relevant study, it was pointed out that biodiversity loss has
encouraged scientists to begin promoting the idea of ecosystem services that can be offered to
humans to be active supporters of conservation policies. To this end, the concept of ecosystem
services can be designed to communicate societal needs. This societal viewpoint is perfectly served
by the school system because it plays a key role in educating students to be active and responsible
citizens [80]. In another study, the link between the “sustainable development” concept and
development was investigated [81]. This author proposed some examples of sustainability
integration in new textbooks for primary education. Under this research framework, it was
illustrated the extent of curricular materials that could contribute to developing skills, values, and
attitudes aligned with sustainable development perspectives [81].

• The elevation of the environment as a vital natural asset that strengthens the proactive and active
inquiry to promote problem-based learning approaches in real environment-degradation issues.
Under this framework, technology can also be used as a supportive tool that induces a new
educational approach, not just to be used in reproducing traditional teaching roles that are based
in conservative repetition of environmental concepts [82]. Students and citizens familiar with the
methodological tools of web-repositories and web-quests for environmental education can assist
in promoting environmental affection [83].

• Key-project stakeholders to explore the challenges of project sustainability and promote
participation. Applying the principles of interdisciplinary learning theory, the contradictions that
emerge from the interaction between different project stakeholders can be rationalized and taught
within the school environment, as powerful sources for learning [84].

3. Materials and Methods

The purpose of this study was the classification of students according to their profile on
environmental awareness. Data collection was performed using a structured questionnaire
including various dichotomous type questions and Likert type questions on the topics of school
and family role toward environmental behavior, students’ environmental consciousness and
environmental knowledge.

The statistical methods used in this study included descriptive statistics, reliability analysis,
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis by using the K-means algorithm. K-means
clustering is applicable because of the large sample size [85]. This statistical process initiates by
assigning temporary k-centroids. If the distance of an observation from the center is higher than the
shortest distance between that center and all other centers, this observation replaces the nearest cluster
center. The centers are continually re-evaluated, based on the above criteria through a loop process.
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The process is repeated until there is no change in the centers or the convergence criterion has been
achieved [85–87].

In the Results Section, the socio-demographic profile and respondents’ opinion on environmental
questions are presented. Affirmative responses to the dichotomous (yes/no) variables are expressed as
percentages of the total sample, whereas responses to Likert-type questions are presented by using the
mean and standard deviation. Subsequently, reliability analysis by using Cronbach’s alpha is deployed.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is afterwards used to identify factors (components). The
same methodology was applied in an analogous study for the energy behavior of secondary education
Greek students in Grevena [88]. In this method, each one of the identified factors (components)
interprets a percentage of the variance that has not been captured by previous factors (components).
The final number of factors (components) is determined according to the Kaiser criterion, where a
factor is created when the calculated eigenvalue is greater than 1. Finally, by using the variables created
from the PCA method, k-mean analysis estimated the number of students included in each cluster,
sustaining common environmental characteristics.

This research was conducted during 2014 within Larissa Regional Unit (Figure 1). The research
area is in the northeastern part of Thessaly, where Larissa is largest regional unit at about 5381 km2

occupying 38.3% of the total area of the Region [89]. The population is 284,420 inhabitants according to
the 2011 National Statistical Service census. The economic character of Larissa Regional Unit is outlined
under the three main economic sectors (primary, secondary and tertiary). The primary sector is a key
activity for the area and is characterized by: (a) low field resting rate; (b) the dominance of arable crops;
and (c) minor contribution of forestry and fishery products. The secondary economic sector is focused
on processing of agricultural products. There are also activities such as wood processing, textiles,
garment production, food, paper, engineering and machining. The tertiary economic sector is mainly
dominated by commercial activity and industry services owing to the area’s strategic geographical
position on the county map.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Map of Greece depicting the regional unit of Larissa citation upon the map [90];
and (b) detailed research area map [91].

Under the research framework of this study, students attending the third grade of Secondary
education schools constituted the research population. The total number of students (15 year old)
attending the third grade, at the Regional Unit of Larissa at the time of the survey, was 2589 [92]. The
sample of this research consisted of 270 students, accounting for 10.4% of the total student population
attending the third Grade of secondary education (Table 1). Concerning sample size calculation,
according a formula provided by the CheckMarket survey company [93], for a confidence level of 95%,
we expected an error margin of 5.65% for our analysis. The sample was taken from four representative
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schools of the research area: the 1st Secondary school of Larissa, the 1st High School of Elassona, the
1st Secondary School of Farsala, and the 2nd Secondary school of Tyrnavos (Table 1). The selection
of those specific school units was undertaken under the basis that they capture the characteristics
of the typical school units operating in the region. The research area included urban areas (Larissa
and Tyrnavos), semi-mountainous areas with large livestock activities (Elassona) and suburban areas
(Farsala). These four sampled cities are the largest ones throughout the research, while the selected
school units gather students from all their surrounding areas. Another fundamental precondition for
the sampling stratification was the representation of all social strata and all occupational professions
of the local inhabitants. The sample selection of students in the third grade of Secondary school
was considered appropriate since there exist taught courses upon environmental education. This
approach matches the scopes of the conducted research, since under the educational curricula and
the deliverable learning outcomes, students have already engaged in energy issues under the taught
courses of Science and Technology. Therefore, in the context of the interdisciplinary teaching of
courses and consequently of the wider acquisition of knowledge and skills, it is argued that students
sustain appropriate cognitive capacities and knowledge background to be familiarized with the set
of the surveyed questions. Indeed, students at the age of 15 years who have undertaken the formal
educational curriculum, have already developed formal thinking which enables them to theoretically
deepen their thought and manipulate information in such way that they can clearly and accurately
express their personal views and worldview experiences [71].

Table 1. Socio-geographic features of the schools and corresponding number of students who
participated in the survey.

School Unit (All
Units Are in

Central Greece)

Total Number of
Students in
Third Grade

Number of Students
Participated in

the Survey
School Location Parameters

1 1st Secondary
school of Larissa 65 65 School in urban area

2 2nd Secondary
school of Tyrnavos 56 56 School in urban area with high

agricultural activity

3 1st Secondary
school of Elassona 119 83

School in semi-urban and
semi-mountainous areas rich

in livestock activity

4 1st Secondary
school of Farsala 66 66

School in semi-urban area
with developed agricultural

and livestock activities

Total 309 270

We cannot overlook that people in a survey do not only represent theories, words, and numbers.
Every participant in a survey must be “treated” with respect and courtesy, especially in the case
of underaged participants. The ethics of research with children needs to balance between different
conditions. On the one hand, it is necessary to avoid or minimize damage caused by research and to
ensure the protection of children and young people and, on the other hand, research needs to be alert to
the dangers and harm caused by the concealment of children’s opinions and experiences by excluding
them. Consensus, confidentiality and anonymity were the three ethical parameters of this research.
In addition, this study was about human emotions. Following the suggestion of Seale and Filmer [94],
there is a moral “obligation” not to take advantage of the time and confidence of the participants.
In this research we followed articles 3 and 12 on the Rights of the Child of the United Nations [95]
(UNCRC), which also applies to the Greek legal context. Article 3 provides that the child’s interests are
a fundamental prerequisite for all actions relating to the child. Article 12 requires that children have,
depending on their age and maturity, the ability to form opinions, the right to freely express themselves
and their views on all matters concerning them. Permission to conduct the survey was initially granted
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by the School Directors, as proposed by relevant literature for research in education [96,97]. A visit to
the students’ classroom was afterwards carried out with the escort of the teacher, briefly informing
the students about the process of conducting the research. Students were informed by the researcher
about the purpose of the visit and the process of completing the questionnaire. The participants in the
survey were asked to complete the questionnaire as reliably as possible by honestly answering the
questions in an anonymous manner, without the physical presence of their educators. The completion
of the process required one teaching hour for each class. Research conditions could be characterized as
excellent since there was a climate of collaboration between students, teachers and researchers.

The questionnaire was written in a way to be understandable, to be complemented by all
participants, to minimize potential errors and not be boring or tiring. It consists of four sections:
Section A is divided into two subsections. Subsection A1 includes the socio-demographics, such as
place of residence, parents’ occupation and personal details. Under Subsection A2, there are questions
about students’ level of knowledge related to ecological awareness, information on ecological and
environmental terms and student habits towards environment. Section B includes questions concerning
the role of school and family towards environmental motivation, as well as some conceptual questions
about students’ environmental sensitivity. Section C consists of questions on students’ self-evaluation
concerning environmental knowledge, environmental education and willingness to participate in
ecological activities. In conclusion, the content of the questionnaire included information and data
related to actions concerning energy use and “green” behavior taken inside and outside the classroom.

4. Results

The sample consists of 270 students attending the third grade of secondary education, with
an average age of 15 years, while the students’ place of residence is the same as the place of the
school (Table 1). Regarding gender, 49.6% of the students are boys and 50.4% are girls. About the
overall school performance of the sample, 40.4% of students have an average score of 18.1 to 20
(with a maximum of 20), while 35.6% achieved a performance from 16.1 to 18. The remaining 24%
of the sample achieved a graduation grade lower than 16. In response to family statues, 13.7% live
in a three-member family, 53% live in a four-member (two parents and two children), 25% live in
five-member family and 9% live in large families of six or more members. Regarding type of residence,
55% of students live in detached houses while the remaining 45% reside in apartment blocks. The
educational level of the parents is high, since the parents of 40% of the students surveyed are higher
education graduates, with the parents of 27.4% and 12% of the students surveyed being high school
and secondary high school graduates, respectively. Concerning the professional occupation of the
father, the predominant profession is “freelancer” with 27%, followed by “private employee” with
22.6%. Moreover, 21.9% are civil servants and 21.5% are farmers. Regarding the mother’s professional
situation, the highest percentage of 27.4% are unemployed/households followed by 25.2% and 18.5%
who are civil servants and private employees, respectively.

The overall responses of students to the three environmental-driven sections of the survey are
outlined in Tables 2–4. In Table 2, Section A focuses on students’ self-reported knowledge on general
environmental subjects and the various energy sources (see Appendix A).

Table 2. Questionnaire Section A: Answers Synopsis.

Positive Answers on Dichotomous Type Questions Responses Percent of Cases

Are you familiar with Renewable Energy Sources? 260 96.30%
Are you familiar with non-Renewable Energy Sources? 246 91.11%
Do you know the meaning of the word “Ecology”? 219 81.11%
Do you know about the ecological problem? 216 80.00%
Are you familiar with the term “Energy Crisis”? 160 59.26%
Does your school use Renewable Energy Sources? 35 12.96%
Have you joint environmental programs in your school? 146 54.07%
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Table 2. Cont.

Positive Answers on Dichotomous Type Questions Responses Percent of Cases

Are you taking part in an environmental program now? 63 23.33%
Is there currently an environmental program running? 148 54.81%
Have you used your PC for accessing environmental information? 78 28.89%
Do you use the School Library for environmental information? 52 19.26%
Do you have home internet connection? 256 94.81%
Do you know if there is a Public Library in your area? 222 82.22%
Do you turn off classroom lights during breaks? 229 84.81%
Do you use public transportation for school? 69 25.56%
Do you go to school on foot? 180 66.67%
Do you use a bike for moving to and from school? 85 31.48%
Is there a recycle bin in your school? 231 85.56%
Do you use the recycle bin in your school? 155 57.41%
Do you use school supplies derived from recycled materials? 129 47.78%
Are you familiar with low energy consumption appliances? 188 69.63%
Would you buy a low energy consumption electric device with higher price? 164 60.74%

Table 3. Questionnaire Section B: Answers Synopsis.

(Questionnaire Section B—Variables QB1 to QB10) Var Name Mean Std. Deviation

How important is the existence of a Recycle Bin in your school? QB1 3.98 0.987

How important do you consider school’s contribution to shaping
environmental conscience? QB2 3.88 0.976

Do you think your school should participate in recycling programs? QB3 4.11 0.845

Do you think that your school operates in an energy efficient way? QB4 3.04 1.016

Do you think that using a bicycle reduces energy consumption? QB5 4.10 0.936

Do you believe that Renewable Energy Sources can help solve the
ecological problems of the planet? QB6 3.99 0.925

Do you think that participation in ecologic activities helps
maximizing environmental awareness? QB7 3.95 0.966

Do you agree with the view that harmonious coexistence of
“human-nature” is a prerequisite for the survival of us all? QB8 4.12 0.881

To what extent do you believe co-participation of children—parents
will help in developing energy-saving behavior? QB9 3.81 0.931

To what extent do you think your parents are sensitive to
energy saving? QB10 3.42 1.009

Most students report that they are informed about diverse types of energy sources as well as
energy use and consumption. According to Table 2, the descriptive statistics revealed that around 96%
of the students are familiar with the term “renewable energy sources” and around 80% are familiar
with the word “ecology”. On the contrary, only 60% are familiar with the word “energy crisis” and
only 13% of the students answered positively regarding the use of renewable energy technologies
at school. Around half of the students responded positively concerning their current or previous
participation in environmental programs/actions. A lower percentage of the students of about 30%
responded positively concerning Internet use for retrieving environmental information and around
20% answered positively about using the school library for environmental information.

In Table 3, Section B includes questions on students’ attitudes concerning school and the role of the
family towards environmentalism, as well as general ecological sensitivity questions (see Appendix A).

Concerning schools’ role, results reveal that around 70% students agree or strongly agree on
schools’ contribution to shaping environmental conscience. Around 80% of the students believe that
their school should participate in recycling programs and 75% of the students believe that participation
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in ecological activities motivates environmental awareness. On the contrary, only 35% of the students
agree that their school operates in an energy efficient way while 30% of the students disagree or
totally disagree. By examining students attitude concerning the role of the family, around 45% of the
students agree or totally agree with the content of the question concerning their parents’ environmental
sensitivity while 70% of the students agree that the co-operation of children and parents leads to
energy-saving behavior. There were also three general ecological sensitivity questions concerning the
role of RES towards solving the ecological problem, participation in ecological activities and a question
about the harmonious coexistence of humankind with nature. Students agreed or strongly agreed with
these broad questions, with rates of above 75%.

In Table 4, Section C refers to student environmental knowledge, environmental education and
willingness to participate in environmental actions.

Table 4. Questionnaire Section C: Answers Synopsis.

Questionnaire Section C Var Name Mean Std. Deviation

How would you rate your environmental knowledge level? QC1 3.01 0.871

How would you rate the adequacy of environmental
education you receive? QC5 3.06 0.935

In what extend do you believe that environmental
participation would activate energy behavior? QC6 3.81 0.882

Rate the degree in which the economic crisis has contributed
to energy saving behavior? QC10 3.71 1

Do you believe that your family economic status plays a part
in practicing energy saving behavior? QC11 3.5 0.955

Environmental self-reported knowledge of students is moderate. Only 5% of the students believe
that they have very strong environmental knowledge and 19% believe that they have good knowledge.
On the other hand, around 25% of the students evaluate their environmental knowledge level as low
or very low while 50% of the students have moderate knowledge. Concerning students’ opinion on
environmental education in school, around 30% of the sample yielded a positive answer. Around 45%
believe they receive moderate environmental education at schools and 6% believe they receive no
environmental education at all. Concerning the question on students’ beliefs whether participation
in ecological activities leads to environmental awareness, around 68% agree or totally agree while
8% disagree or totally disagree. A graphical representation of students’ answers can be found in the
Appendix (students’ attitude towards energy and environment).

Reliability analysis is performed using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The coefficient equals 0.757
and is considered acceptable, according to the empirical scale provided by Darren and Mallery [98].
However, by looking at the last column of Table 5 (Cronbach’s Alpha if Item Deleted), it was noticed
that questions marked in italics seem to reduce overall reliability, i.e., a higher overall alpha index was
reported if these questions were not used at all. Therefore, for reasons of analysis simplification and
increased reliability, a decision to drop variables QB4, QB10 and QC10 was taken.

After removing the three variables marked in bold in Table 5, running a corrected trial revealed
that Cronbach’s Alpha index is higher (0.771).

By calculating the correlation matrix, we noticed that statistically significant correlation exists
between most of the variables, thus several tests to check the appropriateness of data for factor analysis
were deployed. KMO measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were used to
test data appropriateness for factor analysis. KMO measure for our data equals 0.822, indicative that
the correlations between the variables are satisfactory for factor analysis to be performed. Ideally, the
KMO index should take values >0.8, although values >0.55 are considered acceptable. Another test of
appropriateness for factor analysis is Bartlett’s test of sphericity. It tests the null hypothesis that the
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sample comes from a normal multivariate population, by using the x2 distribution. The value of the x2

test function is 602.912 with 66 degrees of freedom, indicating statistical significance at the 0.001 level,
which satisfies the assumption that the data are suitable for factor analysis.

Table 5. Cronbach’s Alpha reliability analysis.

Var Name
Scale Mean If
Item Deleted

Scale Variance If
Item Deleted

Corrected Item-Total
Correlation

Cronbach’s Alpha
If Item Deleted

QB1 51.51 40.519 0.314 0.749
QB2 51.60 38.017 0.537 0.727
QB3 51.38 39.827 0.459 0.736
QB5 51.39 41.376 0.264 0.753
QB6 51.49 39.909 0.400 0.741
QB7 51.54 38.525 0.498 0.731
QB8 51.36 40.039 0.414 0.740
QB9 51.67 39.306 0.450 0.736
QC1 52.48 40.057 0.419 0.739
QC5 52.43 40.625 0.330 0.747
QC6 51.67 39.864 0.430 0.738
QC11 51.99 40.093 0.366 0.744
QB4 52.45 42.166 0.169 0.763
QB10 52.06 41.963 0.188 0.761
QC10 51.77 41.665 0.214 0.758

The number of factors to be used for the analysis was estimated using the scree plot and confirmed
with the Kaiser criterion (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Components with eigenvalue greater than 1.

By looking at the scree plot and using Kaiser’s empirical criterion, which suggests setting the
number of components equal to the components having eigenvalue > 1, we concluded that three
factors are appropriate for this analysis.

By using Principal Component Method (PCA), loadings were calculated for the three factors
(components), as presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. Initial component matrix.

Initial Component Matrix
Component

1 2 3

How important do you consider school’s contribution to shaping
environmental conscience? 0.722 −0.311 −0.247

Do you think that participation in ecologic activities helps
minimizing environmental awareness? 0.680 −0.264 0.210

Do you think your school should participate in recycling programs? 0.634 −0.339 0.132

To what extent do you believe co-participation of children—parents
will help in developing energy-saving behavior? 0.586 −0.156 −0.296

In what extend do you believe that environmental participation
would activate energy behavior? 0.586 0.312

Do you agree with the view that harmonious coexistence of
“human-nature” is a prerequisite for the survival of us all? 0.549 0.330 −0.159

Do you believe that Renewable Energy Sources can help solve the
ecological problems of the planet? 0.545 0.448

How important is the existence of a Recycle Bin in your school? 0.480 −0.322 −0.396

Do you believe that your family economic status plays a part in
practicing energy saving behavior? 0.445 0.140 0.136

How would you rate the adequacy of environmental education
you receive? 0.371 0.626 −0.226

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

In Table 6, high factor loadings do not support the identification of the factors, so an orthogonal
rotation of the initial matrix is required. The total variance explained by the factors is presented in
Table 7 under “Extraction of Sums of Squared Loadings”.

Table 7. Total variance explained.

Total Variance Explained

Component
Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings

Total % of Variance Cumulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative %

1 3.541 29.509 29.509 2.289 19.073 19.073
2 1.363 11.358 40.868 2.020 16.835 35.908
3 1.109 9.241 50.109 1.704 14.201 50.109

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

According to Table 7, the first component explains 29.5% of the total variance, and in total all
three components explain 50.11% of the variance. This outcome remarked that all three factors seem to
explain a relative low percentage of the total variance, but it has been reported that in social sciences
information collected usually by questionnaires includes less precision, so a solution that accounts for
60% of the total variance (and in some instances even less) is commonly considered satisfactory [99].

Since the questionnaires were filled by secondary education students and the questions included
their opinion on vague topics, it was decided to keep the proposed factor number according to Kaiser’s
criterion of an eigenvalue greater than 1.

By using the Varimax method and removing scores <0.5, the Rotated Component Matrix and
factor loadings were calculated, and the corresponding outcomes are presented in Table 8.
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Table 8. Rotated Component Matrix: Varimax method.

Rotated Component Matrix
Component

1 2 3

How important do you consider school’s contribution to shaping
environmental conscience? 0.779

How important is the existence of a Recycle Bin in your school? 0.692

To what extent do you believe co-participation of children—parents
will help in developing energy-saving behavior? 0.622

Do you think your school should participate in recycling programs? 0.559

Do you believe that Renewable Energy Sources can help solve the
ecological problems of the planet? 0.689

In what extend do you believe that environmental participation
would activate energy behavior? 0.605

Do you think that using a bicycle reduces energy consumption? 0.598

Do you think that participation in ecologic activities helps
minimizing environmental awareness? 0.510 0.561

Do you believe that your family economic status plays a part in
practicing energy saving behavior?

How would you rate your environmental knowledge level? 0.773

How would you rate the adequacy of environmental education
you receive? 0.756

Do you agree with the view that harmonious coexistence of
“human-nature” is a prerequisite for the survival of us all? 0.563

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.

The questions assigned to each component to reflect students’ perceptions fall into three distinct
categories. In the first component of the rotated component matrix, there are questions emphasizing
student perception concerning school and family role towards environmental conscience. Variables
included in the second component refer to “Student’s Environmental conscience”. Variables in the
third component represent “Student’s perception on Environmental Education”. The first component
of the rotated matrix explains 19.1% of the variance while the second component explains 16.8% and
the third component explains 14.2% (see Table 7). The three components are presented on Table 9, and
are referred to as such in the next sections of the analysis.

Table 9. Factors (Components) identification.

Factor Interpretation

1. School and family role towards environment
2. Student’s environmental awareness
3. Student’s environmental education

Our main aim was to divide student population into groups with common characteristics
according to their environmental behavior. To identify the appropriate number of clusters, K-Means
method in SPSS was applied, by inputting all three components that were saved as standardized scale
variables during the factor analysis stage. According to the algorithm, the user must input the initial
number of cluster centers, and observations are assigned to each center with the criterion of the closer
distance so that a cluster is formed. The algorithm continues locating new data centers and stops if
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there is no noticeable difference between two consecutive iterations. For our data, the initial number
of cluster centers was set to four.

K-Means method provides a reliability test via the produced ANOVA. Table 10 depicts the initial
cluster centers for the three factors, in standardized z values (mean = 0, St. dev. = 1).

Table 10. Initial cluster centers: k-means method.

Initial Cluster Centers

1 2 3 4

School and family role towards environment 0.060 −1.045 −3.290 2.131
Environmental awareness 1.225 1.367 −2.757 −3.133
Environmental Education −3.620 2.451 −2.325 0.380

After 10 iterations, the algorithm stopped by locating no further difference between iterations.
In Table 11, final cluster centers, which were used for the analysis, are located.

Table 11. Final cluster centers, k-means method (highest score is in bold).

Final Cluster Centers

1 2 3 4

School and family role towards environment −0.091 −0.053 −1.859 0.769
Environmental awareness 0.764 0.305 −1.316 −0.717
Environmental Education −0.748 0.962 −0.192 −0.320

By using the ANOVA method, it is observed that the differences in the mean between the clusters
are statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level (sig. < 0.001) (Table 12).

Table 12. Statistical significance of identified clusters, ANOVA method.

ANOVA

Cluster Error
F Sig.

Mean Square df Mean Square df

School and family role towards environment 44.092 3 0.514 266 85.782 0.000
Environmental awareness 45.463 3 0.499 266 91.193 0.000
Environmental Education 45.514 3 0.498 266 91.401 0.000

Concerning the 1st factor, “School and family role towards environment”, Cluster 4 yielded the
highest positive normalized score, as can be seen in Table 10, which presents the final cluster centers.
Clusters 1–3, on the contrary, yielded a below average score. Cluster 3, which includes 25 students, has
the lowest score.

Concerning the second factor, “Students’ Environmental Awareness”, Clusters 1 and 2 have
an above average normalized score. Clusters 3 and 4 sustain scores lower than average. Furthermore,
around 2/3 of the students (Clusters 3 and 4 include 62% of the students) scored above average in
the factor “environmental awareness”, thus it seems most secondary level students are currently
environmentally active.

In Table 13, the total number of students, as calculated by the K-means, is presented.
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Table 13. Cluster size.

Number of Students in Each Cluster

Cluster 1 78
2 91
3 25
4 76

Total 270

Concerning the third factor, “Students’ Environmental Education”, Cluster 2 revealed an above
average normalized score (see Table 11). Clusters 1, 3 and 4 yielded a negative normalized average
score and Cluster 1 sustained the lowest score on this factor. These important findings revealed that
most students considered their environmental knowledge and education to be inadequate.

By looking at the four identified student groups from cluster analysis, Cluster 1 seems to
experience low environmental education, is environmentally active, and has a low expectation for
school and family contribution towards environmental awareness. This student group seems to
disregard school and family role towards the environment, exhibits environmental awareness and
yielded a low score in evaluating their environmental education level. They can be characterized as
“the ecologists, need education”. Cluster 2 is the biggest student cluster, representing around 1/3 of
the sample. Secondary education students belonging to Cluster 2 seem to have an appropriate level of
environmental education, are environmentally sensitive and take the role of school and family into
account towards environmental activation. These students are characterized as the “environmentally
activated”. Cluster 3 represents the minority of the student sample (9.2%), disregards school and
family role towards the environment, exhibits low environmental awareness and yielded a low score
in evaluating their environmental education level. They can be characterized as “environmentally
indifferent”. Cluster 4 represents 28.1% of the sample, considers school and family role towards
environmental motivation to be very significant and sustained low scores on environmental awareness
and environmental education. Cluster 4 is the most challenging student cluster, as it seems that
those students depend on school role and are willing to become environmentally active in the
future within the “green” school environment. This student minority seems to be interested in
forming an environmentally focused behavior and can be characterized as the “school motivated and
potentially active”.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

This study investigated the accumulated knowledge, the prevailing attitudes, and the energy
habits of students at secondary education in the prefecture of Larissa. The study focused on
determining the students’ environmental behavior and their attitudes towards environmental
sustainability. Specifically, the key-areas examined are: (a) the familiarity of students with the concept
of energy; (b) their accumulated knowledge and their assimilation of the topics of renewable and
conventional energy; (c) students’ attitudes towards energy saving and integrated/multifaceted
environmental protection; (d) their habits concerning efficient energy use; and (e) the applicability of
environment-driven knowledge to students’ attitudes and habits.

Concerning students’ wider knowledge on various environmental issues and energy sources,
the results of the study were noteworthy, since 96.30% of students self-reported to be extensively
knowledgeable about the diverse types of energy sources while, on the other hand, only 60% reported
to be aware of the term of “energy crisis”. Students’ awareness towards environment was evident in
their daily habits. A proportion of 85% turns off the lights during breaks, 54% have joined voluntary
environmental programs organized by their schools, 78% believe that it is important for the school to
have recycle bins and around 60% would buy a low energy consumption electric device with higher
price. Concerning school role, around 80% of the students believe their schools should participate
in recycling, 2/3 of the students consider that the school environment can contribute and support
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their environmentally-based initiative and 75% of them find participation in ecological activities to be
equally important in improving awareness. In parallel, the role of family is of utmost importance since
70% of the students believe that the family environment in collaboration with their teachers’ creativity
can encourage them in environmental-oriented educational activities, even though 45% of students
believe that they have received modest environmental education, while only 30% state that they have
received adequate environmental education. In a methodological overview, for several Likert scale
questions, factor analysis under the PCA approach was used. This method extracted three factors,
interpreting students’ behavior. Consequently, according to the identified factors, priority should be
given to three dimensions: “School and family role towards environmental conscience”, “Student’s
Degree of Environmental conscience and “Student’s Degree of Environmental Education”.

Concerning the factor of “School and family role”, it has been reported that individual-oriented
energy behavior is an extremely complex issue that is determined by many parameters, such as the
intrinsic socio-economic status [100]. Thus, adult family members should be aware that the energy
behavior within the household greatly influences the energy behavior of their children. Furthermore,
the purpose of a “sustainable school” is not only to help children acquire environmental literacy and
understand the dimensions of sustainability. The main goal of such an educational reform is to change
the school itself in promoting sustainability and helping today students to follow sustainable practices
in their everyday life. Such schools have managed to raise students’ environmental consciousness [101].
Concerning the factor named as “Student’s Degree of Environmental conscience”, emphasis should be
placed even at primary education level, for the availability of resource material and information—such
as renewable energy educational software or laboratory applications—which should be available
to students, in the form of educational games and activities. Concerning student’s environmental
education, it is reported that the extent of curricular materials on environmental and energy subjects
could contribute to developing skills, values, and attitudes aligned with sustainable development
perspectives [81].

Grouping the sample into clusters by using the K-means method enabled the identification of
four different student clusters. These clusters reflected differences of environmental attitudes that
were reported among students. More specifically, the clusters segmented the student sample under the
following sub-groups: (1) the ecologists, need education; (2) the environmentally activated, which is
the largest group; (3) the environmentally indifferent, which is the smallest group; and (4) the school
motivated and potentially active. Except for Cluster 2 (environmentally activated), all other clusters
require more environmental education. Furthermore Clusters 1 and 2 need more support from family
and school towards environmental issues. Custer 4, representing 28% of the sample, has adequate
support from family but needs more motivation and education to become active. Finally, there is
a minority of students (9.2%) that seem completely indifferent to the environmental issues.

It is noteworthy that students require a more solid environmental education than current taught
courses offer. By looking at students’ responses, it becomes evident that school and family background
are expected to play a key role in assisting students overcome the future challenges in the energy sector.
In this respect, younger and senior family members must be soundly educated and collaborate with
each other. Moreover, initiatives taken by the formal educational system must be encouraged, enabling
students to become aware of energy and inspire changes from conservative perspectives of energy
behavior. Energy education taught courses can be further incorporated into humanitarian, social, and
natural sciences, respectively. Education is an interdisciplinary area of a wide consortium of sciences
where decisions about taught content, resources’ allocation, and learning deliverables/outcomes are
made at regional and national level. Cultural and national aspects are also directly affecting the
learning environment and the abiding public-driven policies. However, energy issues are prevailing
across Europe and their inclusion in the school curricula should be a European-level priority, too.
Furthermore, the core of learning process is still focusing on local action and it must be adaptable to
each student cognitive background. To this end, focusing environmental topics on energy education,
the abiding energy-based policies should bring together energy, environment, and economics, giving a
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rational basis for decision-making. Many educational courses on environmental issues also incorporate
energy studies—but usually only towards the viewpoint of sustainable development.

However, there is still an imperative need of specific energy education programs to be developed
that could formulate the basis of cultivating the behavioral consciousness of current and future
energy consumers. These programs should not only focus on environmental deterioration but also
on the advantages abided to RES, since the expansion of RES usage can positively contribute to life
quality [102]. The main policies concerned must increase all students’ awareness by educating them on
the capabilities, pricing, and multifaceted impact of the various energy sources (both renewable and
conventional). Such policies should further consider local energy availability/backup technologies
and requirements, together with localized climatic and cultural characteristics. In parallel, the content
of educational curricula should remain consistent with national and international priorities, reflecting
the values of “thinking globally, acting locally”. By understanding the measures established through
currently applied energy policies, students should become capable of being creatively involved in
shaping a viable RES-driven future.
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Appendix A

Students general environmental knowledge

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Are you familiar with Renewable Energy Sources?

Are you familiar with non-Renewable Energy
Sources?

Do you know the meaning of the word "Ecology"?

Are you familiar with the ecological problem?

Are you familiar with the term "Energy Crisis"?

Are you familiar with low energy consumption
electrical devices?
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School environmental profile

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Does your school use
Renewable Energy

Sources?

Is there currently an
environmental program
running in your School?

Is there a recycle bin in
your school?

Student environmental profile

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Have you used your PC for looking up environmental information?

Do you use the School Library for accessing environmental information?

Do you have home internet connection?

Do you know if there is a Public Library in your area? 

Do you turn off classroom lights during breaks?

Do you use public transportation for school?

Do you go to school on foot?

Do you use a bike for moving to and from school?

Do you use the recycle bin in your school?

Do you use school supplies derived from recycled materials?

Would you pay a higher price for a low energy consumption electric device? 

Have you joint environmental programs in your school?

Are you taking part in en environmental program now?
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Students attitude towards energy and environment

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Importance of a Recycle Bin in your school?

School's contribution to shaping environmental
conscience? 

School should participate in recycling programs? 

School operates in an energy eff icient w ay?

Using a bicycle reduces energy consumption?

RES can help solve the ecological problems of the planet? 

Participation in ecologic activities motivates environmental
aw areness?

Coexistence of "human-nature" is a prerequisite? 

Co-participation of children - parents leads to energy-
saving behaviour?

Your parents are sensitive to energy saving?

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to analyze and evaluate the use of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
and their contribution to citizens’ life quality. For this purpose, a survey was conducted using a
sample of 400 residents in an urban area of the Attica region in Greece. The methods of Principal
Components Analysis and Logit Regression were used on a dataset containing the respondents’ views
on various aspects of RES. Two statistical models were constructed for the identification of the main
variables that are associated with the RES’ usage and respondents’ opinion on their contribution to life
quality. The conclusions that can be drawn show that the respondents are adequately informed about
some of the RES’ types while most of them use at least one of the examined types of RES. The benefits
that RES offer, were the most crucial variable in determining both respondents’ perceptions on their
usage and on their contribution to life quality.

Keywords: renewable energy sources; life quality; RES public acceptance; logit regression

1. Introduction

Nowadays the key-determinants of public attitudes towards green energy schemes are the
accelerated pace of energy demand—based on limited resources in conventional energy sources—and
the understanding for a greater penetration of “greener” energy due to devastating climate changes
on the planet [1]. The link between energy, economic development, and carbon release is a critical
research topic [2,3]. The ongoing regional adaptability of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) to national
energy mixes attracted global interest, including that of countries such as Greece [4–7], Turkey [8],
Spain [9,10], Ukraine [11], Western Europe [12–15], Japan [16], and China [17,18].

Social perceptions vary according to the type of RES investment. Concerning wind investments,
social perceptions show that there exist largely approved benefits such as competitiveness,
sustainability, lower energy costs, energy independence and local development. On the other hand,
local communities often tend to contrast the development of RES due to the relevant costs burdened
by the society. Such critical aspects of consideration are the relative aesthetic and acoustic impacts
as well as impacts on the territory, in alignment with the spatial localization of wind farms that can
undermine the viability of the relevant projects [19]. Local citizens could endanger the objectivity of the
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outcomes, since they could be prejudiced and concerned about the project consequences [20]. Besides,
co-ownership is effectively manipulating the financial constraints of large RES-based projects, which
fall beyond the financial possibilities of most communities, leaving the co-ownership perspective as a
viable option of large-scale development of RES technologies [21].

Small hydropower (SHP) stations are beneficial for electricity production. The development
of SHP sustains a wide spectrum of opportunities to the rural and suburban areas, including the
installation of hydraulic works made for other purposes, such as irrigation canals, and dams for water
supply purposes. Additionally, these investments have low maintenance costs and extended useful
life. Nevertheless, social disproval and opposition can be possibly expressed against hydroelectricity,
especially in areas where large dams are built. In this respect, the construction and operation of
hydropower stations apparently affect the environmental, social, economic, and political aspects.
The social adaptation of SHP, especially in Greece, should be in alignment with a long-term energy
policy plan [22]. It is also noteworthy that—based on the qualitative and empirical evidence on
hydropower research—the participation and involvement of local communities in hydropower projects
are positively associated with their acceptance [23].

Electricity produced by photovoltaic (PV) stations is another type of RES. In many countries,
the public communities overwhelmingly support the development of large-scale solar installations [24].
However, when these investments are near residential areas, social opposition and communal
objections arise from various stakeholders, thus, the direct benefits to residents should be
offered. In a behavioral-based survey, the variables of perceived costs, maintenance requirements,
and environmental concerns were evaluated, showing significant differences between RES users and
non-users [25]. Marketable cost and operational performance of PVs vary, from place to place. If no
subsidy is given, there should be a significant drop in the installation cost of PVs while governmental
policies can be drawn under the specifications of solar radiation levels and the maximum income tax
rates per installation area [26]. Efficiency is a parameter of utmost importance for the diffusion of PVs
while for site space adequacy, the built-in PVs as roof-PV mounting or as wall PVs were suggested [27].
Photovoltaic installations can be ideally applied in Greece, due to county’s abundant sunlight, while
governments must lift the prohibition on issuing new photovoltaic licenses and take all the measures
needed for market expansion [28].

As we may conclude from the above analysis, public acceptance is an important issue for RES
policy implementations and its targets achievement. Thus, many researchers have dealt with the social
acceptance of RES. Devine-Wright [29] in a review article, has classified a range of potential factors
explaining social perceptions on RES. These factors are, namely, personal (age, gender, class, income),
social-psychological (knowledge and direct experience, environmental and political beliefs, place
attachment), and contextual (technology type and scale, institutional structure, and spatial context) [29].
Furthermore, there is clear evidence that RES positively contributes to citizens’ life quality [30].

Previous research results show that citizens in Greece are sufficiently informed and willing to
invest in RES [31]. Thus, it is a fact that nowadays, most of the citizens are demanding more incentives
to use RES than in the past, as they are not only willing to invest in RES, but also believe that those
investments can improve their lives’ quality [30].

Attica is studied as a case that bears particular significance for Greece and the broader region,
given both the lack of research on its citizens’ views about RES and the fact that it is a highly
populous metropolitan area. It is easy to realize that the majority of the contemporary studies about
social acceptance of RES in Greece, concern provincial regions such as these of Lesvos [6], Pella [22],
Andros [32], Crete [30], Larissa [33,34], and Ioannina [35]. In fact, such regions are in the spotlight
as their climate supports energy production based on RES [36]. However, it is important to analyze
citizens’ views on RES in metropolitan areas where energy needs are significantly higher [37]. Since
half of the Greek population resides in Attica where there is a huge problem in energy allocation,
the understanding of citizens’ views on RES is of vital importance in order to motivate them to pay
for energy produced by RES or even invest in them [31,37]. This is because citizens’ perceptions
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of the environment and RES can significantly influence public policies [38]. Thus, by measuring
and understanding Attica’s residents’ views in order to form a proper policy to motivate them,
the metropolitan area of Athens would become a “greener” constant consumer of energy produced
by RES [37]. This “greener” character is needed to be achieved, as Attica is an environmentally
compromised region because of its metropolitan character. An effective allocation of the energy sources
could allow the development of an energy plan for the rest of the country without the constraints of
Attica; this would significantly contribute to the citizens’ life quality improvement both in Attica and
in the rest of the country [37,39,40].

The above facts are the main drivers of this study’s development. Thus, the aim here is to analyze
the social acceptance of RES by examining the variables which are correlated with citizens’ perceptions
of them. More specifically, the variables underlying the differences between RES users and non-users
and, the variables encouraging citizens’ positive views towards RES’ contribution to their life quality
will mainly be analyzed. The contribution of this work consists in examining RES in relation to their
contribution to life quality since there is no other research to make this correlation. In this sense,
understanding the citizens’ perception on RES contribution to their lives’ quality is very important as
it will be easier to point out the incentives that will drive them to use RES.

2. Materials and Methods

The survey took place in a representative urban area of Attica, with a population of 69,946
residents. Previous Greek surveys on the public perceptions on RES were evaluated to form the
questionnaire [22,29–31,33]. Questionnaires were filled-out during the period of September 2016 to
October 2016. The delivered questionnaire included 16 composite questions which led to the creation
of 73 variables, covered various aspects of renewable energy sources such as familiarization, utility,
knowledge of technologies, and social acceptance.

Concerning sample size, by retrieving the relevant questionnaire surveys on the social assessment
of green investments in Greece, we noticed that in most of those studies, sample size varied between
300–400 cases [6,22,32,34,35,41,42]. The estimation of the final sample size of our research was done by
using the equation of simple random sampling with substitution [43,44]. For the calculations, we set
the confidence level at 95%; thus, we accept an error of 5%. A confidence interval of 95% indicates a
range that would account for 95% of the results of a study that was theoretically repeated countless
times. The confidence interval when the population dispersion is available, is calculated by using
Equation (1) [44]; there will be no correction of the finite population, as the sample represents less than
5% of the total population [45]:

x − Z1− a
2

σ√
n

, x + Z1− a
2

σ√
n

(1)

When the population variability is unknown and for a large sample, the appropriate function is
the following [43]:

n =
4s2

(
Z1− a

2

)
D2 (2)

where n is the estimated sample size, s is the calculated standard deviation derived from the control
sample, the Z1− a

2
value is that derived from the confidence level chosen by the investigator based on

the normal distribution table, and D is the total width of the desired confidence level, as determined
by the researcher or as given by similar studies.

Subsequently, when the variables are expressed in percentages (proportions), the equation for
sample size takes the form below [43]:

n =
4(Zcrit)2 p(1 − p)

D2 (3)
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In our sample, the variable with the higher standard deviation is “age” (mean = 40.5, s = 14.24).
By using Equation (2), the sample size is estimated as follows:

n =
4 × 203 × 1.96

22 = 397.88

The appropriate sample size was rounded up to be set at 400 persons since all other variables
led to smaller estimates. The final sample size of 400 is compatible with the mean sample size of the
studies reviewed [6,22,30,34]. Regarding the response rate of the reviews studies, we noticed that it
was averaged at 48.8% while in our study is equal to 45.7%.

Concerning the analysis methods, the initially Principal Components Analysis is applied to
all Likert scale questions. To validate the sampling adequacy, the Kaiser Meyer Olkin index and
Bartlett test were used. To locate the factors associated with variable “RES usage”, we applied binary
logit regression. Furthermore, we created an ordinal logistic regression model for discovering the
factors that shape respondents’ agreement on a 5-point Likert statement about “RES contribution to
life quality”. For the purposes of the analysis, the SPSS v.17 and STATA MP/13 statistical packages
were used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Reliability Analysis

To assess the questionnaire’s reliability, the Alpha-Cronbach’s test was used. The Alpha-Cronbach’s
value equaled to 0.884 which indicates high internal consistency and valid questions; by performing
an Alpha Cronbach analysis for each individual item, we did not notice reliability issues in any of
the questions used, hence, we concluded that the applied questionnaire is properly designed, and the
recorded data can be statistically analyzed.

3.2. Sample Demographics

In this section, we include the socio-demographic characteristics of the people that took part
in the survey. According to Table 1, most of the respondents are males (52.3%), while the majority
belongs to the age group of 41–44 years old (35.5%). Besides this, the high school educational level is
at 38.0%, followed by university graduates (35.0%). Most of the sample population holds an annual
family income of up to 20,000 €, while it should be noted that around 30% of the sample population
stated that their annual income does not exceed 10,000 €. Concerning the occupational status, 34.3%
and 22.3% of the sample population are employees at the private and at the public sector, respectively,
14.3% are self-employed, while around 25% of the sample’s population are students, unemployed,
or homemakers.

Table 1. The sample demographics.

Variable Categories %

Gender Male 52.3
Female 47.8

Age 18–30 28.3
31–40 26.5
41–55 35.5
56–65 8.5
>65 1.3
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Table 1. Cont.

Variable Categories %

Education Primary education 2.3
Secondary
education 2.0

High school 38.0
Vocational
education 8.3

Higher education 35.0
MSc/PhD 14.5

Household annual income <10,000 Euro 33.6
10,001–20,000 Euro 31.74
20,001–30,000 Euro 21.45
>30,000 Euro 13.21

Occupation Private employee 36.8
Public employee 22.3
Self-employed 15.8
Student 15.0
Unemployed 10.3

3.3. Citizens’ Perceptions of RES

Respondents’ perceptions on RES are examined in this section. Figure 1, depicts the respondents’
knowledge about RES types.
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Figure 1. The knowledge about RES types (% percent).

According to Figure 1, the respondents seem to have a low level of knowledge concerning
hydrodynamic, geothermal, and biomass-based sources of energy. On the contrary, they have a fair
level of knowledge concerning wind and solar power sources.

As shown in Figure 2, most of the sample (59%) uses at least one type of RES. Remarkably, out of
the RES users, most of them (95%) use solar water heaters while 11% have installed solar PVs; on the
contrary, just 0.85% of them use geothermal sources of power. The above results are compatible with
the respondents’ knowledge level about RES types since solar power is the most familiar and, at the
same time, the most commonly used renewable energy source.
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Figure 2. The RES usage by type (%).

Next, the motives to use energy produced by RES are analyzed. According to the data in Figure 3,
we may conclude that the most important measure to be taken in the context of an effective adoption
of RES by citizens is installation subsidies as 87.2% of the respondents have positive perceptions of it.
On the other hand, the least important incentive is credit provision as 34.5% of the respondents express
positive views on it. The above analysis shows not only how citizens would be motivated to buying
energy produced by RES, but also how to invest in energy production using RES. Thus, an effective
public policy should focus on providing incentives for both the purchase of energy produced by RES
and the production of it.
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Figure 3. The motives to use energy produced by RES (%).

In Figure 4, the respondents’ perceptions of RES contribution towards increased life quality is
analyzed. Most of the respondents reported that RES improve life quality (85%) since environmental
degradation due to fuel consumption is minimized.
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Figure 4. The public perceptions of the RES contribution to life quality (%).

In response to the other perceived advantages of RES, according to Table 2, the respondents
(88.7%) see environmental protection as the most important parameter followed by the reduced oil
dependence. By looking at the “agree” category about RES contribution to reduced oil dependence,
it was concluded that this parameter received a portion of 40%. In all the cases, disagreement levels
are extremely low which confirms a positive public perspective about RES and their positive effects.

Table 2. The RES’ perceived advantages (%).

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Environmental protection 0.3 1.5 11.5 35.3 51.4
Economic development 0.3 1.3 19.3 41.6 37.5
“Green” development 0.5 2.8 13.4 39.3 44.0
New labor positions 0.5 2.3 20.3 38.4 38.5

Reduced oil dependence 0.0 1.3 13.3 40.0 45.4
Energy independence 0.0 1.5 16.8 35.0 46.7

3.4. Citizens’ Perceptions Analysis of RES Usage and Their Contribution to Life Quality

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is used to facilitate the logit models on
questions concerning respondents’ opinion on RES. In this method, each identified component
interprets a rate of variance that has not been interpreted by previous components. A proportion
of 60% of the variance is needed to be interpreted by the factors that arise in social sciences [46].
The criterion for the selection of factors is for the eigenvalue to be greater than 1, known as the Kaiser
criterion. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin sample measure equals to 0.86; thus, it is proven that factor analysis
is acceptable. This is also validated by Bartlett’s test of Sphericity, where sig. = 0. The final number of
factors was determined by applying the Principal Components method based on varimax rotation.
Nine factors that have eigenvalues greater than 1 have emerged, explaining a total of 68% of the
observed variance. An internal affinity test was performed by using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for
the 40 questions used in the factorial analysis, returning a value of 0.884 which is considered to be
high [46].

Regarding the nature of the questions that have been assigned to the factors, the following profile
of factor interpretation was concluded, as presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. The interpretation of the factors.

Factor (Component) Interpretation

F1 RES perceived benefits
F2 RES perceived disadvantages
F3 RES economic incentives
F4 RES actions for expansion
F5 RES social promotion barriers
F6 RES economical promotion barriers
F7 RES price compared with fossil fuels
F8 Influence of social-legal framework
F9 RES purchase with interest-free installments

As it can be seen in Table 3, a new set of 9 variables—out of the initial 40 Likert scale questions of
the questionnaire—was formulated. The interpretation of each component separately is carried out by
commenting on the social assessment variables that they represent.

The first component (F1) is identified as “RES perceived benefits”. It explains 13.7% of the total
variance of the variables that are included in the analysis and it is considered as the most important
factor. The questions/variables that are associated with the highest loadings in this factor are: “RES
promote green growth” (84.4) and “RES promote environmental protection” (83.7).

The second component (F2) explains 11.4% of the total fluctuation and is identified as “RES
perceived disadvantages”. This component is mainly determined by the questions/variables: “RES
have a low rate of return” (86.1) and “are not profitable throughout the year” (83.4).

The third component (F3) refers to investment incentives for RES and explains 8.7% of the total
variance. It is mainly formed by questions/variables such as “subsidized system maintenance” (78.8),
“deduction of installation costs from taxable income” (77.1) and others.

The fourth component (F4) explains 7.6% of the total variance and is mainly composed of the
following questions: “Public information from the local authorities” (75.8), “Public information from
the state” (71.2), “well defined legal framework” (63.7). This component is identified as “RES actions
for expansion”.

The fifth component (F5) explains 7.4% of total variance and is identified as “Social Barriers to RES
Promotion” since the variables representing the highest load on this factor are “Lack of Knowledge”
(83.0) and “Lack of Information” (79.9).

The sixth component (F6) explains 5.8% of the total variance and is identified as “Economic
barriers to the promotion of RES” since the variable representing the highest load on this component is
“High installation costs” (84.6).

The seventh component (F7) explains 5.1% of the total variance and is identified as “Fossil fuel
price relative to RES” as the variable representing the highest load on this factor is “If the cost of oil is
appreciably expensive” (90.7).

The eighth component (F8) explains 4.9% of the total variance and is identified as “Effect of
a social-legal framework on RES use” since the variables that represent the highest load on this
component are “I would use RES if it were also used by fellow citizens” (83.0) and “Lack of complete
legal framework” (70.7).

Last, the ninth component (F9) explains 3.1% of the total fluctuation and is identified as “Purchase
of RES system with interest-free installments” with the factor load being 71.8.

In the first stage of our analysis, we focused on exploring the variables that are associated with
whether a respondent is a RES user or not. For this purpose, we applied a binary logit model where
the variable “use of RES (yes/no)” was determined as the dependent. The previously identified factors
were used as explanatory variables based on a relevant study [47]. The selection of the most appropriate
model was based on the applicability of the backward method. Hosmer-Lemeshow’s test (sig. = 0.001)
further indicated that the dependent variable values did not sustain a statistically significant difference
from the values provided by the model, thus, the model is considered applicable [48]. Nagelkerke’s
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pseudo-R Square statistic showed that the final iteration (step 6) explained a percentage of 15% of
the dependent variable [49]. Out of the 9 initial independent variables (F1 to F9), the stepwise binary
logistic model retained 4 variables at the 90% confidence level. Those statistically significant variables
are F1 (RES perceived benefits), F5 (Institutional promotion barriers for RES), F6 (Economic barriers
for RES), and F7 (RES price compared with conventional fuels). The final model for the estimation of
RES users is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. The variables included in the final model for assessing RES usage (yes/no).

Variable B S.E. Wald Df Sig. Exp(B)

Step 6

F1 0.618 0.113 29.742 1 0.000 0.539
F5 −0.257 0.110 5.470 1 0.019 1.292
F6 −0.193 0.110 3.062 1 0.080 1.213
F7 0.263 0.108 5.981 1 0.014 0.769

Constant −0.389 0.108 12.897 1 0.000 0.678

The final model based on the above table data is the following one:

log
(

p
1 − p

)
= −0.389 + 0.618F1 − 0.257F5 − 0.193F6 + 0.263F7 (4)

By estimating Exp(B), the odds ratio was calculated. For example, the odds ratio coefficient, under
column Exp(B) of F1 means that by keeping all the other explanatory variables at a fixed value, we will
see 0.54% increase in the odds of a respondent belonging to the category of “RES user”, for a one unit
increase in F1 (RES perceived benefits), since Exp(0.618) = 0.539. The same explanation applies to
variable F7. On the other hand, the negative coefficient of variables F5 (RES social promotion barriers)
and F6 (RES economical promotion barriers) mean that they are negatively associated with RES use.
This means that non-RES users consider those barriers (high cost and social barriers as information
lack, lack of confidence, the role of the state) to be determining and, at the same time, they seem to
overlook the RES advantages.

To validate the proposed model of estimation of RES users, we tested the relationship between
each of the independent variables with the dependent variable “RES use (yes/no)”, by applying the
Mann–Whitney U method, as presented in Table 5. By looking at the statistical significance index
(sig. < 0.05) in Table 5, all four independent variables were found to be related to the dependent variable.

Table 5. The Mann–Whitney U between RES use and factors 1, 5, 6, and 7.

Factor 1 Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7

Mann-Whitney U 13.579.500 16.853.500 17.406.500 16.353.500
Wilcoxon W 27.109.500 44.583.500 45.136.500 29.883.500

Z −5.021 −2.132 −1.644 −2.573
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 0.033 0.100 0.010

The binary logistic model correctly identified 70.2% of all cases. The success rate for “RES users”
is 87.7%, as it correctly identifies 206/235 of the respondents, whereas the success rate range for
the “non-RES users” category is narrowed down to just 45.1%, as it correctly identifies 74/164 of
the respondents.

In the second stage of our analysis, we focused on examining the factors that shape respondents’
opinion about RES’ contribution to life quality improvement. All nine factors generated by the above
factor analysis procedure were used. Carrying an ordinal regression with the stepwise method in
STATA, it was noticed that the final model retained only four factors as independent variables, as the
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others were removed due to the pr (0.10) criterion. The reference category was that of “strongly agree”
as shown in Table 6.

Table 6. The ordinal logistic regression with the stepwise method for the variable “Life quality”.

Life Quality B Std. Err. Z P > z 95% conf. Interval

F1 2.799 0.204 13.740 0.000 2.400 3.198
F2 −0.415 0.135 3.070 0.002 0.150 0.679
F3 0.502 0.125 4.000 0.000 0.256 0.748
F4 0.742 0.128 5.800 0.000 0.491 0.993

/cut1 −8.098 0.647 −9.366 −6.830
/cut2 −3.715 0.291 −4.286 −3.144
/cut3 0.763 0.162 0.445 1.080

The final model here, based on the above table data is the following one:

log
(

P(Yi ≤ j)
P(Yi ≤ j)

)
= aj(2.799F1 − 0.415F2 + 0.502F3 + 0.742F4) (5)

In the above model, j = 1, 2, 3 are the categories of the dependent variable (4 − 1 = 3). The p-value
(sig. = 0) indicated that the model was statistically significant compared to the null model without
any explanatory variables. The pseudo-R2 coefficient equaled to 0.4665 suggesting a strong model in
accordance with a relevant statistical table [49]. By estimating Exp(B), the odds ratio was calculated and
noted to be higher than 1 for the four independent variables (F1, F2, F3, and F4), suggesting, in most
of the cases, a positive correlation between the independent variables and the dependent variable.
More specifically, for a one-unit increase in variable F1 while keeping the other variables constant,
the likelihood of the category “strongly agree” increases at 1 − Exp(2.799) = 1542%. Respectively, for an
increase of one unit in variables F3 and F4, the probability of the category “fully agree” is increased by
65%, and 110%, respectively. Lastly, for an increase of one unit in variable F2, the probability of the
category “fully agree” is decreased by 34%.

To validate the proposed ordinal model, we verified the condition of proportionality with the
combined utilization of the Brant test in conjunction with the parallel lines in STATA. Finally, three
stepwise binary logistic regression models are presented in Table 7, by using life quality as the
dependent variable (whether respondents agree that the use of renewable energy improves life quality)
and setting as independent variables the four factors (F1, F2, F3, and F4) that were statistically
significant in the ordinal logistic regression. A filter was used for the data selection to compare two
categories at a time, for the four-category variable life quality (disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly
agree). Thus, by taking the “strongly agree” statement as a reference category, three logit models were
formulated, all meeting the acceptance criterion of Hosmer and Lemeshow [48].

Moreover, by checking the goodness of fit for the three models with the Nagelkerke pseudo-R
Square index, the model between “strongly agree” and “neutral” sustained the highest level of
adaptation to the data with R2 = 0.805 as presented in Table 8.

Concerning the predictability of the three binary logistic models, they can determine in which
category a respondent belongs concerning his views about RES contribution to life quality, as captured
by F1 to F4. Regarding the Exp(B) column of Table 8, we concluded that in all three models, variable
F1 “RES perceived benefits” is the main determinant of “strongly agree”. Model 1 includes F1–F4
as significant between the categories of “agree” and “strongly agree”. Model 2 retained F1 and F4,
the “RES actions for expansion”, as statistically significant. This model distinguishes between the
neutral position towards RES and the strong positive position. Model 3 determines between the
categories of “strongly agree” and “disagree” while the stepwise method retained only variable F1 as
statistically significant.
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Table 7. The variables and coefficients on the regression models for “Life quality”.

Logit Models Variables in Model B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)

Model 1: odds between
“strongly agree and agree” F1 2.912 0.296 96.442 1 0.000 18.386

F2 0.562 0.186 9.140 1 0.003 1.754
F3 0.718 0.168 18.242 1 0.000 2.051
F4 0.918 0.182 25.484 1 0.000 2.504

Constant −0.763 0.187 16.693 1 0.000 0.466

Model 2: odds between
“strongly agree and neutral” F1 2.901 0.415 48.792 1 0.000 18.199

F4 0.879 0.308 8.133 1 0.004 2.410
Constant 1.759 0.339 26.957 1 0.000 5.806

Model 3: odds between
“strongly agree and disagree” F1 2.545 0.731 12.134 1 0.000 12.741

Constant 4.422 1.009 19.193 1 0.000 83.301

Table 8. The R2 tests for regression models on “Life quality”.

Logit Models −2 Log Likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square

Model 1: odds between
“strongly agree and agree” 252.228 0.472 0.630

Model 2: odds between
“strongly agree and neutral” 75.192 0.532 0.805

Model 3: odds between
“strongly agree and disagree” 15.244 0.184 0.741

By looking at Table 9, we notice that out of the three proposed models, the second one has the
highest predictability of 94.4%.

Table 9. The binary logit models—the percentage of the correct interpretation of the variable
“Life quality”.

Predicted Values

Agree Totally Agree Percentage Correct

Model 1
Agree 132 28 82.5

Totally Agree 24 155 86.6

Overall Percentage 84.7

Neutral Totally Agree Percentage Correct

Model 2
Neutral 46 8 85.2

Totally Agree 5 174 97.2

Overall Percentage 94.4

Disagree Totally Agree Percentage Correct

Model 3
Disagree 4 2 66.7

Totally Agree 1 178 99.4

Overall Percentage 98.4

By examining the logit models, we noticed that if a person has a completely negative attitude
towards RES contribution to life quality and is found on the “disagree” category of the 5-point Likert
Scale, it is possible to move to the “agree” category by a minor increase in the perceived benefits from
RES. Furthermore, if a person is already found in the “agree” category, an increase in all the four
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variables is needed to move to the “strongly agree” point of the scale. Finally, if a person has a neutral
position towards RES contribution to life quality, an increase is needed to the variables concerning RES
perceived benefits and RES actions for expansion to move to the “strongly agree” category.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this study is to analyze the social acceptance of RES by examining the variables which
are correlated with citizens’ perceptions towards them and specifically “RES usage” and “citizens’
perceptions on RES contribution to their lives’ quality”.

The research results show that respondents are adequately informed about some of the RES types,
while 59% of them use at least one RES investment, mainly solar heaters and solar PVs. Furthermore,
the respondents have a good amount of knowledge on solar and wind investments.

RES’ acceptance is directly affected by the respondents’ perception on the benefits abiding their
use. This variable of the perceived RES benefits is the most crucial in determining whether a person is a
RES user or not. In parallel, economics and social issues, as well as the government’s role, are negatively
related to the respondents’ attitudes towards RES in the case of Greece. Those issues may also include
high installation and maintenance cost, lack of confidence, lack of knowledge, and insufficient support
of the RES investments by the state. It is noteworthy that the benefits arising from RES’ usage and
actions for RES expansion incited the perception that RES can be proven highly beneficial to end-users,
since they can actively contribute to improving their life quality. According to the research results,
most of the respondents are convinced that RES expansion can significantly contribute to their lives’
quality improvement.

Strategies that can strengthen RES’ acceptance are possible to be developed. Based on the research
results, it can be drawn that RES’ acceptance is not difficult to be increased, as the binary logit analysis
shows that if a person has a completely negative attitude towards RES contribution to life quality, it is
possible to move that person to a positive category by a minor increase in the perceived benefits. Thus,
RES’ benefits must be highlighted. Social support and information provision on the potential benefits
from technological advances in renewable energy can promote the interaction and participation of
local communities to RES’ acceptance. An increase in the role of local authorities would result in an
effective policy solution to renewable energy projects [19]. The challenge for project developers is to
identify salient stakeholders who understand what it is that they really care about and prioritize.

Moreover, all stakeholders should remember that their effect of participation in energy decisions
clearly exists and—as many delayed or canceled projects suggest—failing to take participatory
decision-making into account can be costly. Besides, the psychographic factors such as the level
of information, membership in environmental organizations, emotional and value components,
along with political views, can shape public opinions about RES-based projects more than physical
proximity [21,23]. Indeed, the installation and operation of any RES technology require social
acceptance and social-driven contradictions resolving—even before the establishment and the
consultation with the local community—to persuade those skeptical citizens and reconcile all
competitive interests [22]. Last but not least, the research results point out that the authorities should
limit the economic promotion obstacles of RES’.

Regarding the future studies’ orientation concerning RES, it can be noted that Greece has shown
an enduring reliance on fossil-based fuels, mainly charcoal. Nevertheless, due to its geographical
configuration, Greece has an abundance of renewable energy sources, mainly solar and wind. Based on
this observation there should be a focus on energy production by solar and wind sources. For the case
of solar power, such investments can be easily installed in urban areas. This finding bears significance
for Greece, as Attica hosts almost half of the country’s population [50]. As a result, Attica’s residents
should be motivated to purchase energy produced by renewable sources or even to produce it on their
own in order to meet their specific energy needs. Citizens’ motivation would be relatively easy, as the
binary—logit models show that a minor increase in the perceived benefits of RES can move a citizens’
attitude from a negative to a positive category. In this way, RES usage would be significantly increased
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in Attica, permitting a better allocation of the available energy resources for the whole country and,
at the same time, improving citizens’ life quality. It should be noted that state funding programs are
already underway in this direction.

The recent European legislation on gas emissions, sustainable energy production, and the ongoing
participative role of RES, has gained the interest in accepting energy autonomy schemes based on
RES [51]. Thus, the study of the European legislation adaptation to the national legislative framework
offers numerous opportunities for the wider development of renewables—wind power, solar energy,
biomass and energy crops, geothermal sources, tidal and hydropower potentials—in supporting the
Greek energy demand in both the mainland and offshore areas.

Lastly, an extension of the current research would be on the correlation of a region’s specific
energy needs and its citizens’ perceptions on RES and their contribution to life quality. In this way,
the energy needs would be in the spotlight, aiming to explain citizens’ perceptions on RES.
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Abstract: Within the last few decades, the extended use of biodiesel and bioethanol has established
interlinkages between energy markets and agricultural commodity markets. The present work
examines the bivariate relationships of crude oil–corn and crude oil–soybean futures prices with the
assistance of the ARDL cointegration approach. Our findings confirm that crude oil prices affect the
prices of agricultural products used in the production of biodiesel, as well as of ethanol, validating the
interaction of energy and agricultural commodity markets. The practical value of the present work is
that the findings provide policy makers with insight into the interlinkages between agricultural and
energy markets to promote biodiesel or bioethanol by affecting crude oil prices. The novelty of the
present work stands on the use of futures prices that incorporate all available information and thus
are more appropriate to identify supply and demand shocks and price spillovers than real prices.
Finally, the period of study includes extremely low, as well as extremely high, crude oil prices and
the results illustrate that biofuels cannot be substituted for crude oil and protect economies from
energy volatility.

Keywords: soybean; corn; crude oil; energy markets; sustainable development

1. Introduction

Climate change, the volatility of crude oil prices, the issue of food security, and the global economic
crisis have motivated decision-makers, industries, and economic agents involved in the biofuel sector
to expand the use and production of biofuels [1]. However, persistent low crude oil prices since 2014
seem to be an impediment to this effort.

The expansion of biofuels has established interlinkages between energy markets and agricultural
markets given that corn is used to produce biofuels and soybean is used to produce biodiesel [2].

The major objectives of a national policy for a healthy economy are food security, limitations
on GHG emissions, economic growth, and compliance with objectives set by the Kyoto protocol.
The biofuel market is an artificial market, the function of which is regulated by state [3,4]. The role of
this market has become crucial in economic growth, satisfying the priority of sustainability. On the
other hand, the alternative use of agricultural products such as corn and soybean (either for food or
to produce biofuels) is leading to indirect land use change and to a deterioration in the problem of
climate change.

Therefore, given the use of the two agricultural products in the production of biofuels, as well as
their use for food, the existing mutual interdependencies reflect the mutual market interdependencies.
Increasing prices of corn may well be attributed to the dominant conditions in the food market that
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are also providing an indication for the interdependency of corn price with biofuels [5]. The specific
relationship is related to many factors including the country, the model, and the dimension of time [6].

On the other hand, given that corn and soybean evolved into a major motor-fuel energy
source, a close relationship between corn (the major feedstock for ethanol) and soybean production
(major input in biodiesel) with crude oil, the main feedstock for gasoline production, may be an
expected result. The data used extends from late 2004 through mid-2008, when rapid expansion of
the ethanol industry was occurring, which is the reason for which the relationship has been mainly
established [2,7].

Most of issues mentioned above are reflected in the futures prices formatted on the NY stock
exchange. A study on the co–movement of futures prices of agricultural products used especially in
the production of bioenergy would be of great interest, while the role of crude oil prices seems to have
had a great impact on those prices. Natanelov et al. [8] have made a similar effort, and, according to
their results, co-movement is a dynamic concept, and economic and policy development may affect the
relationship between commodities, while they have also shown that biofuel policy has a strong impact
in the co-movement of crude oil and corn futures until the crude oil prices surpass a certain threshold.

The concept of excess co-movement among futures prices has been subject to extended study
with the assistance of different methodologies. The most widely used methodology is cointegration
implemented for different time periods and providing conflict results (Pindyck and Rodenberg [9],
Natanelov et al. [8]). Confirmation of co-movement is based on the herd behavior of financial prices [9].
Ali et al. [7], with the assistance of the partial equilibrium model, attributed the behavior of the
commodity prices to specific demand and supply conditions. On the other hand, Natanelov et al. [8]
focused on price movements between crude oil futures and a series of agricultural commodities and
gold futures by employing a comparative framework to identify changes in relationships over time.
According to their findings, co-movement is validated as a dynamic concept, while policy development
may reform the relationship between commodities and their determinants that are studied, that is,
crude oil prices.

The present study is timely, given the particularities in the evolution of crude oil prices within the
last few years. To be more specific, the global economic crisis led to extremely high values of crude
oil prices in 2010, while since 2014 the crude oil prices have tended to be persistently low, a fact that
may well lead to a high level of carbon emissions and limited substitution with renewable energy
prices. The volatility of crude oil prices has a different impact in the short term rather than in the
long term. In addition, a strand of literature developed on this specific issue focuses on the fact that
the crude oil market has significant volatility spillover effects on non-energy commodity markets,
which demonstrates its core position among commodity markets [10]. This impact and its implications
for the substitution of crude oil with other renewable or non–renewable resources seems to affect the
level of carbon emissions and vice versa [11].

Furthermore, the futures prices for each commodity reflect the market condition, as well as
the agricultural policies implemented concerning their production, market conditions, assistant aid,
or even energy policy that promotes their use to produce biomass.

The innovation of our study stands on the fact that we employ ARDL bounds cointegration to test
the crude oil–corn prices and soybean–crude oil prices. The structure of the present work is organized
as follows; Section 2 describes material and methods, Section 3 provides a brief literature review,
Section 4 provides the results and a short discussion, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Literature Review

The energy–agricultural market interlinkages have become a subject of extended study within
the last decade. The global food crises in 2007/08 and 2010/11, as well as negative environmental
and social impacts of promoting biofuels, have given governments second thoughts regarding the
promotion of biofuels.
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Since the outbreaks of biofuels industry, an abundance of manuscripts have focused on
dependency between fossil fuel, biofuel, and feedstock prices [12–15]. In a few papers and due
to data availability issues, the biofuel prices are ignored [2]. In those studies, ignoring biofuel prices
generally relies on the hypothesis that a change in the food–fuel price relationship post the outbreak of
the biofuels industry is related to the impact of biofuels.

In most of these studies, the analysis used is cointegration and/or estimation of a VECM,
or one of its generalized nonlinear versions. For the case of US, cointegration is validated between
agricultural prices and energy prices, while energy prices are considered to drive the feedstock
prices [12,16,17] (Saghaian 2010; Serra et al. 2011a; Wixson and Katchova 2012). The works conclude
that the interlinkages are attributed to the existence of biofuel markets. Only Zhang et al. [14]
confirm no evidence of cointegration between energy and agricultural commodity prices. Furthermore,
only Serra et al. (2011) [12] and Rajcaniova and Pokrivcak (2011) [18] confirm that biofuel markets may
shape fossil fuel prices.

In general, in most cases it is concluded that energy prices drive long-run world agricultural price
levels [2]. In global terms, Nazlioglu and Soytas [19] appraise the link between world crude oil prices,
USD exchange rates, and a long list of world agricultural commodity prices. In addition, Nazlioglu [20]
finds evidence of cointegration between corn, soybean, and wheat with oil prices, especially in recent
years. In another work, Yu et al. [21], focusing on the relationship between crude oil and edible oil
prices, find no evidence of energy prices driving food prices.

The methodology of autoregressive distributed lag models (ARDL models) has been employed in
many works [22–24].

To be more specific, Cooke and Robles [22] confirm that recent increases in world corn,
wheat, rice, and soybean prices are strongly affected by oil prices. Chen et al. [23] find evidence
of positive short-run links between crude oil and grain prices, while Esmaeili and Shokoohi [24]
investigate co-movement of world food prices, oil prices, and different macroeconomic variables.
According to their findings, crude oil prices affect food prices only indirectly through the food
production index.

Global data, with a time period including peaks of crude oil prices and persistent low prices
with the assistance of ARDL cointegration approach, and the futures prices that are considered more
informative than real prices, constitute the innovation of the present manuscript.

3. Material and Methods

The data employed in the present work are monthly futures prices of crude oil (CME NYMEX
WTI Crude Oil Futures in US dollars per ton), corn, and soybeans (CME CBOT grain futures), derived
by Bloomberg [25]. The study period is from July 1987 until February 2015. To account for the
problem of comparing disparate price units, the data is indexed based on the price of August 1999 for
each commodity.

Trend analysis of the data used for empirical investigation on the selected variables can be seen in
Figures 1 and 2. To be more specific, Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of futures prices of crude oil,
Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of corn futures prices, and, finally, Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of
soybean futures prices.

Evidently, an increasing trend is validated for the case of crude oil prices with two structural
breaks observed in 1999 and 2008 that will be further investigated with the assistance of a break unit
root test.

On the other hand, for the case of the corn futures prices, Figure 2 presents a series of peaks that
document the necessity of a break unit root test to examine the stationarity. Similar behavior can be
seen for the case of soybean, since similar peaks are observed for the same time periods, as can be seen
in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. The evolution of futures crude oil prices in US dollars per barrel (in logarithmic form). Source:
Bloomberg, [25].

Figure 2. The evolution of futures corn prices in USD per ton (raw data). Source: Bloomberg, 2015 [25].

Figure 3. The evolution of futures soybean prices USD/ton (raw data). Source: Bloomberg [25].

3.1. Model Specification

We employed ARDL bounds cointegration process to estimate the relationship between the prices
of the two agricultural commodities and crude oil prices. This relationship involves futures prices for
soybean and corn, with crude oil prices as formatted in NY stock exchange. The advantage for the use
of futures prices is that they represent not only the supply and demand conditions in the agricultural
market but also a trend in the global economy (including economic crises, changes in exchange rates,
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etc.). Therefore, significant events that have an impact either on crude oil prices or on the agricultural
commodities or changes in the major lines of energy policy (biofuels, issue of food security, and others)
should be reflected in the estimated model in order for useful conclusions to come out.

The relationship to be examined for the case of corn is specified as follows:

Z1t = f (Pco, Ptc) (1)

In addition, in the case of soybean, the bivariate relationship to be surveyed is the following:

Z3t = f
(

Psoy, Pc
)

(2)

3.2. Theoretical Econometric Framework

The methodology implemented is the ARDL bounds cointegration, given the limited data
available [26]. Prior to the empirical investigation of co-movement among the variables under
review with the assistance of ARDL cointegration approach, in order to check stationarity in the
data, it is necessary to employ a unit root test. The unit root test used is the Augmented Dickey Fuller
(ADF) break unit root test, given the structural breaks observed in the variables studied. The specific
test involves a two-step procedure. In the first step the intercept, trend, and breaking variables are
used to detrend the series with the assistance of ordinary least squares (OLS), and in the second step
the detrended series are employed to test the existence of a unit root with the assistance of a modified
Dickey-Fuller regression [27]. The first model may involve non-trending data with intercept break,
trending data with intercept break, trending data with intercept and trend break, and finally trending
data with trend break. The results refer either the trend specification (trend, intercept, or both) or to
the break specification (trend, intercept, or both).

The problem of selecting an appropriate method of unit root test may well lead to misspecifications.
For that reason, in the present manuscript, we have adopted the sequential procedure proposed
by Shrestha and Chowdhury [28] in selecting the optimal method and model of the unit root test.
The Shrestha-Chowdhury general-to-specific model selection procedure has been presented subtly in
the work of Shrestha and Chowdhury [28].

The main objective of the particular test is to ensure that the time series employed are not I(2),
a condition that implies robustness for the results derived by the ARDL bounds cointegration test.

Having validated the existence of cointegration, we estimate the Unrestricted Error Correction
Model (UECM). The lag selection through which the data generating process is captured is based on
the general-to-specific framework [29].

The ARDL model employed is, however, slightly modified in an appropriate way in order residual
serial correlation and endogeneity problems to be corrected simultaneously [30]. The following UECM
is used for our purpose.

The ARDL model employed is modified in an appropriate way in order for residual serial
correlation and endogeneity problems to be corrected simultaneously [30]. The following UECM is
used for our purpose.

lnYt = c1+ + c2T + β1 ln(Xt) +
p

∑
i=1

β2Δ ln(Xc) +
p

∑
i=1

β3Δ ln(Yt−1) + ut (3)

in which Yt demotes the dependent variable and Xt denotes the independent variable in every
individual case.

In Equation (3), we may identify the long term as well as the short-term parameters. To be more
specific, β1 represents the long-term parameter while rejecting the null hypothesis, and β1 = 0
(equivalent to no cointegration) against the alternate, according to which β1 �= 0 (which implies
that the variables are cointegrated), The test for cointegration is based on the computed F-statistic
compared to the values of the tabulated critical bounds. The upper critical bound (UCB) is employed
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under the condition that the regressors are I(1) or I(0), while the lower critical bound is used only
under the condition that they are I(0). The potential results of the test are the following:

(1) If the F statistic exceeds the Upper Critical Bound, cointegration is confirmed;
(2) In case the F statistic is less than the lower Critical Value, the null hypothesis of no cointegration

is confirmed;
(3) An area of uncertainty is determined within the two critical bounds, a case in which our decision

relies on the lagged error correction term for a long run relationship.

The validity of the existence of a long run relationship allows the estimation of the error correction
model (short run dynamics are surveyed), for which also sensitivity test, parameter stability, and
goodness of fit using cumulative sum of squares of recursive residuals (CUSUM) is implemented.

The error correction model estimated for each bivariate relationship examined for the variables
under review is provided by Equation (4).

(1 − L)

⎡⎢⎣ lnYt

ln(X)t

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ ϕ1

ϕ2

⎤⎥⎦+
p
∑

i=1
(1 − L)

⎡⎢⎣ α11i a12i a13i

b21i b22i b23i

δ31i δ32i δ33i

⎤⎥⎦+

⎡⎢⎣ β

γ

ϑ

⎤⎥⎦ ECMt−1 +

⎡⎢⎣ η1i

η2i

η3i

⎤⎥⎦ (4)

L denotes the lag operator, and ECM denotes the error correction term generated by the cointegrating
equation, while the η terms are serially independent random error terms. The F statistic for the
parameters of first differences validates the short run causality, while on the other hand the statistical
significance of ϕi coefficients with the assistance of t statistics provides evidence for the long
run causality.

4. Results–Discussion

According to our findings provided in Table 1, with the assistance of a breakpoint ADF unit root
test, all the variables employed are I(1), a result that allows us to bounds test.

Table 1. Results of breakpoint ADF unit root test.

Variables Trend/Break Specification t-Statistic Critical Values (5%) Break Date

pc Both/trend −4.001 −4.859 November 1995
pco Both/both −4.082 −5.175 January 2003

psoy Both/intercept −4.129 −4.859 March 2005
Δpc Both/Intercept −19.75 *** −4.859 November 1987

Δpco Both/Intercept −16.079 *** −4.859 April 2008
Δpsoy Both/Intercept −21.006 *** −4.859 January 2007

*** denotes reject of unit root hypothesis in 1% level of significance.

The second stage in our methodology involves the bounds testing to confirm or reject cointegration.
The results are provided in the following Table 2.

Table 2. The results of bounds testing to cointegration.

Estimated Models F-Statistics

Fc (pco/pc) 4.229 ***
Fc (psoy/pc) 5.659 ***

Critical Value Bounds for 10%, 5%, 2.5%, and 1% are for Io Bound 2.44, 3.15, 3.88, and 4.81, and for I1 Bound 3.28,
4.11, 4.92, and 6.03, respectively. *** reject of no cointegration in 1% level of significance.
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The next Table 3 provides the estimated results on the long run relationships.

Table 3. Results of long run relationships.

Dependent Variable Pco

Corn–crude oil
Variable Coefficient

pc 1.449 ***

Dependent Variable Psoy

Soybean–crude–oil Variable Coefficient
pc 1.640312 ***

*** denotes reject of null hypothesis of no statistic significance of the independent variable in 1% level of significance.

According to our findings, the results derived indicate the existence of interactions among
agricultural commodities and crude oil prices. This is an expected result, and it validates the
interactions of agricultural markets and crude oil markets in global terms. The specific results are
interpreted as follows: given that corn is the major input for ethanol, a substitute for crude oil prices,
the behavior of crude oil prices may well reflect the behavior of corn prices. To be more specific,
high crude oil prices lead to high ethanol prices and therefore higher corn prices. Conversely, decreases
in crude oil price will lead to a lower gasoline price, a lower ethanol price, and a lower breakeven
corn price.

Furthermore, the results derived should be free from misspecification and autocorrelation or
heteroscedasticity of the residuals. For that reason, all the tests concerning specification, autocorrelation,
and heteroscedasticity tests are presented in Table 4. According to our findings, whiteness of the
residuals for all the models, as well as no misspecification problems, were confirmed.

Table 4. Results of the diagnostic tests for the estimated models.

Corn–Crude Oil Prices

BG autocorrelation test 0.334573

BGP heter. test 1.650531
RESET test 1.2318

Soybean–Crude Oil Prices
BG autocorrelation test 0.913924

BGP heter. test 1.338892
RESET test 0.45172

The next step in our analysis involves the presentation of the short run dynamics of the error
correction model estimated in order to examine the interactions among the corn prices and the crude
oil prices in the short run and to highlight the differences with the results derived in the long run.
These results are provided in Tables 5 and 6. According to our findings, the results are not different
from those derived in the long run. To be more specific, in the short term crude oil prices do not seem
to have a statistically significant impact on the formation of a future’s price of an agricultural product,
i.e., corn. The return to the steady state is statistically significant, with a speed of 6% per month.

Table 5. Short run dynamics of the corn–crude oil prices relationship.

Regressor Coefficient St. Error t-Statistic Probability

D(PC1(-1)) −0.0125 0.0536 −0.234 0.815
D(PC1(-2)) 0.181 0.0532 3.406 0.0007
ECM(-1) * −0.060 0.017 −3.572 0.0004

Diagnostic Test Statistics; Rsquared = 0.05; Cointeq = PC1 − (1.4494 * PCOP1 − 0.6718).
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Table 6. Short run dynamics of the soybean–crude oil prices relationship.

Regressor Coefficient St. Error t-Statistic Probability

D(PSOY1(-1)) −0.001270 0.053900 −0.023555 0.9812
D(PSOY1(-2)) 0.138412 0.053465 2.588835 0.0101
D(PSOY1(-3)) −0.098150 0.053946 −1.819404 0.0698

ECM(-1) * −0.056283 0.016705 −3.369328 0.0008

Diagnostic Test Statistics; Rsquared = 0.05; Cointeq = PSOY1 − (1.6403 * PCOP).

Regarding the last step in our analysis, the parameter stability of the estimated model is conducted
with the assistance of the CUSUM of squared residual test.

Evidently, based on Figure 4, the graph of the corn–crude oil prices remains partially between the
lines, a result indicating limited stability of the estimated coefficients for the period studied.

Figure 4. Results of CUSUM of squared residual test for crude oil–corn price relationship.

On the other hand, for the case of soybean crude oil prices relationship as illustrated in Figure 5,
the CUSUM test of squared residuals confirms parameter stability.

Figure 5. Results of CUSUM of squared residual test for crude oil–soybean price relationship.

Limited parameter stability is validated for the estimated model according to Figure 5.
The findings based on our data indicate a long run relationship for both bivariate relationships,
though in the short run no relationship is validated. This is an expected result given that the interaction
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between energy and agricultural market has evolved in the long run and not in the short run. This result
is in line with that of Natanelov et al. [8], while the policies under the condition of the assumption of
the long-run presence of a certain degree of linkage between energy markets and the market of food
products that substitutes for other food products used as energy feedstock, and between food products
used as energy feedstock and their substitutes for food exhibiting strong seasonality in production,
would need to be flexible to be effective. The periodical shocks in the supply and demand of these
agricultural commodities should be taken into consideration given that they may have a severe impact
on the market interlinkages between different production periods.

The study of this relationship is important due also to the changes in biofuels industry. To be more
specific, global biofuel production has been growing for the decade 2005–2015 with result that in the
year 2014 ethanol production reached about 114 billion liters and biodiesel production reached about
30 billion liters [31]. The implementation of biofuel policies in global terms can expand the use of
biofuels leading to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, along with limitation in the dependency
on fossil fuel.

Though the interlinkages with the agricultural markets have led to high food prices, the simultaneous
increase in feedstock prices has been harmful for biofuel competitiveness in the liquid fuels market,
necessitating the need for subsidization and other protectionist policies. The solution to this problem
is the promotion of second generation biofuels for which no food crops are used, since it will limit the
competition for agricultural land and crops, reducing in turn the impact on agricultural prices. A final
implication of our findings (the impact of energy prices on feedstock prices) can provide the food policy
makers with a tool to forecast food prices and implement food policies with regard to the evolution of
energy prices.

5. Conclusions

The present work provides an insight into the interaction between the crude oil futures market
and the soybean and corn futures markets. The analysis of this relationship (co-movement) is based
on the ARDL cointegration approach. The prices used were the futures and not the real market
prices. The reason that we used the future prices is that they incorporate, by definition, all available
information and thus are more efficient at identifying supply and demand shocks.

The selection of the specific agricultural commodities is related to their role in the production
biofuels. An issue that is also worth mentioning is the great volatility observed within the last decade
in the crude oil market. The confirmation of interlinkages among feed prices and energy prices may
well interpret the transfer of instability from energy markets to food markets, a fact that has been
particularly intensive since the 2010 due to the global biofuels industry boom. Therefore, it is necessary
for the policies implemented to aim at limiting the linkages in order for the food crisis to be limited.
The design of these policies can become plausible if it is studied adequately at what extent biofuels can
limit the impact of extreme crude oil price changes relative to fossil fuels such as diesel or gasoline,
and as a sequence to the prices of agricultural products used for the production of biodiesel. Copula
modeling provides a plausible methodology for the study of this relationship, providing a solution to
the global problem of interlinkages between energy and agricultural markets. [2].
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Abstract: Combining availability, viability, sustainability, technical options, and environmental
impact in an energy-planning project is a difficult job itself for the today’s engineers. This becomes
harder if the potential investors also need to be persuaded. Moreover, the problem increases even
more if various consumptions are considered, as their patterns depend to a large extent on the type
of facility and the activity. It is therefore essential to develop tools to assess the balance between
generation and demand in a given installation. In this paper, a valuable tool is developed for
the seamless calculation of the integration possibilities of renewable energies and the assessment
of derived technical, financial and environmental impacts. Furthermore, it also considers their
interaction with the power grid or other networks, raising awareness of the polluting emissions
responsible for global warming. Through a series of Structured Query Language databases and
a dynamic data parameterization, the software is provided with sufficient information to encode,
calculate, simulate and graphically display information on the generation and demand of electric,
thermal and transport energy, all in a user-friendly environment, finally providing an evaluation and
feasibility report.

Keywords: renewable energy sources; energy mix; smart grid integration; energy balance

1. Introduction

As renewable energy sources (RES) have become an important part of the power generation mix,
the availability of appropriate management tools is an important issue to be achieved. Management
involves the integration of RES into the grid and, subsequently, a complete balance of both available
energy resources and consumer profiles [1,2].

Likewise, detailed technical and economic studies must be performed in parallel to ensure the
feasibility of the project. All these aspects must consider the environmental impact derived from
related industrial activities [3]. The importance of this facet is evident since as early as 1995, the U.S.
Department of Energy published a report with the manual for the economic evaluation of energy
efficiency and renewable energy technologies [4].

Technical and economic issues are widely covered by several management tools,
whereas environmental audit techniques have their appropriate set of tools. Nevertheless, it is beyond
the scope of this paper to delve deeper into these fields.

Therefore, how to combine energy availability with economic viability, technical options, and the
resulting carbon footprint, and how to issue a holistic report to persuade potential investors is a
coming challenge for technicians. The tool proposed in this paper seeks to lay the foundations of such
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a holistic approach, being able to provide several important aspects to support the decision to install
an RES facility in a certain location.

To build the aforementioned software tool, the programming language Python 3.6 and the
integrated development environment (IDE) PYQT Designer 5 are used. The system also made use of
nine SQL (Structured Query Language) relational databases, developed for that purpose and which
can be deployed on a local server or on a Data as a Service (DaaS) cloud system.

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, Section 2 provides a brief overview of the
common tools used to estimate or calculate both energy production and consumption. Secondly,
Section 3 addresses the process of modeling different energy sources and characterizing the systems,
including the generation of demand profiles, feasibility evaluations, modeling of consumptions and
balance among the elements. An illustrative example of the application of the proposed tool is
developed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions.

2. State-of-the-Art of Energy Estimation Tools

It can easily be seen that designing a tool to estimate the total production of energy from a specific
renewable source is not a novel idea [5]. However, it can also be verified that the vast majority of these
current tools are focused on a single type of RES at a specific location [6–8] and only a few of them are
on a pair [9]. Furthermore, financial and economic project analysis tools are widely used.

Only a few works manage both the estimation of energy production and the economic analysis,
as in [10]. These implementations addressed how to deal with an immediate consumption scenario,
determining which loads must be shed to fit and match the demand profile with the short-term
production forecast and assessing the economic feasibility of a household installation. In addition,
some approaches have made use of holistic assessment tools for a micro-turbine combined thermal
RES [11], for building thermal insulation solutions [12] or for the evaluation of investments in different
energy market scenarios [13].

On the contrary, the definition and construction of consumption profiles for complex and various
consumer choices remain a hot topic for researchers [14,15]. There are many research groups working
on establishing the best methodology to determine the most accurate consuming profile to model and
predict the energy demand of a particular residential area, service or facility [16–18].

For instance, stochastic data analysis, temporal series measurement, aggregation or disaggregation
of the electric consumption data are several commonly used modeling techniques [19]. Otherwise,
local authorities such as the Spanish Government [20] might provide standard profiling methods in
absence of data.

3. Profiling Methodology

The idea proposed by Ciabattoni et al. of sizing a particular RES installation ensuring its economic
convenience in varying consumption patterns [21] has been taken as a starting point. From there,
the present proposal has been completely constructed in its entirety, extending it both technically
and geographically so that any of the renewable energy sources available in a given geographical
demarcation and the conventional sources available in it can be considered, as well as the complex set
of consumption needs.

In general, the production profiles, which conform the SQL databases, can be obtained from
two main sources. On the one hand, public repositories such as the solar radiation data taken from
the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) website can be used with a top-down
approach [22]. On the other hand, time series monitored in different installations can be employed
with a bottom-up philosophy, by aggregating the individual records or applying time series modeling
techniques [10].

The same procedure is applied for demand profiles [2,15–20]. Thus, whatever the profile
processing used to obtain an operative model, in most cases, top-down methods are used to define
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resources availability, deterministic and behavioral ones to determine generators capacity and mainly
bottom-up methods for shaping individuals and facilities consumption.

The analysis application includes several calculations and estimation methods both to determine
the amount of energy available and to describe the consumption profile of the appliances.

Each energy source or load is modeled according to its behavioral equations and recorded data,
publically available from various repositories. From all these data, a relational SQL database system is
built which also provide a seamless maintenance, flexibility and periodic updates.

Furthermore, the developed graphical user interface (GUI) allows for an intuitive interaction
with the user while hiding all the algorithmic complexity. To structure the system, the resources
have been organized into a two-level tab hierarchy. On the top level, tabs for the energy resources,
the energy generators, the consumer demand and the balance among all of them can be found.
Following this hierarchy, every time a resource is selected, a group of various subtabs is shown where
detailed definitions can be performed. This is addressed in detail in the following subsections.

3.1. Profiling Energy Resources

As stated above, a top-bottom profiling method was mainly used to obtain the availability of each
energy resource under consideration. Four main types of resources were considered in this proposal,
i.e., radiated energy, flow energy, potential energy and fuel energy.

3.1.1. Solar Radiation Estimation and Profiling

Two scenarios were considered when estimating the irradiation model of a given location.
On the one hand, the global solar radiation (Ho) in a specific period (t1–t2), i.e., the total amount

of energy received during a considered period, was determined by:

Ho =
∫ t2

t1
Isc.Eo(cosθt.cosδ.cosL + senδ.senL)dt (1)

where θ is the solar incidence angle, Isc·Eo·cosθ is the extraterrestrial irradiance Isc corrected with the
equation of time Eo, δ is the declination angle and L is the latitude, all of them at mid-month for all the
months within the period considered, according to Duffie and Beckman [23].

In this first approximation, the data taken from the repository published by NASA are combined
with the geographical data of the chosen location and applied to Equation (1). This results in the
estimation of the monthly mean value of the horizontal extraterrestrial radiation value on the surface.

Combining these estimated data in the form of a monthly averaged surface solar
radiation database, several algorithms may be used for determining the direct radiation, the diffuse
radiation and the total radiation in any inclination, orientation, altitude or orientation applied to one-
or two-axis solar trackers.

On the left side of the tab shown in Figure 1 is the selector that allows including the option of
parameterization regarding the types of the supportive infrastructure for the solar collectors and its
orientation related geometrical data. Below these, the user can find the dials that allows incorporating
the corrective factors depending on both the clarity and transparency of the atmosphere and the albedo
of the ground into the profile calculation algorithm [23]. No other on-execution-time environmental or
weather modifying parameters had been considered in this proposal.

On the other hand, some laboratories such as the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [9].
which has large series of measured local data, provide prediction algorithms that can be directly used
to estimate the solar irradiation of a specific place over a determined time horizon by means of the
learning based on these recorded data. This set of values in the form of SQL database is directly
usable as a source in this tab. As most SQL code is not completely portable between different database
systems without adjustments, a convenient formatting is needed.

Since this method would always be available for any kind of resources if registered data
were provided, it will not be referred again in the following sections of this document.
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Figure 1. Window for estimating the average monthly solar radiation at a specified location and
installation conditions.

An example of the interface window from the solar radiation profiling tab is shown in Figure 1,
where the annual profile of generated energy per square meter for different configurations can be seen.
On the right side of the tab, dials and sliding bars were included to allow for a basic variation of
location and/or atmospheric conditions. For the sake of simplicity, data profiles have been smoothed
with the monthly average.

3.1.2. Kinetic Energy Estimation and Profiling

The calculation of this value set the first limit for establishing the power rate of a wind turbine
(WT) or a hydro generator (HG). The kinetic energy (Ec) of a fluid of density δ flowing across blades of
a flat area (A) at a specified speed (v) per time unit (t) was determined by:

Ec =
∫ 1

2
δ Av3dt. (2)

Nevertheless, not all of this energy could be converted to torque/speed in the WT because of
Betz Law. In addition, mechanical (Rm) and electric (Rg) transformations reduce the total efficiency,
so the usable generator’s energy was

Ec(usable) =
∫

4
(

a2 − a3
)

Pv·Rh·Rm·Rg·Rt·dt. (3)

It can easily be understood that being provided with the most accurate historic weather records of
the wind speed or river flow rate regimes at a specific location, produces the most accurate estimation
profiles to feed our SQL databases.

As mentioned in the previous section, the data were provided per surface unit. An example of the
wind and water flow power availability at a specific location is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Window of average monthly wind energy estimations at a specified location.

3.1.3. Water Potential Energy Estimation and Profiling Tab

Water accumulated in a dam by rainfall in a river basin can be used to produce energy by means
of turbines. The water flow energy was determined by:

Et =
∫ t

0
δ·Q·H·dt, (4)

where δ is the density of water, Q is the flow rate and H is the elevation of the water column,
according to Agüera [24].

Hence, the energy per square meter available in a basin due to runoff waters from expected
rainfalls stored in a dam could be estimated within a specified period, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Window for estimating the average and smoothed monthly-dammed rainfall power
estimation at a specified area.
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As stated before, valid geographical and meteorological data are essential for a valid estimation.
Particularly, the reservoir of potential energy that a river basin can provide is difficult to estimate so
the use of averaged models is even more justifiable than for other RESs.

3.1.4. Fuel Energy Estimation and Modeling, Additional Data and Comparison Features Tab

As a rule, there is no particular regime regarding the supply of any fuel type. Subsequently,
the energy produced in a boiler due to fuel combustion was determined by the relationship between
its lower calorific value and the weight of the burnt fuel.

Note that this model also included an additional aspect not considered before, i.e., the weight of
carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere during the combustion process, expressed in kg.

Figure 4 displays the estimated energy production estimation using coal as the fuel.
This program tab also offers the possibility to consider existing line grids, whose tariffs and

emissions data can easily be entered into the program.

Figure 4. Window for estimating the average monthly coal energy and associated CO2 emissions.

Finally, this tab allows for the selection within several resources from the ones described above
and either to perform a comparison between them or to compose a so-called “energy mix”, i.e., the
total availability of modeled and predicted energy at a particular area or location.

Figure 5 displays the data input interface for existing grids and an example of the graphic
comparing feature is shown in Figure 6, respectively.
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Figure 5. Window with the data from existing grids.

Figure 6. Window for comparing various existing energy resources.

3.2. Generation Profiling Tab

As stated at the beginning of Section 3, in the profiling tab, both the description and the
characteristics of each listed generation system were incorporated based on the information provided
by manufacturers and suppliers. Efficiency data, energy losses in HV and LV distribution grid and
the thermal effects were also recorded in the database for each source. Thus, the final behavior and
capacity of each listed generator were defined by applying the necessary correction parameters to the
predefined equations. Consequently, the entire supplying system was considered from the generator
itself to the point of common coupling (PCC).

The left side of Figure 7 shows the interface for entering the description and parameters of each
selected generator type. These generators are shown in the spreadsheet on the right side after they
were registered. Then, the generator is assigned a unique ID number, which can be chosen by the user
to aggregate this unit to the project.
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To ensure a complete analysis of any generation system, the model includes its evaluation and
studies from different points of view, such as technical feasibility and economic and environmental
viability. Therefore, the purchase price and other costs are included in this definition tab, as well as
information regarding CO2 emissions.

Figure 7. Window with the SQL database that includes the generators details.

3.2.1. Technical Feasibility

To estimate the technical feasibility of a previously defined generation system, the data
corresponding to the associated energy source at a defined location were applied. In this process,
it is necessary to choose the right relationship between the selected generator and its primary source
of energy. Failing to do this will lead to erroneous calculations and eventually to wrong decisions.

Combining the data from an ES with that of a selected generator with a recorded efficiency
and associated losses provides the total amount of energy that the installation can produce in a
defined period. Otherwise, a forecast estimation of a given installation for a determined time horizon,
as exposed in [10], can also give its scheduled power profile to be used in this evaluating tab.

Figures 8 and 9 show two examples of generation systems at different locations, one for a
photovoltaic plant and the other for a hydropower system.
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Figure 8. Window with the annual energy production profile of a PV plant in Southern Spain.

Figure 9. Window with the annual energy production profile of a hydro turbine in Northern Spain.

3.2.2. Economic Viability

Several parameters were considered to estimate the economic viability of a determined installation.
Factors such as cash flow, net present value (NPV) or cost–profit ratio were included in this assessment.
Likewise, the production day-period and the daily tariffs with variable hourly prices were considered
and can be tuned as well.

The return on investment (ROI) based on the retained cash flow is displayed in a graph.
The parameterization area in the tab allows for the selection among various demand characteristics
(Figure 10), the prices which can be modified by some sliders in the upper area of the tab (Figure 11),
or the introduction of financial evaluation settings in the right side (Figure 12). All these parameters
concern either the cost–profit relationship or the cash flow and, therefore, the economic viability.
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Figure 10. Window with the accumulated cash flow chart.

Figure 11. Sensitivity analysis (upper bar): Investment factor = 0.80; Rate electrical = 1.1; and Price Sale
surplus energy = 0.07 €/Kwh (note these values to the right of the sliders).
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Figure 12. Financial result with inflationary scenario.

3.2.3. Environmental Viability

Considering the stored data concerning the variety of energy sources and their generation
characteristics, this tab provides the environmental feasibility in a graphical report in which the
amount of carbon dioxide emitted or saved in a year is displayed (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Window showing the emissions of CO2 and tons of oil equivalent (toe) and nuclear energies.

3.3. Demand Profile Modeling

Three different types of energy consumers were considered in this application: electric
consumption, thermal demand, and transportation issues using EVs, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Window with the consumer demand profile.

Each of these consumptions has several characteristic patterns whose values were stored in
various databases that can easily be uploaded and updated by means of the SQL features.

In addition to other sources of information, data from energy audits done in different types of
companies can be easily adapted to the SQL format to obtain useful realistic profiles.

3.4. Energy Balance Calculation

On the one hand, the system contains the entire set of energy resources and generators database
with their characteristics from primary energy transformation to the PCC. On the other hand, a set
of demand profiles for different consumers is used. Therefore, combining all the information for the
chosen items, a monthly energy balance report can be generated.

A setting window is used to configure the desired power from either a generating profile
or a consuming one as it can be seen in Figure 15. This allows performing an energy balance
monitoring profile, as depicted in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Window for configuring an energy balance profile.

Figure 16. Window for monitoring the energy balance: electrical, thermal and transport.

As a result, an energy balance report is displayed in a window whose data can also be exported
into spreadsheets, as shown in Figure 17. Moreover, this balance tab provides interactive dial
controls for introducing variations in the parameters to establish different analysis conditions in
simulation mode.
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Figure 17. Final balance report spreadsheet.

4. An Illustrative Example of Application

This section is intended both to expose how to proceed with the proposed tool by an example and
to provide a comparative analysis between two scenarios with different sets of devices installed in the
same facility to generate a couple of contrasting reports.

4.1. Initial Settings

4.1.1. Overall Description

This is a sample study on the supply of electric power to a new hypothetical 115-room hotel
and golf course which would be built in Sierra Morena, Cordova, Spain (37◦58′16.7”N 4◦48′36.8”W).
The study considers that there is a nearby electrical network able to supply the whole power demanded
by the hotel [25].

The power planned for the facility at project stage is as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Power types & uses for the projected facility.

Type Use Power Further Info

Electric Lighting 10 kWe
Electric Multiple purposes 40 kWe
Thermal Water heating 50 kWt
Thermal Kitchen Cooking 15 kWt 3 × 5 kW stoves
Thermal Refrigerators and freezers 20 kWt
Thermal HVAC 1 80 kWt
Electric Golf course watering 10 kWe 1× pumping unit

Transport Golf course transport n.s. 2 10 golf carts at 30 km per day each (300 km/day).
Transport Staff transport n.s. 2 6 staff cars at 60 km per day (360 km/day).

1 Heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC). 2 Not specified (n.s.).

For the sake of simplicity, on the one hand, it will be considered that appropriate capacitor
banks are installed to ensure that the power factor is the unit. On the other hand, absolute data on
secondary losses in devices, cable lengths, etc. are not detailed, but have been considered in terms of
sector statistics, otherwise, the present document would be oversized and possibly undermined its
true objective.
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4.1.2. Choosing Demand Profiles

Based on previous data obtained from an energy audit in an existing golf club and resort placed
in Cordova’s surrounding, demand profiles are chosen for each type of energy according to what
it is displayed in Table 1 and exposed in Section 2. The graphs represent the demand per kW of
power per day all year round. Each (shown in Figures 18–20) is built from a respective matrix of 12
monthly averaged values corresponding to a year. The displayed data graphs result from the spline
interpolation with the Python scipy library.

Figure 18. Cont.
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Figure 18. Electric receivers demand profiles: hotel lighting (a); plugs for multiple purposes (b);
and pumps and valves for golf course watering (c).

Figure 19. Cont.
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Figure 19. Cont.
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Figure 19. Thermal receivers demand profiles: water heating (a); refrigerators and freezers (b); HVAC
(c); and the kitchen (d).

Figure 20. Cont.
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Figure 20. Transport receivers demand profiles: staff car fleet (a); and golf carts (b).

Thus, all receivers have already been included in the Balance Spreadsheet (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Receivers in Energy Balance Spreadsheet (detail of the tab).

4.2. Analyzing Different Scenarios

Once the demand profiles have been selected, the requested power is assigned to each group of
receivers. To identify the receivers the prefix “R” is used and “G” for the generators; if the denomination
is followed by “E1”, it represents the first Scenario, and so on.

The experimental study will evolve through different supply Scenarios and the way in which the
environment and the economy are affected will be shown.

The generators are selected from the “Energy balance” menu and the resource of each energy
source is assigned as well. The prices of the resource, its maintenance, and the investment represent a
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part of the total cost amount to perform viability checking of the project, to what there must be added
the losses for the machine and the transport efficiency, the thermal losses, etc. All these data are part of
the SQL database of each generator and resource.

4.2.1. Scenario 1

Constraints: choosing generators and their respective profiles

Scenario 1 considers that all power is provided by the existing network of ENDESA (ENDESA is
the local power utility in Southern Spain) with triple pricing [26]. Standard heat pumps will be used
for HVAC, a natural gas boiler for water heating, the declared induction stoves for the kitchen and
standard refrigerators and freezers will be installed. In addition, golf carts will be gas vehicles and the
staff cars will be diesel.

Figure 22a shows the boiler graphs, in which the red line indicates the energy that the boiler can
supply at full power, whereas the blue one represents the estimated demand profile. Proceeding in the
same way, Figure 22b–d presents this information for the other generators in Scenario 1.

Figure 22. Cont.
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Figure 22. Thermal generating capacity (red trace) vs. demand profile (blue trace) for: boilers (a);
kitchen induction stoves (b); refrigerators and freezers (c); and HVAC (d).

Now, the transport elements will be added. Thus, six cars for the hotel staff and 10 carts for the
golf course will be considered for simultaneous use. Figure 23 depicts the capacity of generating energy
for transport generators. Note that the gap between the capacity of generators and the requirements of
the demand is larger than in previous analysis since the use of each vehicle is essentially discontinuous.

Once configured, the proposed consumption profile model can be simulated from a technical,
economic and environmental point of view. Figure 24 displays all the elements involved in the
simulation of the first Scenario of the proposed Balance Report Sheet.
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Figure 23. Transport generators generating capacity (red trace) vs. demand profile (blue trace) for: staff
cars (a); and golf carts (b).
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Figure 24. The balance of Scenario 1 (detail of the tab).

Technical Analysis

As stated in the previous section, all electric power is supplied by the grid (696 MWh, dotted line
in Figure 25a) in this Scenario, while the generation itself remains null (solid line). On the right side of
Figure 25, the instantaneous daily values are shown.

Figure 25. Cont.
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Figure 25. The perspective of the energy balance, Scenario E1 for: electrical energy (a); and thermal
energy (b); and transport (c).

Furthermore, thermal energy (1142 MWht) is entirely supplied by the proposed generators
(demand track has been 1% intentionally diverted in Figure 25b to show that they are overlapped).

Moreover, once the transport is analyzed from the technical point of view, it can be clearly seen in
Figure 25c that it is 100% satisfied (215,000 km per year).

With these results, the installation is in working order, however, it is time to analyze its economic
feasibility and CO2 emissions.

Economic Analysis

As can be seen in the graph of accumulated cash flow (Figure 26), the investment from the
financial point of view is profitable, given that the investment would be recovered after 14 years, with a
benefit–investment ratio (BIR) of 0.21 €.
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Figure 26. Economic analysis (cumulative cash flow).

Even though it might be feasible, the environmental aspect has not been considered, thus the
project might become obsolete in a short period of time.

There are also several dial and scroll controls available to allow users to modify several
economic parameters, especially those related to price and taxes, to perform basic sensitivity analyses.
Figure 27a–c shows three illustrative cases in which investment sensitivity due to the increase in
fuel price and emission issues [26,27], respectively, result in unprofitability within the considered 20
years horizon.

Figure 27. Cont.
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Figure 27. Sensitivity analysis with respect to: consumption (a); emission rights (b); and the CO2

emission factor of the network and CO2 emission rights (c).

The Benefit–Investment Ratio has lowered to negative and the recovery period is outside the
predictable limits, which warns about the low flexibility of adaptation to likely events, and the need to
make convenient decisions to prevent that. Otherwise, the project would come out of the profitability
margin and would make it unviable.

Environmental Analysis

It is obvious that emissions in this Scenario are very high. In the lower left-hand side of Figure 25
are displayed the CO2 emissions in tons due to the consumption of AC grid (129 t) and in total (244 t),
as well as that of the own facility (114.91 t).

Below, on the right-hand side (in the graph, nuclear waste is multiplied by 10 for visibility purposes),
energies are split up by type and their equivalent emissions in nuclear waste and toe are also described
in Figure 28.

The dial in the simulation balance tab allows varying the CO2 emission factor to check the project
profitability through the evolution of the energy mix.
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Figure 28. Sensitivity analysis with respect to emission rights.

4.2.2. Scenario 2

The investment improvement action aimed to assess its feasibility will be directed in two ways.
Firstly, replacing combustion systems by those provided with alternative technologies. For instance,
the gas boiler and standard air–air heat pumps with the most efficient aerothermal [28] heat pumps
(air–water).

With regard to transport, internal combustion vehicles are going to be replaced with electric ones;
given that the demand for travel is not affected by the autonomy of these vehicles, their efficiency is
90%, compared to 30% or 35% of combustion vehicles. Diesel and high-pressure gasoline vehicles are
not only transport generators, they are also large emitters of CO2 and NOx and especially 2.5-micron
particles are highly carcinogenic as they enter the cells more directly.

Despite its high price, the annual battery charge loss is close to 1%, which may consider a
service-life of about 10–20 years depending on use. The average consumption is 20 kWh per 100 km
and the battery is charged in 40 minutes at 80%, but for a full charge it takes 2 h, provided that the
power of the charger allows for it.

Secondly, for this Scenario, a 200 kW photovoltaic system [29] will be installed on the roof,
with a 35◦ slope and 10◦ East orientation. To do this, the user might select the section named “Solar
Radiation Resources” and simulate the roof parameters, as shown in Figure 29a. Once it is done, a daily
average of 5.66 KWh·per sq.m. and per day, with an increase of 8.49% over the horizontal radiation,
is obtained. Furthermore, various inclination/orientation models are simulated to have real data
regarding the convenience of using the roof of the building to place the panels, and the results are
shown in Figure 29b.
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Figure 29. Solar radiation (a); and comparative analysis of solar radiation (b) in Cordova.

Note in Figure 29b that, even though the two-axis tracking (channel 4) gets much more radiation,
the roof solution (traced in channel 1) should be kept because of its optimal slope (31◦) and
shade-free location. That is why a 200 kWe photovoltaic generator might be installed onto the roof,
since there is enough roof available (962 sq.m. required), with monocrystalline panels, obtaining the
results in Figure 30.

Upgrading to the new Scenario or model, the Balance to be considered is that shown in Figure 31.
Both the induction cooker and refrigerators and freezers should be kept because they are

optimized to the current technology. The new results from the technical point of view are shown
in Figure 32.
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Figure 30. Photovoltaic generator of 200 kWe in Cordova at 35◦ slope and 10◦ East orientation.

Figure 31. New nalance elements sheet in Scenario 2.
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Figure 32. New balance from the electrical point of view.

It is not recommended to exceed 45% of the total demand since what is not consumed during
sunny hours can be injected into the network (if you are a producer) at the minimum price since this
case considers no accumulation.

Regarding the thermal and transport issues, they are technically the same as the previous curves,
since the demands have not changed and the new receivers have been adjusted again according to the
corresponding control curve.

From the economic point of view, the return on investment has been reduced to four years
and BIR has been increased to 2.14 € (Figure 33a). It is mainly due to the energy provided by the
photovoltaic system at zero fuel cost and the higher profitability of the electric car as opposed to the
internal combustion, as well as that coming from the aerothermal pumps.

Figure 33. Cont.
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Figure 33. Accumulated movement of funds (a); sensitivity analysis with respect to consumption (b);
and sensitivity analysis with respect to CO2 emission rights (c) in Scenario 2.

Note that, when repeating the sensitivity analysis in which consumption was increased by 10%,
the graph results as shown in Figure 33b, in which the values of profitability and return have
barely moved, which means that the project is economically stronger now.

Simulating the model with the new CO2 emissions and invoicing and keeping the emission rights
at 20 € as above, the return and profitability remain almost the same (Figure 33c), mainly because
the emission cost is negligible compared to the increase in profit. The project is now safer and more
reliable with respect to potential threats in the coming years.

From an environmental perspective, the most noteworthy is the enormous reduction in
CO2 emissions, which has dropped by around 65%, from 230.47 t to 81.34 t (Figure 34). This is
because the facility has stopped burning fuel and passed to the electricity grid the thermal energy
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generators, which has fewer emissions, has also been offset by a photovoltaic installation that produces
45% of consumption.

Having reached this point, to continue searching for a Zero Emissions [30,31] panorama, it is
necessary to install an accumulation system and continue adding renewable energy, passing it on to
manageable ones or adding fuel cells, which, as it is not mature technology, should be dismissed for
the moment.

Figure 34. Environmental analysis in Scenario 2.

5. Conclusions

A first approach to an analysis tool has been developed that provides a holistic software
environment, capable of generating technical, economic and environmental reports to support an
investment decision.

To make the system useful, flexible and modular, an SQL database system has been programmed.
The current profiling methodology allows for the use of any modeling information related to RES,

generators or consumption profiles by adapting the source data to a monthly average database
structure, regardless of how the model was built or how the measurements were taken.

These databases can automatically be, and are presented as, one of the main lines of future
development of the proposed tool.

Although no real investment examples or proven validation cases have been performed to assess
the validity of the tool described in this paper, the process followed in the previous section proves
that obtaining feasibility reports through the proposed tool is a user-friendly process. Moreover,
the obtained reports allow for comparative analysis against different design alternatives, as can easily
be seen from a fully completed theoretical case and the several simulations that have been carried out
yielding consistent and promising results.
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Abstract: In this paper, we see the Data Centers (DCs) as producers of waste heat integrated with
smart energy infrastructures, heat which can be re-used for nearby neighborhoods. We provide a
model of the thermo-electric processes within DCs equipped with heat reuse technology, allowing
them to adapt their thermal response profile to meet various levels of hot water demand. On top of
the model, we have implemented computational fluid dynamics-based simulations to determine the
cooling system operational parameters settings, which allow the heat to build up without endangering
the servers’ safety operation as well as the distribution of the workload on the servers to avoid hot
spots. This will allow for setting higher temperature set points for short periods of time and using
pre-cooling and post-cooling as flexibility mechanisms for DC thermal profile adaptation. To reduce
the computational time complexity, we have used neural networks, which are trained using the
simulation results. Experiments have been conducted considering a small operational DC featuring
a server room of 24 square meters and 60 servers organized in four racks. The results show the
DCs’ potential to meet different levels of thermal energy demand by re-using their waste heat in
nearby neighborhoods.

Keywords: data centers; waste heat re-use; thermal energy flexibility; thermal profile adaptation;
neural networks; computation fluid dynamics

1. Introduction

Energy efficiency in Data Centers (DCs) is of utmost importance as they are among the largest
consumers of energy and their energy demand is rapidly increasing due to the increasing digitization
of human activities. The cooling system is the second largest consumer in a DC after the Information
Technology (IT) equipment and deals with maintaining the proper temperature for servers’ safe
operation. Even in the best-designed DCs, the cooling system can consume up to 37% of the total
electricity [1]. The main cause of this high energy consumption is that most nowadays, DCs use low
temperature set points to cool down the server room, minimizing the risk of overheating the servers.
Nevertheless, it has been shown in [2] that a temperature between 15 ◦C and 32 ◦C does not affect
the proper operation of servers. Thus, methods for decreasing the energy consumption of the cooling
system had emerged considering actions such as increasing the temperature of the air pumped in the
server room by air conditioning units or minimizing the air volume pumped in the room. However,
approaches bring the risk of creating hot spots in the server room, resulting in the emergency stop or
even total damage of the servers. To avoid such unpleasant situations, workload allocation methods
that consider the heat distribution resulting from the execution of tasks by the servers have been
proposed in [3,4].

Lately, with the advent of smart city concept to urban development, the DCs have become
fundamental in providing the technological foundation to process the huge amount of data the smart
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cities are generating [5]. Thus, many DCs are located in urban environments providing theological
support for the implementation of various smart city services. One way to achieve cost-effectiveness
and/or energy efficient solutions is the integration of DCs with the smart cities’ energy infrastructure
and utilities. The H2020 CATALYST project [6] vision is that DCs have the potential of becoming active
and important stakeholders in a system-level thermal energy value chain. Being electrical energy
consumers as well as heat producers, the DC can be successfully integrated into both electrical and
thermal energy grids and the waste heat generated by the IT components can be effectively re-used
either internally for space heating and/or domestic or district heating network operators. As a result,
the DCs will gain financial benefits from cooperating under various modalities with smart energy grids
by becoming intelligent hubs at the crossroad of three energy networks: electrical energy network,
heat network and data network. Thus, in our vision waste heat reuse is expected to become a
considerable financial revenue stream for DCs, trading off additional costs for waste heat regeneration
(e.g., heat pumps) with incremental revenues from waste heat valorization.

This paper addresses the issue of transforming the DCs into active players in the local heat
grid by proposing an optimization methodology that will allow them to adapt their heat generation
profile by optimal setting operational parameters of the cooling system (airflow and air temperature)
and intelligent workload allocation to avoid hot spots. Our approach to DCs wasted heat recovery
problem will allow for exploiting and adapting DCs’ internal yet latent thermal flexibility and feed
heat (as hot water for example) to the nearby neighborhood on demand. The methodology is based
on a thermo-electrical mathematical model of a virtualized DC equipped heat reuse technology and
relates the servers’ utilization to the server room temperature set points as well as the cooling system
energy consumption to the amount heat amount and quality generated by the heat pump. Because the
thermal processes within the server room are highly complex, models based on Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) techniques and neural networks are used to estimate the available thermal energy
flexibility of the DC. In summary, the paper brings the following contributions:

• A thermo-electrical model that correlates the workload distribution on servers with the heat
generated by the IT equipment for avoiding hot spot appearance.

• Techniques for assessing the DCs’ thermal energy flexibility using CFD simulations and
neural networks.

• An optimization technique for DCs equipped with heat reuse technology that enables the
adaptation of thermal energy profile according to the heat demand of the nearby buildings.

• Experimental evaluation of the defined models and techniques on a simulated environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the related work in DC heat
reuse, Section 3 presents a model for estimating the heat generated by server in correlation with the
workload distribution, Section 4 describes the CFD and neural networks techniques used to assess the
DC thermal flexibility, Section 5 presents results obtained for a small-scale test bed DC, while Section 6
concludes the paper and shows the future work.

2. Related Work

Few approaches can be found in state of the art literature addressing the thermal energy
flexibility of DCs and reuse of waste heat in nearby neighborhoods and buildings [7,8]. The hardware
development in the last years has led to the increase of the power density of chips and of servers’
density in DCs. As the servers’ design improves for allowing them to operate at increasingly higher
temperatures and their density in server rooms will continue to rise, the DCs will be transformed in
producers of heat [9]. This generates a cascading energy loss effect in which the heat generated by
servers must be dissipated and gets wasted while the cooling system needs to work at even higher
capacity leading to even increased levels of energy consumption. From the perspective of utilities
and district heating, there is a clear identified need for intelligent heat distribution systems that
can leverage on re-using the heat generated on demand by third parties such DCs [10]. The goal
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is to provide heat-based ancillary services leveraging on forecasting techniques to determine water
consumption patterns [11,12]. Modeling and simulation tools for the transport of thermal energy
within district heating networks are defined in [13,14] to assess benefits and potential limitations of
re-using the wasted heat. They can help communities and companies to make preliminary feasibility
studies for heat recovery and make decisions and market analysis before actual project implementation.
Besides increasing the efficiency of district heating, the heat reuse will also contribute to the reduction
of emissions during the peak load production of thermal energy which is being typically produced
using fossil fuels.

There are two big issues with re-using the heat generated by DCs in the local thermal grid:
the relatively low temperatures in comparison with the ones needed to heat up a building and the
difficulty of transporting heat over long distances [15]. In Wahlroos et al. [16], the case study of DCs
located in Nordic countries is analyzed because in these regions the heat generated by DCs is highly
demanded by houses and offices, while due to specific climate conditions free cooling can be used
for most of the year. The study concluded that the DCs can be a reliable source of heat in a local
district heating network and may contribute to the costs reduction of the heat network with 0.6% up to
7% depending on the DC size. The low quality of heat (i.e., low temperature or unstable source) is
identified as the main barrier in DCs’ waste heat reuse in [17], thus an eight-step process to change this
was proposed. It includes actions like selecting appropriate energy efficiency metrics, economic and
CO2 analysis, implementing systematic changes and investment in heat pumps. A comprehensive
study of reusing the waste heat of DCs within the London district heat system is presented in [18].
In the UK, DCs consume about 1.5% of the total energy consumption, most of this energy being
transformed in residual heat, which, with the help of heat pumps that can boost its temperature, can be
used in heating networks leading to potential carbon, cost, and energy savings. An in-depth evaluation
of the quantity and quality of heat that can be captured from different liquid-based cooling systems for
CPUs (Central Processing Units) on blade servers is conducted [19]. The study determines a relation
between CPU utilization, power consumption and corresponding CPU temperatures showing that
CPUs running at 89 ◦C would generate high quality heat to be reused. In [20] the authors propose a
method to increase the heat quality in air-cooled DCs by grouping the servers in tandem to create cold
aisles, hot aisles and super-hot aisles. Simulations showing a decrease in DC energy consumption with
27% compared to a conventional architecture and great potential for obtaining high quality heat to
be reused.

Nowadays the DCs have started to use heat pumps to increase the temperature of waste heat,
making the thermal energy more valuable, and marketable [21]. With the help of heat pumps, the heat
generated by servers can be transferred to heat the water to around 80 degrees Celsius, suited for
longer distance transportation in the nearby houses. In [22] the authors evaluate the main heat reuse
technologies, such as plant or district heating, power plant co-location, absorption cooling, Rankine
cycle, piezoelectric, thermoelectric and biomass. In [23] a study of ammonia heat-pumps used for
simultaneous heating and cooling of buildings is conducted. They are analyzed from a thermodynamic
point of view, computing the proper scaling with the building to be fit in, showing great potential.
The authors of [7] present an infrastructure created to reuse the heat generated by a set of servers
running chemistry simulations to provide heat to a greenhouse located within the Notre Dame
University. It consists of an air recirculation circuit that takes the hot air from the hot aisle containment
and pumps it in the space needed to be heated. The main issue with this approach is that the heat
is provided at the exhaust temperature of the servers is relatively low making it unsuited for long
distance transportation. In [24,25] thermal batteries are attached to the heat pumps to increase the
quality of reused heat. The thermal battery consists of two water tanks, one for storing cold water near
the evaporator of the heat pump, and one for storing hot water near the heat exchanger of the heat
pump. The two tanks allow the heat pump to store either cool or heat. The authors conclude that such
approach proves to be more economically efficient than traditional electrical energy storage devices.
In [26] an analytical model of a heat pump equipped with thermal tanks is defined and used to study
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the thermodynamics of the system within a building. The model was used to simulate the behavior of
a building during a 24-h operational day, analyzing the sizes of the storage tanks to satisfy the heating
and cooling demands. A set of measurable performance indices such as Supply/Return Heat Index,
Return Temperature Index and Return Cooling Index are proposed in [27–29] to measure the efficiency
of the server rack thermal management systems. They conclude that the rack’s thermal performance
depends on its physical location within the server room and the location of air conditioning units,
and that cold aisle containment increases the energy efficiency of the DC.

Thermal processes simulations within the server room are essentials for increasing the DC’s
thermal flexibility without endangering the operation of servers. It is well known that by increasing
the temperature in the server room of a DC, hot spots might appear near highly utilized equipment,
leading to emergency shutdown or total damage of this equipment [30,31]. Thus, management
strategies need to cope with these situations by simulating in advance workload deployment
scenarios and avoiding dangerous situations. CFD simulation techniques are traditionally used for
evaluating the thermal performance DCs [32–34]. Using CFD software tools (e.g., OpenFoam [35],
BlueTool [36], etc.), a detailed infrastructure of the DC with air flows and temperature distributions
can be simulated [37]. However, the main disadvantage of these kind of tools is the time overhead,
most of them being unsuitable for real-time management decisions that can arise in a dynamic DC
environment. Depending on the complexity of the simulated environment, a CFD simulation can
take from few minutes up to a few hours and can consume a lot of hardware resources. Techniques to
reduce the execution time are developed and are classified into white-box or black-box approaches.
The white-box simulations are based on a set of equations that describe the underlying thermal physical
processes which are parametrized with real or simulated data describing the modeled DC [3,38–41].
The black-box simulations use machine learning algorithms which are trained to predict the thermal
behavior of the DC of without knowing anything about the underlying physical processes [25,29,42–44].

Our paper builds upon existing state of the art proposing a set of optimization techniques for
DCs equipped with heat reuse technology addressing the problem of waste heat reuse by exploiting
the thermal energy generation of servers within the server room without endangering their operation.
The proposed solution combines existing cooling system models with workload allocation strategies
and heat reuse hardware to explore the potential of DC thermal energy flexibility for providing heat to
nearby neighborhoods. Our paper goes beyond the state of the art by proposing a black-box time-aware
model of the DC thermodynamic behavior that can compute the evolution of the temperatures within
the server room for future time intervals. A simulation environment based on a CFD tool is proposed
to generate training data for the neural network within the black box model. Once defined and trained,
the neural network is integrated into a proactive DC management strategy that can control both
workload allocation and cooling system settings, to adapt the heat generation to meet various heating
demands and to avoid the hot spots forming.

3. DC Workload and Heat Generation Model

In this section, we introduce a mathematical model to relate the DC workload and associated
electrical energy consumption with the generated thermal energy that must be dissipated by the
cooling system (waste heat), as shown in Figure 1. The model’s objective is to provide the support
necessary for the DC infrastructure management software in taking workload scheduling decisions as
well as cooling system operation optimization decisions such that the DC thermal profile is adapted to
meet the heat demand coming from nearby neighborhoods. The model is based on and enhances the
previous one proposed by us in [45], this time focusing on the thermo-electrical model of the server
room and energy dynamics by providing mathematical formalisms that relate the deployment of the
VMs on the servers with the electrical energy consumption and thermal energy generation of the IT
equipment. Furthermore, in this paper the relations between the IT equipment heat generation and
cooling system thermal energy dissipation capabilities are presented, also considering the impact of
the volume and temperature of the input airflow in the case of an air-cooled server room.
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Figure 1. Data Center (DC) workload, electric and thermal energy exchange.

To execute the clients’ workload, the IT equipment from the server room consumes electrical
energy which is transformed into heat that must be dissipated by the cooling system. If the DC is
equipped with heat reuse technology, the heat pump can perform both cooling of the server room and
waste heat reuse. We consider a cloud-based DC hosting applications for its clients in VMs. When the
number of user requests for an application increases, the cloud platform load balancer automatically
scales up or down the resources allocated to VMs. Thus, the workload is modeled as a set of VMs each
having virtual resources allocated:{

Workload = {VM1, VM2, . . . , VMM}
VMj =

(
CPUj, RAMj, HDDj

)
, 0 ≤ j ≤ M

(1)

The server room of the DC to be composed of set of N homogeneous servers defined according to
relation (2) the main hardware resources of the server being the number of CPU cores, the RAM and
the HDD capacity. {

ServerRoom = {Server1, Server2, . . . , ServerN}
Serveri = (CPUi, RAMi, HDDi), 0 ≤ i ≤ N

(2)

We define an allocation matrix of the VMs on servers, εRN ∗ M, where the element S[Serveri]
[
VMj

]
is defined according to relation (3) and specifies if VMj is allocated to server Serveri:

S[Serveri]
[
VMj

]
=

{
1, if VMj is allocated to Serveri during time window T

0, otherwise
(3)

Using the S matrix, we can compute the utilization rate of server Serveri over the time window of
length T by summing the hardware resources used by the VMs allocated on this server. For example,
in case of the CPU it is denoted as μserveri , and calculated using the following relation:

μserveri =
∑M

j=1 S[i][j]× CPUVMj

CPUServeri

(4)

Knowing the utilization of the server, one can approximate the power consumed by the server
using Equation (5) proposed in [3], that defines a linear relationship between the server utilization,
the idle power consumption Pidle and the maximum power consumption of the server Pmax:

Pserver(μserver) = Pidle + μserver × (Pmax − Pidle) (5)
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The IT equipment energy demand over the time interval T can be computed as:

EIT(T) =
∫ t+T

t
PIT(t)dt where PIT = ∑n

i=1 Pserver(μserveri ) (6)

Most of the electrical energy consumed by the servers is converted to thermal energy that must
be dissipated by the electrical cooling system for keeping the temperature in the server room below a
defined set point:

HeatRemoved(t) = EIT(t) (7)

The electrical cooling system is the largest energy consumer of the DC after the IT servers.
Following our assumption of being equipped with heat reuse pumps, the cooling system must extract
the excess heat from the server room and dissipate it into the atmosphere. By operating in this way
there are two sources of energy losses: first the electrical energy needed to extract the heat from the
server room and second the thermal energy dissipated. The main idea to increase efficiency is to use
the heat pump to capture the excess heat and reuse it for nearby neighborhoods.

The heat pump operation is modeled leveraging two main parameters [8,24–26]: the COP for
cooling, denoted as COPcooling and the COP for heating, denoted as COPheating. The first parameter is
calculated as the ratio between the heat absorbed by the heat pump, denoted HeatRemoved(t), and the
work done by the compressor of the heat pump to transfer the thermal energy, in this case, represented
by the electrical energy consumed by the heat pump compressor denoted as Ecooling(t):

COPcooling =
HeatRemoved(t)

Ecooling(t)
(8)

The second parameter, the COP for heating, the relation between the heat produced by the heat
pump and supplied in the nearby neighborhoods, HeatSuplied(t), and the electrical energy consumed
by the heat pump to extract the heat, Ecooling(t).

COPheating =
HeatSupplied(t)

Ecooling(t)
+ 1 (9)

Using the thermodynamics law of heat capacity, the heat removed from the server room in a
specific moment of time t can be computed as the product between the airflow through the room,
air f low(t), the specific heat of air, cair, and the difference between the temperature of the air entering
the room, TIN(t − dt), and exiting the room, TOUT(t), where dt is the time needed by the air to pass
through the room:

HeatRemoved(t) = air f low(t)× cair × [TOUT(t)− TIN(t − dt)] (10)

The air traveling through the server room takes the heat from the servers, increasing its
temperature from TIN(t − dt) to TOUT(t) during a period dt. If during this interval, the heat removed
by the air passing through the room is equal to the electrical energy consumed by the servers during this
interval, then, according to relation (7) the temperature inside the room remains constant. Otherwise,
the temperature inside the room can fluctuate, increasing or decreasing.

It is difficult to determine a relation between the input and output airflow temperature on
one side and the server room temperature on the other side in different interest points because the
thermodynamics of the room must be considered. Consequently, we have defined a function TSIM that
takes as inputs the set of servers in the server room (ServerRoom), the heat produced by each server,
HServeri (considered equal to the energy consumed), the input airflow and temperature TIN , air f low and
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computes the output temperature of the air leaving the room, TOUT , and the temperatures in critical
points of the server room, TSurround

Serveri
, after a time period t:

TSIM(ServerRoom, HServeri , TIN , air f low, t) → (TOUT , TSurround
Serveri

) (11)

For a given configuration of the DC and setting of the cooling system, the TSIM function computes
the temperatures in the room after a time t. To function properly, the temperatures of the critical DC
equipment must not exceed the manufacturer threshold:

TSurround
Serveri

< ThresholdServer∀ i ∈ {1 . . . N} (12)

Because the aim of this paper is to define a proactive optimization methodology for DC waste
heat reuse on-time window of length T, we choose to construct a discrete model of the thermodynamic
processes described above and to split the time window [0 . . . T] in T equidistant time slots.
Consequently, the values of the control variables of the cooling system equipped with heat reuse
pumps as well as the workload allocation matrix will be computed. The optimization problem is
defined in Figure 2.

Figure 2. DC heat generation optimization problem for reusing in nearby neighborhoods.

The inputs are represented by the DC server room configuration, the workload that has to
be deployed during and executed during the time window [0 . . . T] as well as the heat demand
profile HeatDemand[T] (i.e., requested by the neighborhood) that has to be supplied HeatSupplied by the
DC computed using the model presented above. The outputs of the optimization problem are the
scheduling matrix VMs to the servers, the airflow and air temperature of the cooling system for each
time slot of the optimization window [0 . . . T].

The defined optimization problem is a Mixed-Integer-Non-Linear Program (MINLP) [46] due
to the nonlinearities of the objective function and the integer variables of the scheduling matrix.
It can be shown that the resulting decision problem is NP-Hard [47], thus we have used a multi-gene
genetic algorithm heuristic to solve the optimization problem, similar with the one presented by
us [48]. The solution of the algorithm is represented by three chromosomes corresponding to the
three unknowns of the optimization problem described in Figure 2. The chromosome corresponding
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to the S workload scheduling matrix is an integer vector of size M, equal to the number of VMs.
The chromosomes corresponding to the air f low and TIN variables are two real number arrays of length
T, equal to the length of the optimization time window. As a result, we deal with a total number
of M integer and 2 × T real unknowns. The fitness function is defined as the Euclidean distance
between the heat profile of the DC corresponding to a solution and the heat demand. When evaluating
each solution, the thermal profile of the DC is computed during the time window [0 . . . T] by calling
the TSIM function to compute the server temperatures. Thus, the run-time complexity of the genetic
algorithm heuristic is:

O(Noiterations × Populationsize × (T × O(TSIM) + T + M) (13)

where Noiterations represents the number of iterations of the genetic a algorithm and Populationsize the
size of chromosomal population. The TSIM function implementation and time complexity is detailed
in Section 4.

4. Thermal Flexibility of Server Room

An important component in adapting the DC thermal energy profile to meet a certain demand is
the thermal energy flexibility of server room. Our objective is to estimate the available thermal energy
flexibility considering different schedules of the workload to be executed and different settings of the
cooling system (i.e., TSIM function behavior). This will allow us to obtain a high server utilization ratio
and increase for limited time periods the temperature set points in the server room (i.e., allowing heat
to accumulate) while being careful not to endanger the proper operation of IT equipment (i.e., servers’
temperature thresholds TSurround

Serveri
). Moreover, this will optimize the operation of the heat pump which

will increase with more efficiency the temperature of waste heat leaving the server room, TOUT ,
(i.e., due to higher temperature baseline) making the thermal energy more valuable and marketable.

To estimate the thermal flexibility of the server room we have used CFD techniques to simulate
the thermodynamic processes in the server room in relation to workload allocation on servers. We have
considered a generic configuration of the server room as the one presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Server room configuration used in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-based thermal
flexibility estimation.

The server room is modeled as a parallelepiped with physical dimensions defined in tri-
dimensional space expressed in meters (length, width, and height), number of homogenous blocks
in which the server room volume will be divided, used for computing the simulation parameters,
initial temperature at the beginning of the simulation, air substance characteristics and input airflow
velocity vector and temperature. The solver will calculate the physical parameters of the simulation
in each defined homogeneous block, the simulation accuracy depending on the size and number
of these blocks. If they are smaller, the simulation is more accurate but takes longer to finish the
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calculations. Inside the server room, the server racks are defined as parallelepipeds with coordinates
in tri-dimensional space having the reference frame the server room (X-coordinate, Y-coordinate,
Z-coordinate), physical dimensions of each server rack expressed in meters (length, width and height),
and average temperature of each rack due to server loads (HServer).

Cold air is pumped in the room through raised floor perforated tiles and hot air is extracted
through the ceiling. The heat reuse and cooling of the server room is performed using a heat pump
similar to the solution presented in [9] featuring coefficients of performance for cooling and heating.
The heat pump transfers the heat absorbed from the DC server room to the thermal grid by using a
refrigerant-based cycle to increase its temperature and consuming electrical energy. The cooling system
parameters are the input air velocity vector, defined as a vector in tri-dimensional space showing the
direction and the speed of the air, the origin of the air velocity vector defined as a position in the server
room space, and finally the temperature of the air supplied in the server room.

The control variables of the simulation are the two cooling system parameters (input airflow
air f low and temperature TIN) and the matrix of VMs scheduling on servers (S) from which the rack
temperature is derived. From a thermodynamic point of view, the system operates as follows: cold air
enters the cold aisle of the server room through the floor perforated tiles, passes through the racks,
removing the heat generated by the electrical components. The hot air is eliminated behind the racks
in the warm aisle. Due to its physical properties, the hot air rises, being absorbed by the ceiling fans
and redirected to the main cooling unit containing cold water radiators that take over the heat from the
air. The excess thermal energy from the air is passed to the water from the radiators that increases its
temperature, while the air lowers its temperature and is pumped back to the room. The warm water is
sent to the evaporator part of the heat pump that extracts the excess heat, lowering its temperature.
The cold water is then pumped again back to the radiators, while the thermal energy extracted is
transferred to the heat exchanger of the heat pump that heats water at the other end to temperatures as
high as 80 degrees Celsius. Figure 4 presents the server room thermodynamic processes simulation
view using OpenFoam [35].

Figure 4. Server room thermal flexibility simulation.

The advantage of using such a CFD-based simulation for determining the temperatures in the
server room is the accuracy of the results, with the main drawback being the long execution time
that makes it unsuitable for real-time iterative computations needed when solving the optimization
problem described in Section 3. Thus, we have used deep neural networks-based technique to learn
the TSIM function from a large number of samples, while using the OpenFoam CFD-based simulation
to generate the training dataset (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Estimating server room thermal flexibility-CFD simulation and deep neural networks.

We have chosen the deep neural networks because they provide low time overhead during
runtime (i.e., after training) and because the relations between the inputs and the outputs are non-linear
and highly complex. The inputs of the neural network is represented by: (i) the matrix S εRN ∗ M

representing the VMs allocation on servers together with the array HServeri representing the estimated
heat generated by each of the N servers in the server room as result of executing the allocated workload;
(ii) the airflow (air f low) and temperature of the air fed (TIN) into the room by the cooling system and
(iii) the time interval for thermal flexibility estimation. From a structural point of view, the network
used is a fully-connected one having N + 3 inputs and N + 1 outputs and two hidden layers.
The neurons use Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation functions and for training the network the
ADAM optimizer [49] is used with the Mean-Square-Error (MSE) loss function.

The time complexity of the TSIM function is different in the two implementation cases. In the
first case when CFD is used for implementation, the time complexity depends on the number of
iterations of the simulation process and the complexity of an iteration. At its turn, the complexity of
an iteration depends on several parameters, the most important being the accuracy of the surfaces
modeled, while the number of iterations varies according to the convergence time of the model. In our
implementation, a step of the simulation took about 1.5 s, and simulations converged in 100 up to
500 steps, so the simulation time could take up to 12 min. In the second case when neural networks
have been used the complexity depends on the number of neurons of the network. However, the neural
network call from Java environment was measured to be between 1 and 2 ms, with an average of
1.73 ms which represents a significant improvement in comparison to the CFD implementation.

5. Validation and Results

We have conducted numerical simulation-based experiments to estimate the potential of
our techniques for exploiting the DCs thermal energy flexibility in reusing waste heat in nearby
neighborhoods. The simulation environment is leveraging on a nonlinear programming solver
to deal with the DC heat generation optimization as presented in Figure 2. For estimating the
thermal flexibility of the server room the CFD-based techniques for simulating the thermodynamic
processes involved were implemented using OpenFoam Open Source CFD Toolbox. It provides
a set of C++ tools for developing numerical-based software simulations and utilities for solving
continuous mechanics problems, including CFD related ones. Among the many solvers available in
OpenFoam libraries we choose the BouyantBoussnesqSimpleFoam solver, which is suitable for heat
transfer simulations and uncompressible stationary flow. The OpenFoam simulation process involves
the following steps: (i) setting the parameters of the physical process underlying the simulation;
(ii) setting the computational and space parameters of DC server room used in simulation and
(iii) unning the simulation and add the results to the neural network training data set. The neural
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network was implemented in Keras [50] with a Tensorflow [51] backend and was loaded in a Java
application containing the solver for the optimization problem. For loading the network in Java,
the Deeplearining4J framework [52] was used, that converts a JSON model of the network exported
from Keras to the Java implementation.

In our experiments, we have modeled a DC server room of 6 m long, 4 m width and 4 m
height, having a surface of 24 square meters and a volume of 96 cubic meters. The server room
contains 4 standard 42U racks of servers (see Table 1) with the following dimensions: width −600 mm
and depth-1000 mm, with both front and rear doors. The racks contain 10U Blade Systems servers
with full-height and half-height blade servers featuring multiple power sources: 2U servers with
2 redundant power supplies or 1U servers with a single power supply.

Table 1. Server Room Equipment Description.

Rack Type
Total Rack Idle

Power [W]
Total Rack Max

Power [W]
# Servers Server Type

Server Idle
Power [W]

Server Max
Power [W]

# CPU
Cores

HP Bladesystem
C7000 2000 3000 10 IBM Blade 200 300 4

IBM Bladecenter S 4000 6000 20 IBM Blade 200 300 4

HP Bladesystem
C7000 2550 4350 15 HP DL 360 G7 170 290 4

IBM Rack 5200 7200 20 IBM X3650 M4 260 360 4

The considered electrical cooling system (see Table 2) is based on indirect free cooling technology
and consists on a set of redundant external chillers. Inside the server room, cooling is done by pumping
cold air through the raised floor perforated to the server racks. The server racks are grouped in cool
aisles, as shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Electrical cooling system characteristics.

Energy Consumption Heat Generation COPcooling COPheating Min Airflow Max Airflow Min TIN Max TIN

5 kWh 7.5 kWh 3.8 2.3 ~0.6 kg/s ~6 kg/s 14 ◦C 30 ◦C

The server racks are rear-to-back, being isolated from each other. Cold air enters a lane through
the slopes of the floor, passes through the racks, taking over the heat of the electrical components.
The hot air is discharged behind the racks in the warm corridor. Due to its physical properties, the hot
air rises, being absorbed by the ceiling fans and redirected to the main cooling unit containing cold
water radiators that take over the heat from the air as well as electric compressors used to cool the
water. The heat reuse and cooling of the server room is performed using a heat pump having the
characteristics presented in Table 3. There are two heat exchanges on the server room side of the
cooling process: heat exchange between hot air extracted from the server room by the cooling system
and cold water inside the radiators and heat exchange between cold air that is pumped into the room
and IT servers to be cooled.

Table 3. Heat exchange circuits characteristics.

Cooling System
Cooling Capacity

(Operational Level)
24 kWh (Normal Operation) 4 kWh (Minimum) 48 kWh (Maximum)

Water Circuit

Water Flow 4120 L/h 687 L/h 8240 L/h

Input Air Temperature 10 ◦C 10 ◦C 10 ◦C

Output Air Temperature 15 ◦C 15 ◦C 15 ◦C

Air Circuit

Airflow 9340 m3/h 1600 m3/h 18,680 m3/h

Input Air Temperature 17 ◦C 17 ◦C 17 ◦C

Output Air Temperature 24 ◦C 24 ◦C 24 ◦C

Air Mass ~3.18 kg/s ~0.6 kg/s ~6.5 kg/s
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To train the neural network, a data set was generated by running 15,000 OpenFoam simulations
considering different values of the input parameters such as workload scheduling matrix S,
input airflow and temperature (TIN and air f low). The simulation results were generated as tuples of the
form < Timestamp,< TOUT , Track−1, Track−2, Track−3, Track−4 > >, where Timestamp is the simulation
time instance when results are generated, TOUT represents output temperature of the air leaving the
room, and Track−1, Track−2, Track−3, Track−4 represent the surrounding temperatures of the 4 racks of
server. Thus, a time log showing the progress of the server room temperatures is created containing
more than 50,000 different data samples. The generated data set, together with the values of OpenFoam
simulation input parameters is converted into a format accepted by the neural network, being split
in 80% training data samples and 20% as test data samples for the neural network. When evaluating
the precision of the temperature predictions using the trained neural network against a number
of reference OpenFoam simulations we obtain the mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) values shown in Table 4. They are computed using relations (14) and (15)
where: n is the number of samples considered, TempRe f erence is the reference temperature of one of the
parameters generated from OpenFoam simulations (i.e., TOUT , Track−1, Track−2, Track−3, Track−4, etc.)
and TempPredicted is the temperature predicted by our neural network model.

MSE =
1
n
×

n

∑
i=1

(
TempRe f erence − TempPredicted

)2
(14)

MAPE =
100
n

×
n

∑
i=1

|TempRe f erence − TempPredicted|
TempRe f erence

(15)

Table 4. Temperature Prediction based on Neural Network Model Evaluation.

Metric Tout Track − 1 Track − 2 Track − 3 Track − 4 Tout

MSE 0.19 2.21 0.08 0.53 0.11 0.11
MAPE 1.48% 3.26% 0.93% 2.26% 1.02% 1.05%

The temperatures are measured on the Celsius scale and vary from 18 to 60 degrees, thus an
error of 2% means a temperature miss prediction of about 1 degree Celsius. As it can be noticed from
Table 4, the mean absolute error percentage of the predictions is less than 2% for the rack temperature
prediction, meaning that the temperatures are predicted with an accuracy of 1 degree Celsius for the
racks. The prediction error is the cost of cutting down the OpenFoam simulation time to less than
2 milliseconds needed to predict the temperatures using neural networks, being a reasonable tradeoff
in case of DC optimization where multiple evaluations have to be carried out fast to determine an
optimal parameter setting for DC operation.

5.1. Workload Scheduling and Temperature Set Points

This section evaluates the relation between the DC workload scheduling on servers (S allocation
matrix control variable defined in Section 3), heat generation in the server room and temperature
set points. We aim to determine workload deployment strategies on servers which will allow us to
maximize the average temperature in the server room without impacting the IT server operation
through overheating (i.e., hot spots avoidance). To estimate the heat generated by the servers as result
of workload execution we have used the relation between CPU (Central Processing Unit) usage and
temperature presented in Table 5. The values are reported in the Processors Thermal Specifications
sheets [53–55].
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Table 5. CPU Usage vs. Temperature.

Server Type
Processor

Family
PMAX [W]

Temperature vs.
Power Relation

Typical Thermal Profile

IBM Blade Intel Xeon
E5-2600 135 W CPUTemp = 0.205

*CPUPower + 48.9

HP DL 360 G7 Intel Xeon 5600 130 W CPUTemp = 0.190
*CPUPower + 55.7

IBM X3650 Intel Xeon X5400 120 W CPUTemp = 0.221
*CPUPower + 43.5

We have defined and used a set of 10 simulation scenarios. The cooling system is set to pump air
in the room at a speed of 0.1 m/s and a volume of 3 kg/s at a temperature set point of 20 ◦C. The initial
room temperature is also 20 ◦C. A set of 50 up to 65 synthetic VMs having 1 CPU core, 1 GB of RAM
and 30 GB for HDD must be deployed in the virtualized environment running on the server racks.
Each VM will run a synthetic workload that will keep its CPU between 80% and 100%.

Table 6 matrices of the VMs allocation on servers have been considered using two main workload
scheduling strategies: either group the VMs on servers leading to an increased CPU usage (>50%) and
increased CPU temperatures (Scenarios 1–3) or spread the VMs among more servers within each rack
and have a lower CPU usage (<40%) and a lower CPU temperature (Scenarios 4–10). After simulating
each workload scheduling configuration for 400 s, enough time to reach a thermal equilibrium for
most scenarios, the average and maximum temperatures are plotted in Figure 6, respectively Figure 7.

Table 6. Workload Deployment in the DC and corresponding CPU usages.

Scenario
Rack 1 Rack 2 Rack 3 Rack 4 Total VMs

WorkloadVMs CPU Usage VMs CPU Usage VMs CPU Usage VMs CPU Usage

1 0 0 64 80 0 0 0 0 64
2 0 0 56 70 0 0 0 0 56
3 20 50 0 0 30 50 0 0 50
4 0 0 32 40 24 40 0 0 56
5 12 30 24 30 18 30 0 0 54
6 10 25 20 25 0 0 20 25 50
7 10 25 20 25 15 25 20 25 65
8 8 20 16 20 12 20 16 20 52
9 8 20 32 40 12 20 0 0 52
10 0 0 24 30 12 20 24 30 60

Figure 6. Average temperature variation in server room.
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Figure 7. Maximum temperature variation in the server room.

As it can be seen from Figure 6, the highest average temperature in the server room is
reached in the Scenarios 5–8, which disperse the workload among more servers with a lower
utilization. The allocation technique that consolidates the workload on servers with high CPU usage,
such as scenarios 1 and 2 show a smaller average temperature in the server room. Furthermore,
by analyzing Figure 7 that displays the peak temperature in the server room, the situation is reversed.
The deployment strategies in which the workload is consolidated on servers with high CPU usage
exhibit the largest peak temperatures while the scenarios where the workload is spread on more
servers with lower CPU usage show a lower maximum temperature in the server room. Even if at first
sight these results are counter-intuitive, they can be explained. By distributing the workload on more
servers with lower CPU usage, more thermal energy is released, because according to Equation (5)
from Section 3, a server consumes electrical energy even in idle state, energy that will be converted in
thermal energy which in turn will lead to a temperature increase in the server room. Thus, when the
workload is consolidated on the minimum number of servers that run at high CPU usage, less electrical
energy is consumed, and thus less thermal energy is eliminated in the room, a situation illustrated by
a lower temperature in these scenarios. However, in these cases, because the energy is concentrated in
a small number of points in the server room, hot spots might occur, as illustrated in Figure 7 by higher
temperatures achieved by deployment strategies that overload the servers to use fewer resources.

In conclusion to transform the DCs in active thermal energy players which may provide heat in
nearby neighborhoods the deployment strategies that maximize the average room temperature and
minimize the maximum room temperatures are desired, for two reasons. Firstly, by having a higher
average temperature in the server room, the exhaust air from the room is hotter and more heat can be
recovered for heat reuse. Secondly, by minimizing the peak temperatures from the room, hotspots can
be easily avoided in case of cooling system adjustments, such as pre- and post-cooling presented in the
following section.

5.2. DC Thermal Profile Adaptation

This section aims at evaluating the DC capability of adapting its thermal energy generation to
match a given heat demand by using only the cooling system control variables: input air temperature
(TIN) and input airflow (air f low). By adjusting these two variables, the temperature in the server
room can be increased for limited time periods allowing the DC to reuse the heat generating more
efficiently through the heat pump and provide it to the nearby neighborhood. We have created four
scenarios with a different combination of control variables adjustment (see Table 7). For each of them
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we have evaluated the DC thermal flexibility over a period of two hours, with a five-minute time step,
considering the same workload allocation matrix on servers (about 25% of the servers used).

Table 7. Scenarios defined and control variables settings.

Scenarios
Heat Demand Matching
(Before Optimization)

Control Variable Heat Demand Matching
(After Optimization)TIN airflow

Post-cooling
Scenario 1 63% Constant at 20 ◦C First decrease and

then increase 98%

Post-cooling
Scenario 2 79% First increase and

then decrease Constant at 2.89 kg/s 97%

Pre-cooling
Scenario 3 78% Constant at 20 ◦C First increase and

then decrease 98%

Pre-cooling
Scenario 4 86% First decrease and

then increase Constant at 2.89 kg/s 99%

Scenarios 1 and 2 investigate the server room “post-cooling” mechanism as a source of thermal
energy flexibility. In Scenario 1 the electrical cooling system usage is reduced for a short period of time
to accumulate residual heat that can be later used to meet the heat demand. The cooling system input
airflow (air f low) is steadily decreased in the first 35 min, as shown by the yellow line in Figure 8-left,
leading to an increase in the maximum temperature in the server room, as shown in Figure 8-right.
Then, the airflow starts to steadily increase and to eliminate the excess residual heat from the server
room, leading to a temperature decrease below the normal operating temperature shown by the blue
line in Figure 8-right. Finally, in the last 15 min, the airflow is brought back to normal values leading
to a rebalance of the server room operating temperature. By using this intelligent airflow management
technique, the DC heat generation matches more than 98% the given heat demand profile.

Figure 8. DC thermal profile adaptation in Scenario 1 (left—heat produced by the DC; right—server
room maximum temperature).

In Scenario 2 we evaluate the DC thermal energy profile adaption by modifying the cooling
system input air temperature (TIN). Initially, the input airflow temperature is increased, as shown by
the yellow line in Figure 9-left, a process that leads to an increase of the overall maximum server room
temperature, is shown by the red line in Figure 9-right. The heat accumulates in the first hour in the
server room. In the second hour, the input air temperature is steadily decreased below the normal
operating set point temperature of 22 ◦C, shown by the blue line in Figure 9-left, increasing the amount
of thermal energy removed from the server room. This thermal energy is transported to the heat pump
that converts it to heat that can be reused to meet the nearby neighborhood heat demand profile with a
matching degree of 97%.
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Figure 9. DC thermal profile adaptation in Scenario 2 (left—heat produced by the DC; right—server
room maximum temperature).

Scenarios 3 and 4 investigate the server room pre-cooling mechanism as a source of thermal
energy flexibility. In scenario 3, as shown in Figure 10-left and Figure 10-right this is achieved toggling
the airflow (air f low) in the server room. To meet the increased heat demand of 7 kWh in the first 30 min
of the simulation, the airflow is increased accordingly leading to an excess heat removal from the
server room, as shown in Figure 10-right. Next, the heat demand is decreasing to 3 kWh, less than
the normal 5.5 kWh heat generation of the servers. To meet this low heat demand, the cooling system
airflow is drastically decreased, thus less heat is removed from the server room and the temperature
increases. Finally, the airflow is brought back to normal values bringing back the temperature from the
server room to the initial values. In this case, the heat demand is matched with an accuracy of 98%.

Figure 10. DC thermal profile adaptation in Scenario 3 (left—heat produced by the DC; right—server
room maximum temperature).

Scenario 4 presented in Figure 11 shows the DC response to an increased heat demand by adjusting
the cooling system input air temperature (TIN). In the first 30 min of the response period, the heat
demand increases above 7 kWh, much higher than the 5.5 kWh normal thermal generation of the
servers. To collect the necessary thermal energy, the cooling system decreases the input air temperature
in the server room, removing more heat than generated, leading to a decrease in the server room
temperature, as shown in Figure 11-right. In the second part of the response period, the heat demand
decreases, thus the input air temperature is adjusted accordingly to remove less heat from the server
room. As an impact, the average server room temperature increases and exceeds the normal operating
temperature by 3◦. In the last 15 min of the response, the DC adjust again the input air temperature to
bring back the server room to normal operating parameters. In this case, the heat demand is matched
with an accuracy of 99%.
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Figure 11. DC thermal profile adaptation in Scenario 4 (left—heat produced by the DC; right—server
room maximum temperature).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed techniques that will allow the DCs equipped with heat reuse
technology to adapt their thermal energy profile and provide heat to nearby neighborhoods on demand.
We have defined a mathematical model for describing the thermodynamics processes inside the server
room and used it to decide on the optimal shifting DCs thermal energy profile to meet expected heat
demands. CFD and neural networks have been employed to estimate the thermal flexibility of the DC
considering the cooling system air temperature and flow level as control variables as well as workload
allocation on servers to avoid hot spots. The validation conducted using the characteristics of a small
DC was promising the results showing the DCs potential in acting as thermal energy players in their
nearby neighborhoods. In our tests, the DC could meet the heat demand with an accuracy of over
90% in all the defined scenarios. As future work, we will investigate new business scenarios for DC
operation which will allow them to cooperate and jointly exploit their thermal flexibility in providing a
more stable heat supply and as result to gain new revenue streams. At the same time, we will address
the case of fully decentralized DCs and supercomputers case which may provide free and efficient
heating for residential buildings.
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Abstract: Education makes it possible for students to become familiar with the rational management
of energy as well as learn to implement energy saving practices in their everyday life. The study of
certain student characteristics helps in the direction of applying strategies of behavioural change.
The aim of this research is to record the knowledge and attitudes of elementary school students in the
Prefecture of Evros with regard to energy saving. The collection of research data was done through
the use of a structured and anonymous questionnaire with closed questions. The method used for
the collection of the research data was cluster sampling. This involved 17 elementary schools of the
continental part of the prefecture. 612 questionnaires were completed by students of the 5th and
6th grade of these schools. The evaluation of the research data showed that 69.6% of the students
think that the most appropriate house temperature is 20◦C with 79.1% of the students keeping the
thermostat switched off while the house is aired. With regard to the use of TV, stereo, play station
and PC the research showed that 93.8% of the students switch off the above devices when these are
not in use. In parallel, 86.6% of the respondents usually or always switch off the lights when coming
out of a room and 46.2% of the students use energy saving bulbs. Also, 93% of the students recycle
because they believe that doing so contributes to the protection of the environment while 41% always
chooses to walk to school. With regard to the significance of reasons concerning energy saving 85.9%
thinks that energy saving is important to very important for reducing environmental pollution.

Keywords: irrational energy management; environmental education; energy education programs;
active participation of students

1. Introduction

The competitive behaviour of modern man led to his isolation from the natural environment
and the degradation of natural resources. The use of renewable energy sources is one of the most
important elements of sustainable development, which also constitutes the most effective solution
for combating environmental problems [1]. The biggest part of the energy used comes from fossil
fuels such as petroleum, coal and natural gas. As the energy requirements of countries continue to
increase, the consumption of fossil fuels also continues to increase. The uncontrolled consumption of
fossil fuels leads to the release of pollutant gases which impact negatively land and marine ecosystems.
However, the finite nature of fossil fuels and the pollution of the natural environment constitute key
determinants for the development and exploitation of new alternative forms of energy. Renewable
sources of energy are infinite and environmentally friendly because they contribute to agricultural
development, to the promotion of variety in energy sources and to the minimization of the danger
resulting from the availability of nuclear weapons [2]. Their use brings some advantages which
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contribute to the reduction of land and marine pollution. Renewable energy sources constitute the
most attractive choice for satisfying energy demands. They can also be used without the fear of
depletion [3].

Interest on renewable energy sources started in the 1970s mainly as a result of the petroleum crises
of the era but also as a result of the degradation of the environment and of the quality of life from the
use of traditional energy sources. Renewable energy sources were particularly costly in the beginning
because at that time renewable energy applications were at an experimental stage. However, today
renewable energy sources are taken into account in the official energy plans of developed countries
and although they still constitute a very small percentage of energy production, nevertheless, steps are
taken for further use of such sources. It needs to be noted that the cost of applying renewable energy
solutions is continuously reduced in the last twenty years. In particular, wind energy and biomass can
now compete with traditional sources such as coal and nuclear energy [4].

Energy saving is an efficient way of confronting our energy and ecological problem in order to
achieve sustainability. Energy saving means reduction in the amount of energy consumed in a process
or system, or by an organization or society, through economy, elimination of waste, and rational use.
Sustainability is the ability of a process or human activity to meet present needs but maintain natural
resources and leave the environment in good order for future generations. Change of attitude and
behaviour with regard to the sustainable use of energy is necessary. It is important that citizens and
particularly students understand the significance of rational energy management so that they can create
positive attitudes towards the management of natural resources. Education on energy issues plays a
key role in the formation of student behaviour. The application of initiatives regarding energy saving
within school units can only bring benefits and lead towards reduction of energy cost [5]. Educational
institutions are the most appropriate places in which students are taught energy conservation and
involved in activities regarding rational energy management. Students are given opportunities to
appreciate activities regarding energy saving and disseminate what they learnt in their wider social
environment [6]. The environmental education strategies applied constitute a significant educational
process which strengthens student awareness of environmental issues [7].

Factors which influence the attitudes of students towards the environment are the features of their
family environment, their energy education at school and social interaction [8,9]. What needs to be
emphasized is the importance of the social context of the adolescent, and the necessity to take this into
account as a channel which amplifies the impact of specific environmental education strategies [10].

Through the activities of an appropriate educational curriculum the students can revise his
personal values, understand the good called energy and learn to use it rationally [3,11]. The aim of this
paper is to investigate the behaviour of elementary school students with regard to energy management.
This paper is expected to show the influence of the social context of students on environmental
protection. In particular, the aims of the research are to investigate the everyday habits of students with
regard to energy management, to recycling processes, and to how they commute from house to school.
Also, an important aim of the research is to study the reasons for which students think energy saving
is important. At the same time, it is important to highlight the importance of the stimuli students
have received through the material they have been taught from the physical sciences curriculum, their
participation in environmental education programs as well as their wider social environment.

2. Energy Saving in the Educational System

The concept of energy is taught in the Greek educational system since the end of the 1970s [12].
This interest is due to the response of the educational system to the energy crisis which appeared and
marked the beginning of the 1970s. In recent years, in the curriculum of elementary education, energy
became independent as a concept. However, its importance for everyday issues and problems was also
highlighted (energy saving, renewable and non-renewable energy sources). In particular, the Cross
Curricular/Thematic Framework (C.C.T.F) aims that students acquire a holistic view of the concept
of energy and become familiar with the scientific way of thinking and methodology (observation,
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collection of information, formulation of hypotheses, analysis and interpretation of data, extraction of
conclusions) [12].

From early grades students learn to construct simple energy systems which they continue to
do until senior grades where they calculate the energy footprint of their homes. In the last grades
of elementary school students are capable to use the term “energy”, the terms “energy storage’ and
‘energy transfer” and, in addition, they are in a position, to suggest solutions regarding the consumption
of less energy in meeting their needs and desires. Physical science school books provide knowledge
with regard to restricted energy reserves and attempt to orient students towards the adoption of simple
everyday habits so that they can contribute to the restriction of energy waste. Conscious behaviour is a
product of the learning process and for this reason “energy education” is important. Energy education
can help students form an objective view regarding the use of energy in their everyday life [13].

Today students receive several stimuli with regard to energy management and have formulated
conceptual representations on the issue of energy through their experiences from the school
program and everyday interaction. The Cross Curricular/Thematic Framework (C.C.T.F) and
the program of studies emphasize the use of renewable sources of energy and promote the
significance of environmentally friendly behaviour. It is important that students are prepared for
the exploitation of renewable energy sources [14] and for this reason the content of educational
programs should contribute to the creation of a positive attitude towards the management of the
natural environment [15].

Through environmental education programs students acquire knowledge and develop the skills
they need to defend the environment in everyday life. They formulate a new code of behaviour
which is based on energy saving practices. The result is that students become familiar with electrical
energy management, participate in the recycling process and avoid the use of a car for going to school.
In Jordan, students are aware of the use of renewable energy sources and show a positive attitude
and willingness towards using them [2]. Similar behaviour is shown by school students in Turkey
who are supporters of renewable energy sources because they believe that the energy which such
sources can provide is adequate [16]. Students in Finland participate in sustainability activities and
learn through them about natural resources management and energy saving [17]. The study of student
behaviour in schools in Taiwan shows that energy saving is linked with their everyday life [18]. Also,
research conducted on 2400 students in Taiwan showed that students are encouraged to develop
innovative ideas on energy through programs of energy education implemented in their schools [19].
Also, the study of the views of students in N. California and E. Massachusetts, regarding management
of energy, shows that students after participation in an energy education program, have improved
their home energy saving behaviour [20].

The study of research data regarding female students (also members of the Scouts association),
8–14 years old, showed that after their involvement in a program of energy saving, have improved their
energy saving behaviour. These students usually deactivate electric devices, adopt desirable behaviour
with regard to heating practices in winter, and with regard to energy management, they exchange
information with other people [21]. Similar behaviour is shown by students in an elementary school in
North-eastern USA, who, after, their participation in an energy management program, reduced their
energy consumption of energy for more than 15% [22]. Research carried out with high school students
in Grevena in Greece showed that these students have adopted a positive attitude towards energy
management. 66.67% of the sample turn off the lights when coming out of the room, 44.98% always
switches off television and personal computer using the central button of operation and 57% never
leaves the windows open when the heating or air-conditioning is activated. 65.46% of the students
asked usually walk to school from home [23].

With regard to the management of electricity from students in the Santa Elena high school in
the Phillipines, during the academic year 2013–2014, it is found that an over-all weighted mean of
2.15 was computed, which signifies that the respondents usually switch off the lights when leaving a
room. The responses about water and energy conservation consist of four items, with emphasis on the
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following: avoid the waste of water by using glass, when brushing teeth and using basin when washing
dishes; switching-off the lights and the fan in the classroom if not in use; using solar flashlight and
calculator; and providing support for local programs on conservation through conserving electricity
at home and at school [24]. Svolis says that the students of the 4th high school of Lamia in Greece,
after involvement with the issue of rational energy management, aim to use alternative forms of energy
and suggest ways to reduce energy consumption both at home and at school [25]. Vasili’s research
on 50 students of preschool age in Patra and Kyparissia in Greece shows that 98% of these students
deactivates the lights when leaving the room while 72% of the sample uses both sides of paper [26].

Students must be aware of the importance of recycling so that they can develop a positive attitude
and successfully participate in recycling activities [27]. Research carried out in schools in Ireland
reveals that students of “green schools” participate in high percentage in the process of recycling.
These students recognize the need to separate garbage, contributing to the reduction of the quantity of
garbage, have the opportunity to think of the consequences of their actions on the environment and,
with regard to recycling as well as the adoption of rational environmental practices, they function as
transmitters in their family environment [28].

Elementary school students in Chalkidiki in Greece collect batteries and take them to recycling
points, a fact which confirms that students are aware and educated on the significance of recycling [29].
Research concerning students 6-10 years old, confirm the views of the students asked on the significance
of recycling with regard to the reduction of garbage, the conservation of natural resources and
the economy [30]. Research on the views of 41 students, 6–12 years old, on recycling, shows that
students recognize its effectiveness while a percentage of the sample usually recycles at home [31].
Similar behaviour is adopted by 14 elementary school students who hold ecocentric views on
recycling [32].

However, research carried out on preschool and school students of four public schools in Volos
with differing social and economic background, provides information on the definition of recycling, its
process as well as the views of students regarding benefits from recycling. The elaboration of research
data shows that the two age groups are used to recycling only paper or batteries at home, without,
however, realizing to a significant degree the benefits of recycling. In particular, preschool students
find it difficult to separate garbage according to the material they are made of [33]. The investigation of
the attitudes of students regarding energy saving in schools in Spain and Mexico shows that students
in Spain are famous regarding recycling behaviour while students in Mexico use mass transportation
for their movement from and to school [34].

Research by Panter et al. showed that half of the students usually walk to school or alternatively
use a bicycle [35]. Napier et al [36] found that students walk to school if this is near home since
their parents believe that their children are not in danger, while 75% of the students in San Fransisco,
for reasons of convenience, and for saving time, go to school by car [37]. 50% of students in New
Zealand, due to danger in their neighbourhoods, go to school by car [38]. According to Beck and
Greenspan the most common means of transportation to school is the car (46.3%), next is the school
bus (39.6%) and last in the hierarchy is walking (14.2%) [39].

With regard to energy management students are receivers of many stimuli and can realize the
significance of environmentally friendly behaviour [40]. According to Kandpal and Broman, students
are aware of the basic principles of using energy and prepare for strategies which exploit renewable
forms of energy [14]. Research on energy management on students, shows that they can understand
the good called energy and through “energy education” learn to use it rationally [11].

Saving energy must become an everyday practice for every student. It is important that we
use strategies for making students aware for the seriousness of the issue and also involve students
in appropriate activities [41]. According to Coker et al. the provision of knowledge on energy
management and experiential learning can form active and conscientious students [42]. It is also
important that the students/future citizens are equipped with environmental knowledge which will
lead to the development of sustainable solutions.
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In order to secure environmental quality it is important to adopt a way of life which will be based
on: the reduction of household energy consumption, the reduction of CO2 emissions, the development
of more green areas, the reduction of pollution, the development of environmental programs at
school and knowledge retrieved from newspapers, books and journals Recycling of goods, less use of
electricity, less use of cars and the creation of devices with energy efficiency could seriously contribute
to the protection of the environment [43].

3. Methodology

The research area included the geographical borders of Elementary Education of the Prefecture of
Evros which belongs to the administrative region of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace. The Directorate of
Primary Education of the Prefecture of Evros supervises and cooperates with 162 schools (kindergartens
and elementary schools). It is comprised of five municipalities and, in particular, the Municipality of
Alexandroupolis, the Municipality of Orestiada, the Municipality of Didymoteicho, the Municipality of
Soufli and the Municipality of Samothraki. One of the responsibilities of Elementary Education is the
organizing of school activities. Each year the teachers of these schools, in cooperation with students,
design and realize various programs. The programs are categorized in three categories according to
their theme: cultural, health and environmental. These programs are supervised by the teacher of each
class and the district supervisor for school programs and activities. The questionnaire was divided
into three sections. The first section was about questions with regard to the contribution of renewable
energy sources in confronting environmental problems, the emotions of students concerning climate
change and the significance of developing in the future technologies designed to produce electrical
energy from energy sources which are not harmful to the natural environment. The second section
was about student daily habits with regard to electrical energy management, the recycling process,
the use of means of transportation as well as the study of reasons with regard to the significance of
energy saving. The third section was about the social characteristics of students.

For the collection of research data regarding the views and attitudes of 5th and 6th grade students
of the Prefecture of Evros a structured questionnaire was used because it was regarded as the most
appropriate tool in order to achieve the aim of the research. Questionnaires are used to collect data
by asking people to answer to the same group of questions. They are usually used in the framework
of research strategies which aim to collect data on the views, behaviors, characteristics, attitudes etc.
Although there is a variety of definitions, we use the questionnaire as a general term which refers
to techniques of data collection where every respondent answers the same group of questions in a
pre-determined sequence. The advantages of collecting information through the use of questionnaires
are that these are less costly, can be sent to a large number of people, they are easy to create and use,
the respondents are free to express their opinion (lack of direct communication), the ways of analyzing
the material are standardized, the researcher cannot influence the answers, the questionnaires are the
less time-consuming method [44].

The sample was comprised of 17 elementary schools out of 53 which operate in the area.
612 questionnaires were completed by students of 5th and 6th grade. The reliability of the particular
research questions is mainly based on the experience of the senior researcher in the particular research
area. The senior researcher who conducted this research had sufficient educational experience both
with regard to teaching at this educational level and with regard to issues concerning the area under
investigation. In addition, the senior researcher had devoted sufficient time with regard to the issue
under investigation both with regard to previous research projects in the particular area as well as
with regard to data collection. In addition, this questionnaire was based on the available literature
and was given for checking/corrections to ten educators of schools in which the research was to
be conducted. Finally, after the completion of the questionnaire a pilot research was conducted to
25 students. The final questionnaire was formulated after completion of this pilot research. The sample
was comprised of 17 elementary schools out of 53 which operate in the area and 612 questionnaires
were completed by students of 5th and 6th grade. For purposes of approval for carrying out the
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research the procedure followed was the procedure set by the Pedagogical Institute of Greece which
supervises all research in Greek schools. The collection of data was done the period May–June 2016
and for the evaluation of data descriptive statistics were used, Friedman’s non-parametric test and the
test of independence χ2.

4. Results

The results came from the content, the concepts and the logical sequence of questions in the
questionnaire. In particular, from the evaluation of the research data the following themes were
created: “management of household energy”, “recycling”, “movement of students and means of
transport”, and “saving energy”. In particular, the focus was on the regulation of house heating,
the management of house electrical energy, the operation of the heating or cooling system as well as
on the condition of electrical devices when these are not used. The focus was also on habits of saving
paper and recycling, on the most important reasons of energy saving and particular attention was
paid to the way students commute from their house to school. With regard to the social and economic
characteristics of the students asked, 38.9% of fathers of students are civil servants while 26.3% of
fathers are self-employed. 14.7% are private employees and 13.4% farmers and stock farmers while
3.3% of fathers are unemployed and 3% pensioners. With regard to mothers of students 25.9% are
civil servants and 21% private employees. 27.5% of mothers only do house work and 13.4% are free
lance professionals. A very small percentage of mothers (2.7%) are farmers and stock breeders. 47.0%
of men and 44.5% of women are graduates of upper secondary schools (lyceums). The percentage
of fathers who are university graduates is 20.6% while the percentage of mothers who are university
graduates is 26.6%. 10.9% of men and 9.3% of women are graduates of technical and vocational
lyceums. The percentage of fathers who are graduates of lower secondary schools is 7.9% while
the percentage of mothers with the same level of education is 5.5%. The percentage of fathers who
are elementary school graduates is 4.4% and the percentage of mothers who are elementary school
graduates is 3.5%. The percentage of parents who are graduates of Technological Education Institutes
is 7% for fathers and 7.9% for mothers. The percentage of parents who are holders of a graduate degree
is 2.2% for fathers and 2.7% for mothers. With regard to the sex and grade of students (Tables 1 and 2)
44.3% of students are girls and 55.7% are boys. In addition, 54.7% of students are at the 5th grade and
45.3% of students are at the 6th grade. With regard to regulating home temperature almost seven out
of ten students (69.6%) think that the most appropriate temperature is 20 degrees.

Table 1. Sex (Percentage %).

Sex Percentage %

Girl 44.3
Boy 55.7

Table 2. Grade (Percentage %).

Grade Percentage %

5th 54.7
6th 45.3

Table 3 shows that 68.4% of the students think that it is preferable for a person to wear more
clothes when he/she is cold rather than increase the heating. 17.4% of students have regulated home
temperature at the level above 20 degrees and 13% at a level below 19 degrees (Table 4).
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Table 3. The first thought of pupils when they are very cold while the hearing is on (Percentage %).

Increase the Heating Wear More Clothes

31.6 68.4

Table 4. Regulation of home temperature (Percentage %).

Below 19 Degrees 20 Degrees More than 20 Degrees

13.0 69.6 17.4

Table 5 shows that almost eight out of ten students (79.1%) have the thermostat switched off
when they open the windows in order to renew the air of the house. Next the test of independence X2,
in relation to the position of the thermostat, was carried out while the house is aired and this if the
position of the thermostat is different in relation to grades and sex.

Table 5. Position of the thermostat when the house is aired (Percentage %).

Heating/Thermostat Switched on Heating/Thermostat Switched off

20.9 79.1

According to Tables 6 and 7 the statistical test of independence χ2 showed that there is dependence
between grade and sex and the answers students gave for the variable “Position of the thermostat
when the house is aired”. In particular, when the house is aired, girls are more careful compared
to boys.

Table 6. Relationships between school grade and views of pupils with regard the position of the
thermostat when the house is aired.

Grade

5th 6th

When they open the window in order
to renew the air of the house Frequency Percentage % Frequency Percentage %

Heating/thermostat switched on 84 24.3 48 16.8

Heating/thermostat switched off 262 75.7 238 83.2

Total 346 100.00 286 100.00

χ2 = 10.322, p = 0.001 (p < 0.005).

Table 7. Relationships between sex of pupils and views of pupils with regard to position of thermostat
when the house is aired.

Sex

Boy Girl

When they open the window in order
to renew the air of the house Frequency Percentage % Frequency Percentage %

Heating/thermostat switched on 90 25.6 42 15.0

Heating/thermostat switched off 262 74.4 238 85.0

Total 352 100.00 280 100.00

χ2 = 10.541, p = 0.001 (p < 0.005).
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75.5% of students (Table 8) say that they have the windows closed when the heating system is in
operation in winter or alternatively when the cooling system is in operation in summer. Almost four
out of ten students usually use the air-conditioner (40.5%) or the fan (40.8%) (Table 9). 18.7 usually
lower the tents or close the blinds of the windows.

Table 8. View of the students regarding the position of the windows when the heating system is in
operation in winter or alternatively when the cooling system is in operation in summer (Percentage %).

Closed Open

75.5 24.5

Table 9. Habits in dealing with heat (Percentage %).

Use the Air-Conditioner Use the Fan
Lower the Tents and Close the

Blinds of the Windows

40.5 40.8 18.7

With regard to the use of television, stereo, play station-computer game console, almost nine
out of ten students (93.8%) switch off the above devices from the central button (Table 10). 87.7% of
students switch off the television from the central button while 11.2% of students leave on standby
position. 92.9% of students show the same behaviour with regard to the stereo, and the same happens
for 93.8% of students with regard to the play station. Almost eight out of ten students (89.7%) usually
switch off the personal computer from the central button while 6.8% of students leave the personal
computer on standby position.

Table 10. State of devices when not in use (Percentage %).

Switch off from Central Button Leave on Standby Leave Switched on

Television 87.7 11.2 1.1
Stereo 92.9 6.3 0.8
Play station—computer game console 93.8 4.6 1.6
Personal computer 89.7 6.8 3.5

Table 11 shows the habits of students with regard to the use of paper, the recycling of batteries and
the management of electricity. Almost eight out of ten students (86.6%) usually or always switch off the
lights when coming out of a room. Also, 47.3% of pupils always or usually recycle batteries either at
home or at school while 46.2% of students use energy saving light bulbs. Almost five out of ten students
always make rational use of paper. In particular, 57.8% of students usually or always use used paper
for notes etc and 54.5% always use both sides of the paper when printing or photocopying documents.

Table 11. Saving habits with regard to energy, paper and recycling (Percentage %).

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never I Do Not Know

You use in your house
energy saving light bulbs 26.6 19.6 14.4 9.7 8.7 21.0

You switch off lights when
coming out of a room 66.5 20.1 7.8 3.5 1.6 0.6

Use used paper for notes etc. 32.0 25.8 19.8 13.1 8.1 1.3

You use both sides of paper
when you print or

photocopy documents
31.6 22.9 14.6 11.4 9.8 9.7

You recycle batteries at
home or at school 28.2 19.1 13.9 17.2 16.9 4.6
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Friedman’s statistical test was used to examine the potential existence of a statistical difference
between the views of students concerning saving habits with regard to paper, energy and recycling
(Table 12). According to the results of the above mentioned test, the first energy saving habit, with
mean rank 3.97, is that students switch off the lights when coming out of a room. Their second habit,
with mean rank 3.03, is to use used paper for notes etc. Their third habit, with mean rank 2.83, is to
use both sides of the paper when they print or photocopy documents. The students’fourth habit, with
mean rank 2.64, is to recycle batteries at home or at school. In the last position, with mean rank 2.53,
is the habit of the students to use energy saving light bulbs at home.

Table 12. Application of Friedman’s test regarding saving habits with regard to energy, paper and recycling.

Mean Rank

You use in your house energy saving light bulbs 2.53
You switch off the lights when coming out of a room 3.97
You usually use used paper for notes etc. 3.03
You use both sides of the paper when printing or
photocopying documents 2.83

You recycle batteries at home or at school 2.64

N = 632, Chi-Square = 411.416, df = 4, Asymp. Sig. 0.000.

With regard to the views of students on recycling (Table 13) nine out of ten students recycle.
In particular, 93% of students recycle because they believe that they contribute to the protection of the
environment. The percentage of students who do not recycle is 7% and this because they believe that
they do not contribute much to the protection of the environment.

Table 13. Recycling and protection of the environment (Percentage %).

I Recycle Because I Contribute to the Protection of
the Environment

I Do Not Recycle Because I Think That Recycling
Does Not Contribute Much to the Protection of the

Environment

93.0 7.0

Table 14 presents the way students move from home to school. In particular, five out of ten
students (51%), regarding the route from home to school, never use a car or rarely move by car.
In parallel, eight out of ten students rarely or never use public transport in order to go to school. 41%
of the students asked always go to school on foot and 23.6% of students report that they usually or
always use their bicycle as a means of transport from home to school.

Table 14. Mode of transport to school (Percentage %).

Always Usually Sometimes Rarely Never

By car 23.3 12.2 13.6 29.6 21.4
By public

transport—school bus
12.3 4.4 2.8 8.4 72.0

On foot 27.4 13.6 11.6 17.2 30.2
By bicycle 10.8 12.8 10.9 18.0 47.5

In order to investigate the possibility of existence of statistical difference between the views of
students and how they move to school, Friedman’s statistical test was applied. According to the results
of the above mentioned test, students never move by car (mean rank 2.85). In particular, students,
with mean rank 2.83, choose to go to school on foot, and, also, with mean rank 2.40, prefer to use their
bicycle. Regarding means of transport the last position in the hierarchy, with mean rank 1.92, is the
school bus, which rarely or never is used by students (Table 15).
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Table 15. Application of Friedman’s statistical test regarding the mode of movement of pupils to school.

Mean Rank

By car 2.85
By public transport—school bus 1.92
On foot 2.83
By bicycle 2.40

N = 632, Chi-Square = 270.717, df = 3, Asymp. Sig. 0.000.

With regard to the importance of reasons concerning energy saving (Table 16) almost nine out of
ten students think that it is important to very important to engage in energy saving in order to reduce
environmental pollution. 74.2% of students think saving money for financial reasons is important
while 68.7% thinks that saving energy is important in order not to exhaust natural resources.

Table 16. Importance of reasons for energy saving (Percentage %).

Unimportant
Of Little

Importance
Moderate Important

Very
Important

In order to save money 4.9 6.6 14.2 34.3 39.9
In order not exhaust

natural resources 3.8 8.9 18.7 35.3 33.4

In order to reduce
environmental pollution 3.2 4.4 6.5 24.2 61.7

Friedman’s statistical test was used to examine the potential existence of a statistical difference
between the views of the students regarding importance of reasons for saving energy, Friedman’s test
was applied (Table 17).

Table 17. Application of Friedman’s statistical test regarding reasons for energy saving.

Mean Rank

In order to save money 1.91
In order not to exhaust natural resources 1.78
In order to reduce environmental pollution 2.31

N = 632, Chi-Square = 137.495, df = 2, Asymp. Sig. 0.000.

According to the results of the above mentioned test, the reduction of environmental pollution,
with mean rank 2.31, is a reason of primary importance for energy saving. Next in importance, with
mean rank 1.91, is saving money and in the last position, with mean rank 1.78, is not to exhaust
natural resources.

5. Discussion

Understanding the behaviour of students regarding energy saving is important for purposes
of promoting energy saving. Together with an appreciation of the benefits for energy saving,
understanding the attitude of the students is something which will help in making the appropriate
political and educational decisions.

With regard to the first theme “management of household energy” the students asked think
that the most appropriate house temperature is 20 degrees and declare that they prefer to wear extra
clothes when they are cold. The students usually air their house when the thermostat is switched off.
In addition, they close the windows when the heating system is in operation in winter and when the
cooling system is in operation in summer. In parallel, students in N. California save more household
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energy [20]. In addition, students in North-eastern USA have also managed to reduce household
energy [22].

During summer time, the majority of students use the air-conditioner or the fan and very few
of them use tents. The majority of the sample always switches off electrical devices from the central
button. They do the same with regard to lights when coming out of a room. Students in Grevena in
Greece behave the same way and always deactivate electrical devices and lights when coming out of a
room [23]. The same behaviour, with regard to the management of electricity applies to students in the
Phillipines [24]. At this point, it is important to note that girls are more careful than boys with regard
to household energy management, something which is verified in the research by Puttick et al. [21].

With regard to the second theme “recycling”, the majority of students in the sample mainly recycle
batteries just as students in Chalkidiki do [28,29,31] while, they simultaneously, support the view
that recycling contributes to the protection of the environment. The same view is held by students in
other research projects who acknowledge the significance of recycling for the reduction of garbage and
the saving of natural resources [30,32]. Except recycling batteries, the same pupils have learnt to use
used paper for notes etc or use both sides of paper, when they need to print or photocopy documents,
something which proves their environmentally-friendly behaviour.

The study of the theme “movement of students and means of transport” shows that students
rarely use a car or public transport in order to go to school. On the other hand, the majority of these
students goes to school either on foot or by bicycle, just as it is proved from other research data which
show that students go to school either on foot or by bicycle [35–37]. On the contrary, students in New
Zealand, due to danger in their neigbourhoods, usually go to school by car [38].

The study of the fourth theme “saving energy” shows that the students of this sample think of
energy saving as very important because they believe that it can first contribute to the reduction of
pollution of the natural environment and second to saving money. This view has been adopted by
students of schools in Finland, who have learnt through activities how to manage natural resources or as
well as save energy [17]. In addition, taking initiatives in schools can only bring educational benefits [5],
just as the content of educational programs may change behaviour towards the management of the
natural environment [40].

6. Conclusions

This paper investigated the behaviour of elementary school students in the distant area of the
Prefecture of Evros on a series on issues related to the management of household energy, recycling,
movement of students to school and the importance of saving energy so that those who formulate and
implement policy can use the findings of this research effectively. The habits of students regarding
energy management show that students are careful and sensitive to such issues, which means
that they have acquired these skills through their “energy education”. Studentscan develop
environmentally-friendly behaviours through environmental education programs [45] something
which is shown by the habit of students to recycle and properly manage used paper. Environmental
education plays a key role in the everyday life of students [46] just as it does in the program of studies.
It is worth noting that schools gradually change and aim to promote investigative and experiential
learning processes with the ultimate aim to create environmentally responsible citizens.

Finally, this research could be repeated and address lower grade students and thus make obvious
their habits with regard to energy management. In addition, this research could be expanded,
modified and focus on linking knowledge about the environment with different courses in the program
of studies.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to discover the factors shaping public opinion about renewable
energy sources and investigate willingness to pay for expansion of renewable energy sources in the
electricity mix. Data was collected through a questionnaire applied in Nikaia, an urban municipality
of Greece. The respondents have a positive attitude towards renewable energy systems. Most of them
have good knowledge of solar and wind energy systems and are using solar water heating, while
several respondents own a solar PV system. Environmental protection is seen as the most important
reason for investing in a renewable energy system. Willingness to pay for a wider penetration of RES
into the electricity mix was estimated to be 26.5 euros per quarterly electricity bill. The statistical
analysis revealed the existence of a relationship between RES perceived advantages and willingness
to pay for renewable energy. Furthermore, by using a binary logit model, willingness to pay was
found to be positively associated with education, energy subsidies, and state support.

Keywords: renewable energy sources; social acceptance; WTP; CVM; logit regression

1. Introduction

Life is directly linked to the quality of the natural environment and the availability of natural
resources. Environment and life are interdependent concepts. Maintaining a balance in the world
ecosystem is a basic prerequisite for preserving life. The atmosphere of our planet is a valuable
and sensitive resource to be protected. On the contrary, undesirable inflows into the ecosystem,
caused by anthropogenic activity, can shake this harmony and degrade living conditions [1]. Human
influence on the environment is increasing due to mass production of technological goods [2],
intensification of agriculture [3], the rapid rate of urbanization, and growing demand of fossil fuels
for energy and transport [4]. According to data from the International Energy Agency, between
1971–2014, global primary energy consumption has increased by 2.5 times, as from 5.5 GTOE in
1971 to 13.7 GTOE for 2014 [5]. Over the same period, carbon dioxide emissions (hereinafter CO2)
have doubled. Climate change poses a significant environmental, social, and economic threat [6].
The increase in anthropogenic carbon emissions is linked to global warming. Scientists point out that
CO2 concentration in the atmosphere has significantly increased over the last century, compared to
relatively stable levels of the pre-industrial era [7]. Since 1751, about 400 billion tons of coal have been
released into the atmosphere due to fossil fuel combustion and cement production. Half of those CO2

emissions were added since the late 1980s [8]. There are scientific publications from the early 1970s,
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calling for actions to control CO2 emissions. Dyson [9], estimated that fossil fuel combustion adds
5 × 109 tons of CO2 annually, of which, about half remain in the atmosphere. Bach [10] reported
that the upward trend in global population, energy consumption, and economic activity contributes
to climate change. He estimated that the average temperature would rise by about 1.5 ◦C to 3 ◦C
by 2050, due to the increase of anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Garret [11], calculated that the global
temperature will increase between 2 ◦C (optimistic scenario) and 4 ◦C (pessimistic scenario), by the
year 2100, compared to the average temperature of the Industrial Revolution era. Recent estimates of
the Intergovernmental Conference on Climate Change point out that we are close to exceeding the
2 ◦C global warming threshold [12].

The phenomenon of the ever-increasing environmental burden due to the rising trend in energy
demand has turned environmental research interest on energy management and renewable energy
sources. There has already been a remarkable shift of developed countries towards green growth due to
their commitment to the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement [13], which is favored by broad public
access to environmental information [14]. There is a need for wider penetration of renewable energy
sources (hereinafter RES), to achieve the Paris Agreement target of limiting temperature increase to only
1.5 ◦C above the pre-industrial levels. Therefore, in the context of the implementation of ‘sustainable
development’, green investments in the energy sector have significantly evolved, especially during
recent years. Greece, for the period of 2006–2016, has managed to double the share of renewables in
final energy consumption, from 7.2% to 15.2%. For the power generation sector, the participation of
RES is higher, as in 2016 it reached 30% for the European Union, while in Greece, the corresponding
figure is 23.8% [15]. The concept of ‘social acceptance’ is used to assess the degree of readiness of
citizens to accept renewable energy investments in their area [16,17]. According to another study,
‘social acceptance’ is a measure of the active or passive attitude of citizens towards different green
technologies or products [18]. Under social acceptance, a body of literature also explores willingness to
pay for greener electricity. Many studies from Greece reflect positive public attitudes towards various
forms of renewable energy and social responsible actions [19–21], although only a few Greek studies
access willingness to pay.

Within this research framework, the scope of this paper is to address the social and economic
dimensions of renewable energy sources for an urban area of Greece, with two main research aims:
(a) the examination of public perceptions about RES and (b) the estimation of willingness to pay
(hereinafter WTP) for a greater expansion of RES into the Greek energy mix. The area of Nikaia was
selected for the study, a densely populated municipality near the capital of Greece, Athens. The ambient
air condition in Athens, is heavily burdened by traffic load, heating applications, and industrial
facilities [22]. Furthermore, all previous Greek studies on WTP for renewables took place in semi-urban
or rural areas of the Greek province, where severe environmental problems are less noticeable to
the residents.

2. Literature Review

Social acceptance of green investments is monitored at both national and local levels, as it has been
observed that citizens’ attitudes may vary, not only between countries but also between regional entities
of the same country [23–25]. The leaders in renewable energy production are Denmark and Germany.
In the latter, more than 42% of electricity generation is produced by renewable sources [26]. In South
Korea, active ecological awareness has been reported among citizens; most of them support policies
which promote renewable forms of energy that remain state-owned [27]. In parallel, both the federal
and the state US regulations are further motivating consumers through tax credits and discounts,
so that the energy end-users can install solar energy systems [28]. In Portugal, there is a positive
attitude towards innovative RES investments, and this social behavior is more pronounced for solar
projects and new hydropower units [29]. The countries with the largest installed photovoltaic rated
power are Germany, Italy, USA, China, Japan, Spain, France, Belgium, Australia, and the Czech
Republic. These countries are mainly drawing their energy policies upon KWh guaranteed prices (FiT),
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low bank lending rates, national solar development goals, and tax reductions [30]. In the Netherlands,
volunteers and local authorities play a very important role in the technological spur and large-scale
applicability of photovoltaics [31].

Contrarily, an important factor that inhibits the wider adoption of RES-based energy systems,
apart from the high cost of infrastructure, is the lack of publicly shared information and the behavior of
citizens against RES technological advancements [14]. This social behavior has mainly been observed
in economically developing regions or countries. Lack of information was reported in residents of rural,
suburban, and urban areas in the Chinese context [32]. Another study was deployed in the Malaysian
context, about views and perceptions of the local population towards solar energy and the installation
of photovoltaics; it was concluded that the Malaysians hardly understood the incentives and the wider
socio-economic benefits derived, thus they were reluctant to invest in photovoltaics [33]. Additionally,
in the Middle East and North Africa, the attribute of social opposition was reported among interviewed
citizens, since they expressed a biased behavior, significantly distorting anything that tends to become
socially acceptable [34]. On the other hand, a study about the social acceptance of small hydropower
plants (SHP) in India revealed that SHP projects are regionally challenging forms that can be directly
utilized in the Indian energy mix of production [35].

Apart from social acceptance, many studies focus on the economic amount a consumer is prepared
to pay for further expansion of RES in their area of residence, which is defined as willingness to
pay (WTP). For estimation of the economic value that an individual hypothetically assigns to a
non-market good, such as WTP for renewable energy, the contingent valuation method (CVM),
is commonly used [36]. In this method, the respondent is directly asked usually through a questionnaire
survey, to state his preference [36]. A positive relation has already been identified between WTP,
income, and level of information [37,38]. In a study examining attitudes towards RES, Australian
tourists were willing to pay 1–5% more for the existence of renewable energy systems within their
accommodation units [39]. For the case of Sweden, by using binary logistic regression, it was found
that people with increased environmental awareness are more likely to accept renewable energy [40].
Comparable results were proved, by a study on the factors influencing WTP for green electricity,
noticing that a proactive attitude towards environmental issues can lead to a higher level of economic
participation [41]. A study from China revealed that household income, knowledge of renewable
energy, and education are positively associated with WTP, while age and perception of neighbors’
non-participation have a negative impact on WTP [16].

Willingness to pay for renewable energy with the CVM method, has been estimated at
17 USD/household/month for Japan [42]; 4.24 USD/household/month for North Carolina, USA [43];
14 USD/household/month for New Mexico, USA [44]; 2.7–3.3/household/month for Beijing,
China [45]; 13–16 USD/household/month for Australia [46]; 2.3–4.3/household/month for Italy [47];
and 4.1 USD/household/month for Slovenia [48].

Under an economic view, RES expansion in Greece can lead to benefits estimated to be
4.9 euros/MWh and 4.4 euros/MWh for electricity produced from solar p/v’s and biomass power
stations, respectively. Economic benefits of 1.9 euros/MWh and 1.8 euros/MWh were also attributed
to wind farms and hydropower plants electricity production [49]. Furthermore, in a study accessing
Greek households WTP for greener electricity, evidence of positive association was found with income,
level of information, and awareness on green investments [19]. In a relevant empirical study about
tourists’ WTP for renewable energy in the island of Crete, in Greece, positive association was found
between the respondents’ age, information status about RES, and previous experience by using a
logit model [50]. In a study concerning WTP for biofuels expansion at the area of Thrace, in northern
Greece, most of the car owners who took part in the survey, were willing to use biofuels and accept an
increased cost of 0.079 €/L [51].

The significance of the energy sector in Greece, which is a developed country under a severe
economic crisis since 2009, has also attracted a wider scientific interest covering:
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• the applicability of enhanced exploitation of renewables [52];
• the spur of novel technologies upon electrical energy storage in electricity generation [53];
• the socio-cultural value of energy production as a common good that must be instilled in the

secondary education systems [54];
• the energy autonomy and the forestry management of mountainous regions in satisfying the

energy demand, either as energetically autonomous countries, or under bilateral national
agreements of legal importing and exporting forestry biomass as supplementary sources of
energy production [55,56];

• the public attitude that is generally positive towards RES and the high cost and lack of information
as obstacles towards the wider support of RES-based energy investments [19,21,57];

• and the ongoing controversy between ecological, economic, and financial environment in Greece,
since national policies should be oriented to ‘green fiscal policies’. Greek national policy must
be compatible with relevant European reports. National environmental policy should align with
the restructuring of the community framework for the taxation of energy products, which draws
the transition from income taxes towards a system based on the principle that payment should
burden those who consume more energy and produce more air pollutants [58,59].

3. Materials and Methods

A questionnaire survey was conducted in Nikaia, which is situated in the western sector of Attica
and has a population of 89,380 permanent residents, according to the 2011 census. Data was collected
between November and December 2016. The method of random stratified sampling was used [60].
The stratification is carried out at municipality level, using the list of registered voters as the sampling
frame. By using the electoral catalogues, we ensured that the sampling units are adults, residents of
the municipality of Nikaia. The municipality of Nikaia was divided into 159 polling stations with
93,851 registered voters during the parliamentary elections of January 2015 [61]. We used the electoral
lists of the elections of January 2015, containing voters per polling station, as retrieved from the
Ministry of Interior [61]. For creation of the sample, we numbered all voters for each polling station in
ascending order, according to our nominal voter list. Then we randomly selected voters, by separate
draw per polling station, according to the percentage the polling station represents over the total
voters. To ensure randomness, we used the random number generator of Microsoft Excel, version
2007. Random numbers are given by the ‘RANDBETWEEN’ function, which is compiled as follows:
‘=RANDBETWEEN (bottom, top)’. The ‘RANDBETWEEN’ function can produce as many integer
numbers as desired by the user, between the bottom and top boundaries. Special emphasis has been put
on calculating the correct sample size, since it affects not only the accuracy of the measurement but also
the conclusions about the population [62]. For the calculation of the appropriate sample size, because
the dispersion of the variables of our investigation is not available, we performed a preliminary survey
in the area, by collecting 50 questionnaires. By using this pivot sample, we were able to calculate the
variance, standard deviation and the ratio for each variable. Regarding sample size estimation, in the
case of unknown population variance and for the case of a large sample, the following equation is
used [62]

n =
4s2×(Z1−α/2)

D2 (1)

where n is the estimated sample size, s is the calculated standard deviation resulting from the control
sample, Z1−a/2 values derive from the confidence level selected by the investigator based on the normal
distribution table and D is the overall width of the desired confidence level as determined by the
researcher or as given by similar research. In our sample, the variable with the greater standard
deviation ‘age’ (mean = 40.4, s = 14.24). By using Equation (1), sample size was estimated as can be
seen in the calculation below

n =
4 × 203 × 1.96

22 = 397.88 (2)
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The appropriate sample size was rounded up at 400 persons. The proportion equation for variables
expressed in percentages, gave lower sample size estimates. Face-to-face method was used to fill out
the questionnaires. If the respondents were absent or refused, one more effort was made to capture
their opinion. This mainly happened with senior respondents (>65), who were reluctant to respond to
the questionnaire. In this case, we used the previous process to select new sampling units, thus our
study better represents the views of citizens aged 18–65.

The questionnaire includes 16 multifaceted questions on RES, which form 73 variables, about
respondents’ viewpoint of use, information and acceptance of RES. Previous surveys on renewables
for Greece were taken into consideration for appropriate questionnaire design [19,63–67].

The main research goal is to assess public opinion on renewable energy sources, perceived
advantages and disadvantages, and willingness to pay for RES energy. A second research goal is to
locate the main dimensions of public attitude towards WTP for RES expansion. Statistical methods
include principal components analysis, one-way ANOVA, and binary logit regression. For the purposes
of the analysis, Stata/MP 13.0 and SPSS v.17 were used.

4. Results

Most of the respondents are males (52.3%), found in the age category of 41–55 (35.5%), as presented
in Table 1 and Figure 1. For verification of sampling accuracy, in Figures 1 and 2, age distributions for
both the sample and the total population of Nikaia, according to the 2011 census, are provided [68].
The two bar-charts are comparable, with the exemption of the category of adults over 65, who were,
in many cases, unwilling to take part in our survey. The mean sample age is 40.4.

Table 1. Respondents’ age distribution.

Age

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid

18–30 113 28.3 28.3 28.3
31–40 106 26.5 26.5 54.8
41–55 142 35.5 35.5 90.3
56–65 34 8.5 8.5 98.8
>65 5 1.3 1.3 100.0

Total 400 100.0 100.0
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40%

18-30 31-40 41-55 56-65 >65

Figure 1. Bar chart depicting age distribution of sample.

Most of the respondents are high school graduates (38.0%), followed by university graduates
(35.0%). Around 67% of the respondents have an annual family income of up to 20,000 euros, while
one-third of the sample population stated that their annual income does not exceed 10,000 euros.
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The respondents are many civil servants or private employees (57%), while around 25% of the sample
are students, unemployed, or homemakers. Concerning RES use, 239 respondents, who correspond to
60% of the sample, reported that they use renewable energy technologies (active or passive) in their
everyday life. In a multiple response question about ownership of different types of renewable energy
technologies, 95% of RES users have installed solar water heaters, while another 13% of them are using
photovoltaic systems (PVs). Only four RES users have invested in wind energy systems and two in
geothermal energy systems (Table 2).

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

20-29 30-39 40-54 55-64 65-74

Figure 2. Bar chart depicting age distribution of population.

Table 2. Used renewable energy technologies (multiple response).

Technology Frequency
% of RES

Users

Solar water heater 227 95.0%
Solar P/V 31 13.0%

Wind turbines 4 1.7%
Geothermal 2 0.8%

Biofuels 7 2.9%
Passive solar systems 7 2.9%

In a question accessing the reasons for not investing in renewable energy systems (Table 3),
37.3% of non-RES users, indicated “high installation costs”, followed by lack of information (30.4%).

Table 3. Main reasons for not using any kind of renewable energy technology.

Reasons for Not Using RES Frequency %

High installation cost 60 37.3%
I do not have the right information 49 30.4%

Low reliability 18 11.2%
Complex installation process 9 5.6%

Systems hazards 8 5.0%
Legislative environment difficulties 8 5.0%

High maintenance cost 5 3.1%
Difficulty of use 3 1.9%

Possible fire spread 1 0.6%

The internet is the preferred method for retrieving information about renewable energy (43.5%),
followed by television (28.8%), as can be seen in Table 4.
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Table 4. Main sources of retrieving information on renewable energy sources.

Sources of Information on RES Frequency %

Television 115 28.8
Radio 18 4.5

Newspapers/magazines 59 14.8
Internet 174 43.5

Environmental organizations 22 5.5
Friends 12 3.0

Regarding respondents’ self-evaluation on their knowledge degree upon RES, 54% and 42% of
the sample are adequately informed about solar power and wind power, respectively. On the contrary,
respondents are inadequately informed about hydropower, geothermal, and biomass applications.
The results are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Degree of knowledge upon various RES technologies.

RES Type Poor Fair Average Good Excellent

Wind 6.0 20.8 31.5 24.3 17.5
Solar 2.8 13.8 29.3 28.0 26.3

Hydrodynamic 14.3 32.8 28.5 14.5 10.0
Geothermal 30.5 33.3 18.8 11.3 6.3

Biomass 34.3 35.8 15.5 9.3 5.3

In response to perceived RES benefits (see Table 6), most of the respondents (51.5%) consider
environmental protection to be an utmost importance parameter, followed by the increase of energy
independence. In a question concerning respondents’ opinion about “further RES expansion”, most of
them (83%) gave a positive answer.

Table 6. Perceived RES benefits.

RES Advantages Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Argee Strongly Agree

Life quality 0.3 1.5 13.5 40.0 44.8
Environmental protection 0.3 1.5 11.5 35.3 51.5
Economic development 0.3 1.3 19.3 41.8 37.5

Green development 0.5 2.8 13.5 39.3 44.0
New labor positions 0.5 2.3 20.3 38.5 38.5

Reduced oil dependence 0.0 1.3 13.3 40.0 45.5
Energy independence 0.0 1.5 16.8 35.0 46.8

In a dichotomous type question about WTP for a further expansion of 10% of RES share, in the
electricity generation mix, more than one-third of our sample gave a positive answer. Out of those
respondents, a percentage of 28.9 are willing to accept an increase of 6–10 euro in their electricity bill,
while a percentage of 52.4 are willing to pay more than 10 euros per quarter, as it can be seen in Table 7.
By taking the mean of each class of Table 7, multiplying with frequency and dividing the total sum by
the total number of cases, we estimated that the mean WTP for a 10% increase of RES penetration in
electricity mix, is 26.5 euros per household, quarterly.

Our results led to higher estimation of WTP for greener electricity compared to other studies on
WTP for RES electricity within the Greek context [19,51,69–71], as presented in Table 8. A possible
explanation for this is that our survey took place in an urban area near Athens, where the need for
environmental protection is a matter of top priority among the respondents. Ambient air condition in
the Attica region is heavily burdened by traffic loads, heating applications, and industrial facilities [22].
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Table 7. Willingness to pay for a further 10% RES expansion to the electricity mix.

How Much Money Would you be Willing/or Pay Every Quarter?

Classes Frequency %

2€–5€ 28 18.8
6€–10€ 43 28.9

11€–30€ 28 18.8
31€–50€ 27 18.1

51€–100€ 19 12.8
>100€ 4 2.7
Total 149 100.0

Table 8. WTP for renewable energy expansion in Greece.

Authors Year Area WTP for green energy

Zografakis et al. [19] 2010 Crete Island 16.33 euros quarterly
Koundouri et al. [69] 2009 Rhodes Island 11.60 euros quarterly *

Markantonis & Bithas [70] 2009 Country level 13.93 euros quarterly *
Kontogianni et al. [71] 2013 Lesvos Island 138–180 euros one-off payment
Savvanidou et al. [51] 2010 Thrace 0.079 €/L for car biofuel

* calculated according to data included in the research paper.

To access the drivers of WTP, we applied a factorial analysis under the PCA method, by inputting
all variables concerning respondents’ aspects on various RES issues. Under this methodology,
each identified component interprets a percentage of the variance that has not been interpreted by
previous components. In the context of social sciences, an explained percentage of 60% of the variance
or less can be accepted [72]. Kaiser’s criterion (eigenvalue > 1) was used for factor identification.
KMO criterion and Bartlett’s test of sphericity were applied prior to the PCA method to measure
question and sampling adequacy. Regarding the number of observations in proportion to the number
of variables, this ratio should be at least 5:1 and ideally 10:1 [72], a condition fulfilled by our sample.
The result of this analysis via KMO index and Bartlett test of sphericity (Table 9), revealed satisfactory
values (KMO = 0.86 and p < 0.001 on Bartlett). This conclusion implied that statistically significant
correlations exist between questions, and that the sample size meets the criteria to be used for factor
analysis [30].

Table 9. KMO and Barlett test for factor analysis appropriateness.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
Measure of Sampling Adequacy

0.867

Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Approx. Chi-Square 9670.2

df 780
Sig. 0.000

Out of the initial number of variables, nine components were identified by the Kaiser criterion,
explaining a total of 68% of the observed variance; a percentage which is considered satisfactory.
A rotation of the initial factors was afterwards performed by the Varimax method. The rotation
enabled the simplification of the initial factor table. Regarding the nature of the questions, respondents’
attitudes towards RES fall into the components presented in Table 10.

By using the F1 component named “RES perceived benefits”, a positive relationship with WTP
exists, as verified by the one-way ANOVA method, presented inTable 11. When the score on perceived
RES benefit rises, WTP becomes higher, as depicted in the means plot (Figure 3).
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Table 10. Main components of public attitudes towards RES.

F1: Perceived benefits
F2: Perceived disadvantages

F3: RES energy subsidies
F4: Actions for expansion

F5: Institutional promotion barriers
F6: Economical obstacles

F7: Price compared to fossil fuels
F8: Motivation by the social-legal framework
F9: Purchase with interest free installments

Table 11. One-way ANOVA between the variables “willingness to pay for RES” and “perceived benefits
from RES”.

F1: Perceived Benefits

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between groups 10.907 5 2.181 2.423 0.038
Within groups 128.767 143 0.900

Total 139.674 148

Figure 3. Depiction of a positive relationship between WTP and perceived RES advantages.

To further assess the desire for additional payment (WTP) for energy from renewable sources, we
used a binary logit model in STATA/MP 13.0, setting the dichotomous variable WTP (‘yes/no’) as
dependent. The independent variables we used are the socio-demographic characteristics of the sample
(age, income, occupation, education, and gender) and the nine components of Table 10 (variables
F1–F9), reflecting respondents’ views on RES. The reference category for the dependent variable of
WTP is ‘yes’.

As seen in Table 12, McFadden’s R squared, which is the default ‘pseudo R2’ measure reported
by Stata [73], equals 17.83%. The initial model, including all the variables, is presented in Table 13.
Model coefficients are presented under column (B) and the odds ratio is given in the most-right column
labeled “Exp(B)”.
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Table 12. Initial model, pseudo R square.

Logistic Regression Number of Obs = 399

LR chi2(13) = 90.57
Prob > chi2 = 0

Log likelihood = −208.68486 Pseudo R2 = 0.1783

Table 13. Variables included in the initial logit model for the estimation of WTP.

WTP
Coef. Std. Err. Z P > z (95% Conf. Interval) Odds Ratio

(B) (sig.) Exp(B)

EDUCATION 0.242 0.101 2.390 0.017 0.043 0.440 1.273
OCCUPATION 0.038 0.075 0.500 0.618 −0.110 0.185 1.038

INCOME 0.003 0.004 0.920 0.356 −0.004 0.011 1.003
GENDER −0.170 0.250 −0.680 0.495 −0.660 0.319 0.843

AGE −0.086 0.139 −0.620 0.536 −0.358 0.186 0.918
F1 0.108 0.124 0.870 0.384 −0.136 0.352 1.114
F2 −0.506 0.126 −4.010 0.000 −0.753 −0.259 0.603
F3 0.425 0.132 3.230 0.001 0.167 0.682 1.529
F4 0.517 0.134 3.870 0.000 0.255 0.780 1.678
F5 0.444 0.128 3.460 0.001 0.192 0.696 1.559
F6 0.110 0.122 0.900 0.370 −0.130 0.349 1.116
F7 −0.020 0.120 −0.160 0.870 −0.255 0.216 0.981
F8 0.501 0.129 3.890 0.000 0.248 0.754 1.650

Constant −1.868 0.894 −2.090 0.037 −3.620 −0.115 0.154

By looking at sig. values, in column (P > z) of Table 13, we observe that the variables of
OCCUPATION, INCOME, GENDER, AGE, F1, F6, and F7 do not make a significant contribution to
the model, having sig. > 0.05 at 95% confidence level. Therefore, we decided to drop those variables by
using the stepwise method, provided by Stata/MP 13.0. The optimal solution was found after seven
iterations, as presented in Table 14.

Table 14. Stepwise regression, variables removed according the sig. < 0.05 criteria.

. Stepwise, pr (.05): Logistic WTP EDUCATION OCCUPATION INCOME GENDER AGE F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

Step 1: p = 0.8703 >= 0.0500 removing F7
Step 2: p = 0.6116 >= 0.0500 removing OCCUPATION

Step 3: p = 0.4735 >= 0.0500 removing GENDER
Step 4: p = 0.4370 >= 0.0500 removing AGE

Step 5: p = 0.4595 >= 0.0500 removing F6
Step 6: p = 0.2982 >= 0.0500 removing INCOME

Step 7: p = 0.3404 >= 0.0500 removing F1

By looking at Table 15, McFadden’s R2 of the final model, equals 17.05%, indicating a weak,
although respectable capability to explain WTP variation. Hosmer & Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test
statistic of the final iteration is greater than 0.05 (Table 16), indicating that the model fits the data at an
acceptable level (p = 0.148 > 0.05).

Table 15. Final model, pseudo R square.

Logistic Regression Number of Obs = 399

LR chi2(13) = 86.62
Prob > chi2 = 0

Log likelihood = −210.65756 Pseudo R2 = 0.1705
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Table 16. Goodness of fit test, Hosmer and Lemeshow.

Step Chi-Square df Sig.

1 34.359 8 0.000
2 30.616 8 0.000
3 37.694 8 0.000
4 23.014 8 0.003
5 17.928 8 0.022
6 17.442 8 0.026
7 12.063 8 0.148

All variables included in the final model are presented in Table 17, along with their coefficient,
the confidence intervals, and the odds ratio. Interpreting the results of Table 17, we clarify that column
“B”, includes the coefficients of the logit model while “Exp(B)” shows the odds ratios, or the marginal
probabilities, for the predictors. The odds ratios are the exponentiation of the coefficients.

Table 17. Variables included in the final logit model for the estimation of WTP.

WTP Coef. Std. Err. z P > z (95% Conf. Interval) Odds Ratio

(B) (sig.) Exp(B)

EDUCATION 0.239 0.098 2.430 0.015 0.046 0.432 1.270
F8 0.487 0.126 3.860 0.000 0.240 0.734 1.627
F3 0.404 0.128 3.160 0.002 0.153 0.655 1.498
F4 0.534 0.129 4.130 0.000 0.280 0.788 1.706
F5 −0.469 0.116 −3.730 0.000 −0.716 −0.223 0.599
F2 −0.498 0.123 −4.040 0.000 −0.740 −0.256 0.608

Contant −2.080 0.534 −3.890 0.000 −3.126 −1.033 0.125

Thus, the final form of the model is:

logit(p) = log(p/(1 − p)) = −2.080 − 0.498F2 + 0.40F3 + 0.534F4 − 0.469F5 + 0.487F8 + 0.239 (3)

Out of the initial 15 explanatory variables, 6 were statistically significant. Negative coefficients
mean that a one-unit increase in those variables, minimizes the odds that the user remains in the
reference category of “WTP = yes”, by 1-Exp(B). The variables negatively associated with WTP are F2
(Perceived disadvantages of RES) and F5 (Institutional promotion barriers). On the other hand,
variables with a positive coefficient, F2 (Perceived benefits from RES), EDUCATION, F3 (Subsidies
for RES), and F8 (Motivation by socio-political framework), are positively associated with “WTP = yes”.

For example, the odds ratio coefficient, under column Exp(B) of variable “EDUCATION” says that,
holding all other explanatory variables at a fixed value, we will see 27% increase in the odds of
a respondent belonging in “WTP = yes”, for a one unit increase in the educational level, since
exp(0.239) = 1.270 [74]. The same explanation applies to variables F3, F4, and F8.

On the other hand, a one-unit increase in F2 (Perceived disadvantages of RES) holding all
explanatory variables fixed, decreases the odds of a respondent belonging in the category “WTP = yes”
by 39.2%, since 1-exp(B) = 1 − 0.608 = 0.392 [74]. The same applies to variable F5, which also has a
negative coefficient.

The overall predictability of the model is depicted in Table 18. Overall, 76.2% of the respondents
were correctly identified. Specifically, 93.7% of the respondents who are not willing to pay more
for RES expansion (WTP = no) and 36.8% of those willing to pay the extra cost (WTP = yes),
were classified in the correct category. We decided to check for differences in personal characteristics
of the respondents because of the low predictability of the final model for the ‘WTP = yes’ category.
For this purpose, we applied Pearson’s chi-squared test of independence between all personality
characteristics variables and WTP, noticing a relationship between WTP and the dichotomous variable
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‘RES user’. More specifically, RES users are more willing to pay than non-RES users. By applying a
filter and selecting all respondents who are ‘RES users’, we re-run our final binary logit model and
took the following table:

Table 18. Logit model overall prediction capabilities.

Observed

Predicted

WTP
Percentage Correct

yes no

WTP
yes 39 67 36.8
no 15 223 93.7

Overall percentage 76.2

As we see in Table 19, our final model has significant better prediction capabilities (Pseudo
R2 = 0.440) when it is applied only to RES users. Several interesting studies are also reporting that
personality traits, like environmental awareness or eco-consciousness, are positively associated with
environmentally responsible behavior [75–77].

Table 19. Logit model, prediction capabilities when applied to RES users.

Observed

Predicted

WTP
Percentage Correct

yes no

WTP
yes 54 35 60.7
no 21 125 85.6

Overall percentage 76.2

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Concerning policy implications, in previous Greek studies, a positive public attitude was
denoted [19,21,57]. It is noteworthy that the social acceptability and the perceived advantages of RES
diffusion in the national energy mix stems from the adverse environmental and healthcare implications
from the ongoing air pollution and ecosystems’ deterioration caused by the overexploitation of the
carbon-based fossil fuels. Our survey results suggest that the prolonged economic recession in the
Greek economy motivated citizens to undertake market research for cost-effective energy choices,
especially regarding their household expenses. Most of the respondents have installed water heaters
while more than half of them have in-depth knowledge of solar energy systems followed by wind
energy technologies. Environmental protection is outlined as the most important reason for installing
RES technologies, followed by reduced oil dependency. On the other hand, the respondents reported
that high installation costs and lack of information are dominant reasons for not installing any kind of
RES technology. Willingness to pay for an expansion of 10% of RES into the current electricity mix
was estimated at 26.5 euros/quarterly on the electricity bill, higher than previous Greek studies which
ranged between 11–16 euros/quarterly [19,51,69–71]. Our higher estimate of WTP is attributed to
respondents’ perception upon the role of RES in improving the environmental quality, which plays
a decisive role to the wider acceptability of green investments [17,20,25]. The results of WTP are
comparable to other European countries like Spain and Slovenia. On the other hand, Japan and
Australia are amongst the countries with the highest estimated WTP. According to previous studies,
WTP was found to be related to income, age, education, and environmental awareness. By using a
logit model, we discovered that WTP is positively related to education status, subsidies provided
by the state, actions for RES expansion undertaken by the state and motivation by the socio-political
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framework. On the other hand, the perceived disadvantages of RES and institutional barriers negatively 
affected WTP.

Moreover, since WTP was found to be associated with the role of the state, local stakeholders—such as 
municipality and local authorities, as well as private-owned investment companies—should take 
that into consideration for the implementation of a successful national environmental policy [28,31]. 
The state must also ensure access to environmental information for citizens to stimulate investment 
desire and participation [19,21,57]. Citizens’ active participation promotes the implementation of the 
renewable energy targets agreed upon by the national governments.

Concerning the limitations of this study, it must be noted that it was undertaken at a densely 
populated urban area, in which citizens’ prioritization is mainly determined by the cost-effective 
purchase for commercial goods and services and not by the environmental protection of the nearby 
provinces and the surrounded suburban region. Contrarily, future research orientations under the 
same methodological approach, can be implemented to purely rural and island areas, in which it is 
anticipated that, among the local population, environmental protection and the improvement of life 
quality criteria should take advantage of the economically convenient and less costly energy choices 
that the Greek countryside offers. Finally, the inclusion of personality trait variables [75–77] in logit 
models evaluating WTP may provide better fit and better forecasting accuracy.
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Abstract: Many countries have the ambition to increase the share of renewable sources in electricity
generation. However, continuously varying renewable sources, such as wind power or solar energy,
require that the power system can manage the variability and uncertainty of the power generation.
One solution to increase flexibility of the system is to use various forms of energy storage, which
can provide flexibility to the system at different time ranges and smooth the effect of variability of
the renewable generation. In this paper, we investigate three questions connected to investment
planning of energy storage systems. First, how the existing flexibility in the system will affect the
need for energy storage investments. Second, how presence of energy storage will affect renewable
generation expansion and affect electricity prices. Third, who should be responsible for energy
storage investments planning. This paper proposes to assess these questions through two different
mathematical models. The first model is designed for centralized investment planning and the
second model deals with a decentralized investment approach where a single independent profit
maximizing utility is responsible for energy storage investments. The models have been applied
in various case studies with different generation mixes and flexibility levels. The results show that
energy storage system is beneficial for power system operation. However, additional regulation
should be considered to achieve optimal investment and allocation of energy storage.

Keywords: energy storage; power system planning; wind power generation; stochastic processes

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

The flexibility of a power system is defined by how well it can cope with variability and uncertainty
and balance the production and consumption. Variability and uncertainty come from various sources
such as time-varying demand and generation based on variable renewable sources as well as different
contingencies such as line and generation outages.

Power systems are designed to handle demand variability and uncertainty as well as the majority
of the contingencies. However, the increasing interest in variable renewable generation such as
wind-based generation raises concerns on the need to increase the flexibility of the systems to
accommodate large scale varying renewable energy sources. The capacity of wind energy installations
is constantly increasing. For example, in Europe, the share of wind-based energy increased from
2.5 to 15.6% just over 15 years [1]. Current percentage of wind-based electricity generation in the
European generation mix is now even greater than hydro based electricity generation which is 15.5%.
Such a share of variable wind energy is still considered relatively low. In addition, the current state of
a flexibility of the majority European power systems is proved to be sufficient to handle variability
and uncertainty of the present wind based generation. However, if the trend will continue, power
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systems might have to improve the flexibility of the system. Based on current European targets, 20%
consumption of energy should come from renewable generation by the year 2020. The target has been
set by 2020 Climate and Energy package and will require even higher installed capacity of renewable
generation due to variability and uncertainty of the renewable sources. Thus, wind power penetration
is expected to grow substantially just over next few years. In addition, more ambitious targets are
expected to be set for 2030 by Winter Package which is still under development. Increase in large
scale renewable generation will contribute to higher volatility of wholesale electricity prices, higher
balancing costs and system maintenance costs as well as large curtailments of renewable generation
output. Thus, additional flexibility will be required [2,3].

The flexibility of the power system is provided mainly through flexible generation units with fast
response time and flexible demand. One of the most flexible and least expensive generation units is
hydro. The presence of hydropower in a power system clearly has a positive impact on the flexibility
of the system. Hydrothermal power systems generally have good ramping capability and energy
storage possibility in the form of hydro reservoirs. Thus, power system operators can use the flexibility
of the hydropower generation to balance variable renewable electricity generation and load. However,
for a large-scale expansion of wind power (or other variable generation such as solar) existing hydro
flexibility might not be sufficient. More importantly, expansion of hydropower generation is difficult
and in some cases is even impossible due to limited natural resources. In addition to hydropower,
the flexibility of the system can then be improved by increasing the capacity of existing power plants,
adding additional fast-ramping thermal generation capacity, demand response or energy storage
capability. In this paper, we address the possibility to provide additional flexibility by adding energy
storage capacity considering different storage technologies.

1.2. Knowledge Gap

Energy storage is not a new concept and was used for decades in power system, however
predominantly pumped-hydro energy storage was in operation. Almost 99% of installed bulk energy
storage capacity comes from pumped hydro and new installation of such energy storage is limited
due to the same reasons as hydropower. However, other technologies such as compressed air energy
storage (CAES) and various types of batteries are mature and available for applications on transmission
level. In addition, other technologies for energy storage systems (ESS) are also under development
and will be commercially available in foreseeable future. A database with a list of existing energy
storage projects around the world is available in [4]. Energy storage systems are capable of providing
additional flexibility on different time frames to power system operation by charging at peak hours
and discharging when additional electricity is required. Such flexibility is very desirable for systems
with high share of variable renewable generation. In addition, energy storage technologies are very
fast and can be deployed at different capacities and power capabilities depending on the needs of
the system. According to [5] the need in additional storage capacity in Europe alone is expected to
double by 2050 mostly due to renewable generation capacity increase and additional balancing needs
connected to that growth.

Energy storage systems (ESS) have multiple applications and can be beneficial at different levels of
the electricity system. Various literature provide an overview on possible applications and assessment
of energy storage benefits. In [6] a comprehensive analysis of possible energy storage applications
and suitable energy storage technologies is presented. Applications may vary from energy arbitrage
to grid upgrade investments deferral. The most promising applications for energy storage include
energy arbitrage, balancing services and renewable generation support. Different ways how energy
storage systems could be used for balancing applications, especially in presence of a large amount of
variable renewable generation, were studied in [7,8], while [9] includes benefits of energy storage as
a flexibility source. In addition, [10,11] analyze how energy storage can be beneficial for supporting
variable wind power generation and [12] presents benefits of energy storage from a technical point
of view and its effect on maximum wind power penetration. A review of modeling techniques of
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energy storage given different objectives is provided in [13] and includes more than 150 papers on the
energy storage assessment subject. The literature provides evidence that energy storage is beneficial
for renewable generation support and can be profitable under certain assumptions, however high
capital cost is seen as the main obstacle in energy storage market development. Cost evaluation and
calculation of different energy storage technologies is presented in [14,15].

The aforementioned papers have shown that additional capacity of flexibility sources such as
energy storage will be required to reach future renewable targets and energy storage might be profitable
in the systems with a high share of renewables but the financial profitability of the energy storage
is still strongly dependent on the size and location of the deployed energy storage system. Optimal
planning of energy storage under different conditions and objectives have been studied in [10,16–22].
In addition, [23–27] investigated joint optimal allocation and sizing of energy storage. In [28] the
authors also show that energy storage is beneficial for renewable generation expansion and that joint
optimization of renewable generation and flexibility sources including energy storage results in much
higher cost savings than when investment planning is procured separately. However, these papers
consider centralized investments planning which does not ensure profitability of the energy storage
system itself and does not consider profit maximizing behaviour of the energy storage investor. Should
flexibility sources such as energy storage be a market asset or system asset is an open question in
power systems. Under current European regulation energy storage cannot be used to obtain profit if
it is owned by system operators. Thus, current development of energy storage will mostly depend
on independent investors which have profit maximizing objectives and other constraints on expected
profit. A profit maximizing bilevel approach for investment planning of energy storage systems
which will ensure that the owner of the energy storage will maximize its benefits has been proposed
in [23,29,30]. However, neither of the proposed models include other sources of flexibility such as
hydro and flexible demand which are currently the main competitors of emerging energy storage
systems. Moreover, these models do not take into account possible growth of renewable generation.

1.3. Modeling Methodology

As in [23] this paper proposes a bilevel investment planning of strategic energy storage investor
following the modeling approach proposed in [31] for generation investment planning. The approach
allows to model behaviour of the strategic investor considering power system operation and locational
marginal prices as an output of the operation. The modeling approach proposed in [31] allows to
simulate operation of power system close to realistic operation and including many details such as
dynamics of energy limited resources including energy storage, hydro power and flexible demand.
Thus, the prices obtained to calculate energy storage profit are more realistic than using other
mathematical models. In addition, the paper uses a technique to reformulate bilevel problem into
single level linear program. Thus the obtained optimization problem can be solved with standard
solvers such as CPLEX.

1.4. Contribution

This paper proposes two different mathematical models for joint energy storage sizing and
allocation along with renewable generation expansion. The renewable generation expansion is
ensured by expected renewable generation target constraint which sets the lower bound on renewable
generation as a percentage of total consumption. The first model is for a centralized operation and
investment planning while the second model is designed for an independent energy storage owner
who is responsible for energy storage investments while the operation is still on a centralized planner.
The proposed models can manage different generation sources (including thermal, hydro and variable
renewable generation) along with flexible demand. The energy storage investment decisions are
made over a portfolio of different energy storage technologies with varying properties for efficiency,
self-discharge, etc. The owner of energy storage systems can decide which energy storage units to
invest in and where to allocate them. The model has been applied to a case study under different
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cost parameters and various levels of installed flexibility. The proposed models and case study in this
paper differ from the ones existing in the literature on four main points:

• First, the investment planning includes other sources of the flexibility of the system (hydro power
and consumption flexibility) which can create competition for energy storage systems and affect
the revenue stream.

• Second, energy storage investments are made along with renewable generation expansion and
takes into account renewable generation targets present nowadays in Europe and USA.

• Third, the decentralized planning model in addition to investment return constraints includes
payback period constraint which make the simulation of investment decision on energy storage
closer to real life investment planning. Moreover, a solution to the bilevel problem has
been suggested.

• Fourth, the paper presents a comparative analysis based on several case studies of systems
with different generation mix and different levels of congestion. The results contribute to
an understanding of the benefits of energy storage under different planning strategies and
dependency of existing flexibility and type of flexibility on the profitability of the energy storage
and possible effect on system congestion.

The models in this paper will be effective not only to help independent investment planning of
energy storage owner considering expected growth of renewable generation but also to analyze the
influence of existing flexibility in the system on energy storage investments.

1.5. Structure of the Paper

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a centralized planning model followed by
a bilevel mathematical formulation of a decentralized approach and a brief description of a one-level
reformulation and linearization techniques. Section 3 presents case studies, results and an analysis of
results. Finally, Section 4 provides conclusions and a discussion on a future work.

2. Energy Storage Investment Decision and Allocation Problem

The models in this paper consider two investment decisions: wind power generation expansion
and energy storage investments. The first model (which is referred to as the centralized model)
assumes perfect competition which could effectively be modeled by assuming that all operation
and investment decisions are made by a single cost minimizing entity. The second model (which is
referred to as the decentralized model) it is assumed that a separate entity makes decisions about
energy storage investments, while the rest of the system remains a perfectly competitive market
environment. The model assumes that the energy storage investor is a leader while the centralized
planner is a follower meaning that first the decision on energy storage is made and afterwards based
on that decision the centralized planner can expand renewable generation capacity and decide on
operation dispatch. Thus, the energy storage entity can benefit from taking decision beforehand and
strategically place energy storage while the centralized player can react to the investments and update
its renewable generation capacity based on new flexibility in the system.

Both of the approaches have to take into account power system operation decisions, however the
objectives are different. Thus, two different mathematical models were created in order to address the
energy storage investment decision problem from two different ownership prospective. The following
assumptions on energy storage investment decisions are taken for both models:

1. The energy storage investor can choose between energy storage modules of different technologies,
where each module has fixed energy capacity, power capability and other technical parameters
such as self-discharge and efficiency.

2. The energy storage charge and discharge efficiency as well as the self-discharge rate are fixed
parameters and do not vary based on the charge/discharge output level or the energy level of
the storage.
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Additional assumptions are taken for each player.

1. The centralized player is responsible for generation expansion investments into renewable energy.
2. An independent investor will only make investments which will reach break-even within a given

time. For example, typical expected payback period in long term investment planning is
five years.

3. An independent investor has a lower limit on minimum investments returns.
4. The financial benefit of the energy storage is obtained through energy arbitrage.
5. The energy storage utility can exchange information with the centralized player which is in

charge of the optimal dispatch of the generation, flexible load and energy storage in the system.
The centralized player receives information from energy storage owner about invested and
available energy storage energy capacity and power capability of each unit. On the other hand
the centralized player provides information about dispatch of each energy storage unit and
electricity prices.

6. The power system is represented by a DC load flow model.

2.1. Centralized Energy Storage Investment Decision and Allocation Problem

The investment decision problem for a centralized player is described in this section.
The centralized player is responsible for the short-term operation of the power system and for the
decisions on renewable generation expansion and investments and allocation of energy storage units.
The problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear problem. Integer variables are used to allocate
energy storage units while wind power generation investments are assumed to be continuous variables.

The objective function is described through Equation (1) and reflects the cost minimization of the
whole system. The total cost consists of three main parts. The objective function is to minimize the
cost of the scheduled day ahead generation dispatch Ap,s based on the marginal generation cost of
thermal units mcj, energy storage charge and discharge cost mce and charges to activate flexible load
Δdd. The marginal cost of the energy storage charging or discharging is usually equal to zero (except
for compressed air energy storage which uses natural gas or fuel in the discharging process). However,
to take into account fast degradation connected to the cycling of some energy storage technologies
such as batteries, an additional variable cost is assigned to each charge and discharge. In order to
evaluate operation of energy limited resources with storage capability we also consider future value
of stored energy in hydro reservoirs and energy storage systems calculated in Bk,t,s. FCk is expected
future price of electricity at the end of each operational period k. In addition to the variable costs, the
system operator also minimize the investment cost into generation expansion and energy storage Ct.
In this model we do not simulate all hours of operation of power system. Instead, we use selected
days (for example number of seasons k = 4, number of selected days d = 1 and number of operation
periods of each day l = 24 h). Thus, in order to match the simulated short-term operation costs of each
year with and investment costs we use scale factor ψ which can be calculated through simple formula

8760
k ∗ l ∗ d

(for the given example it will be equal to 91.25).

Minimize :
Ωs

fLL = ∑
t
(ψ ∑

s
πs(∑

k,l
Ap,s − ∑

k
Bk,t,s) + Ct) (1)

where:

Ap,s = ∑
j

mcjgj,p,s + ∑
d

mcd(↑ Δdd,p,s+ ↓ Δdd,p,s) + ∑
e

mce(gch
e,p,s + gdch

e,p,s) (2)

Bk,t,s = FCk,t(∑
e

SOCe,t,k,L,s + ∑
h

σhvh,t,k,L,s) (3)

Ct = ∑
w

Cw,t(Gmax
w,t − Gmax

w,t−1) + ∑
e

Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1) (4)
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The minimization problem is a subject to various constraints.
Energy storage investment constraint (5) ensures that invested energy storage unit is available at

the later time periods after the investment was made.

ye,t ≥ ye,t−1∀e, t (5)

Equation (6) represents the power balance for each node of the system. Total generation and net
injection should be equal to the total demand.

∑j In,jgj,p,s − ∑e In,e(gch
e,p,s − gdch

e,p,s) + ∑h In,hgh,p,s + ∑w In,wgw,p,s − ∑d In,dDd,p

−∑d In,d ↑ Δdd,p,s + ∑d In,d ↓ Δdd,p,s + ∑m In,m fn,m,p,s = 0 : (λn,p,s) ∀p, s, n.
(6)

The energy balance constraint (7) represents the state of the charge of the energy storage unit.
The dynamics of energy storage are very similar to hydropower. The main difference is that energy
storage will convert surplus of electricity and store it in a different form of energy or in the form
of an electromagnetic field and then convert it back when it is demanded [32]. The conversion of
electricity into another form of energy induces some losses. These losses could be represented through
efficiency coefficient εe of the energy storage. Also, the energy storage have a self-discharge rate φe

which also cause the losses of energy. The use of efficiencies in the modeling also prevents energy
storage to charge and discharge at the same time, therefore binary variables are not required.

SOCe,p,s = φeSOCe,t,k,l−1,s + εegch
e,p,s − 1/εegdch

e,p,s : (λSOC
e,p,s ) ∀p, s, e. (7)

Renewable generation operation constraints (8). In this model the wind-based generation could
be spilled when there is an excess of generation or not enough ramping capability. Thus, (8) is used to
determine actually utilized wind power gw(p, s).

0 ≤ gw,p,s ≤ wpp,sGw + wpp,sGmax
w,t : (νw,p,s, νw,p,s) ∀p, s, w. (8)

Equation (9) reflects the renewable generation penetration target which is set by the system
(regulator). The equation ensures that expected wind generation at target year (RTY) and further on
will be greater or equal to target values (RGmin).

∑
s

πs ∑
w,k,l

gw,p,s ≥ RGmin ∑
d,k,l

Dd,p : (βt) ∀t ≥ RTY. (9)

Wind power generation investment constraints (10) which ensures that invested generation
capacity stays on in the further periods.

0 ≤ Gmax
w,t−1 ≤ Gmax

w,t : (τw,t) ∀t, w. (10)

Hydro power operation constraints. The hydrological balance constraint (11) represents the hourly
reservoir water level including previous content, direct inflow f lh, spillage sh and hydro discharge
uh used for power generation. The power generated by hydro units is determined through a linear
function (12). This means that the efficiency of the hydro unit is assumed to be constant. Another
approach is to use a piecewise linear function. This method is described in detail in [33].

vh,p,s = vh,t,k,l−1,s − uh,p,s − sh,p,s + f lh,k,l + ∑h∗ uh∗ ,t,k,l−τh∗ ,s + ∑h∗ sh∗ ,t,k,l−τh∗ ,s : (λres
h,p,s)

∀t, k, l, s, h.
(11)

gh,p,s = σhuh,p,s : (λGen
h,p,s) ∀p, s, h. (12)
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Ramping constraints of thermal generation units and hydro power units (13) and (14).

− RDmax
j ≤ gj,t,k,l,s − gj,t,k,l−1,s ≤ RUmax

j : (κ j,p,s, κ j,p,s) ∀t, k, l, s, j. (13)

− RDmax
h ≤ gh,t,k,l,s − gh,t,k,l−1,s ≤ RUmax

h : (κh,p,s, κh,p,s) ∀t, k, l, s, h. (14)

The problem considers DC power flows. Power flows fn,m are calculated using Equation (15) and
are subject to power flow limits (21).

fn,m,p,s − 100
Xn,m

(θn,p,s − θm,p,s) = 0 : (λLine
n,m,p,s) ∀n, m, p, s. (15)

The flexible demand can be increased or decreased. Thus, two different variables are used for
upward demand change ↑ Δdd,p,s and for downwards ↓ Δdd,p,s for each hour. However, the total
energy should be maintained for each operational period. Equation (16) is enforced to ensure that the
total energy demand for each operational period is equal to the initial value.

∑
l
↑ Δdd,t,k,l,s = ∑

l
↓ Δdd,t,k,l,s : (λD

d,t,k,s) ∀t, k, s, d. (16)

0 ≤↑ Δdd,p,s ≤ Dmax
d : (↑ ωd,p,s, ↑ ωd,p,s) ∀p, s, d. (17)

Upper and lower limit constraints (18)–(29) of decision variables.

SOCmin
e ye,t ≤ SOCe,p,s ≤ SOCmax

e ye,t : (γe,p,sγe,p,s) ∀p, s, e. (18)

− Θ ≤ θn,p,s ≤ Θ : (ρ
n,p,s

, ρn,p,s) ∀n, p, s. (19)

θn=1,p,s = 0 : (ρ0p,s) ∀p, s (20)

− Tmax
n,m ≤ fn,m,p,s ≤ Tmax

n,m : (μ
n,m,p,s

, μn,m,p,s) ∀n, m, p, s. (21)

Gmin
h ≤ gh,p,s ≤ Gmax

h : (νh,p,s, νh,p,s) ∀p, s, h. (22)

Gmin
j ≤ gj,p,s ≤ Gmax

j : (νj,p,s, νj,p,s) ∀p, s, j. (23)

0 ≤↓ Δdd,p,s ≤ Dmax
d : (↓ ωd,p,s, ↓ ωd,p,s) ∀p, s, d. (24)

Vmin
h ≤ vh,p,s ≤ Vmax

h : (σh,p,sσh,p,s) ∀p, s, h. (25)

0 ≤ uh,p,s ≤ Umax
h : (ϑh,p,sϑh,p,s) ∀p, s, h. (26)

0 ≤ sh,p,s ≤ Smax
h : (θh,p,sθh,p,s) ∀p, s, h. (27)

0 ≤ gch
e,p,s ≤ Gmax

e ye,t : (ξ
ch
e,p,s, ξch

e,p,s) ∀p, s, e. (28)

0 ≤ gdch
e,p,s ≤ Gmax

e ye,t : (ξ
dch
e,p,s, ξdch

e,p,s) ∀p, s, e. (29)

It should be noted, that set p is used to simplify the notation. It contains all time period indices
(year, t, season, k, and hour, l). The index p is used in the equation when all these sets are indexed
together. If the equation is used just for one of the subsets, the set p is not used and the original three
sets are written.

The decisions of the system operator include short term operation of the power system and
investments into expansion of wind-based generation for each candidate node. Ωs = {gj, gw, gh, gch

e ,
gdch

e , ↑ Δdd, ↓ Δdd, fn,m, SOCe, uh, vh, sh, Gmax
w , ye,t} is the set of decision variables of the problem.
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2.2. Independent Investment Planning. MPEC Model

This section describes the model when energy storage investment decisions are taken by an
independent, profit-maximizing player while generation expansion decisions are in the hands of
a centralized player. The problem can be described as a mathematical problem with an equilibrium
constraint (MPEC) trough a bilevel program. In the upper level the energy storage owner can
decide in which energy storage units to invest and where to put them while obtaining the prices
and charge/discharge dispatches from the centralized player. Therefore, the optimal operation and
generation investment planning model is included as a lower level problem.

Maximize
ye,t

fUL = ∑t,e Pwt(ψ ∑k,l,s πs(λn,p,s In,e(gdch
e,p,s − gch

e,p,s)− mce(gch
e,p,s + gdch

e,p,s) + FCk,tSOCe,p,sΥ(l = L))
−Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1))

(30)

S.t:

ψ ∑t+PBP
t∗=t,k,l,e,s πs(λn,t∗ ,k,l,s In,e(gdch

e,t∗ ,k,l,s − gch
e,t∗ ,k,l,s)− mce(gch

e,t∗ ,k,l,s + gdch
e,t∗ ,k,l,s)) ≥ ∑e Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1) ∀t (31)

ψ ∑
p,s,e

πs(λn,p,s In,e(gdch
e,p,s − gch

e,p,s)− mce(gch
e,p,s + gdch

e,p,s)) ≥ IR ∑
t,s,e

Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1) (32)

ye,t ≥ ye,t−1 ∀e, t (33)

where {
λn,p,s, gch

e,p,s, gdch
e,p,s

}
∈ arg Min

Ωs/ye,t

f ∗LL = ∑t(ψ ∑s πs(∑k,l Ap,s − ∑k Bk,t,s)

+∑w Cw,t(Gmax
w,t − Gmax

w,t−1))

(34)

S.t:
(6)− (29) (35)

The described problem is a stochastic, mixed integer problem which is optimized over t investment
planning periods where each of the them consists of k seasons and l operation hours. The objective
function (30) is to maximize the profit from energy storage operation which consists of a revenue
stream from selling energy at price λn,p,s while the energy storage discharges gdch

e,p,s minus the costs of
buying energy for charging gch

e,p,s, the operational costs and the investments costs. Short term operation
revenue and cost are multiplied by a discount factor ψ to scale the operation and investment costs
and make them comparable. Equation (31) enforces the break-even constraint for energy storage
investment, i.e., that the overall investments for each period should payback in a given amount of
years, whereas (32) ensures that returns on the investments will be sufficiently large. Charge, discharge
and price variables are obtained through the lower level problem (34).

The proposed model is a bilevel mixed integer problem. Bilevel programming models are
a powerful tool for problems with multiple-criteria decision-making models. Such models can
be solved in various ways and one of the them is by reformulating the given bilevel model
into a one-level model. The reformulation is illustrated in Figure 1. Step 1 shows the original
bilevel formulation. The lower level is a linear problem and therefore could be equivalently
represented by the Karush-Kuhn-Taker (KKT) optimality conditions. KKT optimality conditions
consist of primal feasibility equations, stationary conditions and complementary slackness conditions.
This reformulation will not affect the optimality since the KKT conditions are both necessary and
sufficient [34]. The result of replacing the lower level problem by its KKT conditions is shown Step 2.
However, the optimization problem in Step 2 is non-linear and therefore the complementary slackness
conditions are replaced by the strong duality condition which implies that f �UL = f �dual

UL . The final
reformulated problem is shown in Step 3.
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The reformulation steps described above were applied on the independent investment planing
problem (30)–(35). The model was transformed from a bilevel mixed integer non-linear model into an
equivalent one-level mixed integer non-linear problem. Stationary conditions and complementary
slackness conditions for lower level problem (34) are derived in the Appendix of this paper. Two set
of non-linearities were identified. The following sections explain how these non-linearities can be
reformulated.

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Minimize

x,y
: fUL Minimize

x,y
: fUL Minimize

x,y
: fUL

S.t: S.t: S.t:
hUL(x, y) = 0 hUL(x, y) = 0 hUL(x, y) = 0
gUL(x, y) ≤ 0 gUL(x, y) ≤ 0 gUL(x, y) ≤ 0
Where {y} ∈ ≡ KKTconditions : ≡ KKTconditions :
arg Min

y
fLL hLL(y) = 0 hLL(y) = 0

S.t: gLL(y) ≤ 0 gLL(y) ≤ 0
hLL(y) = 0 : (λ) {Stationary conditions} : {Stationary conditions}
gLL(y) ≤ 0 : (μ) � fLL(y) + λ � gLL(y) + μ � hLL(y) = 0 � fLL(y) + λ � gLL(y) + μ � hLL(y) = 0

{Complimentary slackness conditions} {Strong duality condition}
μgLL(y) = 0 fLL = f dual

LL

μ ≥ 0 μ ≥ 0

Figure 1. One-level equivalent reformulation steps.

2.3. Strong Duality Condition

One set of non-linearities appears in the strong duality conditions of the reformulated one-level
problem and are reformulated using the big-M approach.

∑s,p
[

∑d(Dmax
d (↑ ωd,p,s+ ↓ ωd,p,s) + ∑n In,dDd,pλn,p,s) + ∑w wpp,sGwνw,p,s + ∑j(Gmax

j νj,p,s+

RUmax
j κ j,p,s + RDmax

j κ j,p,s − ∑j Gmin
j νj,p,s) + ∑h(Gmax

h νh,p,s + RUmax
h κh,p,s + RDmax

h κh,p,s − Gmin
h νh,p,s+

Vmax
h σh,p,s − Vmin

h σh,p,s + Umax
h ϑh,p,s + Smax

h θh,p,s + f lh,k,lλ
res
h,p,s) + ∑n Θ(ρn,p,s + ρ

n,p,s
)+

∑n,m Tmax
n,m (μ

n,m,p,s
+ μn,m,p,s) + ∑

e
Gmax

e ξ
ch
e,p,sye,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ̂ch

e,p,s︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1

+ ∑
e

Gmax
e ξ

dch
e,p,sye,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ̂dch

e,p,s︸ ︷︷ ︸
L2

+ ∑
e

SOCmax
e .γe,p,sye,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

γ̂u
e,p,s︸ ︷︷ ︸

L3

−

∑
e

SOCmin
e .γe,p,sye,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

γ̂l
e,p,s︸ ︷︷ ︸

L4

]− ∑t RGmin ∑d,k,l Dd,pβt = −∑t(ψ ∑s πs(∑k,l Ap,s − ∑k Bk,t,s)

+∑w Cw,t(Gmax
w,t − Gmax

w,t−1))

(36)

The non-linear terms L1, L2, L3 and L4 can be reformulated by introducing new variables ξ̂ch
e,p,s,

ξ̂dch
e,p,s, γ̂u

e,p,s, γ̂l
e,p,s and using big-M reformulation technique. Stationary conditions and complementary

slackness conditions for lower level problem (34) used in the linearizion process are derived as in
Equations (A1)–(A16) and (A17)–(A49) respectively in the Appendix of this paper.

ξ̂ch
e,p,s − ξ

ch
e,p,s ≤ M(1 − ye,t) ∀e, p, s

ξ̂ch
e,p,s ≤ Mye,t ∀e, p, s

ξ̂ch
e,p,s ≥ 0 ∀e, p, s

}
L1 (37)
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ξ̂dch
e,p,s − ξ

dch
e,p,s ≤ M(1 − ye,t) ∀e, p, s

ξ̂dch
e,p,s ≤ Mye,t ∀e, p, s

ξ̂dch
e,p,s ≥ 0 ∀e, p, s

}
L2 (38)

γ̂u
e,p,s − γe,p,s ≤ M(1 − ye,t) ∀e, p, s

γ̂u
e,p,s ≤ Mye,t ∀e, p, s

γ̂u
e,p,s ≥ 0 ∀e, p, s

}
L3 (39)

γ̂l
e,p,s − γe,p,s ≤ M(1 − ye,t) ∀e, p, s

γ̂l
e,p,s ≤ Mye,t ∀e, p, s

γ̂l
e,p,s ≥ 0 ∀e, p, s

}
L4 (40)

Big-M reformulation technique is used to convert a logical constraint into a set of linear constraints
corresponding to the same feasible set. If the disjunctive parameter is chosen carefully then the
reformulated problem will be equivalent to the original one. The big-M reformulation does not
affect the size of the problem. However, the disjunctive parameters involved in the reformulation
create computational issues for the solver. A disjunctive parameter that is not tuned affects the
convergence of the problem [35]. The literature provides several methods to tune the big-M parameter.
The methodologies for tuning big-M can be found in [35,36]. The methods are proved to provide
good approximations of the big-M parameters under certain conditions but additional large scale
optimization problems should be solved for each case and the optimality still cannot be guaranteed.
The problem of the disjunctive parameter tuning becomes especially hard when the reformulation
involves variables without physical upper or lower limits which is the case in our proposed model.
In this paper we use a simple iterative method to tune big-M parameters. We iteratively solve the
proposed model while increasing the big-M parameter till it does not affect the solution of the problem.

2.4. Reformulation of the Objective Function

Another set of non-linearities λn,p,s In,e(gdch
e,p,s − gch

e,p,s) is found in objective function (30) and can
be linearized following algebraic manipulation steps as shown below.

First step is to express λn,p,s as a linear combination of other decision variables using stationary
conditions of the lower level problem (A13) and (A14)

∑p,e λn,p,s In,e(gdch
e,p,s − gch

e,p,s)
(A13),(A14)

= ∑p,e((−ψπsmce + 1/εeλSOC
e,p,s − ξdch

e,p,s

+ξ
dch
e,p,s)gdch

e,p,s + (−ψπsmce − εeλSOC
e,p,s − ξch

e,p,s + ξ
ch
e,p,s)gch

e,p,s)∀s
(41)

Using complementary slackness conditions (A32)–(A35) for Equations (28) and (29) respectively
we can further simplify the previous algebraic expression (41) as in (42):

∑p,e((−ψπsmce + 1/εeλSOC
e,p,s )gdch

e,p,s + Gmax
e ξ

dch
e,p,s + (−ψπsmce − εeλSOC

e,p,s )gch
e,p,s + Gmax

e ξ
ch
e,p,s)=

∑p,e(Gmax
e (ξ

dch
e,p,s + ξ

ch
e,p,s)− ψπsmce(gdch

e,p,s + gch
e,p,s)− λSOC

e,p,s (εegch
e,p,s − 1/εegdch

e,p,s))
(42)

Equation (42) still contains non-linear term λSOC
e,p,s (εegch

e,p,s − 1/εegdch
e,p,s). Thus, we apply additional

algebraic manipulations. We first use energy balance constraint of energy storage (7) and express the
charge and discharge variables gch

e,p,s and gdch
e,p,s through state of charge variables SOCe,t,k,l,s and then we

use stationary condition (A15) to represent the primary state of charge variables SOCe,t,k,l,s through
linear combination of Lagrange multipliers.
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∑p,e λSOC
e,p,s (εegch

e,p,s − 1/εegdch
e,p,s)

(7)
= ∑p,e(λ

SOC
e,p,s (SOCe,p,s − φeSOCe,t,k,l−1,s)) =

∑p,e(SOCe,p,s(λSOC
p − φeλSOC

e,t,k,l+1,s))
(A15)
= ∑p,e(SOCe,p,s(−γe,p,s + γe,p,s − ψπsFCk,tΥ(l = L)))∀s

(43)

Using complementary slackness conditions (A36) and (A37) for Equation (18) we can simplify
Equation (43) and replace the rest of the non-linear terms through linear combination of linear terms
as in (44).

∑
p,e
(−SOCmax

e γ̂u
e,p,s + SOCmin

e γ̂l
e,p,s − ψπsFCk,tSOCe,L,k,t,sΥ(l = L))∀s (44)

By combining the algebraic expressions obtained in (42) and (44) we can now present the
non-linear term λn,p,s In,e(gdch

e,p,s − gch
e,p,s) through linear combination of linear terms as in (45)

∑p,e(λn,p,s In,e(gdch
e,p,s − gch

e,p,s))
(42),(44)

= ∑p,e(Gmax
e (ξ̂dch

e,p,s + ξ̂ch
e,p,s)− ψπsmce(gdch

e,p,s + gch
e,p,s)

+SOCmax
e γ̂u

e,p,s − SOCmin
e γ̂l

e,p,s + ψπsFCk,tSOCe,l,k,t,sΥ(l = L))∀s
(45)

2.5. One-Level Problem Formulation

The initial bilevel problem is now transformed into a one-level mixed integer linear problem,
which is repeated here for the sake of clarity.

Maximize
Ωs∪Ωp

:

fUL = ∑e,t Pwt(ψ ∑l,k,s πsW(p, e, s)− Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1))
(46)

S.t:

W(p, e, s) = Gmax
e (ξ̂dch

e,p,s + ξ̂ch
e,p,s)− (ψπs + 1)mce(gdch

e,p,s + gch
e,p,s) + SOCmax

e γ̂u
e,p,s − SOCmin

e γ̂l
e,p,s

+(ψπs + 1)FCk,tSOCe,L,k,t,s

(47)

ye,t ≥ ye,t−1∀e, t (48)

ψ
t+PBP

∑
t∗=t+1,k,l,e

πsW(p, e, s) ≥ ∑
e

Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1) ∀t (49)

ψ ∑
p,e,s

πsW(p, e, s) ≥ IR ∑
t,e

Ce,t(ye,t − ye,t−1) (50)

(6)− (29) (51)

{Stationary condition}

(A1)− (A16) (52)

{Strong duality condition}

∑s,p
[

∑d(Dmax
d (↑ ωd,p,s+ ↓ ωd,p,s) + ∑n In,dDd,pλn,p,s) + ∑w wpp,sGwνw,p,s + ∑j(Gmax

j νj,p,s+

RUmax
j κ j,p,s + RDmax

j κ j,p,s − ∑j Gmin
j νj,p,s) + ∑h(Gmax

h νh,p,s + RUmax
h κh,p,s + RDmax

h κh,p,s − Gmin
h νh,p,s+

Vmax
h σh,p,s − Vmin

h σh,p,s + Umax
h ϑh,p,s + Smax

h θh,p,s + f lh,k,lλ
res
h,p,s) + ∑n Θ(ρn,p,s + ρ

n,p,s
)+

∑n,m Tmax
n,m (μ

n,m,p,s
+ μn,m,p,s) + ∑e(SOCmax

e γ̂u
e,p,s − SOCmin

e γ̂l
e,p,s + Gmax

e (ξ̂ch
e,p,s + ξ̂dch

e,p,s))
]−

∑t RGmin ∑d,k,l Dd,pβt = −∑t(ψ ∑s πs(∑k,l Ap,s − ∑k Bk,t,s) + ∑w Cw,t(Gmax
w,t − Gmax

w,t−1))

(53)
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{Big-M reformulation constraints}

(37)− (40) (54)

where:

Ωp = {λn, λSOC
e , λres

h , τ0w, τw, φw, ξch
e , ξ

ch
e , ξdch

e , ξ
dch
e , μ

n,m
, μn,m, σh, σh, νj, νj, κh, κh, κ j, κ j,

νw, νw, ωd, ωd, γe, γe, ϑh, ϑh, θh, θh, γ̂e, ξ̂ch
e , ξ̂dch

e }

3. Case Study

The case study tries to answer the following questions. First, how will the presence of
energy storage investment option affect system operation cost, electricity prices and wind-based
generation expansion? Second, how will the planning approach (centralized and decentralized)
affect the investment decisions on energy storage and will the results be different for systems with
congested transmission capacity? Third, can energy storage benefit from congestion in the system
under decentralized planning? Therefore the following simulation steps were performed. First,
the centralized planning model without energy storage investment possibility was simulated, Case
1. Second, energy storage investment option was added and centralized and decentralized planning
were simulated under different flexibility set-ups, Case 2 and Case 3 respectively. Third, the second
step was repeated for the systems with and without transmission congestion. In addition, a case study
without renewable generation expansion was performed, Case 4. In this case study we fix renewable
generation capacity in the level to satisfy renewable penetration target and simulate energy storage
investment planning under both centralized and decentralized planning models.

The models from section II have been tested on the IEEE 30-node test system. The generation mix
has been varied to obtain different flexibility levels of the system and compare optimal energy storage
investments. In the first and second set-ups, which is referred to as the thermal system (T) and thermal
system with demand response (T+D), the generation consists of thermal units and wind power in
set-up T and thermal units, wind power and flexible demand in system T-D. In the third and fourth
set-ups, which is referred to as the hydro-thermal (H-T) system and hydro-thermal system with flexible
demand (H-T+D), some of the thermal units of T and T+D system respectively are replaced by hydro
units. The total installed capacity of generation units remains the same; however, the total expected
ramping capability of the system is changed based on the thermal unit characteristics. The generation
mix and total expected ramping capability can be found in Table 1.

The total expected ramping capability (R_Total) of the system is measured in MW per minute
and calculated as an expected maximum reserves which could be provided by each plant, energy
storage and flexible demand. A formula is provided to calculate total expected ramping capability of
the system:

R_Total = ∑s πs
1

T∗l (∑p(∑j min{RUmax
j , Gmax

j − gj,p,s}+ ∑h min{RUmax
h , Gmax

h − gh,p,s}
+∑e(SOCe,p,s − SOCmin

e ) + ∑d(Dmax
d − ↓ Δdd,p,s)))

(55)

The total expected ramping capability is used to compare the flexibility levels of different case
study set-ups. It is calculated based on hourly available energy capacity of the thermal and hydro
generation considering ramping limits and available energy which can be obtained through energy
storage and demand response. Energy storage and demand response are considered to have very
fast ramping capability and therefore no ramping limits are imposed on these sources of flexibility.
However, it should be noted that this approach will not capture the full dynamics of energy limited
resources such as hydro power, flexible demand and energy storage, but can be used to approximate
the flexibility of the system. A more exact measurement of flexibility of the system is outside of
the scope of this paper. The measurement is calculated based on the up-ramping capability of the
system and a similar index can be calculated based on the down-ramping capability of the system.
However, in this system, the down-ramping capability is always larger than the up-ramping capability
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(especially if consider possibility to curtail wind power) and is therefore not analyzed any further.
The transmission capacity connecting wind-based generation with load were reduced in order to
create congestion in the system and analyze the impact of additional flexibility and behaviour of
both planning strategies. In addition, the systems with initially congested transmission capacity were
compared to the cases where transmission capacity was increased and congestion was eliminated.

Table 1. Test system input data.

Thermal Hydro-Thermal

Capacity Node Capacity Node

Thermal, (MW) 600 1, 2, 22, 27, 23, 13 300 1, 2, 23
Hydro, (MW) - - 300 22, 27
Wind, (MW) 100 5, 6 100 5, 6

Max. demand, (MW) 600 - 600 -
Flexible demand 10% - 10% -

Transmission limits, (MW) 100 - 100 -
Congested transmission limits, (MW) 70 - 70 -

Ramping capability, (MW) 300 - 420 -
Renewable generation target 20% - 20% -

3.1. System Description

The IEEE 30-node test system was chosen to test and analyze presented investment models.
The initial input data is presented in Table 1. The installed capacity is chosen to be almost the same
as the peak demand in order to force additional investments into renewable generation. Practically,
this situation reflects the decision to close large power plants in the system such as nuclear or coal
and replace the required generation by investments into a wind-based generation and an additional
flexibility source such as energy storage unit. In addition, the investments in renewable generation is
ensured through lower limit constraint on expected generation from renewable generation.

A moment matching technique is used to generate the wind power generation scenarios [37].
The technique provides various advantages. The main one is that the technique allows to use
a relatively few numbers of distinct scenarios and therefore reduces the computational difficulty
for solving the stochastic program. The investment decisions in energy storage are made considering
two different energy storage technologies available: compressed air energy storage (CAES) and
batteries. Both of these technologies could be used for bulk energy storage, mature and commercially
available. Each technology represented through a set of energy storage units of fixed energy capacity
and power capability which could be invested in. The technical characteristics of each unit of each
technology as well as the energy capacity and the power capability are presented in Table 3.

Case studies presented in this paper consider different levels of capital costs of energy storage.
Initially, capital costs were assumed to be high to represent current state of the energy storage market.
We expect a cost reduction each year of up to 5 %, i.e., Ce,t = 0.95Ce,t−1, to take into account predicted
reduction of the capital costs in the future and development of new technologies. The initial capital
costs for the first year were taken from [15] for energy storage and from [38] for wind power. The costs
were updated using the present worth factor based on (56) and parameters presented in Table 2 and in
Table 4.

Pwt =
(1 + in f )t

(1 + dis)t (56)

Table 2. Investment cost assumptions.

Parameter Value

Annual inflation rate, (inf ) 2%
Discount rate, (dis) 10%
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Thus, the investment decisions could be delayed for later periods when the conditions will be
more financially favourable. Investment decision planning includes 10 consecutive periods which
represent years. Each year consists of four consecutive operational periods which represent each
season of that year. Figure 2 shows the time line for the operation planning and investments decisions.

Table 3. Energy storage characteristics.

Technology CAES Battery

Energy storage capacity, SOCmax
e , (MWh) 100 15

Power limit, Gmax
e , (MW) 20 6

Energy conversion efficiency, (ε) 0.75 0.85
Self discharge of energy storage, (η) 0.78 0.99

Initial state of charge 50% 50%
Capital cost, Energy, ($/kWh) 5 400
Capital cost, Power, ($/kW) 700 400
Maximum number of units 5 10

For the hydro-thermal generation mixes the limits for hydro reservoirs at the end of the each
operational period were set based on the outputs of the weekly schedule and are allowed to be deviated
up to 10% of the scheduled amount for each operational period of each year. This was done to simulate
long term hydro power scheduling and avoid overuse of hydropower.

Table 4. Investment parameters.

Parameter Value

Planning period, (T) 10 years
Investments return parameter, (IR) 1.2

Payback period limit, (PBP) 5
Short term operation period, (l) 74 h

Renewable penetration target year, (RTY) 5th year

Figure 2. Investment planning time line.

3.2. Results and Discussions

Tables 5 and 6 present the results for the case studies listed above. Table 5 presents the summarized
investment results and the influence of these investments on operation cost, renewable generation
spillage and presence of congestion in the system. Table 6 presents more detailed data on energy
storage investment, such as the time period when the investment was made, which technology was
chosen and the node it was placed in.

First of all, the results show that energy storage could be a financially beneficial investment
both, under centralized and decentralized planning. However, in hydro-thermal systems energy
storage investments are not profitable for independent investors. No investments were made under
decentralized planning in hydro-thermal systems while under centralized planning 45 MW of energy
storage were installed which is 8% of the total installed generation capacity of the system. Considerable
investments were made under decentralized planning in thermal only systems. 90 MW of energy
storage consisting of batteries were installed compared to 115 MW of storage capacity consisting of
CAES and a batteries under centralized planning. While decentralised planning ensures that the owner
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of energy storage system earns sufficient benefits in a fixed payback period time, the investments
made are still beneficial for the whole system by reducing electricity prices and relieving transmission
congestion. However, the benefits are much lower than under centralized planning and mainly due
to lower investments in energy storage and as a consequence in renewable generation expansion.
For example in the thermal only system the investments made under decentralized planning resulted in
12% price reduction compared to 20% price reduction under centralized planning while the standard
deviation of the price was reduced from 12.6 to 6.2 in decentralized planning and till 4.3 under
centralized planning. Curtailed wind remained relatively high (5%) under decentralized planning
while centralized planning allowed to almost completely eliminate wind curtailment. Moreover energy
storage investments reduced substantially installed capacity of the wind power generation which was
required by renewable generation target set by the system. In centralized planning 115 MW of energy
storage investment in thermal system helped to reduce required installed capacity of wind generation
from 288 MW to 241 MW.

Another interesting observation was that in the system with congested transmission capacity,
an independent profit maximizing energy storage owner will choose the placement of large energy
storage units in such a way to keep the congestion in the system. On the other hand, under centralized
planning more investments will be made just to relieve the congestion and reduce the renewable
generation spillage and total operation cost. The difference is noticeable when comparing the system
with three congested lines to the system without congestion. The average price and variability of the
price is reduced under both centralized and decentralized planning with all generation mix set-ups
while energy storage investments are also lower than in the case studies with congested lines with the
same generation mix set-ups. For example the results in Table 6 show that similar quantities of energy
storage were deployed under decentralized planning for congested and not congested systems but
the nodes of placement were different. In the congested system under decentralized planning energy
storage was placed at nodes 4, 6 and 8. In addition, the average price difference between centralized
and decentralized planning was 9 % while in the non-congested system the price difference was
equal to zero and the energy storage units were placed at nodes 4, 8 and 25. In centralized planning
energy storage investments contribute to substantial reduction of wind power spillage and wind
power generation investments which were forced by renewable generation target. Moreover, average
price and price variability also were significantly lowered by additional energy storage investments.
Decentralized planning also resulted in energy storage investments however the overall benefits of the
system from these investments was lower.

In addition decentralized planning of energy storage especially in already congested systems can
have a negative impact on system operation and further congested power system. This could be the
case when variable renewable generation is planned beforehand and the flexibility requirements are set
afterword. Thus, the flexibility providers can benefit from strategic placement and internalize existing
system congestion. However, the results of the case studies show that independent energy storage
investments will still contribute to congestion relief but in much lower volumes than in centralized
planning. Congestion relief under decentralized planning is mainly due to the assumption that system
operator follows energy storage investment decision and expands renewable generation according to
the decision made on upper level. Thus, energy storage owner can not congest system further and
considerably influence on locational marginal prices at the congested nodes. The case study Case 4
also proves this. The investments on energy storage when renewable generation capacity was fixed
considerably increased price volatility and did not relieve congestion at all.
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Table 5. Case study results.

Congested Not Congested

T T+D H-T H-T+D T H-T

Case 1. Base case (no ES investments)

Available capacity, (MW) 600 600 600 600 600 600
Wind power investments, (MW) 288 274 273 271 281 271
Ramping capability, (MWh) 300 360 420 480 300 420
Number of congested lines 3 1 3 1 0 0
Curtailed wind, (%) 10 8 11 6 7 5
Std of price 14.2 13.1 5.2 5.7 13.3 4.5
Average price, ($) 52 45 32 32 45 34

Case 2. Centralized planning

Wind power investments, (MW) 241 235 232 238 248 236
Energy storage investments, (MW) 115 45 45 45 100 30
Ramping capability, (MWh) 390 390 455 510 384 447
Std of price 4.3 3.9 3.4 3.1 4.3 3.1
Average price, ($) 40 40 30 30 40 30
Number of congested lines 1 0 1 0 0 0
Curtailed wind, (%) ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1

Case 3. Decentralized planning

Wind power investments, (MW) 257 241 273 271 270 271
Energy storage investments, (MW) 90 45 0 0 45 0
Ramping capability, (MWh) 330 390 420 480 390 420
Std of price 6.2 5.4 5.2 5.7 5.2 4.5
Average price, ($) 44 40 35 35 40 34
Number of congested lines 2 1 2 1 0 0
Curtailed wind, (%) 6 6 9 6 7 4

Case 4. Decentralized planning with fixed wind investments

Energy storage investments, (MW) 90 45 45 45 100 30
Ramping capability, (MWh) 330 390 420 480 384 447
Std of price 6.9 6.1 5.8 5.9 4.3 3.1
Average price, ($) 46 41 38 37 40 30
Number of congested lines 3 1 3 1 0 0
Curtailed wind, (%) 6.5 6.8 9 6 ≥1 ≥1

In addition, the investments in energy storage under independent investment planning were done
predominately in batteries while in centralized planning the investments also include compressed
air energy storage (CAES). Under centralized planning both congested and non-congested systems
deployed one CAES unit while none of the case studies under decentralized planning invested in
CAES. The large size of CAES and associated high total capital cost makes it harder for independent
investors to get the payback of the investments in reasonable time. Thus, the payback limit constraints
introduced in independent planning model restricts these investments.

Based on the case study results we can suggest that centralized ownership model provides
more benefits to the power systems and ensures an effective short-term operation. However, current
regulations existing in Europe prohibit the use of energy storage technologies for energy arbitrage if
they are owned by the system operator. Thus, decentralized ownership model is the only valid option
to provide energy arbitrage. The decentralized ownership of energy storage without proper regulation
may potentially congest the system and result in inefficient development of power system and reduced
deployments of renewable generation such as wind. Additional research on various regulations on
energy storage investments should be performed in order to fully answer the question who should be
responsible for energy storage investments.
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Table 6. Energy storage investment results. Bat: Battery.

Congested Not Congested

Centralized Decentralized Centralized Decentralized

CAES Bat. CAES Bat. CAES Bat. CAES Bat

Thermal system

Time period, (t) t1 t1 - t5 t1 t1 - t5
Node, (n) 3 25 - 4, 6, 8 4 25 - 4, 8, 25
Number of units 1 6 - 1 1 3 -

Hydro-Thermal system

Time period, (t) - t1 - - - t1 - -
Node, (n) - 3, 25, 15 - - - 3, 25 - -
Number of units - 3 - - - 2 - -

4. Conclusions

This paper presents two mathematical models for centralized and decentralized investment
planning of energy storage and wind power generation expansion. The decentralized investment
planning is formulated as MPEC model, where a single energy storage investor is interacting with
a centralized operator representing a perfect market environment. Both models are useful to investigate
the interactions between variability of renewable generation and the flexibility provided by energy
storage. The models include a wide range of generation mixes which allows to model different types
of the system with different flexibility levels just by varying the input parameters.The proposed
models allow to evaluate the differences between centralized and decentralized planning. Additional
constraint on investments return and payback periods express the constraints of a profit maximizing
company when it faces investment planning decisions. The models were applied on a case studies
with various levels of flexibility and different levels of congestion in transmission capacity.

The following main conclusions were obtained from the case studies:

• First, energy storage can be beneficial to the whole system by reducing spillage of renewable
generation and relieving congestion of transmission capacity under both centralized and
decentralized planning approaches. However, there are still a big gap between centralized
and decentralized planning approaches. More investments are made under centralized planning
and the cost and the average price reduction under centralized planning is much higher.

• Second, if treated as a market asset (decentralized planning) energy storage can profit from
strategically placing energy storage units and contribute on increase to transmission congestion
of power system and additional wind spillage.

• Third, negative impact of strategic behavior of energy storage can be reduced if renewable
generation decisions are taken simultaneously.

• Fourth, the case studies demonstrate that decentralized unregulated allocation planning for
energy storage potentially may cause congestion in the system. Thus, additional studies on
proper regulation for energy storage is necessary.

The gap between centralized and decentralized planning could be reduced if independent energy
storage owner were able to have additional profits apart from energy arbitrage. An additional profit
stream could increase the investments in energy storage under decentralized planning. This is the case
especially in hydro-thermal system where investments in energy storage are generally less profitable
under both centralized and decentralized investment planning. The revenue streams can include
participation in balancing markets and provision of reserves. On the other hand increasing penetration
of variable renewable generation will also increase the potential profitability and need in energy
storage systems. Based on case study results energy storage considerably reduces wind spillage and
therefore coordinated investment planning with renewable generation might increase investments in
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energy storage even under decentralized planning. Otherwise, in order to ensure sufficient flexibility
in the system grid, the owner should be eligible and responsible for investments in energy storage.
For example such a strategy was chosen in California and Oregon by passing energy storage mandates
on energy storage installations.

Future research steps could be identified as the following.

• First, proposed decentralized model considers monopoly on energy storage investments and does
not take into account additional competition from investments made on other flexibility sources
such as hydro, flexible demand or flexible generators. Thus, an EPEC model could be developed
to coordinate the investment and evaluate the dependency.

• Second, the models consider only one revenue stream which comes from providing energy
arbitrage, however additional revenue streams such as provision of balancing services should be
also considered to further evaluate the profitability of energy storage.

• Third, the initial formulation of the decentralized planning model is presented as a mixed integer
non-linear bilevel model and later reformulated as a mixed integer linear one-level problem.
The suggested technique for reformulation and linearization reduces the complexity of the model
and makes it possible to find an optimal solution with reasonable computational time. However,
the linearized model is still complex and a higher number of nodes and decision variables will
increase the computational time. In order to apply the models to larger systems, it could be
beneficial to investigate decomposition techniques (ex. Benders decomposition).

• Fourth, the choice of the number of days and operational hours also affects the computational
time and the energy storage evaluation require rather large operational period to observe the
charge and discharge cycles. Thus, the selection of the critical operational periods for energy
storage evaluation is also a subject for future research.
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Nomenclature

Indices
d Demand;
e Energy storage systems;
h Hydro based generation;
j Thermal generation;
k Operation period (seasons);
l Operation period (hours);
n, m Nodes of the system;
p Superset for l, k, t;
s Scenarios;
t,t∗ Planning period (years);
w Wind based generation;
Binary Variables
ye Energy storage investment decision variable
Continuous Variables
↑ Δdd, ↓ Δdd Up and down regulated flexible load, (MW);
fn,m Power flow between node n and m, (MW);
gch

e , gdch
e Charge and discharge of energy storage, (MW);

gj,gh,gw Output of thermal, hydro and wind generation units, (MW);
Gmax

w Expanded wind generation capacity, (MW);
sh Spillage of a hydro unit h;
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SOCe State of charge of an energy storage, (MWh);
uh Hydro discharge of a hydro unit h
vh Reservoir level of a hydro unit h;
θn Voltage angles at node n, (p.u);
λn Price at node n, ($/MW);
λSOC

e Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for energy balance constraint for ES;
λLine

n,m Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for power flow constraints;
λD

d Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for demand response constraints;
λGen

h,p,s red Lagrange multipliers,($/MW), for hydro power generation constraint

λres
h Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for hydrological balance constraints;

τ0w, τw Lagrange multipliers ($/MW) for generation investment constraints;

ξch
e , ξ

ch
e Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for energy storage charge constraints;

ξdch
e , ξ

dch
e Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for energy storage discharge constraints;

μ
n,m

, μn,m Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for line constraints;

σh, σh Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for water reservoir volume constraints;
νj, νj Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for generator j constraints;
νh, νh Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for generator h constraints;
νw, νw Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for generator w constraints;
κ j, κ j Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for generator j constraints;
κh, κh Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for generator h constraints;
ρ

n
, ρn, ρ Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for voltage angle constraints;

↑ ωd, ↑ ωd Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for demand d constraints;
↓ ωd, ↓ ωd Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for demand d constraints;
γe, γe Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW) for energy storage SOC constraints;
ϑh, ϑh Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for spillage constraints;
θh, θh Lagrange multipliers, ($/MW), for water flow constraints;
βt Lagrange multipliers for renewable target constraint;
Parameters
Cw Capital cost of wind gen. expansion, ($/MW);
Ce Capital cost of energy storage block, ($/block);
Dd Non-dispatchable load, (MW);
Dmax

d , Dmin
d Limits of flexible load, (MW);

dis Discount rate;
FC Expected future cost of electricity for period k ;
f lh Inflow of hydro unit h;
σh Efficiency of hydro unit h;
τh∗ Hydro discharge time delay;
Gmax

j ,Gmax
h ,Gmax

e Upper generation limits, (MW);

Gmin
j ,Gmin

h ,Gmin
e Lower generation limits, (MW);

Gw Existing capacity of wind power generation (MW);
in f Annual inflation rate;
In,j,In,h,In,w Incidence matrix for thermal, hydro and wind generation units;
In,e Incidence matrix for energy storage units;
In,d Incidence matrix for flexible demand units;
In,m Incidence matrix for transmission;
IR Investments return coefficient;
L Operation time period;
M Big-M parameter,sufficiently large number;
PBP Payback period, (years) ;
Pwt Present worth factor ;
RGmin Renewable generation penetration target ;
R_Total Total expected ramping capability of a system ;
RUmax

j ,RUmax
h Ramp-up hourly limits, (MW);

RDmax
j ,RDmax

h Ramp-down hourly limits, (MWh);
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Smax
h Maximum spillage of hydro units;

SOCmax
e Storage capacity, (MWh);

Tmax
n,m Transmission line capacity, (MW);

T Investment planning period;
RTY Target year for renewable generation penetration;
Umax

h Maximum flow of hydro units;
Vmax

h Maximum reservoir of hydro units;
wpp,s Wind power output for each scenario as percentage of capacity;
εe Energy conversion efficiency;
φe Self discharge of energy storage;
πs Scenario probability;
mce, mcj, mcd marginal costs of energy storage units,thermal units

and flexible demand units
ψ Scaling factor for operation and investment values
Υ(∗) 1 if ∗ is true and 0 otherwise;

Appendix A. Stationary Conditions

ψπsmcd + In,dλn,p,s+ ↑ ωd,p,s− ↑ ωd,p,s + λD
d,t,k,s = 0 ∀d, p, s (A1)

ψπsmcd − In,dλn,p,s+ ↓ ωd,p,s− ↓ ωd,p,s − λD
d,t,k,s = 0 ∀d, p, s (A2)

ψπsmcj + In,jλn,p,s + νj,p,s − νj,p,s + κ j,p,s − κ j,p,s − κ j,t,k,l+1,s + κ j,t,k,l+1,s = 0 ∀j, p, s (A3)

In,wλn,p,s + βtΥ(t ≥ RTY) + νw,p,s − νw,p,s = 0 ∀w, p, s (A4)

In,hλn,p,s + νh,p,s − νh,p,s + λres
h,p,s + κh,p,s − κh,p,s − κh,t,k,l+1,s + κh,t,k,l+1,s = 0 ∀h, p, s (A5)

ϑh,p,s − ϑh,p,s + λres
h,p,s = 0 ∀h, p, s (A6)

θh,p,s − θh,p,s + λres
h,p,s = 0 ∀h, p, s (A7)

σh,p,s − σh,p,s − λres
h,p,s + λres

h,t,k,l+1,s − πsσhFCk,tΥ(l = L) = 0 ∀h, p, s (A8)

Cw,t + τ0w − τw,t=2 + ∑
s,p

wpp,sνw,p,s = 0 ∀w (t = 1) (A9)

τw,t − τw,t−1 + ∑
s,p

wpp,sνw,p,s = 0 ∀w, t (1 < t < T) (A10)

− Cw,t + τw,T − φw,T + ∑
s,p

wpp,sνw,p,s = 0 ∀w (t = T) (A11)

− λn,p,s + μ
n,m,p,s

− μn,m,p,s + λLine
n,m,p,s = 0 ∀n, m, p, s (A12)

ψπsmce − In,eλn,p,s + εeλSOC
e,p,s + ξch

e,p,s − ξ
ch
e,p,s = 0 ∀e, p, s (A13)

ψπsmce + In,eλn,p,s − 1/εeλSOC
e,t,l,s + ξdch

e,p,s − ξ
dch
e,p,s = 0 ∀e, p, s (A14)

− γe,p,s + γe,p,s − λSOC
e,p,s + φeλSOC

e,t,k,l+1,s − ψπsFCk,tΥ(l = L) = 0 ∀e, p, s (A15)

− ∑
m

100
Xn,m

λLine
n,m,t,p + ∑

m

100
Xm,n

λLine
m,n,t,p + ρ

n,t,p
− ρn,t,p + ρ0p,sΥ(n = 1) = 0 ∀n, p, s (A16)
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Appendix B. Complementary Slackness Conditions for Lower Level Problem

(gw,p,s − wpp,sGw + wpp,sGmax
w,t )νw,p,s = 0 : (νw,p,s, ) ∀p, s, w. (A17)

gw,p,sνw,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, w. (A18)

(RGmin ∑
d,k,l

Dd,p − ∑
s

πs ∑
w,k,l

gw,p,s)βt = 0 ∀t ≥ RTY. (A19)

(Gmax
w,t−1 − Gmax

w,t )τw,t = 0 ∀t, w. (A20)

Gmax
w,t1τ0w = 0 ∀w. (A21)

((gj,t,k,l,s − gj,t,k,l−1,s) + RDmax
j )κ j,p,s = 0 ∀t, k, l, s, j. (A22)

((gj,t,k,l,s − gj,t,k,l−1,s)− RUmax
j )κ j,p,s = 0 ∀t, k, l, s, j. (A23)

((gh,t,k,l,s − gh,t,k,l−1,s) + RDmax
h )κh,p,s = 0 ∀t, k, l, s, h. (A24)

((gh,t,k,l,s − gh,t,k,l−1,s)− RUmax
h )κh,p,s = 0 ∀t, k, l, s, h. (A25)

(gh,p,s − Gmin
h )νh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A26)

(gh,p,s − Gmax
h )νh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A27)

(gj,p,s − Gmin
j )νj,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, j. (A28)

(gj,p,s − Gmax
j )νj,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, j. (A29)

(sh,p,s − Smax
h )θh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A30)

sh,p,sθh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A31)

(gch
e,p,s − Gmax

e ye,t)ξ
ch
e,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, e. (A32)

gch
e,p,sξch

e,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, e. (A33)

(gdch
e,p,s − Gmax

e ye,t)ξ
dch
e,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, e. (A34)

gdch
e,p,sξdch

e,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, e. (A35)

(SOCe,p,s − SOCmax
e ye,t)γe,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, e. (A36)

(SOCe,p,s − SOCmin
e ye,t)γe,p,s ∀p, s, e. (A37)

(θn,p,s + Θ)ρ
n,p,s

= 0 ∀n, p, s. (A38)

(θn,p,s − Θ)ρn,p,s = 0 ∀n, p, s. (A39)

( fn,m,p,s + Tmax
n,m )μ

n,m,p,s
= 0 ∀n, m, p, s. (A40)

( fn,m,p,s − Tmax
n,m )μn,m,p,s ∀n, m, p, s. (A41)
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(↑ Δdd,p,s − Dmax
d ) ↑ ωd,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, d. (A42)

↑ Δdd,p,s ↑ ωd,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, d. (A43)

(↓ Δdd,p,s − Dmax
d ) ↓ ωd,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, d. (A44)

↓ Δdd,p,s ↓ ωd,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, d. (A45)

(vh,p,s − Vmax
h )σh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A46)

(vh,p,s − Vmin
h )σh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A47)

uh,p,sϑh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A48)

(uh,p,s − Umax
h )ϑh,p,s = 0 ∀p, s, h. (A49)
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Abstract: Renewable Energy Sources are expected to play a very important role in energy production
in the following years. They constitute an energy production methodology which, if properly enabled,
can ensure energy sufficiency as well as the protection of the environment. Energy production from
biomass in particular is a very common method, which exploits a variety of resources (wood and
wood waste, agricultural crops and their by-products after cultivation, animal wastes, Municipal Solid
Waste (MSW) and food processing wastes) for the production of energy. This paper presents a Spatial
Decision Support System, which enables managers to locate the most suitable areas for biomass
power plant installation. For doing this, fuzzy logic and fuzzy membership functions are used for
the creation of criteria layers and suitability maps. In this paper, we use a Multicriteria Decision
Analysis methodology (Analytical Hierarchy Process) combined with fuzzy system elements for the
determination of the weight coefficients of the participating criteria. Then, based on the combination
of fuzzy logic and theAnalytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), a final proposal is created thatdivides the
area into four categories regarding their suitability forsupporting a biomass energy production power
plant. For the two optimal locations, the biomass is also calculated.The framework is applied to
theRegional Unit of Drama, which is situated in Northern Greece and is very well known for the
area’s forest and agricultural production.

Keywords: fuzzy logic; AHP; biomass; Greece; land suitability

1. Introduction

Energy is a very important part of human life and the economy.Many researchers consider it as a
key element forimproving quality of life [1,2], although there are differing opinions [3]. In any case,
energy plays a vital role,whethernegative or positive, in our way of life.

Also, many researchers have proven that overthe last decades we are witnessing a constant
increase in energy usage, which is followed by a constant need toincrease energy production [4–6].
The International Energy Outlook for the year 2017, published by the U.S. Energy Information
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Administration [6], suggests that the total energy consumption will rise from 575 quadrillion Btus
in 2015 to 735 Btus in 2040. Most of this increase will come from countries that are not part of the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). These countries are characterized
by strong economic growth, increased access to marketed energy and quickly growing populations,
which lead to rising energy demands. It is estimated that the energy consumption in non-OECD
countries will increase by 41% between 2015 and 2040 in contrast to a 9% increase in OECD countries [6].
One of the most important drivers that leads to increased energy demand is population. Studies
showed that in OECD countries the estimation of population growth is only 0.2% per year, whereas in
non-OECD countries in Africa, Middle East and India are expected to experience among the highest
rates of population growth in the world [6].

Apart from the energy usage increase caused from population growth there are numerous other
reasons causing similar phenomena. The average household consumes more energy mainly because
there are new appliances introduced and used every day [7]. Furthermore, it is estimated that the
increase in the number of appliances like TV sets per household, gaming consoles, computers as well
as the diffusion of usage of others (vacuum cleaners, dish washers etc.) also increases the average
energy usage [8,9]. The same researchers have shown that between the years 2005 and 2011 an increase
of 102 kWh/year has been made only from the usage of high definition consoles.

Other researchers, by analysing micro-level data from the National Survey of Family and
Expenditure, revealed that the family and income structure of households affects appliance usage [7].
Additionally, it is proven that the need for larger houses also leads to a subsequent increase in energy
consumption which is caused by the residents need to utilize the entire structure [9–11], Another
increase factor in energy usage is caused by the increment of the number of cooling days. It is proven
that since the year 1990 there is a constant increase in the number of cooling days and heating days per
year, which causes a subsequent increase in energy demand [12–14].

Currently the most popular methods of energy production are mainly based on the usage of
fossil fuels, which will represent 77% of energy production by 2040 according to IEO [6]. However,
these methods have an enormous environmental impact mainly because they produce contaminants
which play a very important role in climate change (fossil fuels) or their bi-products are difficult to be
processed and stored (nuclear fuels) [15–20].

Furthermore, the usage of non-renewable energy sources has a limited time frame. Studies have
proven that oil, coal and gas reserves will be extinct in 35, 107 and 37 years respectively, based on the
current usage rate and energy demands prediction [21–23].

The most promising solution to these problems is the usage of renewable energy sources
(RES) which can be exploited without the subsequent side effects caused by the typical energy
production forms.

Under this scope the aim of this paper is the presentation of a methodology in the form of a
spatial decision support system framework, which is based on the combination of fuzzy systems and
multicriteria decision analysis and will enable researchers, managers and local or regional authorities
to identify the locations where potentially a RES power plant can be installed in order to maximise its
usage and minimise environmental annoyance and installation cost. Additionally, the methodology
will provide sufficient data in order to make a first estimation regarding the overall energy potential of
the proposed area.

Finally, in order to validate the results of the system, the methodology is applied to the Regional
unit of Drama. The regional unit was selected because it combined all the types of biomass energy
sources. In detail, Drama has the largest forest and transitional forest areas in Greece as well as
significant agricultural areas, pastures. Additionally, in the regional unit there is the largest number of
livestock units in the prefecture of Eastern Macedonia and Thrace and it is in the top 10 regional units
in Greece [24].
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Renewable Energy Sources

It is already stated that there is a rapidly increasing need for producing energy using cleaner more
environmental friendly methods like Renewable Energy Sources (RES).

The most common forms of RES include the usage of hydroelectric power, solar and wind energy,
geothermal energy and biomass for the production of electricity generation [25]. RES constitutes for
many countries (developed and developing), an important, alternative energy source, which reduces
energy dependency and strengthens the security of their energy supply [26].

Global electricity energy production from renewable energy is expected to grow 2.7 times until
2035 [27]. Renewables are the fastest-growing source of energy for electricity generation (Figure 1).
The average increase is estimated to be 2.8%/year from 2015 to 2040. From all RES technologies,
non-hydropower renewable resources are the fastest-growing energy sources for new generation
capacity in both OECD and non-OECD regions. Non-hydropower renewables accounted for 7% of
total world generation in 2015; their share in 2040 is 15% in the IEO2017 Reference case, with more
than half of the growth coming from wind power [6].

 

Figure 1. World energy production from RES in quadrillion Btusfor the years 2004–2015 [28].

In Europe, renewable energy production within the 28 member states in 2015 was 204 Mtoe
(Figure 2) (8.08 quadrillion Btus). The quantity of renewable energy produced within the member
states has increased overall by 70.2% from 2005 until 2015 [29]. This increase in RES usage is triggered
by the EU legislation framework. The EU Directive 2009/28/EC set the obligatory level of contribution
of RES to energy mixture as 20% by 2020. In order to achieve this level EU member must double the
share of electricity from RES from 16% to over 30%. In 2012 the penetration of RES in all 28 member
states was 14.1%. Sweden is the leading country with 51% of energy production covered by RES,
followed by Finland, Austria and Latvia with 30% [29].

In Greece, due to its geographic position, there is an enormous potential for energy production
by RES. The geo-morphologic profile and the weather conditions favour energy production from the
exploitation of wind and solar energy [30,31]. In 2015 the percentage of electricity generated by RES
was 22.1% [29].

From Figure 3 it is evident that Hydro Power, Solar and Biofuels are the dominant forms of RES
production. However, there can be vast improvements in order for the country to reach the EU average.
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Figure 2. EU RES Energy Production in quadrillion Btus for the years 2004–2015 [29].
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Figure 3. Energy production by RES in Greece for the year 2015 in Mtoes [29].

2.2. Biomass Energy Production

Biomass is a very important form of RES, mainly because its usage can be done in raw form
without any process. Among other factors the growing interest in biomass usage is based on the
following facts [32]:

• Its contribution to poverty reduction in developing countries
• Its ability to constantly meet energy demand
• Its capability on delivering energy in all forms people need (liquid, gas, heat and electricity)
• Its carbon dioxide neutrality
• It helps on the restoration of unproductive and degraded lands, increases biodiversity, soil fertility

and water retention

The most common biomass energy sources are wood and wood waste, agricultural crops and their
by-products after cultivation, animal wastes, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) and food processing wastes.
Currently the available biomass resources can provide approximately 6 × 1015 Btus of energy [33].
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Wood and wood waste produce 64% of the total Biomass energy, followed by MSW (24%), agricultural
wastes and by-products (5%) and landfill gases (5%) [33–35].

There are many economic benefits deriving from the usage of biomass as a source for energy
production [36]:

• Inexpensive resources
• Locally distributed
• Price stability
• Generation of employment opportunities
• Biomass export opportunities
• Potentially inexhaustible fuel resource

In Greece, it is estimated that the total of the available biomass consists of 7,500,000 tones of
Agricultural crop residues (cereals, maize, cotton, tobacco, sunflower, strawberries, olive kernels, vines etc.)
and 2,700,000 tones from forestry residues (branches, roots, barks etc.). The vast percentage of
this biomass remains unused and is causing the development of forest fires or is acting as a mean
for disease spreading. Additionally, in Greece, the available agricultural and forest residues are
estimated to be equivalent to 3–4 million tons of oil, which constitute approximately 30–40% of the
total oil consumption in Greece. At the same time the potential of energy cultivations can surpass
the energy produced by these residues. Until now, biomass in Greece is mainly used on a limited
scale for heating purposes (households, greenhouses etc.) and in industry (cotton ginners, timber
products, lime kilns etc.). In these cases, the main biomass products used are residues from wood
industry, almond shells, cereal straws, ginning residues etc. From the aforementioned it is evident
that the prospects of biomass usage in Greece are very promising. This is due to the fact that there is
considerable potential, much of which is readily available. At the same time, the energy that can be
produced is, in many cases, economically [37].

However, there are also significant disadvantages in biomass usage. Biomass fuels gave low
energy density, collection and transportation can be cost prohibitive, Biomass usage for energy
production requires a constant supply of fuels which are bulk and must be stored near the biomass
plant. Additionally, there is also a constant requirement of other inputs which include water, crops
and fossil energy which also have cost [38].

Therefore, although biomass usage for energy production is technologically well established,
the price paid for electricity seldom offsets the full cost of the biomass fuel. It is clear that for the
optimization of biomass exploitation for energy production a Decision Support System (DSS) is needed.
This system must take under consideration biomass production as well as biomass accessibility, land
uses etc. and provide managers with the optimal solution which will help them determine the best site
for installing a biomass power plant.

2.3. MCDA and AHP

Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) combined with Geographical Information Systems
are valuable tools for the determination of the optimal solution for a problem. In general, MCDA is
a sub-field of operational research which focuses on the development of decision support systems
which can help in the resolution of complex problems which depend in a variety of criteria and
parameters [39]. MCDA and GIS were used by many researchers for the solution of environmental
problems. For the determination of the optimal solution to post fire regeneration [40], for the creation
of an algorithm which will help on the determination of the optimal design of biomass supply chain
networks [41], for determining the optimal location of a log yard [42] and the optimal usage of biomass
for electricity generation [43].

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an MCDA methodology introduced by Thomas L. Saaty.
AHP is based on the determination of a goal as well as the criteria and alternatives which affect the
achievement of the preselected goal. The pairwise comparisons among the criteria and the alternatives
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help the researchers to determine the weight coefficients of each of them. By determining the weight
coefficients, the researchers know the level of effect to the final solution [44].

AHP in combination with GIS has been used for the selection of the optimal location of offshore
wind farms [45], for performing solar farms feasibility analysis in India [46–48], for selecting the
optimal location for solar PV power plants [49] and large wind farms [50,51], for reinforcing the
hydropower strategy in Nepal [52] and for exploring geothermal resources and locations [53,54].

Fuzzy AHP is an enhanced version of the classic AHP methodology. The usage of fuzzy AHP for
multiple criteria decision making requires scientific weight derivation from fuzzy pairwise comparison
matrices [55]. Fuzzy AHP has been used in water loss managements in developing countries [56],
for the evaluation of solar farms locations in Iran [57], for energy planning in Istanbul [58], for the
evaluation of the capability of renewable energy sources to generate electricity [59–62], for the selection
of solar-thermal plants investment projects [63], for creating spatial decision support systems for solar
farm location planning [64], for selecting the optimal renewable energy type in Indonesia [65] and for
analysing the assessment factors for renewable energy dissemination [66].

In this paper, we present a spatial DSS which based on the usage of Multi Criteria Decision
Analysis (MCDA), fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), Python programming will analyse a
series of parameters and criteria affecting the selection of optimal installation sites and propose the
optimal location. For the visualization of the installation site Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
are used.

Multi criteria decision making using fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process is a powerful tool which
enables researchers to explore various possible problem solutions and at the same time accepting the
fact that the solution to a problem cannot only expressed as a binary result (yes or no). The usage of
fuzzy techniques allows researchers to map the vagueness of an answer, by allowing the interviewed
person to express an uncertainty to his answer. Furthermore, the usage of AHP, a well-established
multi criteria decision making method can easily identify the weight coefficients of the problems
criteria and thus allow the researchers to map the optimal solution more efficiently.

The combination of the aforementioned methodologies (MCDA and fuzzy system elements)
with a spatial analysis tool like Geographic Information Systems can enhance the produced results
by allowing researchers to determine more efficiently the locations were biomass energy production
plants can be installed by determining the overall biomass potential.

3. Methodology

Energy produced from a biomass plant is directly related to the amount of biomass available as
well as to the amount of accessible biomass in the wider area. The greater the amount of biomass
available in a given area the greater the potential of electricity generation [67].

The information on biomass availability in Regional unit of Drama was provided from two
sources, the biomass potential from shape files created from the Greek Centre for Renewable Energy
Sources (CRES) and data regarding farms which were provided from the department of environment
of Regional unit of Drama.

3.1. Criteria Selection

The installation of a biomass energy production plant is affected by some factors which can
be classified in three main categories: Technical, Economic and Environmental. These factors
depend on the geographical location, the socio-economical structure of the studied area and the
biophysical attributes.

All of the aforementioned factors were expressed as GIS layers. For the creation of these layers’
fuzzy logic and fuzzy membership functions were used. Each layer has a value ranging from zero
to one. The value of one represents the most suitable site for the installation of a biomass energy
production plant while the value of zero represents the least suitable site for installation of the plant.
The Analytical Hierarchy Process was finally used to combine the three layers as well as the layer
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of human and environmental limitations (exclusion zones). The resulting layer provided the most
suitable areas for the installation of biomass energy production plants in Regional unit of Drama.

3.2. Human and Environmental Considerations

Prior to selecting the most suitable locations for the installation site we must exclude the areas
were due to legislation, human or environmental considerations we cannot propose the installation.
These locations include cities, villages, settlements, lakes, roads, protected areas, rivers, wetlands,
agricultural lands, wetlands etc. Greek legislation under law 2742/1999 regarding the National
spatial planning and sustainable development clearly defines the areas were the installation of RES is
forbidden (Table 1). These limitations were ultimately combined in a separate layer (Constraint Layer).

Table 1. Legislation, human and environmental considerations.

Criterion Limitations References

Slope
Between 0 and 10% for

constructions and accessibility
from vehicles

[68]

Heavily forested areas and
Protected areas

Restriction: these zones are
completely off limits N2742/1999 (Greek Legislation)

Water Bodies, wetlands, rivers

500 m buffer zone for wetlands
400 m buffer zone for wetlands
300 m buffer zone for wetlands

500 m buffer zone for rivers
400 m buffer zone for rivers

1000 m from coast
200 m from rivers

[69]
[70]
[71]
[69]
[70]

N2742/1999 (Greek Legislation)

Agricultural land, pastures,
Orchards

Agricultural land, pastures and
orchards are unsuitable [68,72]

Urban areas 2000 m from urban areas
1–5 km from urban areas

N2742/1999 (Greek Legislation),
[72]

Road and railroad network
500 m buffer zone
150 m buffer zone

railroad area restriction

[73]
[74]
[75]

N2742/1999 (Greek Legislation)

Constraint Areas Fuzzy Datasets

Current land use is one of the main criteria which affect the installation location. Water bodies,
protected areas, urban and residential areas, roads, railroads and steep slopes cannot be used for the
installation of the proposed power plant. Additionally, agricultural land, land covered by orchards or
other high productivity areas cannot be used [76].

As a result, only areas with poor vegetation, logged areas or barren land can be considered as
ideal locations.

For this reason, a buffer zone must be created around these areas. The buffer zone acceptability
regarding the installation increases from zero to one from the border of the arable land to a distance of
400 m from that border [72].

Figure 4 shows the fuzzy membership value (μ) for land. Values between zero and one represent
the land suitability inside the buffer zone. Clearly the suitability equals one outside the buffer zone.
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Figure 4. Agricultural land fuzzy membership function.

Data for the land uses in Regional unit of Drama where obtained from the CORINE programme.
The fuzzy membership function considering that restriction is:

μPA =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, x ≤ 100

x−100
300 , 100 < x ≤ 400

1, x > 400
(1)

where: x, is the distance from the arable land, orchards etc. and μPA is the fuzzy membership function.
The power plants cannot be installed inside heavily forested areas or protected areas,

therefore the buffer zone created around these types of areas is expressed through the following
membership function:

μF =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, x ≤ 100

x−100
400 , 100 < x ≤ 500

1, x > 500
(2)

where: x is the distance from the protected or heavily forested areas and μF is the fuzzy membership
function.

Similarly, we cannot propose as a potential installation site area inside or in close proximity
to urban areas, water bodies and over road or railroad network. The membership function for the
exclusion of this areas are:

μu =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, x ≤ 1000

x−1000
4000 , 1000 < x ≤ 5000

1, x > 5000
(3)

μwb =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, x ≤ 200

x−200
200 , 200 < x ≤ 400

1, x > 400
(4)

μrr =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, x ≤ 100

x−100
300 , 100 < x ≤ 400

1, x > 400
(5)

where μu, μwb and μrr are the fuzzy membership functions for urban areas, water bodies and rail and
road network.

The last fuzzy membership function is created for determining the slope value. Slope is a
topographic feature which is strongly related to the overall project cost. In order to select the optimal
site, the slope value must be low. In any other case the accessibility of the plant will be reduced
because trucks cannot access steep slopes and furthermore the overall construction cost will rise due
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to excavations or embankments. For the determination of slope, the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of
Regional unit of Drama was created based on satellite data provided by the Copernicus programme.
From the DEM, the slope map was created, each cell of the raster slope map contains a slope value.
The fuzzy membership function for the slope is:

μs =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, x ≤ 3

10−x
7 , 3 < x ≤ 10

0, x > 10
(6)

whereas x is the slope value expressed in percentage.
One of the constraint layers was modelled as a raster layer in GIS with a 50 m spatial resolution.

Finally, all the constraint layers were multiplied together and formed the final constraint layer. Areas
with value of zero will also be zero in the final layer. For example, if a location is inside a river buffer
zone the location’s value will be zero (fuzzy membership function is zero), the final constraint layer
will be also zero even if the values of all the other layers are one. Areas with value of one in all sub
layers will also have a value of one in the final constraint layers and are the most prominent areas
because they lack restrictions. Finally, locations with values between zero and one will receive a final
score based on the multiplication of each layer’s values.

3.3. Techno-Economic Criteria

The amount of available biomass plays a key role in the selection of the proper installation site.
For this reason, the biomass potential database provided by the Centre for Renewable Energy Sources
(CRES). The database the entire regional unit and includes the following data:

• Point sources of biomass
• Arable crops
• Greenhouse crops
• Tree crops
• Vineyards
• Forests

The aforementioned data provide the residues from these types of cultivations for the various
municipalities inside Regional unit of Drama and they are estimated in tones.

Figure 5 represents the biomass potential for the municipalities of Drama (in light blue).
The biomass potential was calculated by adding the individual data provided by the database of
CRES. Higher values are depicted in yellow, orange and red, while lower values are depicted in shades
of green.

Another essential factor is the availability of transport links (railroads and road network). It is
easier to move supplies through the existing transport network. Furthermore, the existence of
transportation network reduces the cost and the probable damages to the environment which can be
caused by the creation of new network. The maximum acceptable distance varies depending on the
study. Our approach values potential locations near roads and railroads to be of better value compared
to other potential sites which are further from the transportation network. Similar approaches have
been made by researchers trying to allocate the optimal installation sites for other types of RES like
wind farms and P/V farms [77–79].
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Figure 5. Regional unit of Drama Biomass Potential.

The membership function describing the distance from the transportation network is:

μt =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, x ≤ 500

1000−x
500 , 500 < x ≤ 1000

0, x ≥ 1000
(7)

whereas x is the distance from the transportation network and μt is the fuzzy membership function.
Additional techno-economic criteria that must be taken under consideration is the proximity

to farms and to the energy transfer grid. Proximity to farms is important because they constitute a
continuing mean of biomass production from animal wastes. Studies have shown that animal waste
can efficiently be used for energy production [80–83].

The membership function describing the distance from farms is:

μ f =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, x ≤ 500

3000−x
2500 , 500 < x ≤ 3000

0, x > 3000
(8)

whereas x is the distance of the potential installation site and the farm location and μf is the membership
function. From Equation (8) it is evident that the optimal installation locations are the ones which are
500 m or less from farms, less preferred location are inside a zone ranging from 500 m up to 3000 m
and the least preferred locations are the ones which are located 3000 m or more from farms.

The final techno-economic criteria which must be taken under consideration is the distance
from the existing energy transfer network. This criterion is similar to the proximity to the existing
transportation network. Locations that are closer to the existing transfer network are preferred
compared to locations which are further. The main reason is that the connection of the biomass power
plant to the existing energy grid will be more economical and the environmental disturbance will be
minimal. The member transfer function describing the distance from the transportation network is:

μte =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1, x ≤ 100

1000−x
900 , 100 < x ≤ 1000

0, x ≥ 1000
(9)
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whereas x is the distance of the potential installation site and the energy transfer network and μfe is the
membership function.

Membership function described from Equations (7)–(9) can be depicted in the following diagram
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Distance from farms fuzzy membership function.

3.4. AHP

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a well-established Multi Criteria Decision Methodology
which is widely used in optimizing decision making [44]. It provides a comprehensive framework for
structuring a decision problem, representing and quantifying the comprising elements, relating those
elements to goals and evaluating possible solutions.AHP is based on pairwise comparisons among the
criteria and the parameters affecting the achievement of a goal [44].

AHP is widely used in the field of sustainable energy [45,49–51].
The implementation of AHP involves the following steps [44]:

1. Determination of the goal, the alternatives involved in reaching this goal and the criteria affecting
the alternatives.

2. Definition of the priorities among the alternatives by performing pairwise comparisons (Table 2).
3. Synthetization of the priorities to yield a set of overall priorities for the hierarchy.
4. Consistency check.
5. Final decision.

Table 2. Pairwise comparison values.

Definition Index Definition Index

Equally Important 1 Equally important 1/1
Equally or slightly more important 2 Equally or slightly less important 1/2

Slightly more important 3 Slightly less important 1/3
Slightly to much more important 4 Slightly-to-way less important 1/4

Much more important 5 Way less important 1/5
Much-to-far more important 6 Way to far less important 1/6

Far more important 7 Far less important 1/7
Far more important to extremely more important 8 Far less important to extremely less important 1/8

Extremely more important 9 Extremely less important 1/9
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In this study, we used PYTHON code for performing the AHP methodology in GIS. The code
allows the determination of matrices for each criterion and alternative and performs the comparisons
based on the user inputs. At the end, it provides the weight coefficients and performs a consistency
check of the results.

For implementing the analysis, we defined a tree, with nodes for the criteria and the alternatives:

+–(alt. a)
+–[node 1]–+–(alt. b)
| +–(alt. c)

[root]–+
| +–(alt. a)
| +–[node 2.1]–+–(alt. b)
| | +–(alt. c)
+–[node 2]–+

| +–(alt. a)
+–[node 2.2]–+–(alt. b)

The example represents a two level AHP tree, having 4 nodes and 3 alternatives. there are three
‘edge nodes,’ known as “node 1,”“node 2.1” and “node 2.2.”

An example of the code used to calculate weight coefficients inside a node is shown below:

def__wc(n):
if not isinstance(n, AHPTreeNode):
return;

ret = {};
# first, we process childrens

forch in n.iter_childrens():
ifisinstance(ch, AHPTreeNode):

w = ch.calculate_weights();
d = __dive(ch);

if d != None:
ret[ch.get_name()] = (w, d);
else: # leaf
ret[ch.get_name()] = w;

##

if ret != {}:
if n == self__TreeRoot:

w = n.calculate_weights();
return {‘Root’: (w, ret)};
else:
return ret;
else:
return None;

4. Results

4.1. Constraint Layer

The Constraint layer has been produced by the multiplication of the individual constraint layers
(slope, heavily forested and protected areas, rivers lakes and coasts, Agricultural land, pastures
Orchards, Urban areas (towns, villages, settlements) and distance from Road and railroad network).
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Figure 7, presents the constraint layers after the implementation of the fuzzy membership
functions for each layer. Areas in shades of green are more suitable for the installation of the biomass
energy production plant. Areas in shades of yellow are less suited and finally areas in red are not
suitable for installation. The final constraint layer is presented in Figure 7. From this layer, we have
excluded protected areas (Natura 2000, Ramsar sites etc.) regardless of their capability to support the
installation, as Greek legislation prohibits the exploitation of these areas.

Figure 7. The individual constraint layers.

Figure 8 presents the result from the multiplication of the individual layers. The areas in purple
are excluded as possible installation sites because they are protected. Areas in red are the least suitable
for installing the power plant, whereas areas in green and yellow are the most suitable.
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Figure 8. The final constraint layer.

4.2. Biomass Potential

Figure 9 shows the total biomass potential of Regional unit of Drama. As it is apparent the amount
of biomass varies in the regional unit. Areas depicted in red colour have low biomass potential whereas
areas in orange and yellow are more suitable for exploitation. Finally, areas in shades of green are the
most suitable for the installation of power plant that exploit biomass.

 

Figure 9. Biomass estimation in Regional unit of Drama.
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4.3. Access to Transportation Network and Energy Grid

The access of the proposed installation site to the current transportation network as well as to the
current energy grid plays a vital role. Almost all areas of the regional unit outside the protected areas
have good access to the road network. The energy transfer grid depicts only medium and high voltage
power lines which are suitable for long distances transfer (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Distances from energy transfer network and transportation network.

4.4. Distances from Farms

Data for the location of farms in Regional unit of Drama were provided from the Department of
Environment of the regional unit. The data include the locations of currently running farms and in a
shape file and were transformed to raster using the GIS software (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Distances from farms.
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4.5. Determining Suitable Land

Finally, the aforementioned criteria were compared using the AHP methodology implemented in
PYTHON. The importance of each criterion was set based on the opinions of experts as these were
depicted in similar studies. Therefore, the greatest weight was given to the constraint layer, which
determines the land suitability at the first level of the research. The second most important weight
coefficient was the biomass potential of the area, followed by farm proximity, proximity to the energy
grid and finally proximity to the current transportation network (Table 3).

Table 3. Weight coefficients after the implementation of AHP.

Criteria Weight Coefficient

Constraint Layer 0.458
Transportation network 0.033

Proximity to farms 0.142
Energy grid 0.07

Biomass potential 0.297

For the determination of the suitable installation locations, areas which have a fuzzy value of zero
in all layers were excluded at the beginning. Then the layers were combined based on the coefficients
presented in Table 3. At the end, the final layer was created based on AHP (Figure 9).

Four suitability levels were created based on the fuzzy membership functions of the location,
unsuitable (0, 0.3), poor (0.3, 0.5), good (0.5, 0.7) and excellent (0.7, 1). Figure 9 presents the result
for Regional unit of Drama. It should be pointed out again that the areas on the North and West of
the regional unit (in purple) are protected areas, which are not available for exploitation according to
Greek legislation.

From Figure 12 it is also clear that only a small portion of the entire regional unit area is available
for exploitation. However, these areas if managed properly are sufficient for providing sufficient energy.

 

Figure 12. Land suitability for biomass power plant installation.
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4.6. Results Validation

For the areas with suitability levels good or excellent (Figure 9) an effort was made to estimate the
biomass potential based on the maps provided by CRES. These maps include arable crops, greenhouse
residuals, tree crops, vineyards and forest residuals. The results of the estimation showed that although
the selected areas represent only the 8% of the total area of the regional unit of Drama the biomass
potential is estimated to be 25.5% of the total biomass potential. This corresponds to approximately
586.067 tones of biomass available for energy production.

This result must be enhanced by incorporating in these areas the number farm situated in these
regions. The spatial analysis showed that in these areas there are a total of 44 farm units which can
further enhance biomass production.

These results also show the efficiency of the proposed methodology by evaluating an entire
regional unit and localizing the proposed installation locations to a small fraction of the total regional
unit’s area.

5. Discussion

Renewable energy sources are expected to play a vital role in energy production in the future.
Both the environmental degradation caused by the usage of fossil fuels as well as the legislation
framework developed, aim toward the dissemination and increase of their usage. Although there are a
variety of RES forms, it is up to the managers to select the most appropriate type, in each case, based
on the environmental constraints and production characteristics of the region under investigation,
as well as the type that causes the least reactions from citizens [84,85]. The exploitation of national RES
potential contributes both to the diversification of the national energy mix and to the security of energy
supply, while at the same time strengthening the development of the local and national economy [31].

During the last years, the adoption of common European policies on energy sector, mainly in
relation with the necessities underlined by international contracts to limit greenhouse gases, has
affected both the European and National energy systems. In particular, an increasing penetration of
RES is observed both in power generation as well as the final usage of energy.

Renewable energy sources constitute a key element for enabling global energy policy, with
biomass in particular representing an important factor in meeting energy demand towards a more
autonomous growth in global scale [86].

Biomass can be used to meet energy needs, either by direct combustion or by conversion to
gaseous, liquid and/or solid fuels by thermochemical or biochemical processes. The exploitation
of biomass usually encounters the disadvantages of large spreading, large volumes as well as the
difficulties of collecting-processing-transporting-storing it is very important that the usage of biomass
for energy production must be performed as close as possible to its place of production [37].

Therefore, it is common that the society’s attitude toward such types of investments is sometimes
negative, mainly due to the fact that the resulting energy production facility causes environmental
disturbance to a certain level. Under this scope the Greek state has legislated an extensive framework
which clearly defines the rules towards the installation locations of RES facilities in general and Biomass
energy production plants in particular (law N2742/1999 regarding the National spatial planning and
sustainable development).

The purpose of the paper was achieved by determining the locations where, after research,
the optimal conditions exist, for biomass exploitation and therefore, managers can achieve the
best possible results both in terms of energy production as well as in terms of minimization of
environmental disturbance and economic impact. Additionally, the selected locations are compatible
with the legislation regarding RES investments as it is described by N2742/1999.

The aforementioned were performed by providing a framework for a spatial Decision Support
System which can be used in order to determine the optimal locations for biomass power plant
installation. The research takes under consideration the current biomass production as well as
environmental and techno economic constraints related to the final location selection.
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The usage of AHP allows the determination of the weight coefficients of each constraint with
great accuracy and thus makes the result of the analysis more objective. AHP can be used in two
distinctive ways within a GIS environment. It can be either employed to derive the weights associated
with suitability map layers or alternatively the AHP principle can be used to aggregate the priority
for all level of hierarchy structure including the level representing alternatives. (Malczewski). Fuzzy
datasets are used to further enhance the results. In a complex land-use suitability analysis, like the one
performed in this paper, it is difficult, (or even impossible) to provide the precise numerical information
required by the conventional methods based on the Boolean algebra. In conventional approaches a
cut-off (a constraint or threshold) is defined as ‘the acceptable site must be located within 1 km of a
river,’ for example. Such a cut-off however is not a natural one [85]. Fuzzy datasets enhance the results
by allowing the determination of areas that are between these two cases. Thus, allowing mapping
an area more accurately and combining results from different constraints with higher accuracy. This
approach manages to deal with impression and ambiguity in the input data (attribute values and
decision maker’s preferences [85]. The end result of this approach is the creation of a detailed map
which depicts the most suitable locations for the installation of a biomass energy power plant. After
the proposal of the most suitable locations, managers should perform visits to the areas for selecting
the final installation locations.

6. Conclusions

One of the advantages of the proposed framework is that it can be easily modified in order to
study other types of RES by simply modifying the relating criteria. The results of the framework can
be further enhanced by incorporating more criteria and alternatives, using high resolution satellite
data etc.

The energy produced in the selected areas can be increased by using sludge and other urban
waste water. Wastewater reuse in forest plantations has several advantages including rehabilitation of
fragile ecological zones, reduced discharge of wastewater into natural water bodies and thus reduced
pollution of aquatic ecosystems [87].

The usage of this DSS and other similar methodologies constitutes a valuable tool for energy
planning in regional and national level, shaping the framework of investment activities, thus
contributing to the implementation of the country’s development policy.

It is important to form the appropriate policies which will promote and encourage at the same
time the cultivation of energy crops for energy production. A key problem of biomass related projects
is funding. Therefore, it is very important to investigate alternative means of funding. Additionally,
it is also very important to simplify procedures and to minimize delays regarding the environmental
licensing of these types of projects.

The results of this research are very useful, both to the scientific community for further research
and review and to the managers which perform energy planning. Furthermore, the results can
provide the Greek state with a tool for decision making both in energy planning as well as in
environmental protection.

Additionally, it is very important for the Greek state to take under serious consideration the
increasing biomass volumes and modify the legislation framework. Finally, it could be possible to
modify the existing power transfer network for the exploitation of energy production from biomass
and reduce the stress of Public Power Corporation, especially in high demand periods.

Further improvements of the proposed methodology can include the capability of scenarios
with the aim of developing a sustainable methodology for alternate locations [88] or other mapping
techniques [89], which can be used to further enhance the spatial multicriteria analysis.
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